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  ...إلى قارئ ھذا الكتاب ، تحية طيبة وبعد 

حقيقياً في عالم يعج بالأبحاث والكتب والمعلومات، وأصبح العلم معياراً نعيش لقد أصبحنا 
حلاً شبه  بدورهوقد أمسى لتفاضل الأمم والدول والمؤسسات والأشخاص على حدٍّ سواء، 

، فالبيئة تبحث عن حلول، وصحة الإنسان تبحث عن دة وخطورةاكل العالم حوحيدٍ لأكثر مش
الطاقة والغذاء حلول، والموارد التي تشكل حاجة أساسية للإنسان تبحث عن حلول كذلك، و

فأين نحن من . ويحاول أن يجد الحلول لھاالآن والماء جميعھا تحديات يقف العلم في وجھھا 
   ھذا العلم ؟ وأين ھو منا؟

ن نوفر بين أيدي كل من حمل لأ www.4electron.comسعى في موقع عالم الإلكترون ن
من أدوات تساعده في ھذا الدرب، من  ما نستطيعالتحديات لى عاتقه مسيرة درب تملؤه ع

ء والأفكار العلمية مواضيع علمية، ومراجع أجنبية بأحدث إصداراتھا، وساحات لتبادل الآرا
والمرتبطة بحياتنا الھندسية، وشروحٍ لأھم برمجيات الحاسب التي تتداخل مع تطبيقات الحياة 
الأكاديمية والعملية، ولكننا نتوقع في نفس الوقت أن نجد بين الطلاب والمھندسين والباحثين 

مجتمعٍ يساھم  من يسعى مثلنا لتحقيق النفع والفائدة للجميع، ويحلم أن يكون عضواً في
   بتحقيق بيئة خصبة للمواھب والإبداعات والتألق، فھل تحلم بذلك ؟

رأيتھا في إحدى المواضيع حاول أن تساھم بفكرة، بومضة من خواطر تفكيرك العلمي، بفائدة 
تأكد بأنك ستلتمس الفائدة في كل . جانب مضيء لمحته خلف ثنايا مفھوم ھندسي ماالعلمية، ب

  ...رى غيرك يخطوھا معك خطوة تخطوھا، وت

، أخي القارئ، نرجو أن يكون ھذا الكتاب مقدمة لمشاركتك في عالمنا العلمي التعاوني
بكل الإمكانيات المتوفرة لديه جاھزاً  ww.4electron.com سيكون موقعكم عالم الإلكترونو

، أو طالب في علوم الھندسة قع الذي يبحث عنه كل باحثالبيئة والوا على الدوام لأن يحقق
  . ويسعى فيه للإفادة كل ساعٍ ، فأھلاً وسھلاً بكم 

  مع تحيات إدارة الموقع وفريق عمله
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PREFACE

Despite the development of a now vast body of knowledge known as
modern control theory, and despite some spectacular applications of this
theory to practical situations, it is quite clear that much of the theory has
yet to find application, and many practical control problems have yet to find
a theory which will successfully deal with them. No book of course can
remedy the situation at this time. But the aim of this book is to construct
one of many bridges that are still required for the student and practicing
control engineer between the familiar classical control results and those of

modern control theory. It attempts to do so by consistently adopting the
viewpoints that

1. many modern control results have interpretation in terms of clas-
sical control results;

2. many modern control results do have practical engineering signif-
icance, as distinct from applied mathematical significance.

As a consequence, linear systems are very heavily emphasized, and,
indeed, the discussion of nonlinear systems is essentially restricted to two
classes: systems which should be linear, but unhappily are not; and systems
which are linear but for the intentional use of relays. Also as a consequence

of this approach, discussion of some results deemed fundamental in the
general theory of optimal control has been kept to the barest minimum,

thereby allowing emphasis on those particular optimal control results having
application to linear systems. It may therefore seem strange to present a
book on optimal control which does not discuss the Pontryagin Maximum
Principle, but it is nonetheless consistent with the general aims of the book.

Although the selection of the material for the book has not been governed

vii
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Vwl PREFACE

bytheidea of locating the optimal control theory of Iinear systems within
the broader framework of optimal control theory per se, it has been governed

by the aim of presenting results of linear optimal control theory interesting
from an engineering point of view, consistent with the ability of students to

follow the material. This has not meant restricting the choice of material
presented to that covered in other books; indeed a good many of the ideas

discussed have appeared only in technical papers.

For the most part, continuous time systems are treated, and a good
deal more of the discussion is on time-invariant than is on time-varying
systems. Infinite-time optimization problems for time-varying systems involve
concepts such as uniform complete controllability, which the authors con-
sider to be in the nature of advanced rather than core material, and accord-

ingly discussion of such material is kept to a minimum. For completeness,
some mention is also made of discrete-time systems, but it seemed to us
that any extended discussion of discrete-time systems would involve undue
repetition.

The text is aimed at the first or later year graduate student. The back-
ground assumed of any reader is, first, an elementary control course, covering

such notions as transfer functions, Nyquist plots, root locus, etc., second,
an elementary introduction to the state-space description of linear systems

and the dual notions of complete controllability and complete observability,
and third, an elementary introduction to linear algebra. However, exposure
to a prior or concurrent course in optimal control is not assumed. For
students who have had a prior course, or are taking concurrently a course
in the general theory of optimal control or a specific aspect of the discipline

such as time-optimal systems, a course based on this book will still provide
in-depth knowledge of an important area of optimal control.

Besides an introductory chapter and a final chapter on computational

aspects of optimal linear system design, the book contains three major parts.
The first of these outlines the basic theory of the linear regulator, for time-
invariant and time-varying systems, emphasizing the former. The actual
derivation of the optimal control law is via the Hamilton-Jacobi equation
which is introduced using the Principle of Optimality. The infinite-time
problem is considered, with the introduction of exponential weighting in
the performance index used for time-invariant design as a novel feature. The
second major part of the book outlines the engineering properties of the

regulator, and attempts to give the reader a feeling for the use of the optimal

linear regulator theory as a design tool. Degree of stability, phase and gain

margin, tolerance of time delay, effect of nonlinearities, introduction of
relays, design to achieve prescribed closed-loop poles, various sensitivity

problems, state estimation and design of practical controllers are all con-

sidered. The third major part of the book discusses extensions to the servo-

mechanism problem, to the situation where the derivative of the control
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PREFACE ix

may be limited (leading to dynamic feedback controllers) or the control
itself may be limited in amplitude (leading to feedback controllers con-

taining relays), and to recent results on output, as distinct from state
feedback. Material on discrete time systems and additional material on
time-varying continuous systems is also presented. The final part of the
book, consisting of one chapter only, discusses approaches to the solution

of Riccati equations, including approximate solution procedures based on
singular perturbation theory. Appendices summarizing matrix theory and
linear system theory results relevant to the material of the book are also
included.

Readers who have been introduced to the regulator problem elsewhere

may find section 3 of chapter 3 a convenient starting point, unless review
of the earlier material is required.

We would like to emphasize that the manuscript was compiled as a
truly joint effort; it would be difficult to distinguish completely who wrote
what section and whose ideas were involved at each point in the develop-
ment of the material. Both of us were surprised at the fact that working
together we could achieve far more than either of us working independently,
and we are thankful for the personal enrichment to our lives from the
experience of working together.

In listing acknowledgments, our former teachers Robert Newcomb

and Dragoslav $iljak come immediately to mind as do our graduate students
Peter Moylan and Konrad Hitz. In knowing these people each of us has
learned that a teacher-student relationship can be infinitely more worth-
while than the usual connotation of the words implies. We appreciate the
direct help given by our students as we also appreciate the work done by
Brian Thomas in drafting the various diagrams, and Sue Dorahy, Pam
O’Sullivan and Lorraine Youngberry for typing the manuscript. We are
happy to acknowledge the financial support of our research by the Australian
Research Grants Committee. We mention our families—Dianne and
Elizabeth Anderson, and Jan and Kevin Moore because they are a part of us.
We mention all these various names along with our own in recognition of
the world of people out of whom the world of ideas is born and for whom
it exists.

BRIAN D. O. ANDERSON

JOHN B. MOORE
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CHAPTER 7

INTRODUCTION

1.1 LINEAR OPTIMAL CONTROL

The methods and techniques of what is now known as “classical control”

will be familiar to most readers. In the main, the systems or plants that can
be considered by using classical control ideas are linear, time invariant, and
have a single input and a single output. The primary aim of the designer

using classical control design methods is to stabilize a plant, whereas secon-
dary aims may involve obtaining a certain transient response, bandwidth,
steady state error, and so on. The designer’s methods are a combination of
analytical ones (e.g., Laplace transform, Routh test), graphical ones (e.g.,
Nyquist plots, Nichols charts), and a good deal of empirically based knowl-
edge (e.g., a certain class of compensator works satisfactorily for a certain
class of plant), For high-order systems, multiple-input systems, or systems
that do not possess the properties usually assumed in the classical control

approach, the designer’s ingenuity is generally the limiting factor in achiev-
ing a satisfactory design.

Two of the main aims of modern, as opposed to classical, control are
to deempiricize control system design and to present solutions to a much
wider class of control problems than classical control can tackle. One of the
major ways modern control sets out to achieve these aims is by providing an
array of analytical design procedures that lessen the load of the design task

3
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4 INTRODUCTION Ch. 1

on the designer’s ingenuity and locate more of the load upon his mathematical

ability and on the computational machines used in actually carrying out the
design.

Optimal control is one particular branch of modern control that sets
out to provide analytical designs of a specially appealing type. The system

which is the end result of an optimal design is not supposed merely to be

stable, have a certain bandwidth, or satisfy any one of the desirable con-

straints associated with classical control, but it is supposed to be the best

possible system of a particular type—hence, the word optimal. If it is both

optimal and possesses a number of the properties that classical control sug-
gests are desirable, so much the better.

Linear optimal control is a special sort of optimal control. The plant
that is controlled is assumed linear, and the controller, the device which

generates the optimal control, is constrained to be linear. That is, its output,
the optimal control, is supposed to depend linearly on its input, which will

consist of quantities derived from measurements on the plant. Of course,
one may well ask: Why linear optimal control, as opposed simply to optimal

control ? A number of justifications may be advanced—for example, many
engineering plants are linear prior to addition of a controller to them; a
linear controller is simple to implement physically, and will frequently suffice.

Other advantages of optimal control, when it is specifically linear,
follow.

1. Many optimal control problems do not have computable solutions,
or they have solutions that may only be obtained with a great deal
of computing effort. By contrast, nearly all linear optimal control

problems have readily computable solutions.
2. Linear optimal control results may be applied to nonlinear systems

operating on a small signal basis. More precisely, suppose an optimal
control has been developed for some nonlinear system with the
assumption that this system will start in a certain initial state. Sup-
pose, however, that the system starts in a slightly different initial
state, for which there exists some other optimal control. Then a
first approximation to the difference between the two optimal controls
may normally be derived, if desired, by solving a linear optimal
control problem (with all its attendant computational advantages).
This holds independently of the criterion for optimality for the non-
linear system. (Since this topic will not be discussed anywhere in this

book, we list the two references [1] and [2] that outhne this important

result.t)
3. The computational procedures required for linear optimal design may

often be carried over to nonlinear optimal problems. For example,

~References are located at the end of each chapter.
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Sec. 1.2 ABOUT THIS BOOK IN PARTICULAR 5

the nonlinear optimal design procedures based on the theory of the
second variation [1–3] and quasilinearization [3, 4] consist of com-
putational algorithms replacing the nonlinear problem by a sequence

of linear problems.
4. Linear optimal control designs turn out to possess a number of prop-

erties, other than simply optimality, which classical control suggests

are attractive, Examples of such properties are good gain margin

and phase margin, and good tolerance of nonlinearities. This latter
property suggests that controller design for nonlinear systems may
sometimes be achieved by designing with the assumption that the sys-

tem is linear (even though this may not be a good approximation),

and by relying on the fact that an optimally designed linear system

can tolerate nonlinearities—actually quite large ones—without

impairment of all its desirable properties. Hence, linear optimal
design methods are in some ways applicable to nonlinear systems.

5. Linear optimal control provides a framework for the unified study

of the control problems studied via classical methods. At the same
time, it vastly extends the class of systems for which control designs
may be achieved.

1.2 ABOUT THIS BOOK IN PARTICULAR

This is not a book on optimal control, but a book on linear optimal
control. Accordingly, it reflects very little of the techniques or results of
general optimal control. Rather, we study a basic problem of linear optimal
control, the “regulator problem,” and attempt to relate mathematically all
other problems discussed to this one problem. If the reader masters the
mathematics of the regulator problem, he should find most of the remainder
of the mathematics relatively easy going. (Those familiar with the standard
regulator and its derivation may bypass Chapter 2, Sec. 2.1 through Chapter

3, Sec. 3,3. Those who wish to avoid the mathematics leading to regulator

results in a first reading may bypass Chapter 2, Sec. 2.2 through Chapter 3,
sec. 3.3.)

The fact that we attempt to set up mathematical relations between the

regulator problem and the other problems considered does not mean that

we seek, or should seek, physical or engineering relations between the regula-
tor problem and other problems. Indeed, these will not be there, and even
the initial mathematical statements of some problems will often not suggest
their association with the regulator problem.

We aim to analyze the engineering properties of the solution to the

problems presented. We thus note the various connections to classical con-
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6 INTRODUCTION Ch. 1

trol results and ideas, which, in view of their empirical origins, are often best
for assessing a practical design, as distinct from arriving at this design.

1.3 PART AND CHAPTER OUTLINE

In this section, we briefly discuss the breakdown of the book into parts

and chapters. There are five parts, listed below with brief comments.

Part I—Introduction. This part is simply the introductory first chapter.

Part II-Basic theory of the optimal regulator. These chapters serve to
introduce the linear regulator problem and to set up the basic mathematical

results associated with it. Chapter 2 sets up the problem, by translating into
mathematical terms the physical requirements on a regulator. It introduces
the Hamilton–Jacobi equation as a device for solving optimal control prob-
lems, and then uses this equation to obtain a solution for problems where

performance over a finite (as opposed to infinite) time interval is of interest,
The infinite-time interval problem is considered in Chapter 3, which includes

stability properties of the optimal regulators. Chapter 4 shows how to achieve
a regulator design with a prescribed degree of stability.

Part III-Properties and application of the optimal regulator. The aim

of this part is twofold. First, it derives and discusses a number of engineering

properties of the linear optimal regulator, and, second, it discusses the
engineering implementation of the regulator. The main purpose of Chapter 5
is to derive some basic frequency domain formulas and to use these to deduce

from Nyquist plots properties of optimal systems involving gain margin,
etc. In this chapter, the problem is also considered of designing optimal
systems with prescribed closed-loop poles. In Chapter 6, an examination is
made of the effect of introducing nonlinearities, including relays, into optimal
systems. The main point examined is the effect of the nonlinearities on the
system stability. Chapter 7 is mainly concerned with the effect of plant pa-
rameter variations in optimal systems, and studies the effect using modern
control ideas as well as the classical notion of the return difference. There is
also further discussion in Chapter 7 of the design of optimal systems with

prescribed closed-loop poles. Chapter 8 is devoted to the problem of state
estimation; implementation of optimal control laws generally requires the
feeding back of some function of the plant state vector, which may need

to be estimated from the plant input and output if it is not directly measurable.

The discussions of Chapter 8 include estimators that operate optimally in

the presence of noise, the design of such estimators being achieved via solu-

tion of an optimal regulator problem. The purpose of Chapter 9 is to tie
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Ch. 1 REFERENCES 7

the estimation procedures of Chapter 8 with the optimal control results of
earlier chapters so as to achieve controllers of some engineering utility. Atten-
tions paid to simplification of the structure of these controllers.

Part IV—Extensions to more complex problems. In this part, the aim
is to use the regulator results to solve a number of other linear optimal con-

trol problems of engineering interest. Chapter 10 considers problems resulting
in controllers using proportional-plus-integral state feedback. Chapter 11
considers various versions of the classical servomechanism problem. Chapter

12 considers problems when there is an upper bound on the magnitude of the
control; the controllers here become dual mode, with one mode—the linear

one—computable using the regulator theory. Next, Chapter 13 considers
problems where only the plant output is available for use in a nondynamic

controller, as well as other optimal problems that include controller con-

straints. Such problems are often referred to as suboptimal problems. Chapter
14 contains a very brief discussion of discrete time systems, and continuous

time-varying systems on an infinite-time interval.

Part V—Computational aspects. This part—Chapter 15—discusses
some of the computational difficulties involved in carrying out an optimal

control design. Various techniques are given for finding transient and steady
state solutions to an equation, the matrix Riccati equation, occurring con-
stantly in linear design. Approximate solutions are discussed, as well as a
description of situations in which these approximate solutions are applicable.

Appendices. Results in matrix theory and linear system theory relevant
to the material in the book are summarized in the appendices.

REFERENCES

[1] Breakwell, J. V., J. L. Speyer, and A. E. Bryson, “Optimization and Control
of Nonlinear Systems Using the Second Variation,” S1AA4 1 Contro/, VO1. 1,
No. 2, 1963, pp. 193-223.

[.2] Kelley, H. J., “Guidance Theory and Extremal Fields,” IRE Trans. Auto.
Control, Vol. AC-7, No. 4, October 1962, pp. 75-82.

[3] Sage, A. P., Optimum Systems Contro/, Prentice-Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,
N. J., 1968.

[4] Bellman, R. E., and R. E. Kalaba, Quasilinearization and Nonlinear Boundary

Value Problems, Elsevier, New York, 1965.
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CHAPTER 2

THE STANDARD REGULATOR

PROBLEM—I

2.1 A REVIEW OF THE REGULATOR PROBLEM

We shall be concerned almost exclusively with linear finite-dimensional

systems, which frequently will also be time invariant. The systems may be

represented by equations of the type

i(t) = F(t)x(t)+ G(t)u(t) (2.1-1)

y(f) = H’(t)x(t). (2.1-2)

Here, F(t), G(t), and H(t) are matrix functions of time, in general with con-
tinuous entries. If their dimensions are respectively n x n, n x m, n x p,

the n vector x(t) denotes the system state at time t,them vector u(t) the system
input or system control at time t,and the p vector y(t)the system output at
time t.

In classical control work, usually systems with only one input and out-

put are considered. With these restrictions in (2. l-l) and (2.1-2), the vectors
u(t)and y(t)become scalars, and the matrices G(t) and H(t)become vectors,

and accordingly will often be denoted by lowercase letters to distinguish
their specifically vector character. The systems considered are normally also
time inwzriant, or stationary. In terms of (2.1-1) and (2.1-2), this means that
the input u(t)and output y(t)for an initially zero state are related by a time-

11
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12 THE STANDARD REGULATOR PROBLEM–1 Ch. 2

invariant impulse response. Furthermore, the most common state-space
descriptions of time-invariant systems are those where F(t), g(t), and h(t)
are constant with time. (Note, though, that nonconstant F(t), g(t), and A(t)
may still define a time-invariant impulse response—e.g., F(t) = O, g(t) = e’,

h(t) = e-r defines the time-invariant impulse response e-(’-’).)
The classical description of a system is normally in terms of its transfer

function matrix, which we denote by W(s), s being the Laplace transform vari-

able. The well-known connection between W(s) and the matrices of (2.1-1)
and (2. 1-2), if these are constant, is

W(s) = H’(sZ – F)- ‘G. (2.1-3)

A common class of control problems involves a plant, for which a control
is desired to achieve one of the following aims:

1. Qualitative statement of the regulator problem. Suppose that initially
the plant output, or any of its derivatives, is nonzero. Provide a
plant input to bring the output and its derivatives to zero. In other
words, the problem is to apply a control to take the plant from a

nonzero state to the zero state. This problem may typically occur
where the plant is subjected to unwanted disturbances that perturb

its output (e.g., a radar antenna control system with the antenna
subject to wind gusts).

2. Qualitative statement of the tracking (or servomechanism) prob[em.

Suppose that the plant output, or a derivative, is required to track
some prescribed function. Provide a plant input that will cause this
tracking (e.g., when a radar antenna is to track an aircraft such a
control is required).

In a subsequent chapter, we shall discuss the tracking problem. For the

moment, we restrict attention to the more fundamental regulator problem.
When considering the regulator problem using classical control theory,

we frequently seek a solution that uses feedback of the output and its deriva-
tives to generate a control. A controller, describable by a transfer function,
is interposed between the plant output and plant input, with the plant output
constituting the controller input. The controller output is the plant input.
In Fig. 2.1-1, the feedback arrangement is shown. Both the plant and con-
troller have a single input and output, and are time invariant—i.e., possess

a transfer function.
In the modern approach, it is often assumed that the plant states are

available for measurement. (If this is not the case, it is generally possible to

construct a physical device called a state estimator, which produces at its

output the plant states, when driven by both the plant input and output.

This will be discussed in a later chapter.) In addition to assuming availability

of the states, the design of controllers is often restricted by a requirement
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PLANT WITH
>

TRANSFER FUNCTION

CONTROLLER WITH

TRANSFER FUNCTION
*

Fig. 2.1-1 Classical feedback arrangement.

that they be nondynamic, or memory less. In other words, the controller
output or plant input u(t) is required to be an instantaneous function of the
plant state x(r). The nature of this function may be permitted to vary with

time, in which case we could write down a control law

u(t) = /c(x(r), t) (2. 1-4)

to indicate the dependence of u(l) on both x(t) and t.

Of interest from the viewpoint of ease of implementation is the case of
the linear control law, given by

u(t)= K’(t)x(t) (2.1-5)

for some matrix K of appropriate dimension. [When K(t) is a constant
matrix, (2. 1-5) becomes a constant or time-invariant control law, and, as
will become clear, a number of connections with the classical approach can

be made.] Figure 2.1-2 shows the modern control arrangement. The plant is
assumed to be linear, but may have multiple inputs and outputs and may be
time varying. The state estimator constructs the plant state vector from the

u(t)

Fig. 2.1-2 Modern control feedback arrangement.
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14 THE STANDARD REGULATOR PROBLEM—I Ch. 2

input and output vectors, and is actually a linear, finite-dimensional system
itself. Linear combinations of the states are fed back to the system input in
accordance with (2. 1-5).

When attempting to construct a controller for the regulator problem,
we might imagine that the way to proceed would be to search for a control
scheme that would take an arbitrary nonzero initial state to the zero state,

preferably as fast as possible. Could this be done? If F and G are constant,
and if the pair [F, G] is completely controllable, the answer is certainly yes

[1]. Recall (see Appendix B), that the definition of complete controllability
requires that there be a control taking any nonzero state x(tO) at time tO

to the zero state at some time T. [n fact, if F and G are constant, T can be
taken as close to t, as desired, and for some classes of time-varying F(t) and
G(t), this is also the case. What, therefore, would be wrong with such a
scheme ? Two things. First, the closer T is to tfl the greater is the amount of
control energy (and the greater is the magnitude of the control) required to
effect the state transfer. In any engineering system, an upper bound is set on
the magnitude of the various variables in the system by practical considera-
tions. Therefore, one could not take T arbitrarily close to towithout exceed-
ing these bounds. Second, as reference to [1] will show, the actual control

cannot be implemented as a linear feedback law, for finite T, unless one is

prepared to tolerate infinite entries in K(T)—i.e., the controller gain at time
T. In effect, a linear feedback control is ruled out.

Any other control scheme for which one or both of these objections
is valid is equally unacceptable. In an effort to meet the first objection, one

could conceive that it is necessary to keep some measure of control magni-
tude bounded or even small during the course of a control action; such
measures might be

or
J

r u’(t) R(t)u(t) dt
to

where the superscript prime denotes matrix (or vector) transposition, and
R(t) is a positive definite matrix for all t,which, without loss of generality,
can always be taken as symmetric. We shall discuss subsequently how to meet
the second objection. Meanwhile, we shall make further adjustments to our

original aim of regulation.
First, in recognition of the fact that “near enough is often good enough”

for engineering purposes, we shall relax the aim that the system should actu-
ally achieve the zero state, and require merely that the state as measured by

some norm should become small. If there were some fixed time T by which
this was required, we might ask that x’(T) Ax(T), with,4 some positive definite

matrix, be made small.
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Sec. 2.1 A REVIEW OF THE REGULATOR PROBLEM 15

Second, it is clearly helpful from the control point of view to have
1]x(t)] I small for any I in the interval over which control is being exercized,
and wecanexpress this fact by asking (for example) that J~, x’(t) Q(t)x(t)dI
be small, where Q(t) is symmetric positive definite. in some situations, as

we shall see, it proves sufficient to have Q(t) nonnegative definite.

Let us now sum up the desirable properties of a regulator system.

1. The regulator system should involve a linear control law, of the form

u(t) = K’(f)x(t).
2. The regulator scheme should ensure the smallness of quantities such

as j; u’(t) R(t)u(t) dt, x’(T) .4x(T), and ~~ x’(t) Q(t)x(r) dt, where M -),

A, and Q(. ) have the positivity properties mentioned earlier.

For the moment, we shall concentrate on 2. Subsequently, we shall see

that a regulator scheme with property 2 automatically possesses property 1

too.
To consider achieving property 2, let us define the performance index

~(X(to), u(.), to)= j“(z.f’~u + x’Qx) dt + x’(~)Ax(~). (2.1-6)
to

As the notation implies, the value taken by V depends on the initial state
x(tO) and time 10, and the control over the interval [to,T].

A reasonable approach to achieving property 2 would be to choose that
control u(. ) which minimized the performance index (2. 1-6) [always assuming
such a u(. ) exists]. This idea leads to the following formal statement of the
regulator problem.

Regulator problem. Consider the system (2. I-1 ), where the entries of
F(t) and G(t) are assumed to be continuous. Let the matrices Q(t) and
R(t) have continuous entries, be symmetric, and be nonnegative and

positive definite, respectively. Let A be a nonnegative definite symmetric
matrix. Define the performance index V(x(tO), U(.), ~0) as in (2.1-6) and
the minimization problem as the task of finding an optimal control

u*(t), tE[tO, T], minimizing P’, and the associated optimum performance
index V*(x(tO), tO)—i.e., the value of V obtained by using the optimal

control.

Notice that earlier it was suggested that A should be positive definite,

whereas the statement of the regulator problem merely suggests that it should
be nonnegative definite. As we shall see subsequently, the size of the final state

x(T) can frequently be made small merely by the relaxed requirement.
Indeed, the choice A = O will often lead to a satisfactory result.

As already remarked, the minimization of (2. 1-6) turns out to be achiev-
able with a linear feedback law. This is the reason why the performance
index includes a measure of control energy in the form ~~ :’(t)R(t)u(t)dt,
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16 THE STANDARD REGULATOR PROBLEM—1 Ch. 2

rather than, say, j~[u’(t)u(t)]sdt, or any of the other measures suggested.
These other measures do not, in general, lead to Iinear feedback laws. The
form of the other terms intheperformance index (2.1 -6)is also generally

necessary to obtain linearity of the feedback law.
Before studying the minimization problem further, we note the following

references. Books [2] and [3] are but two of a number of excellent treatments

of the regulator problem, and, of course, optimal control in general. Several
papers dealing with the regulator problem could be read with benefit [4-7].

Problem 2.1-1. Consider the system

-i = F(t)x + G(t)u

with F, G possessing continuous entries. Show that
law

u = K’(t)x(l)

there does not exist a control

with the entries of K(t) continuous, such that with arbitrary x(tO) and some finite’

T, x(T) = O. [Hint: Use the fact that if x = ~(t)x where ~ has continuous entries?
then a transition matrix exists.] \

,.k

Problem 2.1-2. Electrical networks composed of a finite number of intercon-

nected resistors, capacitors, inductors, and transformers can normally be described.
by state-space equations of the form Ii

k= Fx+Gu

y = H’x + .lU.
i

The entries of the state vector will often correspond to capacitor voltages and
inductor currents, the entries of the input vector to the currents at the various ports
of the network, and the entries of the output vector to the voltages at the various
ports of the network. Assuming the initial x(tO) is nonzero, give a physical inter-
pretation to the problem of minimizing

J
‘ (U’A4 + X’HU) dt.
to

2.2 THE HAMILTON-JACOBI EQUATION

In this section, we temporarily move away from the specific regulator

problem posed in the last section to consider a wider class of optimization
problems requiring the minimization of a performance index. We shall, in
fact, derive a partial differential equation, the Hamilton–Jacobi equation,
satisfied by the optimal performance index under certain differentiability
and continuity assumptions. Moreover, it can be shown that if a solution

to the Hamilton–Jacobi equation has certain differentiability properties,

then this solution is the desired performance index. But since such a solution
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Sec. 2.2 THE HAMIL TON-JACOBI EQUATION 17

need not exist, and not every optimal performance index satisfies the Hamil-
ton–Jacobi equation, the equation only represents a sufficient, rather than a
necessary, condition on the optimal performance index.

In this section, we shall also show how the optimal performance index,

if it satisfies the Hamilton–Jacobi equation, determines an optimal control.
This will allow us in Sec. 2.3 to combine the statements of the regulator

problem and the Hamilton-Jacobi theory, to deduce the optimal performance
index and associated optimal control for the regulator problem.

Other approaches will lead to the derivation of the optimal control and
optimal performance index associated with the regulator problem, notably
the use of the Maximum Principle of Pontryagin, combined with the Euler–

Lagrange equations, [2], [3], and [8]. The Maximum Principle and Euler-
Lagrange equations are lengthy to derive, although their application to the

regulator problem is straightforward. The simplest route to take without

quoting results from elsewhere appears to be the development of the Hamil-
on–Jacobi equation with subsequent application to the regulator problem.
lctually, the Hamilton-Jacobi equation has so far rarely proved useful except
or linear regulator problems, to which it seems particularly well suited.

The treatment we follow in deducing the Hamilton–Jacobi equation is
blend of treatments to be found in [3] and [7]. We start by posing the follow-

og optimal control problem. For the system

i = f(x, u, t) x(tO) given (2.2-1)

ind the optimal control u*(t), Zc[tO,T], which minimizes

~(X(to), U(.), to) = ~’ /(X(t), 24(7), T) dT + t?l(X(~)). (2.2-2)
to

Without explicitly defining for the moment the degree of smoothness—i.e.,
the number of times quantities should be differentiable-we shall restrict ~
1, and m to being smooth functions of their arguments. Otherwise, ~(x, u, f)
can be essentially arbitrary, whereas 1(x(z), u(~), z) and m(x(T)) will often
be nonnegative, to reflect some physical quantity the minimization of which

is desired. As the notation implies, the performance index depends on the
initial state x(tO) and time tO,and the control u(t) for all If[to,T].The optimal
control u*(. ) may be required a priori to lie in some special set, such as the
set of piecewise continuous functions, square-integrable functions bounded

by unity, etc.

Let us’ adopt the notation U[.,,] to denote a function U(. ) restricted to the
interval [a, b]. Let us also make the definition

(2.2-3)P’*(x(t), t) = y: J@(r)> u(”)> ~).

That is, if the system starts in state x(t) at time t, the minimum value of the

performance index (2.2-2) is V*(x(t), t). Notice that V*(.x(t), r) is independent
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18 THE STANDARD REGULATOR PROBLEM—1 Ch. 2

of u(.), precisely because knowledge of the initial state and time abstractly
determines the particular control, by the requirement that the control
minimize V(x(t), u(.), t). Rather than just searching for the control minimiz-
ing (2.2-2) and for the value of V*(x(tO), tO) forvariousx(tO), we shall study
the evaluation of (2.2-3) for all tand x(t), and the determination of the asso-

ciated optimum control. Of course, assuming we have a functional expression

for V* in terms of x(t)and t, together with the optimal control, we solve the

optimization problem defined by (2.2-1) and (2.2-2) by setting t = tO.

Now, for arbitrary tinthe range [to,T] and t,in the range [t,T], we have

v’*(x(t),1) = y: [j: 1(x(z), u(T), 7) d7 + m(x(T))]

{ u= min min “ /(X(T), u(T), 7) dT
“[t,r,) u[f,,T] c

+ ~: 1(x(T), u(T), z) dT + n@(T))]}

= min
{J

“ 1(X(T), z/(T), T) d~
U[r,t,) t

+ ~in[j: ~(X(T), u(lj:~) d. + rn(x(T))]} ,

or

[J~*(x(o, t) = ::,; ,
1

“(X(T), u(t), z) d~ + V*(x(t,)> t,) . (2.2-4)

In (2.2-4), let us now set t, = t + At, where At is small. Applying Tay-
lor’s theorem to expand the right-hand side (noting that the smoothness

assumptions permit us to do this), we obtain

{
V*(x(t), t)= min At l(x(t + a At), u(t + a At), t + IXAt)

uIr,f+Af)

+ V’*(x(t), t) + [a~(x(t), t)]’ #)At

+ ~(x(t), t) At + O (At)z}

where a is some constant lying between O and 1. Immediately,

dV*
~(~(t), t) = –rein

{“[,,,+A,J ~(x(t + a M ~(t + a At), t + a At)

+ [~ (x(t), t)]’ f(x(t), u(t), r) + O (At)).

Now, let At approach zero, to conclude that

~v*
~ (x(O, t) =

{
– min /(x(t), u(t), t) +

u(t) [dg(x(t)> t)]’f(x(o, u(t), t)].
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In this equation, f and 1 are known functions of their arguments, whereas V*
is unknown. In order to emphasize this point, we shall rewrite the equation as

d V*

[
— = –rn$ (x(t), u(c), t)+

at
dgf(x(t), ~(f)> t)]. (2.2-5)

This is one statement of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation. In this format, it
is not precisely a partial differential equation but a mixture of a functional

and a partial differential equation.
The value of u(t) minimizing the right-hand side of (2.2-5) will depend

on the values taken by x(t), dV*/dx, and t. In other words, the minimizing

u(t) is an instantaneous function---call it ii(x(t), d V*/dx, t)—of the three vari-

abIes x(t), dV*/dx, t. [To be sure, if the explicit way d V*/dx depended on
x(t)and twere known, at this point one could express the minimizing u(t)

as a function of merely x(t) and t.But at this point, the explicit functions that
V*, and dV*/dx, are of x(t) and t have yet to be found.]

The preceding derivations also tell us that to minimize V(x(t), U(.), t),

the value of the minimizing control at time t is precisely ii(x(t), d V*/dx, t).
With the above definition of ii(., ., .), Eq, (2.2-5) becomes

dvx d V*

dt =
–l[x(t), Z2(x(q, ~ >2)! t]

d Jf*
– gf[(x(f)> W@), ~, t), 21. (2.2-6)

Despite the bewildering array of symbols within symbols, (2.2-6) is but a

first-order partial differential equation with one dependent variable, V*,
and two independent variables, x(t) and t,because l,f, and z are known func-
tions of their arguments.

A boundary condition for (2.2-6) is very simply derived. Reference to
the performance index (2.2-2) shows that V(X(T), U(.), 7’) = WZ(X(T)) for all
U(.), and, accordingly, the minimum value of this performance index with
respect to U(. ) is also rn(x(T)). That is,

(2.2-7)V*(x(T), T) = 7?Z(X(T)).

The pair (2.2-6) and (2.2-7) may also be referred to as the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation, and constitute a true partial differential equation.

If the minimization implied by (2.2-5) is impossible—i.e., if ti(., ., .)
does not exist—then the whole procedure is invalidated and the Hamilton–
Jacobi approach cannot be used in tackling the optimization problem.

We now consider how to determine the optimal control for the problem
defined by (2.2-1) and (2.2-2). We assume that (2.2-6) and (2.2-7) have been
solved so that V*(x(t), t) is a known function of x(t) and t. Now, V’*(x(t), t)
determines a function of x(t) and t—call it d(x(t), t)—via the formula

ti(x(t), f) = Z7[x(t),
d V*
-#x(t)> t), t]. (2.2-8)
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20 THE STANDARD REGULATOR PROBLEM—I Ch. 2

That is, d is the same as Z, except that the second variable on which ii depends
itself becomes a specified function of the first and third variables.

This new function ii(., .) has two important properties. The first and
more easily seen is that z2(x(t), t) is the value at time t of the optimal control

minimizing

~(X(t), U(.), t) = r /(X(T), U(7), 7) dz + lll(X(~)). (2.2-9)
t

That is, to achieve the optimal performance index V*(X(t), t), we start off
with a control z2(x(t), t). That this is so is implicit in the arguments leading
to (2.2-5), as previously shown.

The second property is that the optimal control u*(. ) for the original

minimization problem defined by (2.2-1) and (2.2-2)—with tO as the initial
time and t as an intermediate value of time—is related to ti(., .) simply by

u*(t) = I@(t), t) (2.2-lo)

when x(t) is the state at time t arising from application of u*(. ) over [to,t).

To some, this result will be intuitively clear. To demonstrate it, we exam-
ine a variant of the arguments leading to (2.2-4). By definition,

~*(-@o), to) = “y::] [J:1(X(T), U(T), z) d~ + rn(x(n)] ,

and the minimum is achieved by u*(.). With u*(. ) regarded as the sequential

use of U*l,O,,Jand U*~,~, and with the assumption that Ul,,,t) is applied until time

t, evidently

J“*(~(~o), to) = Inn; [~~ 1(x(z), u(T), T) d~ + m(x(T))] (2.2-11)

= r I(x(r),u(t),t)dz

;::: [/: f(X(7), u(Z), t) dr + l?z(X(~))]. (2.2-12)

The minimizMion in (2.2-1 1), and therefore (2.2-12), is achieved by ufi,~l.

ln other words> U~,~Jis the optimal control for the system (2.2-1) with per-
formance index

with initial state x(t), where x(t) is derived by starting (2.2-1) at time toin
state x(to), and applying U*[,O,,J. (This is, in fact, one statement of the Principle
of Optimality, [10], to the effect that a control policy optimal over an interval

[t,, 7’] is optimal over all subintervals [t,T].)But z2(x(t), t)is,the value of the
optimal control at time t for the performance index (2.2-13), and so

fi(x(f), t)= u~,~,(t) = U*(1). (2.2-14)
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Several points should now be noted. First, because of the way it is cal-

culated z.I(x(t), t) is independent of to. The implication is, then, that the

optimal control at an arbitrary time t for the minimization of

~(X(CT), u(. ), C) = j’ 1(X(T), 2.4(7),7) dz + t)’l(X(~)) (2.2-15)
c

is also ti(x(t), t). Put another way, the control z2(x(. ), .) is the optimal control

for the whole class of problems (2.2-15), with variable x(a) and a.
The second point to note is that the optimal control at time t is given

in terms of the state x(t) at time t,although, because its functional depen-

dence on the state may not be constant, it is in general a time-variable
function of the state. It will be theoretically implementable with a feedback
law, as in Fig. 2.2-1. (Other schemes, such as the Maximum Principle and

PLANT
STATE

VECTOR

ti(x(t), t)

Fig. 2.2-1 Feedback implementation of the optimal control.

Euler–Lagrange equations, for computing the optimal control do not neces-
sarily have this useful property; in these schemes, the optimal control may
often be found merely as a certain function of time.)

The third point is that the remarks leading to the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation are reversible, in the sense that if a suitably smooth solution of the
equation is known, this solution has to be the optimal performance index

I/*(x(t),t).

Finally, rigorous arguments, as in, for example, [4] and [5], pin down
the various smoothness assumptions precisely and lead to the following
conclusion, which we shall adopt as a statement of the Hamilton–Jacobi
results..

Hamilton-Jacobi equation. Consider the system

i = J(X, u, t) (2.2-1)

and the performance index

V(x(t), U(s), t) = f’ 1(X(T), u(T), r) dr + m(x(T)). (2.2-9)
r
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22 THE STANDARD REGULATOR PROBLEM—1 Ch. 2

Suppose f, /, and m are continuously differentiable in all arguments,
that there exists an absolute minimumt of f(x, u, t) + I’f(.x, u, t) with
respect to u(t)of the form z2(x(t), 1, r), and that ii is continuously differ-

entiable in all its arguments. Furthermore, suppose that V*(x(t), t) is a

solution of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (2.2-5) or (2.2-6) with
boundary condition (2.2-7). Then V*(., .) is the optimal performance
index for (2.2-9), and the control given by (2.2-8) is the optimal control

at time t for the class of problems with performance index

V(x(c7), u(. ), a) = f’ 1(x(T), u(r), 7) dr + m(x(T)). (2.2-15)
o

Conversely, suppose that~ 1, and m are continuously differentiable
in all arguments, that there exists an optimal control, and that the corre-

sponding minimum value of (2.2-9), V*(x(t), t), is twice continuously
differentiable in its arguments. Suppose also that 1(x, u, t)+ (d V*/dx)’

tion

f(x, u, t) has an absolute minimum with respect to u(t) at ti(x(l), t), and
that U(., .) is differentiable in x and continuous in t.Then v*(., .)
satisfies the Hamilton–Jacobi equation (2.2-5) or (2.2-6) with boundary
condition (2.2-7).

We conclude this section with a simple example illustrating the deriva-
of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation in a particular instance. Suppose we

are given the system

i=u,

with performance index

V(X(0), U(.), O) = ~’ (u’ +X2 + +X’) dt.
o

Using Eq. (2.2-5), we have

d V*
— = -rnh{u’ +X2 ++.4 +d!?u).

dt

The minimizing u(t) is clearly

~=_~dV*
2X’

and we have

d V* 1 dV* 2

()
1—=. __

dt 4 $x
xz—_x’

2

as the Hamilton–Jacobi equation for this problem, with boundary condition

V*(x(T), T) = O. The question of how this equation might be solved is

fThough the point is unessential to our development, we should note that u(t) may
be constrained a priori to lie in some set U(r) strictly contained in the Euclidean space of
dimension equal to the dimension of u. All minimizations are then subject to the con-
straint u(t) e U(t).
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Sec. 2.3 SOLUTION OF THE FINITE- TIME REGULATOR PROBLEM 23

quite unresolved by the theory presented so far. In actual fact, it is rarely
possible to solve a Hamilton-Jacobi equation, although for the preceding
example, a solution happens to be avai~able [1 1]. It is extraordinarily com-
plex, and its repetition here would serve no purpose.

Problem 2.2-1. Consider a system of the form

i = j-(x) + gu

with performance index

V(x(t), U(. ), t) = ~ (U2 + g(x)) dt<
f

Show that the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is linear in d V*/dt and quadratic in
dv*/dx.

Problem 2.2-2. Let u be an r vector, and let ~ and x be n vectors. Let A, B, C
be constant matrices of appropriate dimensions such that the following function of
u, x, and p can be formed:

Q(u, X, P) = u’/tu + 2x’Bu + 2u’CP.

Show Q has a unique minimum in u for all x and p if, and only if, &t + ,4’) is
positive definhe.

2.3 SOLUTION OF THE FINITE-TIME REGULATOR

PROBLEM

in this section, we return to the solution of the regulator problem,
which we restate for convenience.

Regulator problem. Consider the system

i = ~(l)x(t) + G(t)u(t) x(tO) given (2.3-1)

with the entries of F(t), G(t) assumed continuous. Let the matrices

Q(t) and R(l) have continuous entries, be symmetric, and be non-
negative and positive definite, respectively. Let A be a nonnegative
definite matrix. Define the performance index,

v(X(to), U(-), to) = ~’ (u’Ru + x’Qx) dt + X’(~)~X(?’), (2.3-2)
t.

and the minimization problem as the task of finding an optimal control

u*(t), tc[tO, T], minimizing V and the associated optimum performance

index V*(X(ZO), tO).

For the moment, assume that T is finite. ,

To solve the problem, we shall make use of the results on the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation summarized at the end of the last section. An outline of the

problem solution follows.
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1. We shall show by simple arguments independent of the Hamilton-
Jacobi theory that the optimal performance index V*(x(t), t),if it
exists, must be of the form x’(t)P(t)x(t), where F’(t) is a symmetric

matrix.
2. With the assumption that V*(x(t), t) exists, result 1 will be used

together with the Hamilton–Jacobi theory to show that P(t) satisfies

a nonlinear differential equation—in fact, a matrix Riccati equation.
3. We shall establish existence of V*(x(t), t).
4. We shall find the optimal control.

To carry out this program, it is necessary to make the following tempo-

rary assumption.

TEMPORARYASSUMPTION2.3-1. Assume that ~(t), G(t), Z?(t), and Q(t) have
entries that are continuously differentiable.

This assumption is removed in Prob. 2.3-2.
We note that some treatments of the regulator problem assume a priori

the form x’(r)P(t)x(t) for the optimal performance index. It is therefore
interesting to observe a simple derivation of this form appearing in [12].

The quadratic form of V*(x(t), t). The necessary and sufficient conditions

for V*(x(t), t) to be a quadratic form are that

v*(ax, t) = i’ V“(X, f) for all real A (2.3-3)

V-*(X1, t) + P’*(X2, t) = +[V*(X1 + X2, t) + V-*(X1 – X2, t)]. (2.3-4)

[The student is asked to verify this claim in Prob. (2.3-l).] To show that
(2.3-3) and (2.3-4) hold, we adopt the temporary notation u; to denote the

optimal control over [t, T] when the initial state is x(t) at time t.Then the
linearity of (2.3-1) and the quadratic nature of (2.3-2) imply the following
equalities, whereas the inequalities follow directly from the fact that an
optimal index is the minimum index. We have that

V“(ax, t) < V-(2X,124:( .), t) = 2’ J“*(X, t)

1’ V’*(X, f) <1’ V(x, 2-’24:.(.), t) ===P’”(IX, t)

for all real constants 2. These imply (2.3-3) directly. Similar reasoning gives

the inequality

V*(XI , t) + V*(X2, t) = +[V*(2X, , t) + P’*(2X2, t)]

< *[ V(2X1, Ig-t+x, + U:,.x,, t)

+ J’@%, & +x, — E-x,> 01

= W(X, + x’, X,+x,, ~)

+ l“(x, – x,, @.x,> 01

= +[J’’*(X, + x,> ~) + V“(X, – x,, t)]. (2.3-5)
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By making use of the controls t.lj, and u:,, we establish the following inequality

in a like manner:

4[J’’*(% + X2?~) + ~*(x* – X2, 2)1< ~“(x,, o + J“(%) 0. (2.3-6)

Then (2.3-5) and (2.3-6) imply (2.3-4).
We conclude that V*(x(t), t) has the form

v*(x(t), t) = x’(t)~(~)~(t) (2.3-7)

for some matrix P(r), without loss of generality symmetric. {If P(t)is not

symmetric, it maybe replaced by the symmetric matrix $[P(t) + P’(t)] without
altering (2.3-7)].

Derivation of the matrix Riccati equation. Now we shall show, using the

Hamilton-Jacobi equation, that the symmetric matrix P(t) satisfies a matrix

Riccati equation.
The first form of the Hamilton-Jacobi equation is now repeated:

fw*(x(t), t) _
dt – –:$ {@(O ~(t), ~) + [%(X(2)> t)] ’f(x(t), @), 0} “

(2.3-8)

In our case, J(x(t), u(f), t) is u’(t)lt(t)u(t) + x’(t) Q(t)x(t); [(d V*/dx)(x(t), t)]’
from (2.3-7) is 2x’(t)P(t), whereas f(x(t), u(t), t) is simply F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t).

The left side of (2.3-8) is simply x’(t) ~(t)x(t). Hence, Eq. (2.3-8) becomes, in

the special case of the regulator problem,

X’~X = –~$ [M’h + X’ Qx + 2x’PFx + 2x’PGu]. (2.3-9)

To find the minimum of the expression on the right-hand side of

(2,3-9), we simply note the following identity, obtained by completing the

square:

u’h + X’ Qx + 2x’PFx + 2x’PGu = (U + R-1 G’Px)’R(u + R-1 G’Px)

+ x’(Q – PGR-l GP

+ PF + F’p)x.

Because the matrix R(t) is positive definite, it follows that (2.3-9) is minimized
by setting

i(t) = –R-l (t) G(t)P(t)x(t), (2.3-10)

in which case one obtains

x’(t)~(t)x(t) = –x’(t)[Q(t) – P(t)G(t)R- 1(t) G(t)P(t)

+ P(t)F(t) + F’(t)P(t)]x(t).

Now this equation holds for all x(t); therefore,

–P(t) = P(t)F(t) + F’(t)P(t) – P(t) G(t)R- ‘(t) G’(t)P(t) + Q(t) (2.3-11)

where we use the fact that both sides are symmetric.
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Equation (2.3-n) isthematrix Riccati equation weareseeking. lt has

a boundary condition following immediately from the Hamilton–Jacobi

boundary condition. We recall that V*(X(T), T) = rn(x(T)), which implies
in the regulator problem that x’(T) P(T)x(T) = x’(T)Ax(T). Since both P(T)

and A are symmetric, and x(T) is arbhrary,

P(T) = A. (2.3-12)

Before we proceed further, it is proper to examine the validity of the

preceding manipulations in the light of the statement of the Hamilton–
Jacobi equation at the end of the last section. Observe the following.

1.

2.

3.

The minimization required in (2.3-9) is, in fact, possible, yielding the
continuously differentiable minimum of (2.3-10). [In the notation of

the last section, the expression on the right of (2.3-10) is the function
ti(., ., .) of x(t), dV*/dx, and t.]

The loss function x’ Qx + U’RU and function Fx + Gu appearing in
the basic system equation have the necessary differentiability prop-
erties, this being guaranteed by Temporary Assumption 2.3-1.
If P(t), the solution of (2.3-11), exists, both ~(t) and ~(t)exist and are
continuous, the former because of the relation (2.3-11), the latter
because differentiation of both sides of (2.3-11) leads to ~(t) being

equal to a matrix with continuous entries (again, Temporary Assump-
tion 2.3-1 is required). Consequently, x’(t) P(t)x(t) is twice continu-

ously differentiable.

Noting that Eqs. (2.3-11) and (2.3-12) imply the Hamilton-Jacobi
equation (2.3-8), with appropriate initial conditions, we can then use the
statement of the Hamilton–Jacobi equation of the last section to conclude
the following.

1. If the optimal performance index V*(X(t), t) exists, it is of the form
x’(t)P(t)x(~), and P(t) satisfies (2.3-11) and (2.3-12).

2. If there exists a symmetric matrix P(t) satisfying (2.3-11) and (2.3-12),

then the optimal performance index V*(x(t), t) exists, satisfies the
Hamilton-Jacobi equation, and is given by x’(t) P(t)x(t).

In theory, P(t), and in particular P(tO), can be computedt from (2.3-11)
and (2.3-12). Thus, aside from the existence question, the problem of finding
the optimal performance index is solved.

Existence of the optimal performance index V*(x(t), t). Here we shall
argue that V*(x(t), t) must exist for all t s T. Suppose it does not. Then,

tBy the word computed, we mean obtainable via numerical computation, generally
by using a digital computer. There is no implication that an analytic formula yields
P(t).
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by the preceding arguments, Eqs. (2.3-11) and (2.3-12) do not have a solution
P(t)for ali t < T.

The standard theory of differential equations yields the existence of a

solution of (2.3-11) and (2.3-12) in a neighborhood of T. For points suffi-
ciently far distant from T, a solution may not exist, in which case (2.3-11)
exhibits the phenomenon of a finite escape time. That is, moving back earlier

in time from T, there is a first time T’ such that P(t) exists for all t in (T’, T],

but as t approaches T’, some entry or entries of P(t) become unbounded.
Then F’(t) fails to exist for t< T’. Moreover, the only way that the solution
of (2.3-11) and (2.3-12) can fail to exist away from T is if there is a finite escape

time.

Since our assumption that V*(x(t),t)does not exist for all t< T implies
that there is a finite escape time, we shall assume existence of a finite escape

time T’ < T and show that this leads to a contradiction. We have V*(x(t),t)

exists for all t in (T’, T], and, in particular, V*(x(T’ + c), T’ + c) exists for

all positive F less than (T — T’). Now

0< V*(x(T’ + c), T’ + ●) = x’(T’ + @(T’ + c)~(T’ + ~),

the inequality holding because of the nonnegativity of both the integrand
for all u and the final value term in (2.3-2). Hence, P(T’ + e) is a nonnegative
definite matrix. As ~ approaches zero, some entry becomes unbounded;

without loss of generality, we can conclude that at least one diagonal entry

becomes unbounded. If this were not the case, a certain 2 x 2 principal

minor of P(T’ + f) must become negative as c approaches zero, which con-
tradicts the nonnegative definite property of P(T’ + c). Therefore, we suppose

that a diagonal element—say, the ith—is unbounded as 6 approaches zero;
let e, be a vector with zeros for all entries except the ith, where the entry is 1.
Then

V*(e,, T’ + e) = pi,(T’ + E),

which approaches infinity as e approaches zero. (Here, pij denotes the entry
in the ith row and jth column of P.)

But the optimal performance index is never greater than the index result-

ing from using an arbitrary control. In particular, suppose the zero control
is applied to the system (2.3-l), and let @(t, z) denote the transition matrix.

Starting in state e, at time T’ + e, the state at time T is @(~, T’ + f)ei,

and the associated performance index is

i’(ei, O, T’ + c) = J~,+c eitl’(t, T’ + E)Q(~)cD(r, T’ + c)ej dz

+ e’@’(T, T’ + t)AWT, T’ + e)ej,

which must not be smaller than pji(T’ + ~). But as f approaches zero,

V(ei, O, T’ + 6) plainly remains bounded, whereas pij(T’ + C) approaches
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infinity. Hence, we have a contradiction that rules out the existence of a finite
escape time for (2.3- 11).

Thus, (2.3-1 1) and (2.3-12) define P(t) for all t ~ T, and therefore the index
V*(x(r), t)= x’(t) P(t)x(t) exists for all t< T.

The optimal control. In the course of deriving the Riccati equation,

we found the optimal control at time t for the regulator problem with initial
time twhen constructing the minimizing u(t) of (2.3-9) in Eq. (2.3-10). But,
as pointed out in the last section, this gives the optimal control u*(. ) for an
arbitrary initial time [see (2.2- 10)]; thus,

u*(1) = —R- 1(t) G’(t) P(t)x(t). (2.3-13)

Note that in (2.3-10), P(t)was unknown. The product 2P(t)x(t) represents

d V*/dx, and ii(t)was to be regarded as being defined by independent variables

x(t) (actually absent from the functional form for ii), d V*/dx, and r. Subse-
quently, we were able to express d V*/dx explicitly in terms oft and x, since
P(t)became explicitly derivable from (2.3- 11). This led to the feedback law

of (2.3-13). Notice, too, that Eq. (2.3- 13) is a linear feedback law, as promised.
Problem 2,3-2 allows removal of Temporary Assumption 2.3-1, and,

accordingly, we may summarize the results as follows.

Solution of the regulator problem. The optimal performance index
for the regulator problem with initial time t and initial state x(t) is
x’(t)F’(t)x(t), where l’(t) is given by the solution of the Riccati equation

(2.3-1 1) with initial condition (2.3-12). The matrix I’(t)exists for all
t< T. The optimal control for the regulator problem with arbitrary
initial time is given by the linear feedback law (2.3-13) for any time t

in the interval over which optimization is being carried out.

To iHustrate the previous concepts, we consider the following example.
The system equation is

i=$x+u

and the performance index is

J-(T2e-’uz + ~e-’x’) dt,
to

We require, of course, the optimal control and associated optimal perfor-
mance index. The Riccati equation associated with this problem is

—P = P – ~e’Pz + ~e-’ P(T) = O.

The solution of this equation may be verified to bet

P(t)= (1 – e’e-r)(e’ + ez’e-~)-’.

tLater, we shall discuss techniques for deriving analytic solutions for Riccati equations.
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The optimal control is thus

u(t) = —*(1 — e’e-~)(l + e’e-r)- ‘x(t)

and the optimal performance index is

V*(x(tO), ?.) = x’(t,)(l – e’”e-~)(e” + e“”e-~)- lx(tO).

Problem 2.3-1. Show that Eqs. (2.3-3) and (2.3-4) imply the existence of a

matrix f’(t) such that v*(x(t), t) = x’(t)P(t)x(t). [Hint: Without loss of generality,
P(t) is symmetric. Use x = ei in (2.3-3) to define the diagonal entries of P(t), and

then specific values of xl and Xz in (2.3-4) to define the off-diagonal entries of F’(t).
With P(t) so defined, check that the definition is compatible with (2.3-3) and (2.3-4)

holding for all x, xl, and X2.]

Problem 2.3-2. Consider the regulator problem posed at the start of the section,
without Temporary Assumption 2.3-1, and let P(t) be defined by (2.3-1 1) and (2.3-12).

[Continuity of the entries of F(t), etc., is sufficient to guarantee existence of a unique
solution in a neighborhood of T.] Define the control law (not known to be optimal)

~Z**(l) = —R- I(t) G’(t)P(t)x(t)

and show that

~(X(to), U( . ), to) = X’(tO)~(tO)X(to) + ~T (U – u**) ’f@ – U**) d~.
to

Conclude that if P(t) exists for all tC[tO, T], the optimal control is, in fact, u**.

Problem 2.3-3. Find the optimal control for the system (with scalar u and x)

~=~ x(tO) given

and with performance index

~(X(tO), u(.), tO) = jr (U2 + X2) dt + X2(73.
f,

Problem 2.3-4. Find the optimal control for the system (with scalar u and x)

i=x+u x(tO) given

and with performance index

J
V(x(to), u(o), t,) = T (U2 + 2X2) dt.

C.

Problem 2.3-5. Another version of the regulator problem imposes a further

constraint—namely, that x(T) = O at the final time T. A class of performance indices
implies intrinsic satisfaction of this constraint:

J~(X(tO), U(-), t,) = : (U’~U + x’f2x) dt

+ Iim nx’(T)x(T).
“--

Show that if P satisfies the Riccati equation

–p =PF + F’P – PGR-~G’P + Q,
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30 THE STANDARD REGULATOR PROBLEM—1 Ch. 2

and if P- 1 exists, then P-’ satisfies a Riccati equation. Then show that P- l(T) = O
gives a local solution to the Riccati equation for P- 1,which, on account of the con-
tinuous dependence of solutions of differential equations on the boundary condition,
defines the optimal performance index as x’(t)P(t, T)x(t) for tsuitably close to T.
Then show that this formula is valid for all t < T.
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CHAPTER 3

THE STANDARD REGULATOR

PROBLEM—/l

3.1 THE INFINITE-TIME REGULATOR PROBLEM

In this section, we lift the restriction imposed in the last chapter that the
final time (the right-hand endpoint of the optimization interval), T, be finite.

We thus have the following problem.

h..nite-time regulator problem. Consider the system

i = ~(t).y(t) + G(@J(~) x(tO) given (3.1-1)

with the entries of F(t), G(t) assumed continuous. Let the matrices Q(t)
and R(t)have continuous entries, be symmetric, and be nonnegative
and positive definite, respectively. Define the performance index

V(x(t,), Z( “), t,) = Jm(u’(t)R(t)u(t)+ x’(l) Q(t)x(t)) dt (3.1-2)
to

and the minimization problem as the task of finding an optimal control

u*(t),t> to,minimizing V and the associated optimum performance

index V*(x(tO), tO).

It is not always possible to solve this problem as it is stated. To give

some idea of the difficulty, consider the system

31
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32 THE STANDARD REGULATOR PROBLEM—II Ch. 3

with

It is

IrI a

KI=H+REN=rl

performance index defined by R = $1] and

[1

Q=::.

readily established that

V(x(tO), u(.), t)= J- (U2 + ezr) dt.
to

sense, V is minimized by taking u = O; but the resulting value of V is

still infinite.
With the finite-time problem, the optimal v is always finite; this may

not be so in the infinite-time case. For the example given, it is clear that V

becomes infinite for the following three reasons:

1. The state x, (rO) is uncontrollable.

2. The uncontrollable part of the system trajectory is unstable (xl(t)
— et).—

3. The unstable part of the system trajectory is reflected in the system

performance index (ez’ is integrated).

The difficulty would not have arisen if one of these reasons did not apply.
It is intuitively clear that any regulator problem where one had a situation

corresponding to that described by (l), (2), and (3) cannot have a finite optimal

performance index. Therefore, to ensure that our problems are solvable,

we shall make the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION3.1-1. System (3.1-1) is completely controllable for every time f.

That is, given an arbitrary state x(t) at time t, there exists a control depending
on x(t) and t, and a time tz depending on t, such that application of this control
over the interval [t, tz] takes the state x(t) to the zero state at time tz.

In the problems at the end of the section, we shall indicate a variant
upon this assumption that will also ensure solvability of the infinite-time
regulator problem.

We now state the solution to the infinite-time regulator problem, under

Assumption 3.1-1.

Solution to the injinite-time regulator problem. Let P(t, T) be the solution
of the equation

–P =PF+ F’P –PGR-’G’P + Q (3.1-3]

with boundary condition P(T, T) = O. Then lim P(t, T) = ~(~) exists
T-==

for all tand is a solution of (3.1-3). Moreover, x’(t) ~(t)x(t) is the optimal
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performance index, when the initial time is t and the initial state is x(t).
The optimal control at time t when the initial time is arbitrary is
uniquelyt given by

u*(t) = –R- ‘(t) G’(t) ~(t)x(t) (3.1-4)

(assuming t lies in the optimization interval).

Evidently, we need to establish four separate results: (1) the existence of

~(t); (2) the fact that it is a solution of (3.1-3); (3) the formula for the optimal
performance index; and (4) the formula for the optimal control. The proof
of (3) and (4) will be combined.

Existence of ~(t). Since (3. l-l) is completely controllable at time t,

there exists for every x(t) a control U(.) and a time tz such that Z(.) transfers

x(t) to the zero state at time t2.Although Z(.) is initially defined only on
[t, t,], we extend the definition to [t, m) by taking ii(.) to be zero after t,.
This ensures that the system will remain in the zero state after time tz. The

notation V(x(t), U(.), t,T) will be used to denote the performance index

resulting from initial state x(t) at time t,a control U(.), and a final time T,

which is finite rather than infinite as in (3.1-2). Then P(t, T) exists for all T

and t< T. Moreover,

x’(t)P(t, T)x(t) = V*(x(t), t, T)

< V(x(t), 121,,=1,t, T)

< V(x(t), Zz(,,~), t, m)

= V(x(t), tic,,,,], 2, tJ

< co.

Since x(t) is arbitrary, it follows that the entries of P(t, T) are bounded inde-
pendently of T. [Note that as T approaches infinity, if any entry of P(t, T)

became unbounded, there would have to be a diagonal entry of P(t, T) which

became unbounded, tending to infinity; consequently, for a suitable x(t),
x’(t)P(t, T)x(t) would be unbounded.]

Reference to (3.1-2), with T replacing + co on the integral, and use of
the nonnegative definite and positive definite character of Q and R, respec-

tively, show that

x’(t)P(t, TO)x(t) < x’(t)P(t, Tl)x(t)

for any T, > TO. The bound on P(t, T) together with this monotonicit._._--.... —
relation guarantees existence of the limit P(t). In more detail, the existence

~At least, u“(t) is uniquely defined up to a set of measure zero, unless we insist on some
property such as continuity. Henceforth, we shall omit reference to this qualification.
(Those unfamiliar with measure theory may neglect this point.)
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of thelimit~ji(t) will follow bytaking x(t) =ei, for eachi, and applying the
well-known result of analysis that a bounded monotonically increasing func-
tion possesses a limit. (Recall that e, is defined as a vector with zeros for all
entries except the ith, where the entry is 1.) The existence of pi,(t) will follow

by observing that 2pij(t, T) = (e, + ej)’P(t, T)(e, + ej) – pii(t, T) – pjj(t, T),

and that each term on the right possesses a limit as T approaches infinity.

$(t) satisfies the Riccati equation (3.1-3). Denote the solution of (3.1-3)

satisfying P(T) = A by P(t, T; A). [Then P(1, T), defined earlier, is P(t, T; O).]
Now a moment’s reflection shows that

P(t, T; O) = I’(t, T, ; P(T, , T; O))

for t< T, < T, and thus

~(t)= ~+~P(t,T; O) = ~+~ P(t, T, ; P(T,, T; O).

For fixed time T,, the solution P(t, T,; A) of (3. 1-3) depends continu-
ously on A; therefore,

~(f) = P(t, T,; :+i- P(T1 , T; O))

= P(r, T,; ~(T1)),

which proves that P(t)is a solution of (3.1-3) defined for all t,

Optimal performance index and control formulas. We show first that if
the control defined by (3.1-4) is applied (where there is no assumption that
this control is optimal), then

V(x(t), u*( .), r, co) = $i+~ V(X(~), u*( .), t,T) = .x’(t)~(t)x(t). (3.1-5)

Direct substitution of (3.1-4) into the performance index (3.1-2), with the
initial time replaced by tand the final time by T, leads to

~(x(t), u“(.), t, T) = x’(t)~(t)x(t) – x’(T)p(T)x(T)

< x’(t) F(t)x(t),

and, therefore,

Iim V(X(t), u*( .), t, T) s x’(t) ~(t)x(t).
T-.

Also,

V(x(t), u*( o), t,T)> V*(x(t), t, T)

S x’(t)P(t, T)x(t)

and, therefore,

lim V(x(t),u*(.),t,T) > x’(f) ~(t)x(t).
T4-

The two inequalities for ~+li V(x(t), u*(.), t,T) then imply (3. 1-5). Since

.
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u*(. ) has not yet been shown to be optimal, it follows that

P’*(x(f), t, cm) < J“(x(t), U*(.), f, m). (3. 1-6)

We now show that the inequality sign is impossible. Suppose that strict
inequality holds. Then there is a control UI, different from u*, such that

Iim V(x(t), u,, t, T) = V*(x(l), t,cm).
T--

Since, also, from (3. 1-5),

lim V*(x(t), t, ~) = V(x(t), u*, t, CO),
T-m

it follows that strict inequality in (3.1-6) implies

lim V(x(t), u,, t, ~) < Iim V*(x(t), t, T).
T-c= T-c=

This, in turn, requires for suitably large T

V(x(t), u, , t, T) < J“*(x(t), t, T).

This is plainly impossible by the definition of the optimal performance index

as the minimum over all possible indices. Consequently, we have established
that x’(t) ~(t)x(t) is the optimal performance index for the infinite-time
problem, and that – R-’ (t) G’(t) ~(t)x(t) is the unique optimal control because
it achieves this performance index, thereby completing the formal solution to
the infinite-time regulator problem.

It is of interest, for practical reasons, to determine whether time-invariant
plants (3. 1-1) will give rise to time-invariant linear control laws of the form

u(t) = K’X(t). (3.1-7)

For finite-time optimization problems of the type considered in the last
chapter, no choice of T, R(.), and Q(o) will yield a time-invariant control law
when F and G are constant, unless the matrix A takes on certain special values.
[Problem 3.1-2 asks for this fact to be established.] For the infinite-time prob-
lem, the case is a little different. Let us state an infinite-time problem that will

be shown to yield a constant control law. In the next chapter, we shall con-
sider a variation on this problem statement which also yields a constant (and
linear) control law.

Time-invariant regulator problem. Consider the system

i= Fx+Gu x(t ~) given (3.1-8)

where F and G are constant. Let the constant matrices Q and R be non-
negative and positive definite, respect ively. Define the performance

index

~(x(t,), U(“), t,) = r’ (u’Ru + x’Qx) dt (3.1-9)
10

and the minimization problem as the task of finding an optimal control %

.
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u*(. ) minimizing V, together with the associated optimum performance
index.

To ensure solvability of the problem, it is necessary, as before, to make

some additional restrictions. We shall require the following specialization of
Assumption 3,1-1.

ASSUMPTION3.1-2. The system (3. 1-8) is completely controllable.

Since the system (3. 1-8) is time invariant, there is no distinction between

complete controllability at all times and complete controllability at some

particular time.

Solution to the time-invariant regulator problem. Let P(t, T) be the solu-
tion of the equation

–P =PF+ F’P– PGR-’G’P+ Q (3.1-3)

with initial condition P(T, T) = O. Then Iim P(t,T) = ~ exists and is

constant; also, ~ = lim P(t, T). Furtherm&~, ~ satisfies (3.1-3); that is,
r-–m

PF+F’P– PGR-’G’F+ Q IO (3.1-10)

and x’(t) ~x(f) is the optimal performance index when the initial time
is t and the initial state is x(t). The optimal control at time t when the
initial time is arbitrary is uniquely given by the constant control law

u*(t) = —R-*G’~x(t). (3.1-11)

Given the time-varying results, it is quite straightforward to establish
the various claims just made.

First, Iim F’(t, T) certainly exists. Now the plant is time invariant, and the
T-c-=

function under the integral sign of the performance index is not specifically

time dependent. This means that the choice of the initial time is arbitrary—
i.e., all initial times must give the same performance index, which is to say that

~ is constant. Likewise, because the initial time is arbitrary,

~ = ~~ P(z, T) = ~+: P(O, T – t) = lim P(O, T – t) = lim P(t, T).
t-–- t-–-

,
For the (time-varying) infinite-time problem, it was established that

~(t) satisfies the Riccati equation (3.1-3). Consequently, the constant ~
here satisfies (3. 1-3); since P is now zero, (3.1-10) follows. (It is sometimes said

that ~ is a steady state solution of the Riccati equation.)
The remainder of the claims are immediate consequences of the more

general results applying for the time-varying problem.
To illustrate the preceding concepts, we can consider the following
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simple example. The prescribed system is

i=x+u

and the performance index is

h’(X(to), u(.), to) = Jm (U2 + X2) dl.
to

To find the optimal control, we solve

–p=zp–p’+~ P(T’, T) = o.

It is readily found that

P(t, T) = exp [–2fi(t – T)]

(~+ 1)+ (fi – l)exp[–2~(t – T)]

and

lim F’(r,7’)=F=~+l.
t--’==

(Observe, also, that O = 2P – ~’ + 1, as required. Indeed, this equation
could have been used to determine ~, assuming we knew which of the two
solutions of the equation to choose.) The optimal control is

U* = —(m + 1)X

(and thus the closed-loop system becomes x = –Zx).
A second example is provided by a voltage regulator problem, discussed

in [1] and [2]. The open-loop plant consists of a cascade of single-order

blocks, of transfer functions

3 3 6 3.2 2.5
0.1s+1’0.04s+ 1’0.07s+ l’2m’~”

In other words, the Laplace transform Y(s) of the deviation from the correct
output is related to the Laplace transform U(s) of the deviation from the
reference input by

3.2
. ~ u(s).Y(S) =01S3+I “0.04; +1 “0.07:+1 “2s+1 5s+1

State-space equations relating U(. ) to y(. ) are readily found to be

‘“r?{~lx+ll

[Here, X1, X,, . . . . X5 have physical significance; X5 is the output of a block

of transfer function 3(0. 1s + 1)-1 with input u, X4 the output of a block of
transfer function 3(0.4s + 1)-1 with input x,, etc. Also, xl = y.]
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As a first attempt at optimization, the performance index

J(“ Xi + U2) dt
to

is considered. (Of course, x; = X’ Qx, where Q is a matrix the only nonzero

entry of which is unity in the 1–1 position.)

Solution of the appropriate Riccati equation requires procedures dis-

cussed subsequently in this book. The important quantity calculated is not
so much the matrix ~ but the optimal gain vector. The optimal control law

is, in fact, found to be

u = —[0.9243 0.1711 0.0161 0.0392 0.2644]x.

This problem also emphasizes the fact that the regulator theory is appli-
cable to systems where the state is to be controlled around a nominal nonzero
value, with a control varying around an associated nominal nonzero value.

Problem 3.1-1. Consider the time-invariant problem, and suppose F and G

have the form

‘%’ 3 ‘= K’]
sothat the pair [F, G] is not completely controllable. [One way to see this is to

examine the rank of [G FG . . . ]; see Appendix B.] Show that if the eigenvalues
of F22 have negative reaI part, it is still possible to find a solution to the infinite-
time regulator problem. Suppose that the sohltion P(t) of the Riccati equation
associated with the regulator problem is partitioned as

‘= K;: N
Show that P,, satisfies a Riccati equation, that Pzz satisfies a linear differential
equation—assuming PI, is known—and that PI ~ satisfies a linear differential equa-
tion—assuming Pzl is known. (This problem is discussed in [3].)

Problem 3.1-2. Consider the finite-time regulator problem posed in the pre-
vious section, where the linear system is time invariant. Show that if A = O, there
is no way, even permitting time-varying R(t) and Q(t), of achieving a constant con-
trol law. Show that if R and Q are constant, then there is at least one particular
A that will achieve a constant control law, and that this ,4 is independent of
the final time T. [Hint: For the second part of the problem, make use of Eq.
(3.1 -10).]

Problem 3.1-3. Find the optimum performance index and optimal control
for the system i = ax + u with performance index j; (uz + b-d) dt, where a and

b are constant and b is positive. Write down the equation of the closed-loop system,

and show that the closed-loop system is always asymptotically stable.
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3.2 STABILITY OF THE TIME-INVARIANT REGULATOR

In this section, we shall be concerned with the stability of the closed-
loop system formed when the control law resulting from an infinite-~me
performance index is implemented. Throughout, we shall assume a constant

system that is completely controllable:

i= Fx+Gu. (3.2-1)

We shall also assume a performance index with constant nonnegative definite
Q and constant positive definite R:

~(x(~,), u(.), to) = j- (U’RU + x’Qx) dt. (3.2-2)
co

We recall that the optimal performance index is x’(to)~x(to), where ~ is the
limiting solution of a Riccati equation; also, F satisfies the algebraic equa-

tion

~F+ F’F– PGR-l GfF+ Q =0. (3.2-3)

The optimal control is given by

@ = —R-l G’~x, (3,2-4)

and, accordingly, the closed-loop system becomes

i = (F — GR-l G’~)x. (3.2-5)

We ask the question: When is (3.2-5) an asymptotically stable system?
Certainly, (3.2-5) is not always stable. Consider the example i = x + u,

with V = J; U2dt. Immediately, the optimal control is u s O, and the
closed-loop system is i = x, which is plainly unstable. In this instance, there
are two factors contributing to the difficulty.

1. The original open-loop system is unstable.

2. The unstable trajectories do not contribute in any way to the perfor-

mance index—in a sense, the unstable states are not observed by the
performance index.

Intuitively, one can see that if(1) and (2) were true in an arbitrary optimiza-

tion problem, there would be grounds for supposing that the closed-loop
system would be unstable.

Accordingly, to ensure asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system,
it is necessary to prevent the occurrence of (1) and (2). This motivates the

introduction of the following assumption, which will be, shown to guarantee

stability of the closed-loop system (see also Problem 3.2-1 for an alternative

assumption).
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ASSUMPTION3.2-1. The pair [F, D] is completely observable, where D is any
matrix such that DD’ ==Q. (Equivalently, the equation D’eFtxO = O for all

t implies XO =0, see Appendix B.)

We can note at once that the question of whether Assumption (3.2-1)

holds is determined by Q alone, and not by the particular factorization D D’.

To see this, suppose D, and Dj are such that D1 D\ = D, D; = Q, with

[F, D,] completely observable and [F, DJ not completely observable. Then
there exists a nonzero XOsuch that DjeF’xO = O for all t,and we have

lXzeF’xO= O for all t==+ x~e’”Dz D~eF’xO = O for all t

u-e x~eF”D1 D\eF’xO ==O for all t

~ D~e~’xO = O for all t

which contradicts the complete observability y of [F, D,]. Hence, either

[F, Dl] and [F, D,] are completely observable simultaneously, or they are not
completely observable simultaneously.

Assumption 3.2-1 essentially ensures that all trajectories will show up in

the x’ Qx part of the integrand of the performance index. Since the perfor-
mance index is known a priori to have a finite value, it is plausible that any
potentially unstable trajectories will be stabilized by the application of the
feedback control.

The actual proof of asymptotic stability requires us first to note the fol-
lowing result.

LEMMA. Consider the time-invariant regulator problem as defined by Eqs.

(3.2-1) through (3.2-5) and the associated remarks. Then Assumption 3.2-1 is
necessary and sufficient for ~ to be symmetric positive definite.

Proof From the form of the performance index (3.2-2), it is clear that

x’(tO)~x(fO) must be nonnegative for all x(t O). Suppose for some nonzero XO
we have x~~xO = O, with Assumption 3.2-1 holding. Now the only way the
integral in (3.2-2) will turn out to be zero is if the nonnegative integrand is

always zero. This requires the optimal control to be zero for all t; consequently,
the system state at time t when the optimal control is applied is simply
exp [F’(t — to)]xO. Furthermore,

JO = x~f’xo = “x’Qxdt =
J

- XLexp [F’(t– to)]DD’ exp [F(t — tO)]xOdt.
Co r,

NOW, Assumption 3.2-1 leads to a contradiction, because the preceding equa-
tion implies D’ exp [F(z – tO)]xO = O for all t, and we have assumed XOto be
nonzero.

To establish the converse, suppose there exists a nonzero XO such that
D’ exp [F(t – to)]xo = O for all t. Apply the control u(t) = O for all t to the
open-loop plant. It then follows that the associated performance index is zero.

Since the optimal performance index is bounded below by zero, it follows that
it, too, is zero—i.e., x; ~xO = O, which implies finally that ~ is singular.
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Before applying the lemma, we recall two results in the theory of
Lyapunov stability. The first is well-known, whereas the second is perhaps not
so familiar but may be found in [4] and [5].

THEOREM A. Consider the time-invariant system -i = ~(x), with ~(0) = O and

fl.) continuous. Suppose there is a scalar function V(x) that is positive definite,
approaches infinity as IIx II approaches infinity, and is differentiable. Suppose

also that the derivative of V along system trajectories—namely, ~ =
[d V/dxl’~(x)-is negative definite. Then the system is globally asymptotically
stable.

For the second theorem, we relax the negative definiteness assumption

on ~. A well-known result yields that if ~ is nonpositive definite, stability
rather than asymptotic stability prevails. But by sharpening the constraint
on ~ slightly, we have the following.

THEOREMB. Consider the time-invariant system -i = j(x), with J(O) = O and

~(.) continuous. Suppose there is a scalar function V(x) that is positive definite,
approaches infinity as IIx II approaches infinity, and is differentiable. Suppose
also that the derivative of v along system trajectories—namely, ~ =
[d ~/dx]~(x)—is nonpositive definite, and not identically zero on [t~,co]for
any t,,save for a trajectory starting in the zero state. Then t he system is globally
asymptotically stable.

The proof of asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system (3.2-5)
is now straightforward. From (3.2-3), it follows that

P(F – GR-l G’F) + (F’ – PGR-’G’)F = –Q – FGR-’G’F. (3.2-6)

Take V(x) = x’~x as a prospective Lyapunov function for the closed-
Ioop system (3.2-5). Then the lemma ensures that V(x) is positive definite,
whereas (3.2-6) implies that

P(x) = –x’ Qx – x’~GR- ‘G’~x. (3.2-7)

Now, if Q is positive definite, as distinct from merely nonnegative definite,
then ~ is negative definite, and thus we have asymptotic stability from Theo-
rem A.

Suppose now Q is nonnegative definite [of course, Assumption (3.2-1)
remains in force]. Certainly ~ is nonpositive, by inspection. To conclude

asymptotic stability using Theorem B, we must show that ~ is not identically

zero along system trajectories starting from nonzero initial states.

Suppose fi is identically zero along a trajectory starting from a nonzero

initial state XO. Then x’~GR- 1G~x is identically zero; furthermore,

–R- 1G’Px(t), which is the (optimal) control for the open-loop system,

is also identically zero. Therefore, the trajectories of the closed-loop system

are the same as those of the open-loop system and are given from x(r) =
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exp[F(t — tO)]xO.Because the assumption ~ is identically zero also implies
that X’QX is identically zero, then x’oexp[F’(t– tO)]DD’ exP[F(~—tO)]xO
must be identically zero. This contradicts Assumption 3.2-1 orthe fact that

X. # O. Consequently, it is impossible to have ~ identically zero along a
trajectory, other than that starting at the zero state. The asymptotic stability
of (3.2-5) is thus established.

The practical implications of the stability result should be clear. Nor-
mally no one wants an unstable system; here, we have a procedure for guar-
anteeing that an optimal system is bound to be stable, irrespective of the
stability of the open-loop plant. The result is in pleasant contrast to some of
the results and techniques of classical control, where frequently the main

aim is to achieve stability and questions of optimality occupy an essentially
secondary role in the design procedure. The contrast will actually be height-

ened when we exhibit some of the additional virtues of the optimal regulator
solution in later chapters.

The interested reader may wonder to what extent the stability result
applies in time-varying, infinite-time problems. In general, further assump-
tions than merely Assumption 3.2-1 are needed, as discussed in Sec. 14.2;
reference [6] should also be consulted. On the other hand, reference [7] gives
in some detail the theory of the time-invariant problem.

To illustrate these ideas, we recall briefly the two examples of the pre-
vious section. In the first case, we had

i=x+u ~(x(~o), U(-), ~0) = jm (U2 + X2) dt.
r,

Obviously, the observability condition is satisfied. Therefore, it is no sur-
prise that the closed-loop system, computed to be i = – fix, is asymp-

totically stable.
For the voltage regulator example, we

[

–0.2 0.5 0

0 –0.5 1.6

0 0 —+

o 0 0

0 0 0

and the weighting matrix Q is

!
1 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

0 0 0

recall that the F matrix is

o 0

0 0

? o

–0.25 7.5

0 –0.1 1

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0

0 0
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A matrix D such that DD’ = Q is given by D’ = [1 O 0 0 O]. To check
the observability condition, the easiest way, see Appendix B, is to examine the
rank of [D FD . . . (F’)4D]. This matrix is readily checked to be trian-

gular with nonzero elements all along the diagonal. Hence, it has rank 5.
Consequently, the closed-loop system is known to be asymptotically stable.

This could also be checked, with considerable effort, by evaluating the

characteristic polynomial associated with the closed-loop system, and then
checking via the Routh or other procedure that the roots of the polynomial

possess negative real parts. There is little point

however.

Problem 3.2-1. With quantities as defined in
suppose also that

‘=K”3 and D’ = [0 D~2]

in such a calculation here,

Eqs. (3.2-1) through (3.2-5),

with DD’ = Q.

(Then [F, D] is not completely observable.) Show that the closed-loop system is
asymptotically stable if all eigenvalues of F, ~ have negative real parts.

Problem 3.2-2. The scalar version of (3.2-3) is a simple quadratic equation,
which, in general, has more than one solution. Likewise, when (3.2-3) is a true

matrix equation, there is generally more than one solution. Show that there is only
one positive definite solution under Assumption 3.2-1. [This identifies the limiting
solution of the Riccati equation uniquely as the positive definite solution of (3.2 -3).]
{Hint: Suppose there are two solutions, P, and P,, both positive definite. Define
Fi = F – GR- IGPi and show that both fi. have eigenvalues with negative real

parts. Prove that (Pl – PZ)F1 + F~(P, – Pz) = Oand use the result of [8] that the
matrix equation ,4X + XB = O has the unique solution X = O, provided 1,[,4]

+ ~l[l?] # O for any i and j; see also Appendix A for this result.]

Problem 3.2-3. Can you state some explicit conditions under which the
closed-loop system will fail to be asymptotically stable?

Problem 3.2-4. Consider again Problem 3.1-3 of this chapter. Is there any
relation between the exponential rate at which P(t, T) approaches ~ as tapproaches
minus infinity and the exponential rate of decay of a nonzero initial state in the
closed-loop system ?

3.3 SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION OF THE REGULATOR

PROBLEM RESULTS

In this section, we first summarize all the important regulator problem

results hitherto established.
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Regulator problem and solution. Consider the system

x = F(t)x + G(t)u x(tO) given (3.3-1)

with the entries of F and G assumed continuous. Let the matrices Q(t)

and R(t) have continuous entries, be symmetric, and be nonnegative and
positive definite, respectively. Let A be a nonnegative definite matrix.
Define the performance index

?+@o), z(.), to)= fT(u’(z)R(z)u(z) + x’(t) Q(t)x(t)) dt

;X’(T)AX(T) (3.3-2)

where T is finite. Then the minimum value of the performance index is

(3.3-3)V*(x(tO), t,) = X’(tO)P(~O,T)x(tJ

where P(t, T) is the solution of the Riccati equation

–P =PF+F’P –PGR-l G’P+ Q (3.3-4)

with boundary condition P(T, T) = A. The matrix P(t, T) exists for all
t< T. The associated optimal control is given by the linear feedback law

(3.3-5)u*(t) = – R- ‘(t) G’(r)P(t, T)x(t).

In$nite-time regulator problem and solution. Suppose the preceding

hypotheses all hold, save that A = O. Suppose also that the system

(3.3-1) is completely controllable for all time. Then

~(t) = :~ P(t, T) (3.3-6)

exists, and the minimum value of the performance index (3.3-2) with
T replaced by infinity is x’[tO)~(tO)x(tO). The matrix ~ satisfies the
Riccati equation (3.3-4), and the optimal control law is

u*(1) = –R- ‘(t) G’(t) ~(t)x(t). (3.3-7)

Time-invariant regulator problem and solution. Suppose the hypotheses
required for the infinite-time regulator problem and solution are present,
and suppose also that the matrices F, G, Q, and R are constant. Then

~ = Iim P(t, T) = lim P(t,T) (3.3-8)
T-- r-–-

is constant, and satisfies the algebraic equation

PF+F’P– PGR-l G’P+ Q =O. (3.3-9)

The optimaI control law is a time-invariant law

u*(t) = –R-l G’~x(~). (3.3-10)

Asymptotical’y stable time-invariant regulator problem and solution.
Suppose the hypotheses required for the infinite-time regulator problem
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and solution are present, and suppose also that the pair [F, D] is com-
pletely observable where D is any matrix such that DD’ = Q. Then
P is positive definite [and, by Problem (3.2-2), is the only solution of
(3.3-9) with this property.] Moreover, the optimal closed-loop system

i = [F — GR-’G’@ (3.3-1 1)

is asymptotically stable, and x’~x is a Lyapunov function.

Now that the solution to the regulator problem has been determined,

we might ask if this solution is of interest for application to situations other

than those in which everything is set up as in the formal statements just
summarized.

Frequently, the system states are not available for use in a controller
input. In Chapters 8 and 9, we show that if the system is specified in the

form

i== Fx+Gu y = H’x, (3.3-12)

where only the input u and output y are available for’ controller inputs, a

state estimator can be constructed with inputs u and y and output 2, an esti-
mate of the state x. Implementing the control law u = — R- [G’P2 is then

a satisfactory alternative to implementing the control law u = — R-’ G’Px.
So far in our discussions, we have assumed that the performance index

matrices R and Q are specified. Since specification is usually up to the
designer, a range of values for these matrices can be considered and by “trial
and error” the most suitable values selected. This approach is often inefficient
and leaves something to be desired. Of course, if we are only interested in
stability, then we have the result that if the open-loop system -i = Fx is
unstable, the closed-loop system i = (F — CR-1 G’~)x is always stable, irre-

spective of the choice of Q and R within their prescribed limits. In other
words, we have a general method for stabilizing multiple input linear systems
(assuming that state estimators may be constructed).

We are now led to ask whether linear regulators, optimal in the sense

previously discussed, have desirable properties for the engineer other than
simply “stability.” Or we might ask whether there are methods for selecting
the index parameters Q and R so that desirable properties, such as good
transient response and good sensitivity characteristics, are achieved.

With these questions in mind, we now move on to the next section and
chapter, which discuss various extensions of the regulator problem, and then

to the following few chapters, which deal with further properties of regulator

systems.

Problem 3.3-1. State the physical significance of choosing Q = HH’ and
R = I (the unit matrix) in setting up a performance index for the system
(3.3-12).
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3.4 EXTENSIONS OF THE REGULATOR PROBLEM

There are many avenues along which the regulator problem can be

extended; a number of them will be explored in later chapters. We shall con-

tent ourselves here by stating a few examples and indicating more completely

one simple extension. The following are four examples of extensions to be
more fully explored later.

1. Time-invariant systems, with performance indices of the form
J==e2@t~( Ru + x’Qx) dt, where a, Q, and R are all constant. These
will be shown to lead to a constant control law, and to a closed-loop
system with improved stability properties.

2. Performance indices of the form ~~ (zi’Rti + x’ Qx) dt. These lead

to feedback laws that are no longer memoryless but dynamic. Regu-

lators designed using this approach can accommodate slowly varying

input disturbances.

3. Performance indices of the form J: [u’Ru +(x – 2)’Q(x – 2)] dt,

where 5?is a prescribed vector function. This is the servomechanism
or tracking problem, where one desires the system states to follow

a prescribed trajectory i.
4. Performance indices of the form f; x’ Qx dt. For this case, a con-

straint on the magnitude of u is also included. The resultant optimal
system operates in two modes.

The approach used in developing the preceding extensions is to reduce by
a suitable transformation the given problem to the standard regulator prob-
lem. To illustrate this, we now consider a straightforward example of the

technique. One application of this extension will be made when we consider (4).

We consider the determination of an optimal control and associated
optimal performance index for the system

i = F(t)x+ G(t)u x(tO) given (3.4-1)

when the performance index is

v(x(t,), U(“), to)= JT [u’(t)R(t)u(t) + 2xJ(t)qt)u(t)
to

+ x’(t) Q(t)x(t)] dt (3.4-2)

with R positive definite and the following constraint holding:

Q – SR-’S’> O (3.4-3)

(shorthand for Q – SR- ‘S’ is nonnegative definite). If desired, T can be in-
finite, and F, G, Q, R, and S constant.

To reduce this problem to one covered by the previous theory, we note
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the following identity, obtained by completing the square:

U’RU + 2x’SU + X’QX = (U + R“l S’X)’R(U + R-l S’X)

+ x’(Q – SR-’S’)X.

Making the definition

UI =U +R-l S’X, (3.4-4)

the original system (3.4- 1) becomes equivalent to

i =(F— GR-]S’)X +Gul (3.4-5)

and the original performance index is equivalent to

~(x(~,), u,(”), t,) = ~= [u;Ru, + x’(Q – SR-lS’)X] dt. (3.4-6)
to

If u and u, are related according to (3.4-4), the trajectories of the two systems
(3.4-1) and (3.4-5) are the same [provided they start from the same initial

state x(tO)]. Furthermore, the values taken by the two performance indices—
viz., (3.4-2), which is associated with the system (3.4-1), and (3.4-6), which is

associated with the system (3.4-5)—are also the same. Consequently, the
following statements hold.

1. The optimal controls u* and u; for the two optimization problems
are related by u? = u* + R-1 Yx.

2. The optimal performance indices for the two problems are the same.
3. The closed-loop trajectories (when the optimal controls are imple-

mented) are the same.

Now the optimization problem associated with (3.4-5) and (3.4-6) is
certainly solvable [and here we are using the nonnegativity constant (3.4-3)].
The optimal UT is given by

u~(t) = –R-l(t)G’(t)P(t, ~)X(t),

where

–p =P(F– CR-IS) + (F’ – sR-l(j’)p

– pGR-~G’p + Q – SR-lS1

with P(T, T) = O. The optimal index is x’(tO)P(tO, T)x(tO). The optimal con-
trol for the optimization problem associated with (3.4-1) and (3.4-2) is thus

u*(t) = –R- 1(r)[G’(t)P(t, T) + s’(t)]x(t)

and the optimal performance index is again x’(fO)P(tO, T)x(tO).

To consider the infinite-time problem [i.e., Tin (3.4-2) is replaced by
infinity], we make the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION3.4-1. The system (3.4-1) is completely controllable at every time t.
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To ensure existence of the limit as T approaches infinity of P(t, T), one

evidently requires that the system (3.4-5) be completely controllable at every
time t. [Then the optimization problem associated with (3.4-5) and (3.4-6)
is solvable and yields a solution of the optimization problem associated with

(3.4-1) and (3.4-2).] The complete controllability of (3.4-5) is an immediate
consequence of the following lemma.

LEMMA. Suppose the system

-i = F(t)x + G(t)u (3.4-1)

is completely controllable at some time t,. That is, with an arbitrary state ~(tl),
there is associated a control L(.) and time tz such that (3.4-1) is transferred by
H(.) from the state ~(t,) at time t, to the zero state at time t2.Then, with
K(t) a matrix of continuous functions, the system

A?= [F(t) + G(r) K’(~)]x -I-- G(t)u (3.4-7)

[obtained from (3.4-1 ) by linear state-variable feedback] is completely control-

lable at t,.

Prooj With i(t,) and z(.) as defined in the statement of the lemma, let X(t)
be the resulting state of (3.4-1) at time t. Then

~(t) = F(t)s(t) + G(t)ti(t)

= [F(f) + G(t)K’(t)].z(t) + G(t)[ti(t) – K’(t)f(t)],

which is to say that if the control ti(t) — K’(t)2(t) is applied to (3.4-7) with state
X(tl) at time t,, Eq. (3.4-7) follows the same trajectory as (3.4-l), and, in partic-
ular, reaches the zero state at time tz. Equivalently, (3.4-7) is completely con-

trollable at time tl and the lemma is established.

The control law for the infinite-time problem will be constant if F, G, Q,

R, and S are all constant, as may easily be seen. The closed-loop system will
be asymptotically stable if the pair [F – CR-’ S’, f)] is completely observable,
where D is any matrix such that DD’ = Q — SR-’ S’. (If D were such that
DD’ = Q, note that complete observability of [F, D] or [F – CR-’ S’, D]
would not necessarily imply asymptotic stability.)

Problem 3.4-1. Generalize the lemma of this section to nonlinear systems
of the form i = ~(x, u) with nonlinear feedback.

Problem 3.4-2. Can you suggest a physical situation where the optimization

problem associated with (3.4-1) and (3.4-2) would be appropriate?

Problem 3.4-3. State and prove a result dual to that of the lemma concern-
ing the complete observability of a class of systems.
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CHAPTER 4

THE REGULATOR WlrH

A PRESCRIBEDDEGREE

OF STABILITY

4.1 QUALITATIVE STATEMENT OF THE REGULATOR

PROBLEM WITH A PRESCRIBED DEGREE OF

STABILITY

Throughout this section, we shall normally restrict attention to time-

invariant systems (F and G constant) of the form

i= Fx+Gu. (4.1-1)

Although the results presented in this chapter extend to time-varying sys-
tems, they prove to be more meaningful for time-invariant systems.

We shall also be interested in considering the effect of applying control
laws of the form

u = K’x (4.1-2)

to (4.1-1), where K is a constant matrix. The associated closed-loop system
is, of course,

a? = (F+ GK’)x. (4. 1-3)

So far, we have described one procedure for the selection of control
laws, this being based on the formulation of an infinite-time optimization

problem. In fact, we recall from Sec. 3.3 that if (1) [F, G] is completely con-
trollable, and (2) Q is symmetric nonnegative definite and R js symmetric

50
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Sec. 4.1 QUALITATIVE STATEMENT OF THE REGULATOR PROBLEM ~1

positive definite, where Q and R are both constant, then the problem of mini-
mizing the performance index

~(x(~o), ~(”), ~o) =
~

“ (u’Ru + x’Qx) dt (4.1-4)
to

k solved by using a feedback law of the form of (4.1-2). (For the moment, we

shall not be concerned with the scheme for calculating K.) We recall, too,

from Sec. 3.3 that if(3) [F, D] is completely observable, where D is any matrix

such that DD’ = Q, then the resulting closed-loop system is asymptotically
stable.

There are, of course, other procedures for determining control laws
of the form (4. 1-2), which might achieve goals other than the minimization
of a performance index such as (4. 1-4). One other goal is to seek to have all

the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system (4.1-3) taking prescribed values.
The task of choosing an appropriate K has been termed the pole-positioning

problem.
To solve the pole-positioning problem, tbe complete controllability

of [F, G] is required. (For a proof of this result, see [1].) The task of comput-
ing K in the single-input case is actually quite straightforward, if one converts
F to companion matrix form and g- to a vector containing all zeros except
in the last position. (The complete controllability of [F, g] is actually suffi-
cient to ensure the existence of a basis transformation in the state space
taking F and g to the special form; see Appendix B.) Now if

[

o

0

F=(

I o

L–al

a choice of k’ = [k, kz

r

o

0

F+gk’= “

[

o

—al +k,

and the eigenvalues of F +

S“ + (a. — kn)s”-’

1 0 . . .

0 1 . . .

0 0 . . .

.az —aq . .

. . /cfl]causes

1

0

0

0

0

1

g=

1

—a.

o . . .

1 . . .

0 . . .

-o

0

11
0

0

1

—an

gk’ become the roots of the equation

+“”+(a,- k,)s+(al-k,)=O.
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If these eigenvalues are prescribed, the determination of the feedback
vector k, knowingal through an, is immediate. For the multiple-input case,

where G is no longer a vector but a matrix, the computational task is much

harder but is nevertheless possible (see [2] through [6]).

From the practical point of view, the essential problem may not be to

fix precisely the eigenvalues of F + G K’, but rather to ensure that these eigen-

values be within a certain region of the complex plane. Typical regions might

be that sector of the left half-plane Re[s] <0 bounded by straight lines

extending from the origin and making angles +0 with the negative real axis,
or, again, they might be that part of the left half-plane to the left of Re[s]

= —a, for some a >0.
We shall be concerned in this chapter with achieving the latter restric-

tion. Moreover, we shall attempt to achieve the restriction not by selecting
K through some modification of the procedure used for solving the pole-

positioning problem, but by posing a suitable version of the regulator prob-
lem. Essentially what we are after is a solution of the regulator problem that
gives a constant control law and that gives not merely an asymptotically
stable closed-loop system, but one with a degree of stability of at least ct.
In other words, nonzero initial states of the closed-loop system (4.1-3) should

decay at least as fast as e-u’. This is equivalent to requiring the eigenvalues

of F + GK’ to have real parts less than —a.
As we shall illustrate, commencing in the next section, it proves appro-

priate to replace the performance index (4.1-4) usually employed in the time-
invariant regulator problem by a performance index

L’(x(t,), u(-), t,) = ~- e’=’(u’llu + x’Qx) dt (4.1-5)
to

where R and Q are as before—i.e., constant, symmetric, and respectively

positive and nonnegative definite. The constant a is nonnegative (of course,
a = O corresponds to the situation considered in Chapter 3).

Since the integrand in (4.1-5) can be rewritten as u’l?u + x’ @x, where
~ = Re2a’, ~ = Qe2”’, the results summarized in Sec. 3.3 will guarantee

that a linear feedback law will generate the optimal control for (4.1-5). That

this law should be constant is not at all clear, but it will be proved in the next

section. However, supposing that this is proven, we can give plausible reasons

as to why the closed-loop system should have a degree of stability of at least

ct. It would be expected that the optimal value of (4.1-5) should be finite.

Now, the integrand will be of the form e 2“fx’(t)Mx(t) for some constant M
when u is written as a linear constant function of x. For the integrand to

approach zero as t approaches infinity, it is clearly sufficient, and probably
necessary, for x(t) to decay faster than e-”’. This is equivalent to requiring
the closed-loop system to have a degree of stability of at least ct. The results
of this chapter first appeared in [7].
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QUANTITATIVE STATEMENT AND SOLUTION OF THE

REGULATOR PROBLEM WITH A PRESCRIBED

DEGREE OF STABILITY

The remarks of the previous section justify the formal
modified regulator problem in the following manner.

Modified regulator problem. Consider the system

k= Fx+Gu x(tO) given

statement of the

(4.2-1)

where Fand G are constant and the pair [F, G] is completely controllable.

Consider also the associated performance index

V(x(t,), u(.), tO) = ~- e2&’(u’Ru + x’Qx) dt (4.2-2)
(o

where R and Q are constant, symmetric, and respectively positive definite
and nonnegative definite. Let a be a nonnegative constant (which will
turn out to be the minimum degree of stability of the closed-loop system).

With D any matrix such that DD’ = Q, let [F, D] be completely observ-
able. Define the minimization problem as the task of finding the
minimum value of the performance index (4.2-2) and the associated
optimal control.

The reason for the complete controllability condition is the same as
explained in the last chapter; it ensures that the infinite, as distinct from
finite, time problem has a solution. The observability condition will be needed
to establish the constraint on the degree of stability of the closed-loop sys-

tem.
The strategy we adopt in solving this modified problem is to introduce

transformations that convert the problem to an infinite-time regulator prob-
lem of the type considered in the last chapter. Accordingly, we make the

definitions

,t(t) = e“x(t) (4.2-3)

II(t)= e“’u(t). (4.2-4)

Just as x(. ) and U(. ) may be related [via Eq. (4.2-l)], so 2(. ) and 2(.) maybe

related. observe that

i = $(e’’x(t)) = aea’x(t) + e“’~(t)

= ai + entFx + e“’Gu

= (F + @,i + Gil. (4.2-5)

Thus, given the relations (4.2-3) and (4.2-4), the system equation (4.2-1)
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implies the system equation (4.2-5). The converse is clearly true, too. Corre-
sponding initial conditions for the two systems (4.2-1) and (4.2-5) are given

bysettingt=tO in(4.2-3)—i.e., X(t,)=e”’”x(t,).
The integrand in (4.2-2) may also be written in terms of d and 2:

e2Uf(u’Ru + x’Qx) = ii’Ri2 + ,$?Q2.

Consequently, we may associate with the system (4.2-5)

index

~(%), U(”), t,) = ~- (ti’Rti + i’Q2) dt.
10

the performance

(4.2-6)

Moreover, there is a strong connection between the minimization problem

associated with the equation pair (4.2- 1), (4.2-2), and the pair (4.2-5), (4.2-6).
Suppose u*(t) is the value of the optimal control at time tfor the first prob-
lem, and that x(t) is the resulting value of the state at time t when the initial
state is x(to).Then the value of the optimal control at time t for the second

problem is d*(t) = e“’u*(t), and the resulting value of the state at time t
is given by f(t)==e“’x(t), provided 2(to)= e“’Ox(tO).Moreover, the minimum

performance index is the same for each problem.
Moreover, if the optimal control for the second problem can be expressed

in feedback form as

ti*(t)= /k(i(t),t), (4.2-7)

then the optimal control for the first problem may also be expressed in feed-

back form; thus,

u*(t) = e-W*(t) = e-a’k(earx(t), t). (4.2-8)

[We know that the control law (4.2-7) should be a linear one; and, indeed,
we shall shortly note the specific law; the point to observe here is that a

feedback control law for the second problem readily yields afeedback control
law for the first problem, irrespective of the notion of linearity.]

Our temporary task is now to study the system (4.2-5), repeated for

convenience as

~=(F+aZ)2+Gti i(to)given (4.2-5)

and to select a control L*(.) that minimizes the performance index

~(f(to),d(.),to)= jm (zI‘Ril + 2’Q2) dt (4.2-6)
to

where R and Q have the constraints imposed at the beginning of the section.

AS we discussed in the last chapter, this minimization problem may
not have a solution without additional constraints of stability or controlla-
bility. One constraint that will guarantee existence of an optimal control is,

however, a requirement that [F+ aZ, G] be completely controllable. As
wiIl be shown, this is implied by the restriction that [F, G] is completely con-
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trollable, which was imposed in our original statement of the modified regula-
tor problem. To see this, we first need to observe a property of the complete
controllability concept, derivable from the definition given earlier. This
property, also given in Appendix B, is that [F, G] is completely controllable
if and only if the equation w’eF’G = O for all t where w is a constant vector
implies w = O.

The complete controllability of [F + cd, G] follows from that of [F, G]
(and vice versa) by observing the equivalence of the following four statements.

1. [F, Gl is completely controllable.

2. For constant w and all t, w’eFrG = O implies w = O.

3. For constant w and all t, w’ea’eFIG = w’e(F+a’J’G = O implies w = O.

4. [F+ @ Gl is completely controllable.

Given this complete controllability constraint, we can define a solution
to the preceding minimization problem with the most minor of modifications
to the material of Sec. 3.3. Let P(t, T) be the solution at time tof the equation

–P =P(F+ al) + (F’ + aZ)P – PGR-’G’P + Q (4.2-9)

with boundary condition P(T, T) = O. Define

F = Iim P(t, T), (4.2-10)
1-–-

which is a constant matrix, satisfying the steady state version of (4.2-9):

P(F + al) + (F’ + az)p – PGR-’G’F + Q = o. (4.2-11)

Then the optimal control becomes

tl*(t)= —R-l G’~f(t). (4.2-12)

It is interesting to know whether the application of the control law
(4.2-12) to the open-loop system (4.2-5) results in an asymptotically stable
closed-loop system. We recall from the results of the last chapter that a suffi-
cient condition ensuring this asymptotic stability is that [F + a~, D] should
be completely observable, where D is any matrix such that DD’ = Q. NOW,

just as the complete controllability of [F, G] implies the complete control-
lability of [F+ a~, G], so by duality, the complete observability of [F, D]
implies the complete observability of [F + aZ, D]. Since the complete observ-
ability of [F, D] was assumed in our original statement of the regulator

problem with degree of stability constraint, it follows that [F + aI, D] is
completely observable and that the closed-loop system

j = (F + aI — GR-l G’~)g (4.2-13)

is asymptotically stable.

We can now apply these results to the original optimization problem.
Recall that we need to demonstrate, first, that the optimal control law is
a constant, linear feedback law, and second, that the degree of stability of the
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closed-loop system is at least ct. Furthermore, we need to find the minimum
value of (4.2-2).

Equations (4.2-7) and (4.2-8) show us that

u*(t) = – e-a’R - 1G’~e@tx(t) = –R- 1G’Px(t). (4.2-14)

This is the desired constant control law; note that it has the same structure

as the control law of (4.2-12).
To demonstrate the degree of stability, we have from (4.2-3) that x(t)

=e ‘“’i(t). Since the closed-loop system (4.2-1 3) has been proved asymptot-
ically stable, we know that 2([) approaches zero as t approaches infinity,
and, consequently, that x(t) approaches zero at least as fast as e-at when

tapproaches infinity.
The minimum value achieved by (4.2-2) is the same as the minimum value

achieved by (4.2-6). As was shown in the previous chapter, the optimal

performance index for (4.2-6) is expressible in terms of ~ as f(to)~f(to).

Consequently, the minimum value achieved by (4.2-2) is x’(to)e-’”’o~x(to).

Let us now summarize the results in terms of the notation used in this

chapter.

Solution of the regulator problem with prescribed degree of stability. The
optimal performance index for the modified regulator problem stated

at the start of this section is x’(tO)e- 2m’OPx(tO),where P is defined as the
limiting solution of the Riccati equation (4.2-9) with boundary condition

P(T’, T) = O. The matrix ~ also satisfies the algebraic equation (4.2-1 1).
The associated optimal control is given by the constant linear feedback

law (4.2-14), and the closed-loop system has degree of stability of at least
a.

One might well ask if it is possible to construct a performance index with
a equal to zero such that the control law resulting from the minimization is
the same as that obtained from the preceding problem when a is nonzero.
The answer is yes (see Problem 4.2-2). In other words, there are sets of pairs

of matrices R and Q such that the associated regulator problem with zero

a, leads to a closed-loop system with degree of stability a. However, it does
not appear possible to give an explicit formula for writing down these matrices
without first solving a regulator problem with a nonzero.

By way of example, consider an idealized angular position control
system where the position of the rotation shaft is controlled by the’ torque
applied, with no friction in the system. The equation of motion is

Jfi=T

where d is the angular position, T is the applied torque, and J is the moment

of inertia of the rotating parts. In state-space form, this becomes
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i=~ :}+[:].

where xl ==0, Xz = d, and a = T/J. As a performance index guaranteeing
a degree of stability a = 1, we choose

The appropriate algebraic equation satisfied by P is

F=[:;]+~ ;]qoo]p+[::]=O.
One’possible way to solve this equation is to write down simultaneous equa-
tions for the entries of ~; thus,

III + 2FJ2 — ~lzjzzaz = O

2$12 + ZF22 — ji2a2 = O.

These equations lead to

F,, = -$[2 + 42 + 2dm].

The optimal control law is

@ = —g~px

[
1[1

–+(1 +%’’’-- +J2+2Jm”) xl
~

– +(2+ J2 + 24/’’””) X2

This is implementable with proportional plus derivative (in this case, tacho,
or angular velocity) feedback. The closed-loop system equation is

~=

[

o
1

–(1 + W“m7+ /2 + 2JrGq
1–(2 + J2 + 2/~) x

for which the characteristic polynomial is

s2+(2+J2+2m)s +(l+dm+J2+2J-).

It is readily checked that the roots of this polynomial are complex for all a;
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therefore, the real part of the closed-loop poles is

Thus, the requisite degree of stability is achieved.

Problem 4.2-1. Consider the system (with constant F and G)

x= Fx+Gu x(to) given

and the associated performance index

J
m~zac[(u~u)s+ (X’QX)5]dt
h

where Q is a constant nonnegative definite matrix. Find a related linear system and

performance index where the integrand in the performance index is not specifically
dependent on time (although, of course, it depends on u and x). Show that if an

optimal feedback law exists for this related system and performance index, it is a
constant law, and that from it an optimal feedback law may be determined for the

original system and performance index.

Problem 4.2-2. Consider the system

i= Fx+Gu x(tO ) given

where F and G are constant and [F’, G] is completely controllable. Show that asso-

ciated with any performance index of the form

J
- ~2.yu,Ru + x’Qx) d~,
IO

where R is constant and positive definite, Q is constant and nonnegative definite,

and a is positive, there is a performance index

J- (u’h + X’~X) dt,
co

where ~ is constant and nonnegative definite, such that the optimal controls asso-
ciated with minimizing these indices are the same. [Hint:Define ~ using the solution
of the first minimization problem.]

Problem 4.2-3. Consider the system

i=ax+u

with performance index

J-E?2”’(U2+ bXz) dt
r,

where a, b, and a are constants, with b and a nonnegative. Examine the eigenvalue

of the closed-loop system matrix obtained by implementing an optimal feedback
control, and indicate graphically the variation of this eigenvalue as one or more of
a, b, and a vary.

Problem 4.2-4. Consider the modified regulator problem as stated at the
beginning of the section, and let ~ be defined as in Eqs. (4.2-9) through (4.2-1 1).
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Show that V(x) = x’(t)~x(t) is a Lyapunov function for the closed-loop system with
the property that ~) vs – 2a. (This constitutes another proof of the degree of

stability property,)

Problem 4.2-5. Suppose that you are given a linear time-invariant system with

a feedback law K. derived from the minimization of a performance index

Imeza[(u’u + x’x) c/f.
10

Suppose also that experiments are performed to determine the transient response
of the system for the following three cases.

1. K= = KO—i.e., a is chosen as zero.
2. K= = K., —i.e., a is chosen as a “large,” positive constant,
3. K= = K, + (K=, – K,)(1 – e-’).

Give sketches of the possible transient responses.

Problem 4.2-6. If F and G are constant matrices and F is n x n, it is known

that [F, Gj is completely controllable if and only if the matrix [G FG . . . F“- 1G]
has rank n. Prove that complete controllability of [F, G] implies complete control-
lability of [F+ @Z,G] by showing that if the matrix [G FG . . ~Fn- ]G] has rank
n, so, too, does the matrix [G (F + aI) G . . . (F + aZ~-l G].

Problem 4.2-7. Imagine two optimization problems of the type considered

in this chapter with the same F, G, Q, and R but with two different a—viz., a ~
and LXZ,with al > az. Show that ~Z, — ~ti, is positive definite.

4.3 EXTENSIONS OF THE PRECEDING RESULTS

We now ask if there are positive functions ~(t) other than e=’ with the
property that the minimization of

~(X(to), U(.), to) = ~- -f(t)(u’~u + x’ (2x) df, (443-1)
f,

given that

,i=Fx+Gu x(tO) given (4.3-2)

leads to a linear constant control law. (Here, the usual constraints on F, G,

Q, and R, including constancy, are assumed to apply.) Reference [8] suggests
that maybe ~(r) = tkcould lead to a constant control law.

We show here that essentially the only possible ~(t) are those we have
already considered—i.e., those of the form e“’—but with the constraint that

a should simply be real (rather than nonnegative, as required earlier in this
chapter).

By writing the integrand of (4.3-1) as u’[j’(t)l?]u + x’[f(t)Q]x, itis evident
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that the associated optimal control is

u*(t) = –f- 1(I) R- 1G’P(t)x(t) (4.3-3)

where ~(.) is a solution of

–~ = ~F+ F’~ – f ‘](t) PGR-lG’~ + f(t)Q. (4.3-4)

Now (4.3-3) k to be a constant control law. Hence, the matrix ~(t)G must

be of the form f(t)~, where M is some constant matrix. Premultiply (4.3-4)
by G’ and postmultiply by G to obtain

–G’Mf = [A4’FG + G’F’M – G’MR-’ M’G + G’QG]$ (4.3-5)

Suppose G’~(t)G = G’M is nonzero. Then there is at least one entry—
say, the i-j entry—that is nonzero. Equating the i~” entries on both sides of
(4.3-5), we obtain

f=~f

for some constant et. Thus, the clajm that f has the form ear is established for

the case when G’~(t)G # O for some t. Now suppose G’~(t)G -0. Then,
since ~(f) is nonnegative definite, it follows that ~(t)G G O, and thus the opti-

mal control is identically zero. In this clearly exceptional case, it is actually

possible to tolerate f(t) differing from e“’. Thus, we have the trivial example
of

P’(x(tO), U(- ), to) = fm f(~)u’~u dt,
10

which for arbitrary positive f(t) and arbitrary F, G, and R has the constant

optimal feedback law u -0.
Since the preceding two sections have restricted attention to the case

of nonnegative cc, it might well be asked why this restriction was made. The
answer is straightforward: Constant control laws certainly result from negative
a, but the resulting closed-loop systems may be unstable, although no state

grows faster than e-”’. (Note that e-u’ is a growing exponential, because a is
negative.)

An open problem for which a solution would be of some interest (if
one exists) is to set up a regulator problem for an arbitrary system (4.3-2)
such that the eigenvalues of the closed-loop system matrix F — GR - 1G~

possess a prescribed relative stability—i.e., the eigenvalues have negative
real part—and if written as a + @ (a, co real, j = ~), the constraint

1coI/lo I < k for some prescribed constant k is satisfied.
A second open problem is to set up a regulator problem such that the

closed-loop system matrix possesses a dominant pair of eigenvalues (all
but one pair of eigenvalues should have a large negative real part). Partial
solutions to this problem will be presented in Chapter 5.
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CHAPTER 5

PROPERTIESOF REGUfATOR

SYSrEMS W/rH A CIASSICAL

CONTROL IlVTERPRE~A710/V

5.1 THE REGULATOR FROM AN ENGINEERING

VIEWPOINT

We have earlier intimated a desire to point out what might be termed the

“engineering significance” of the regulator. Until now, we have exposed a
mathematical theory for obtaining feedback laws for linear systems. These
feedback laws minimize performance indices that reflect the costs of control
and of having a nonzero state. In this sense, they may have engineering sig-
nificance. Furthermore, we have indicated in some detail for time-invariant
systems a technique whereby the closed-loop system will be asymptotically
stable, and will even possess a prescribed degree of stability. This, too, has
obvious engineering significance.

Again, there is engineering significance in the fact that, in distinction to
most classical design procedures, the techniques are applicable to multiple-

input systems, and to time-varying systems. (We have tended to avoid dis-
cussion of the latter because of the additional complexity required in, for
example, assumptions guaranteeing stability of the closed-loop system. How-

ever, virtually all the results presented hitherto and those to follow are appli-

cable in some way to this class of system.)

But there still remains a number of unanswered questions concerning the

65
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engineering significance of the results. For example, we might well wonder to

what extent it is reasonable to think in terms of state feedback when the states

of a system are not directly measurable. All the preceding, and most of the
following, theory is built upon the assumption that the system states are
available; quite clearly, if this theory is to be justified, we shall have to indi-
cate some technique for dealing with a situation where no direct measurement

is possible. We shall discuss such techniques in a subsequent chapter. Mean-

while, we shall continue with the assumption that the system states are avail-
able.

In classical control, the notions of gain margin and phase margin play

an important role. Thus, engineering system specifications will often place
lower bounds on these quantities, since it has been found, essentially empiri-

cally, that if these quantities are too small system performance will be
degraded in some way. For example, if for a system with a small amount of
time delay a controller is designed neglecting the time delay, and if the phase
margin of the closed loop is small, there may well be oscillations in the actual
closed loop. The natural question now arises as to what may be said about
the gain margin and phase margin (if these quantities can, in fact, be defined)
of an optimal regulator.

Of course, at first glance, there can be no parallel between the dynamic
feedback of the output of a system, as occurs in classical control, and the

memoryless feedback of states, as in the optimal regulator. But both schemes
have associated with them a closed loop. Figure 5.1-1 shows the classical

--EP
Fig. 5.1-1 Classical feedback arrangement with dynamic control-
ler driven by system output.

feedback arrangement for a system with transfer function h’(,rZ – F)- 1g,

where the output is fed back through a dynamic controller with transfer func-
tion /3(s). Figure 5.1-2 shows a system with transfer function /1’(s1 – F)- 1g
but with memoryless state-variable feedback. Here a closed loop is formed;
however, it does not include the output of the open-loop system, merely the

states. This closed loop is shown in Fig. 5.1-3.

Now it is clear how to give interpretations of the classical variety to the

optimal feedback system. The optimal feedback system is like a classical
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4+
Fig. 5.1-2 Modern feedback arrangement with memoryless con-
troller driven by system states.

~-–– ___ .—_ —____________ 1
I

I

+ L––___–___– ___–________;

Fig. 5.1-3 The closed-loop part of a feedback system using
modern feedback arrangement,

situation where unity negative feedback is applied around a (single-input,
single-output) system with transfer function —k’(sl — F)- lg. Thus, the gain
margin of the optimal regulator may be determined from a Nyquist, or some

other, plot of W(@) = —k’(jcol — F)- 1g in the usual manner.
We may recall the attention given in classical control design procedures

to the question of obtaining satisfactory transient response. Thus, to obtain
for a second-order system a fast response to a step input, without excessive

overshoot, it is suggested that the poles of the closed-loop system should have
a damping ratio of about 0.7. For a higher order system, the same sort of
response can be achieved if two dominant poles of 0.7 damping ratio are used.
We shall discuss how such effects can also be achieved using an optimal
regulator; the key idea revolves around appropriate selection of the weight-
ing matrices (Q and R) appearing in the performance index definition.

A common design procedure for systems containing a nonlinearity is
to replace the nonlinearity by an equivalent linear element, and to design and

analyze with this replacement. One then needs to know to what extent the
true system performance will vary from the approximating system perfor-

mance. As will be seen, a number of results involving the regulator can be

obtained, giving comparative information of the sort wanted.
We shall also consider the question of incorporating relay control in

otherwise optimal systems. There may often be physical and economic

advantages in using relay rather than continuous control, provided stability
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problems can be overcome; accordingly, it is useful to ask whether any

general remarks may be made concerning the introduction of relays into
optimal regulators.

A further question of engineering significance arises when we seek to

discover how well an optimal regulator will perform with variations in the

parameters of the forward part of the closed-loop system. One of the common
aims of classical control (and particularly that specialization of classical

control, feedback amplifier design) is to insert feedback so that the input-
output performance of the closed-loop system becomes less sensitive to varia-
tions in the forward part of the system, In other words, one seeks to desen-

sitize the performance to certain parameter variations.

The quantitative discussion of many of the ideas just touched upon
depends on the application of one of several basic formulas, which are derived
in the next section. Then we pass on to the real meat of the regulator ideas in
this and the next two chapters.

5.2 SOME FUNDAMENTAL FORMULAS

To fix ideas for the remainder of this chapter, we shall restrict attention

to closed-loop systems that are completely controllable, time invariant, and
asymptotically stable. Thus, we shall take as our fundamental open-loop sys-

tem

k= Fx+Gu (5.2-1)

with [F, G] completely controllable. As the performance index, we take

V(X(lO), u(.), t,) = ~- ezmz(u’l?u + x’Qx) dt (5.2-2)
iO

with the usual constraints on Q and R, including that [F, D] be completely
observable for any D such that DD’ = Q. At times, u will be zero. Since we
shall be considering different values of a, we define P., rather than P, as the

unique positive definite solution of

P.(F + cd) + (F’ + aI)P= – PeGR-~G’PK + Q = O. (5.2-3)

The optimal control law is

u = K~x = —R-~G’P x&. (5.2-4)

Using the notation AO = Aa j (a = O), we shall prove first that

[~ – R1’2JYj(-SI – F)-lGR-1’2]’[Z – 17’2Kj(sz – ~)-IG~-l/2]

== I – R-1’ZG’(_,z _ F’)-l Q(,~ _ f7-1GR- 1/2. (5.2-5)

This is an identity that has appeared in a number of places (often merely in

scalar form)—e.g., [1], [2], [3]. From (5.2-3), it follows that

PO(SZ– F) + (–sZ – F’)PO + KORKj = Q.
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Multiplying on the left by R-’’’’G’(-sI -F’)-’, and on the right by

(s- F)- ‘GR - ‘i’, yields

R-’/2 (’sIsI – F’)-’ POGR-”2 + R-’lZG’PO(SI – F)-’ GR-’/2

+ R-l ‘ZG’(–sI – F’)-l KoRK~(sI – F)-l GR-12

= R-’2G’(-sI- F’)-’Q(s] – F)-’GR-”2.

By adding I to each side, and observing that POGR-’2 = –KOR’/2, Eq.
(5.2-5) follows.

Letusnow examine some variants of(5.2-5). With s=jco, Eq. (5.2-5)

becomes

[I– R“2K~(-jwI – F)-l GR-’’2[1[I – R“K~(jmI – F)-’GR-’2]

= I + R-lzG’(-juI – F’)-’ Q(j@l – F)-’GR-”. (5.2-6)

With * denoting the complex conjugate, the left-hand side is Hermitian,

whereas the right-hand side is of the form 1 + B’*(jco)QB(jco) for a matrix
B. If we adopt the notation C, z C2 for arbitrary Hermitian matrices Cl and

C2 to indicate that Cl – C, is nonnegative, and if we use the fact that B’* QB
20, Eq. (5.2-6) implies that

[i – R1l’K~(–j~I – F)-lGR-’/’]’[I – R’2K~(jwI – F)-’ CR- ‘/2] >1.

For a single-input system (5.2-1), there is no loss of generality

as unity. Equations (5.2-5), (5.2-6), and (5.2-7) then become

[1 – kj(–S~– F)-’g][l – k(@- F)-’g]

= 1 + g’(–sZ– F’)-’ Q(sZ– F)-’g,

or

]1 – k~(jol – F)-’g12 = 1 + g’(–j~I – F’)-] Q(jcoI –

Therefore, we have that

II –&(jcoZ– F)-’gl> 1.

(5.2-7)

in taking R

(5.2-8)

F)-’g.

(5.2-9)

(5.2-10)

Problem 5.2-1 asks for the establishment of the result that the equality sign
in (5.2-7) and (5.2-10) can hold only for isolated values of co.

Relations (5.2-5) through (5.2-1 O) are all specialized to the case et = O.
For the case a # O, there are effectively two ways of developing the corre-
sponding relations. The first relies on observing, with the aid of (5.2-3), that

Pa satisfies the same equation as PO,save that F + aI replaces F. Consequently,

Eqs. (5.2-5) through (5.2-10), derived from (5.2-3), will be supplanted by equa-
tions where F + CU replaces F, and K. replaces KO. For example, (5.2-9)

yields

11 – kl(jd- F– ctl)-]g12

= 1 + g’(–j@Z – F’ – ctfi’Q(j@Z – F – al)- ‘g, (5.2-11)
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and, evidently, one could also regard this as coming from (5.2-9) by replacing

k, by k. and +jco by +j~ – a (leaving F invariant).
The second way of deriving relations corresponding to (5.2-5) through

(5.2-10) for the case when a is nonzero is to observe, again with the aid of

(5.2-3), that P= satisfies the same equation as PO, save that Q + 2uP. replaces
Q. Then Eq. (5.2-9), for example, is replaced by

] 1 – k~(jcoZ– F)-’gl’ = 1 + g’(–ja)– F’)-’ Q(jcoI– F)-lg

+ 2ag’(–jcoI – F’)- ‘Pm(jcoz – F)- ‘g.

(5.2-12)

The other equations in the set (5.2-5) through (5.2-1 O) will also yield new

relations by simply replacing KO by K= and Q by Q + 2aP..

Problem 5.2-1. Show that inequalities (5.2-7) and (5.2-10) become equalities

only for isolated values of co.

Problem 5.2-2. Show that (5.2-9) implies

1 –11 +k~(jcoZ– F–gk~)-lglZ

= g’(–j@Z – F’ – kOg’)-l Q(jcoI – F – gk~)-lg.

State two equivalent equations applying for ~ # O.

Problem 5.2-3. Derive an equation analogous to (5.2-8) when u = k~x is
the optimal control for the system i = Fx + gu with a performance index

j; (U2 +2x’SU + x’Qx) dt, and when Q – SS’ is nonnegative definite symmetric.

Problem 5.2-4. Assume that for a specific value of a—say, ~ -= R—the
matrix & has been calculated as the positive definite solution of (5.2-3). As an appro-
ximate technique for computing P. for values of U, near & one could set P= =
PZ + (a – ti)(dPti/da) I(a = &). Show that dpz/da satisfies a linear algebraic
matrix equation.

5.3 GAIN MARGIN, PHASE MARGIN AND

TIME-DELAY TOLERANCE

In this section, we shall restrict attention to the regulator with a scalar
input, and we shall examine certain properties of the closed-loop scheme of
Fig. 5.3-1, which is a redrawn version of Fig. 5.1-3 (discussed earlier in this
chapter), with the gain k replaced by k.. We shall be especially interested in
the gain margin, phase margin, and time-delay tolerance of the scheme.

We recall that the gain margin of a closed-loop system is the amount
by which the loop gain can be increased until the system becomes unstable.
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-k~( jwl -F )-’g +

Fig. 5.3-1 Closed-loop optimal scheme with degree of stability
a drawn as a unity negative feedback system.

If the loop gain can be increased without bound—i.e., instability is not

encountered, no matter how large the loop gain becomes—then the closed-

loop system is said to possess an infinite gain margin.

Of course, no real system has infinite gain margin. Such parasitic effects

as stray capacitance, time delay, etc., will always prevent infinite gain margin
from being a physical reality. Some mathematical models of systems may,
however, have an infinite gain margin. Clearly, if these models are accurate
representations of the physical picture—save, perhaps, for their representa-
tion of parasitic effects-it could validly be concluded that the physical sys-
tem had a very large gain margin.

We shall now show that the optimally designed regulator possesses the

infinite gain margin property, by noting a characteristic feature of the Nyquist

diagram of the open-loop gain of the regulator. The scheme of Fig. 5.3-1 is

arranged to have unity negative feedback, so that we may apply the Nyquist
diagram ideas immediately. The associated Nyquist plot is a curve on the

Argand diagram, or complex plane, obtained from the complex values of
– k~(jcoZ – F)- lg as co varies through the real numbers from minus to plus

infinity. Now the Nyquist plot of —kj( jcol — ~)- ‘g is constrained to avoid
a certain region of the complex plane, because Eq. (5.2-12) of the last section
yields that

/1 – k&(jCOz– F)-’gl >1, (5.3-1)

which is to say that the distance of any point on the Nyquist plot from the

point – 1 + jO is at least unity. In other words, the plot of –k&(@I – F)- ‘g
avoids a circle of unit radius centered at — 1 + jO.

See Fig. 5.3-2 for examples of various plots. (The transfer functions are
irrelevant.) The arrow marks the direction of increasing co. Note that the

plots end at the origin, which is always the case when the open-loop transfer
function, expressed as a numerator polynomial divided by a denominator

polynomial, has the numerator degree less than the denominator degree.
There is yet a further constraint on the Nyquist plot, which is caused by

the fact that the closed-loop system is known to be asymptotically stable.

This restricts the number of counterclocktiise encirclements of the point

– 1 + jO by the Nyquist plot to being precisely the number of poles of the
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(a)

0
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(c)

Fig. 5.3-2 Nyquist plots of –/t~(jcoZ-F)-lg avoiding a unit
critical disc center (—1,0). Points A are at unity distance from the
origin.

transfer function –tia(sZ -F)-] glyingin Re[s]>O. Weunderstand that ifa

pole lies on Re[s] =0, the Nyquist diagram isconstructed bymaking a small

semicircular indentation into the region Re[s] <0 around this pole, and

plotting the complex numbers —k’(.sl — F’-]g as s moves around this semi-

circular contour. (For a discussion and proof of this basic stability result,

see, for example, [4].)
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10 t

Fig. 5.3-3 Nyquist plot for which open-loop transfer function has
two poles in Re[s] >0, and closed-loop is stable.

Thus, if –k~(,sl – F)- ‘g has no poles in Re[s] z O, diagrams such as

those in Fig. 5.3-2 may be obtained. Fig. 5.3-3 illustrates a case where
–k;(sl – F)- ‘g has two poles in Re[s] >0.

The key observation we now make is that the number of encirclements

of the point — 1 + ,jO is the same as the number of encirclements of any other

point inside the circle of unit radius and center – 1 + jO. The best way to see
this seems to be by visual inspection; a few experiments will quickly show
that if the preceding remarks were not true, the Nyquist diagram would have
to enter the circle from which it has been excluded.

It is known that the closed-loop system with gain multiplied by a con-
stant factor ~ will continue to be asymptotically stable if the Nyquist dia-

gram of – /3ti=(jco[ – F)- 1g encircles – 1 + jO in a counterclockwise direc-
tion a number of times equal to the number of poles of – fllc~(s] – F)- ‘g

lying in Re[s] >0. Equivalently, asymptotic stability will follow if the Nyquist

diagram of –k&( jcd – F)- 1g encircles –(1 /~) + jO this number of times.
But our previous observation precisely guarantees this for a range of ~.
The points –(1 //?) + jO for all real ~ > + lie inside the critical circle, and

thus are encircled counterclockwise the same number of times as the point
– 1 + jO. As we have argued, this number is the same as the number of poles
of —kj(sZ — F’- ‘g in Re[s] ~ O. Consequently, with asymptotic stability
following for all real ~ > +, we have established the infinite gain margin

property.

Let us now turn to consideration of the phase margin property. First,

we recall the definition of phase margin. It is the amount of negative phase

shift that must be introduced (without gain increase) to make that part of
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the Nyquist plot corresponding to co 20 pass through the – 1 + N point.

For example, consider the three plots of Fig. 5.3-2; points,4 at unit distance

from the origin on the@ 20 part of the plot have been marked. The negative

phase shift that will need to be introduced in the first and second case is

about 80”, and that in the third case about 280°. Thus, 80° is approximately

the phase margin in the first and second case, and 28(P in the third.

We shall now show that the phase margin of an optimal regulator is

always at least 60°. The phase margin is determined from that point or those

points on the co z O part of the Nyquist plot which are at unit distance from

the origin. Since the Nyquist plot of an optimal regulator must avoid the

circle with center — 1 + jO and unity radius, the points at unit distance from

the origin and lying on the Nyquist plot of an optimal regulator are restricted

to lying on the shaded part of the circle of unit radius and center the origin,

shown in Fig. 5.3-4. The smallest angle through which one of the allowable

Fig. 5.3-4 Shaded points denote per-
missible points on Nyquist plot of

I optimal regulator at unit distance from
origin.

points could move in a clockwise direction to reach – 1 + jO is 60°, corre-

sponding to the point N of Fig. 5.3-4. Any other point in the allowed set of

points (those outside the circle of center – 1 + jO, and unity radius, but at

unit distance from the origin) must move through more than 60° to reach

– 1 + jO. The angle through which a point such as N must move to reach

– 1 + jO is precisely the phase margin. Consequently, the lower bound of

60° is established.

Let us now consider the effect of varying u away from zero. Reference

to Eq. (5.2-11) shows that

II – k~(jtnl– F– al)-’gl =11 – k~[(jco – a)Z– F]-’gl >1.

(5.3-2)

Consequently, if a modified I’Jyquist plot is made of –k~[( j~ – ~)1 – F]- ‘g

rather than of —k~( jwZ — F)- ‘g, this modified plot will also avoid the circle

of center — 1 + jO and radius 1. Then it will follow that if a gain ~ > ~ is

inserted in the closed loop, the degree of stability a of the closed-loop system

will be retained for all real ~. If a negative phase shift of up to 60° is intro-

duced, a degree of stability IX will also still be retained.
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Yet another interpretation of the case of nonzero a follows by com-

paring Eqs. (5.2-9) and (5.2-12) of Sec. 5.2, repeated here for convenience:

11 – kj(jcol – F)-’g(’ = 1 + g’(–j~I – F’)-’ Q(j~Z – F)-’g

and

11 – V=(jcnZ– F)-’g\’ = 1 +g’(–jOZ – F’)-’Q(@z – F)-’g

+ 2ag’(–jcol – F’)- ‘P.(@Z – F)- ‘g,

whence

] 1 – k~(jOZ– F)-’g/2 = ] 1 – k~(jcoZ– F)-’glz

+ 2&g’(–jcol – F’)-’P.(jcd – F)-’g.

(5.3-3)

The second term on the right side is nonnegative, being of the form

2ab’*(jro)P.b(jco) for a vector b. In fact, one can show that b is never zero,

and so

II – kj(jcoZ– F)-’g/ > II – lc~(jcd– F’-’gl. (5.3-4)

This equation says that any two points on the Nyquist plots of

–k~( jcol – F)- ‘g and –k~(jd – F)- ‘g corresponding to the same value of

co are such that the point on the first plot is further from — 1 + jO than the

point on the second plot. In loose terms, the whole plot of –k~(jcoZ – F)-’g
is further from —1 +jO than the plot of —k~( jcol — F)- ‘g. This does not,
however, imply that the phase margin for the former is greater than that
for the latter. Problem 5.3-1 asks for a proof of this somewhat surprising

result.
Problem 5.3-2 asks for a proof of the result that if al > a, >0, the

Nyquist plot of –k~,(j~l – F)- ‘g is further, in the preceding sense, from
– 1 + jO than the plot of –k~,(@I – F’- ‘g.

We now turn to a discussion of the tolerance of time delay in the closed
loop. Accordingly, we shall consider the scheme of Figure 5.3-5, where T

is a certain time delay. (The delay block could equally well be anywhere else

in the loop, from the point of view of the following discussion.) We shall
be concerned with the stability of the closed-loop system.

8 1

Fig, 5.3-5 Optimal regulator with time delay ~ inserted.
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The effect of the time delay is to insert a frequency-dependent nega-
tive phase shift into the open-loop transfer function. Thus, instead
of —.kj( jcol — F)-’ g being the open-loop transfer function, it will be
–kj(jtil – F)- ‘ge-j”’. This has the same magnitude as –k~(jcol – F)-’ g,

but a negative phase shift of COTradians.
It is straightforward to derive allowable values for the time delay which

do not cause instability. Considering first the a = O case, suppose the transfer

function —k~(jml — F)-’g has unity gain at the frequencies COl,COz,. . . . co,

with O<ml<mz <...< w,, and let the amount of negative phase

shift that would bring each of these unity gain points to the —1 + jO point

beq%,tz,... ,$,, respectively. of course, 4,> n/3 for all i. Then, if a time
delay T is inserted, so long as wiT <4, or T < @i/w, for all i, stability will
prevail. In particular, if T < z/3w,, stability is assured.

For the case of a nonzero, since the modified Nyquist plot of
–k~[(jco – ct)Z – F]- 1g has the same properties as the Nyquist plot of
–k~(jwI – F)-’g, we see (with obvious definition of w,, . . . . co, and

+1!.. ., 4,) that T < @,/wi for all i, and, in particular, T < z/3co, will ensure
maintenance of the degree of stability a. Greater time delays can be tolerated,

but the degree of stability will be reduced.
The introduction of time delay will destroy the infinite gain margin

property. To see this, observe that as w approaches infinity, the phase shift
introduced—viz., WT radians—becomes infinitely great for any nonzero T.
In particular, one can be assured that the Nyquist plot of –k~(jwI – F)-’g
will be rotated for suitably large ~ such that the rotated plot crosses the real
axis just to the left of the origin. (In fact, the plot will cross the axis infinitely
often.) If for a given T, the leftmost point of the real axis that is crossed is

–(1/~) +jO, then the gain margin of the closed loop with time delay is
20 log, O~ db.

Of course, the introduction of a multiplying factor, phase shift, or time
delay in the loop will destroy the optimality of the original system. But the

important point to note is that the optimality of the original system allows

the introduction of these various modifications while maintaining the required
degree of stability. Optimality may not, in any specific situation, be of direct
engineering significance, but stability is; therefore, optimality becomes of
engineering significance indirectly.

Problem 5.3-1. Show with suitable sketches that the relation
11 – k~(jcoI – F)-’gl >11 – k&(jcoI – F)-’g{ does not imply that the phase
margin associated with the transfer function —kj(jw[ — F)- Ig is greater than that

associated with the transfer function –k~(j@I – F)- lg.

Problem 5.3-2. Suppose a, > a2 >0. Show that \ 1 – kj,(jwl – F)-Jg I

> I 1 – k&,(jwI – F)- Ig 1.[Hint: Use the result of Problem 4.2-7 of Chapter 4 that
P.r – P., is positive definite.]
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Problem 5.3-3. Suggest waysofextending thepreceding material to multiple-
input systems.

Problem 5.3-4. Let u =k~x be the optimal control for the system i = Fx
+guwith performance index ~~(uz +2x’Su+ x’Qx)dt, where itis assumed that
Q – SS’ is nonnegative definite symmetric. Show that it is not generally possible to

conclude results of the sort described in this section.

5.4 POSITIONING OF THE CLOSED-LOOP SYSTEM

POLES

In the last chapter, we pointed out that frequently a feedback law may
be required such that the closed-loop system has certain desired poles. These
poles may be specified so that, for example, a desired transient response may

be obtained or a certain bandwidth may be achieved by the closed-loop
system. Frequently, such specifications may call for some of the closed-loop

poles to be dominant, with the implication that the real part of the other poles
should be negative and large in magnitude.

In this section, we shall present an optimal design procedure that will
achieve approximately the aim of fixing the dominant closed-loop poles,
The end result of the procedure is a set of dominant closed-loop poles that
are close to the desired dominant poles, with the remaining nondominant

poles possessing a large negative real part. The system specifications that
generate a requirement for dominant poles will, in general, not require the
exact realization of these dominant poles. Therefore, the design procedure,
although approximate, is still generally useful in terms of meeting the pole

position constraints. At the same time, an optimal system results, with all its

attendant advantages. Chapter 7, Sec. 7.4 will discuss further techniques for
pole positioning in optimal systems,

A characteristic of the design procedure is that not all closed-loop

poles may be dominant. Since the procedure allows specification in advance
of only the dominant poles, the ability to specify all poles is lacking. What

allows us to specify that the system is optimal is the lack of dominancy of
precisely that pole (or those poles) which may not be specified. As remarked
in the last chapter, if optimality is not desired, we can always find a linear

feedback law for a linear system such that all closed-loop poles have desired
values. Thus, to retain optimality, we are simply sacrificing the right to specify

certain (in fact, the unimportant) pole positions.
The advantages attendant in having optimality of the closed-loop system

have already been partly indicated, but they will become clearer in the next

two chapters. For the moment, the reader will still have to accept the fact

that optimality has more to ofler than a first glance would indicate.
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As preliminary material associated with the design procedure we shall

also indicate the following:

1. A computational procedure (not involving the Riccati equation)

for obtaining the optimal control law for a single-input time invariant

system.

2. A general property of the closed-loop system poles. (This property

will be exploited in defining the design procedure.)

Of course, (1) is of interest in its own right. Following discussion of (1) and
(2), we shall develop the design procedure, first for single-input systems and
then for multiple-input systems.

To begin with, we shall restrict consideration to single-input systems

k= Fx+gu (5.4-1)

where F is an n x n matrix, and the pair [F, g] is completely controllable.

We shall first derive a computational procedure, independent of use of the
Riccati equation, for minimizing a performance index of the type

W(to), u(”), t(j)= J“ (U2 + x’Qx) dt (5.4-2)
r,

with Q = DD’ for some D such that the pair [F, D] is completely observable.
Under the stated controllability and observability conditions, we know

that there is an optimal closed-loop law u = k’x, such that the closed-loop
system is asymptotically stable and that the following equation [derived from
the fundamental Eq. (5.2-8) of the earlier section], is satisfied:

[1 – k’(–sZ – F)-’g][l – k’(sI – F)-’g]

= 1 + g’(–sZ – F’)-’ Q’(s} – F)-’g. (5.4-3)

Let v(s) denote the characteristic polynomial of F—-i.e., det (.s1 – F). Define
the polynomial p(s) via

1 –k’(sZ– F)-lg=~
y(s)

and the polynomial q(s) by

g’(–.sI – F’)-] Q(sZ – F)-’g = q(s)

V(–S)Y(S)”

(5.4-4)

(5.4-5)

When s is set equal to infinity in this equation, the left-hand side is clearly
zero. Hence, q(s) has degree less than twice that of ~(s), which has degree n.

On other hand, p(s) has the same degree as v(s), as may be seen by settings
equal to infinity in (5.4-4). Also, we see from (5.4-4) and the fact that y(s)

is monic that p(s) is also monic—i.e., its highest order term is s“.
The polynomial p(s) has another important interpretation, which we

may now derive. Observe that
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[1 – k’(sZ – F)-tg][l + k’(sl – F – gk’)-lg]

=.1 –k’(sJ– F)-lg+k’(sZ –F–gk’)-’g

– k’(sI – F)-l[(.sl – F) – (s1 – F – gk’)](d – F – gk’)- lg

= 1.

Thus, inversion of (5.4-4) gives

~(s) = 1 + ~’(~z – F – gk’)-’g,
p(s)

and, accordingly,

p(s) = det (sZ – F – gk’). (5.4-6)

We recall that the closed-loop optimal system is i = (F+ gk’)x. Therefore,
the zeros of p(s) are the poles of the closed-loop system transfer function.
In particular, since the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable, we note
that the zeros of p(s) must all have negative real parts.

Equations (5.4-3), (5.4-4), and (5.4-5) combine to yield

P(+)m) q(s)

~(–.s)y(s) = 1 + ~(–s)y(s) ‘
(5.4-7)

which may also be written

P(–S)P(S) = V(–s)y(s) + q(s). (5.4-8)

It is this equation that may be used as a basis for determining the optimal

control law k, when F, g, and Q are known: All quantities on the right side are
known, and thus p(–s)p(s) is known. The requirement that p(s) possess zeros
all with negative real parts and be monic, then specifies p(s) uniquely from

P(–s)P(s). Finally, Eq. (5.4-4) yields k. A summary of the method for deter-
mining k follows.

1

2.

3.

4,

Form the polynomial ~(s) = det (s1 – F) and the polynomial
q(s) = g’(–sl – F’)-’ Q(sI – F)- lgy(s)y(–s). Notice that q(s) =

q(–s).

Construct the right-hand side of Eq. (5.4-8), and factor the resulting
polynomial. This polynomial is even, and thus has the property that
if cr is a root, so is —cr.

Select those roots c, of the polynomial having negative real parts,
and construct H(s — cri), which is a monic polynomial with roots

these ct. i

Because the zeros ofp(s) must have negative real parts, and because
p(s) is monic, it follows that p(s) is uniquely determined by p(s)

= l!I (s – a,). [Note also that the constraints on p(s) guarantee that
i=]

no Oi in step 3 will have zero real part.]
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5. Construct kso that l–k’(sl –F)-’g= p(s)/~(s). (This is a simple
task requiring no more than the solving of linear equations which
determine k uniquely.)

Let us give an example of the preceding procedure. We take

Then V(S) = det (sZ – F) =$2 + 1, and q(s) = 3. [Notice that q(s) is even,

as required.] Consequently, p(—s)p(s) = (s2 + 1)(s2 + 1) + 3 = S4 + 2s2

+4. Now observe the factorization (s’ + 2s2 +4) = (s2 – -s +2)

(s2 + @s + 2), from which it is clear that p(s) = s’ + as + 2. The
zeros of the polynomial p(s) are the closed-loop system poles. Meanwhile,

1 – k’(sl – F)-’g = (S2 + US + 2)/(s2 +1) = 1 + (fis + 1)/(s2 + 1).
It is easy to check that

[1

(s1– F)-’g=+ :

and, consequently, k’ = [– 1 –a].

We stress that this particular computation procedure is only applicable
to time-invariant systems (in contrast to the approach using the Riccati

equation), and could be extended but with difficulty to multiple-input systems,

Moreover, the procedure involves the potentially difficult step of factoring
a polynomial [the right side of (5.4-8)] and extracting out the roots with nega-
tive real parts. Nevertheless, the procedure may be valuable for computational
purposes, provided the system order is not high. It has additional theoretical
advantages, which we shall now illuminate.

We modify the original performance index (5.4-2), and replace it by

~(X(to), z/(.), to) = j- (U2 + /)x’ @t) dt (5.4-9)
t,

where p is a positive constant. We shall examine the efect on the cIosed-Ioop

poles of making p very large. Our conclusions concerning the variation will
then enable us to present the design procedure to which we referred at the
beginning of the section.

Equation (5.4-8) will be replaced by

P(–@P($ = V(–s)v(s) + pq(s). (5.4-lo)

The poles of the closed-loop system—i.e., the zeros of p(s)—are given by those
zeros of the polynomial ~(—s)~(s) + pq(s) having negative real parts, or,
equivalently, lying in the left half-plane Re[s] <0. For the moment, let us

disregard the problem of separating out those particular zeros of ~(–s)y(s)

+ pq(s) that lie in the left half-plane, and instead concentrate on examining
the behavior of all the zeros as p approaches infinity.
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It is immediately clear that any zero of v(–s)v(s) + pq(s) that remains

finite as papproaches infinity must tend toward a zero ofq(,r). Now q(s)

has degree 2n’, which isless than the degree 2n of y(–.r)y(s)+pq(,r) [see
the remark immediately following (5.4-5)]. Therefore, 2n’ zeros only of

Y(–s)Y(.$) + pq(s) will remain finite as p approaches infinity, and the remain-
ing 2(n — n’) must tend to infinity. Let us consider the precise manner in

which they do so. Clearly, for very large values of,s, the polynomial ~(–,r)y(s)

is approximated by its highest order term—viz., (— 1)“s2”; also, for very large
values ofs, the polynomial pq(s) is approximated by its highest order term,
which is of the form (— 1)”’pas21”for some constant a. Now (5.4-5) implies

that q(jco) >0 for all real co, which, in turn, implies that a is positive. Con-
sequently, for large p, those zeros of ~(—s)~(.r) + pq(s) that tend to infinity
must approximately satisfy the equation

(–lys’” + (–lypas’”’ = o

with a a certain positive constant. Since the zero roots of this equation are

irrelevant, the equation may be replaced by

S’(”-”’) = (– 1)(”-”’+’)pa. (5.4-1 1)

In summary, then, asp approaches infinity, 2n’ zeros of Y(–s)v(s) + pq(.s)

approach the 2n’ zeros ofq(s), whereas the remaining 2(n — n’) zeros approach

the zeros of Eq. (5.4-1 1).
The zeros of p(s), or the closed-loop system poles, are the particular

zeros of ~(—s)~(s) + pq(s) having negative real parts. Therefore, as p
approaches infinity, n’ of the closed-loop system poles approach those zeros

of q(s) with negative real part, whereas (n — n’) approach those roots of
(5.4-1 1) with negative real part.

The latter zeros lie in a pattern on a circle of radius (pa) Ijz(n-n’), which
network theory terms a Butterworth configuration [1]. The phase angles are
given in the following table.

n—n’=1 +18W
n—n’=2 +135°
n—n’==3 ~ 120°, + 180”
n—n’=4 +112.5°, +157.5°

etc.

We shalJ now discuss the application of these ideas to a design procedure.

Suppose we are given the nth-order plant (5.4-1), and a list of n’ < n desired
dominant poles z,, . . . . z.,. We shall describe the setting up of an optimal
regulator problem such that the associated optimal closed-loop system has

dominant poles approximating the desired ones.
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We first form the polynomial m(s) = ,~l(s – Zi). AS before, y(s) =

det (s1 – F). Then an n vector d may be defined by

d’(sz– F)-’g = ~)>
y(s)

(5.4-12)

and using d, we define the matrix Q of the performance index (5.4-9) as Q

= old’. We assume [F’,d] is completely observable. (See problem 5.4-10 for
the contrary case.)

Retaining the definition (5.4-5) of the polynomial g(s), we can check
simply that q(s) is precisely nz(-s)rn(s):

q(s)

Y(–sw(s)
= g’(–S] – F“)-1 Q(sZ – F)-]g

= g’(–,rz – F’)-ldd’(sZ – F)-’g

_ ??2(-s) m(s)—— —.
v(–~) !@)

We recall also that for suitably large p in the performance index (5.4-9), n’
of the optimal closed-loop system poles are approximated by the negative
real part zeros of q(s). But since q(s) is m(—s)nz(s) and m(s) has negative real
part zeros, it follows that for suitably large p the optimal closed-loop domi-
nant poles are approximated by the zeros m(s), which are precisely the desired
dominant closed-loop poles.

Having fixed the matrix Q of the performance index (5.4-9) as Q = old’,
we now ask what the value of p should be. The choice of p is governed by the
need to ensure that then’ zeros of m(s) are truly dominant poles of the closed-
Ioop system—i.e., that the remaining poles of the closed-loop system should
have magnitude at least 10 times the magnitude of any of the dominant poles.

Now the magnitude of the nondominant poles is approximately pl/2@-n’J

(as the constant a of our earlier remarks is now unity). Therefore, p might
be chosen sufficiently large to guarantee that

PV2(.-.’)> ]01 Zi/ i= 1, . . . ,n’. (5.4-13)

In summary, the design procedure is as follows:

1. With n’ dominant poles, form a polynomial m(s) of degree n’, with
highest order term s“’, and such that m(s) has the desired dominant

poles as its zeros.

2. Define the vector d by Eq. (5.4-12).

3. Choose Q = dd’ and p so that Eq. (5.4-13) is satisfied. The perfor-
mance index (5.4-9) will be minimized by an optimal control that
determines a closed-loop system possessing the approximately desired
dominant poles.

4. Determine the feedback law either by the Riccati equation approach
or by the procedure given earlier in this section based on factoriza-

tion of (5.4-10).
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To illustrate the procedure, we shall consider two examples. First, sup-
pose

and we wish to have a dominant pole of the closed-loop system at — 1 + jO.

(Note that we cannot specify two poles of the closed-loop system.) The
polynomial m(s) = s + 1 has the single roots = – 1; now form rn(s)/y(s) =

(s+ 1)/(s2 + 1), and observe that d’ = [1 1] ensures that d’(sl – F)-’g =
m(s)/y(s). We have also that n — n’ = 1, and Eq. (5.4-13) yields that p z 100.
We shall therefore take p = 100, and minimize the performance index

~~ [u’+ loo(~~ + X2)2] dt. The closed-loop system poles are the negative
real part zeros of

y(–s)y(s) + flm(-s)rn(s) = s’ + 2S2 + 1 – 100s2 + 100

= s’ — 98s2 + 100

= S4 + 2os2 + 100 — 118s2

= (s’ + /i-m+ 10)(s’ – Jim+ lo).

Accordingly, the closed-loop poles are the zeros of S2 + m + 10, which

are computed to be — 1.01 and —9.84. The dominant pole is then correct to
1%. The feedback vector k (generating the optimal control according to

u = k’x) is given by

1 – k’(sI – F)-’g = Sz+m+lo
S’+1

from which we derive

k’ = [–9 –m].

For a second example, we consider the sixth-order system defined by

‘=pi:jji]g=[].
We aim to have dominant poles at s == – 1, s = – 1 + jl. The open-loop

poles are given by the zeros of det (s1 – F) = y(s), which maybe computed

to be S3(S + 1)2(s — 1) = N + S5 — S4 — S3. In terms of the earlier notation,

the polynomial m(s) is (s + 1)(J2 + 2s + 2) = s’ + 3s2 + 4s + 2. By

forming m(s)/y(s) = (s3 + 3s2 + 4s + 2)/(ss + S5 – S4 – S3), we can check

that d’ = [2 4 3 1 0 O] ensures that d’(sZ – F)-’ g = m(s)/y(s). We

have also that n – n’ = 3, and so Eq. (5.4-13) yields that P 22’ X 10’.
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However, it turns out that smaller values of p will give reasonably acceptable
results. Thus, with p = 105, the closed-loop poles are the negative real part
zeros of S’2 — 3s10 + 3s8 — Sc + 105(—s6 + S4 — 4s2 + 4); a computer

evaluation of the zeros of this polynomial leads to the closed-loop poles
– 1.00, – 1.00 + jl .00, –4.72, –2.35 +j3.96. The dominant poles are
therefore correct, at least to within 0.5%, but the remaining poles are not

far removed from the dominant poles. The polynomial having zeros that are

these closed-loop poles is

P(S) ===S’ + 12.4s5 + 75.5s4 + 267.5s3 + 489.5s2 + 484.4s + 198.5.

The feedback vector k is given by 1 – k’(sZ – F)- ‘g = p(s)/~(s), and
is readily found to be [–198.5 –484.4 –489.5 –268.5 –76.5 –1 1.4].

Two warnings are perhaps appropriate at this stage. It will probably
not have escaped the reader’s notice that the entries of the vector k in the

two examples are large, relative to, say, the entries of F and g. This means
that the magnitude of the control arising from feeding back k’x may be large,

even though x and Fx are small. Equivalently, there will be a tendency for

saturation at the plant input to occur as a result of the entries of k being
large, and, of course, the larger these entries are, the more likely is the occur-
rence of saturation. It is not surprising that this phenomenon should occur,
in view of the fact that if p is large in the performance index (5.4-9), nonzero
states are weighted more heavily than nonzero controls. Therefore, larger and

larger p will tend to make the entries of k larger and larger, and make satura-
tion more and more possible (Problem 5.4-5 asks the student to connect

variation in p with variation in the entries of k.)

Reference to (5.4-13), the equation that yields the minimum p guarantee-
ing a dominancy factor of 10, shows that the more nondominant poles there
are, the larger p must be. Therefore, the possibility of saturation is lowered
by having, say, only one nondominant closed-loop pole.

The second warning concerns the interpretation of dominancy. Suppose
a transfer function is given with n poles, n’ of which are dominant. Suppose
also that there are n“ dominant zeros, and suppose we are interested in the

step response of a system with this transfer function, Then, unless n“ ~ n’,
or, better, n“ < n’, the residues associated with the nondominant poles will

not be small relative to the residues associated with the dominant poles.
Accordingly, the step response will only be free of a sizable component of
fast transients if the upper bound on n“ is met. Hence, the term nondominant

pole really has the fuller meaning: the associated component of transient
response is not only very fast, and therefore dies away quickly, but is also
small, and therefore negligible. We conclude that any attempt at pole posi-

tioning to obtain satisfactory transient response should take into account the
relative number of dominant zeros and dominant poles. [The effect of state-

variable feedback on the zeros of a transfer function will be discussed shortly.]
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We shall now discuss a straightforward extension of the closed-loop pole
specl$cation idea to multiple-input systems. To apply the preceding design

procedure, we adopt an ad hoc procedure for converting the multiple-input
system into a single-input system.

The procedure relies on an observation of [5] that if [F, Gl is completely

controllable, where F is n x n and G is n x m, and if F has distinct eigen-

values, then [F, Gy] is “almost surely” completely controllable, where y is

an arbitrary nonzero m vector. If F does not have distinct eigenvalues, the

observation may still be true. There is, of course, a technical meaning for

“almost surely,” which we shall not bother about here. We shall take the term

to mean what we would normally understand by it. That is, with [F, G] com-
pletely controllable, if we choose an arbitrary y such that by some rare
chance [F, Gy] is not completely controllable, then an infinitesimal change in

y will ensure that [F, Gy] is completely controllable.
Returning to the closed-loop pole specification problem, let us suppose

we are given a completely controllable m input system that

k= Fx+Gii, (5.4-14)

where we label the input fi to distinguish it from the input u of a single-input

system, which we define in a moment. Let y be an arbitrary m vector, such
that [F, Gy] is completely controllable. The equation

i= Fx+Gyu (5.4-15)

defines a completely controllable single-input system. For the moment,

we focus attention on (5.4-15) rather than (5.4-14). We can find a large
constant p, and an n vector d (which then defines a matrix Q = old’), such that

the optimal control law u = k’x minimizing the performance index (5.4-9)
gives an optimal closed-loop system

X = (F + Gyk’)x (5.4-16)

with closed-loop poles approximating the closed-loop poles desired for the
m-input system.

Now we observe that if the control law z = yk’x is used for the open-

loop scheme (5.4-14), the resuhing closed-loop scheme is also (5.4-16), and,

consequently, the desired closed-loop poles are achieved. The control law

ii = yk’x is not strictly an optimal control for (5.4-14), but in the light of the

closed-loop scheme (5.4- 16) being optimal [admittedly, for a different open-

loop system than (5.4-1 4), but this is somewhat irrelevant], it would be expected
that some of the ancillary benefits of optimality, including those yet to be

discussed, would accrue.
Problem 5.4-7 asks for a design scheme for generating desired closed-

loop poles, which also results in a truly optimal multiple-input closed-loop

system.

A second, but sometimes unsatisfactory, approach to achieving desired
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closed-loop pole-positions is the following. We suppose we are given a com-
pletely controllable system with no restriction on the number of inputs:

i= Fx+Gu. (5.4-17)

Furthermore, given a set ofdesired closed-loop poles, thenumber of poles
being equal to the dimension of F, we construct a matrix ~ the set of eigen-

values of which coincides with the set of the these poles. We then form the
following performance index:

v(x(to), U( .), to) = f- [u’~u + P(2 – ~x)’ Q(-i – ~x)] dt. (5.4-18)
t.

Here, R, Q, and p satisfy the usual constraints. The presence of the second
term in the integrand of the performance index (5,4-18) serves to force the

optimum state trajectory to be close to the solutions of ~ = ~x, which
amounts to forcing the closed-loop poles to be near to the eigenvalues of ~.

To minimize (5.4-18) is quite straightforward. First, the quantity 2 in
the integrand is replaced by Fx + Gu, using (5.4-17), which allows the inte-
grand to be written in the form

U’RIU + 2X’SIU + X’QIX,

with Q ~ — SIR;’ S! nonnegative definite and RI positive definite. With this
rewriting of the integrand, determination of the control law is straightforward,
using the ideas of Chapter 3, Sec. 3.4.

The minimizing of (5.4-18) will lead to closed-loop poles that approxi-

mate, but in general do not equal, the desired values, As p becomes larger,
the degree of approximation will clearly improve.

The potential disadvantage of this form of optimal control lies in the
presence of the cross product term x’S, u in the integrand of the performance
index. As noted in the last problem of the immediately preceding section, the

presence of such a term may destroy the pleasing properties associated with
phase margin and gain margin. It also destroys nearly all the other pleasing
engineering properties to be discussed in the next two chapters.

In the remainder of this section, we shall consider w/zat happens to the

zeros of a system where optimal linear feedback of the states is introduced.
We consider the situation of Fig. 5.1-2, where the prescribed plant has transfer
function h’(sI – F)- lg, and a feedback k’x is applied. The transfer function
between input and output after applying feedback is h’(sl – F – gk’)-’g.

Therefore, we are concerned with the answer to the following question:
How do the zeros of the transfer function h’(sI – F – gk’)- 1g differ from
those of the transfer function h’(sl — F)- ‘g? The answer is that the zeros of
the two transfer functions are the same, as we shall now show.

Suppose that det (sZ – F) = ~(s) and that det (sZ – F – gk’) = p(s),

and let polynomials II(s) and /z(s) be defined by

IY(SI– F)-’g = !@ h’(sl– F– gk’)-’g =W.
y(s) p(s)

(5.4-19)
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We have to show that 1,(s) = 1,(s). Now

h’(sl – F – gk’)-’g = h’(sJ – F – gk’)-’(sl – F)(.sZ – F)-lg

= h’(sl – F – gk’)-][(sl – F – gk’) + gk’](sl – F)-’g

= h’(sZ – F)-’g + /?(s1 – F – gk’)-’gk’(sl – F)-lg.

Therefore,

A’(sI – F – gk’)-’g = “(s~ – ‘)-]g
1 – k’(sZ – F)-’g”

(5.4-20)

Now the definition we have first adopted forp(s) coincides with that of (5.4-6),
and with p(s) so defined, Eq. (5.4-4), repeated here for convenience, is also
valid:

1 – k’(sZ– F)-’g =&).
y/(s)

(5,4-21)

When Eqs. (5.4-19) and (5.4-21) are inserted into (5.4-20), the result /l(,s) =

12(s) is immediate.
In reality, the optimality of k is not a relevant factor in the preceding

argument. Thus, we have established the important result that state feedback

(optimal or nonoptimal) leaves invariant the zeros of the open-loop transfer
function.

As a note of warning, we draw attention to the need not to confuse the

transfer function A’(sI – F)- ‘g of Fig. 5.1-2 with the transfer function of the
open loop part of the overall scheme, viz., —k’(sZ — F)- Ig, some of the prop-

erties of which we studied at some length in the last section. Although the
zeros of this transfer function and its closed-loop counterpart —k’(s] — F
— gk)- ‘g are the same, they are, of course, both dependent on k.

AS references for the material of this section, we may list [1] and [6],
which discuss the properties of the closed-loop system poles when p approaches
infinity in the performance index (5.4-9); [7], which discusses the second
pole-positioning procedure presented; and [8], which demonstrates the
invariance of the zeros of a transfer function with state-variable feedback.

Chapter 7, Sec. 7.4, considers further the problem of pole positioning in
optimal systems.

Problem 5.4-1. Consider a system

with performance index J~ (P + xf + x;) cit. Using the polynomial factorization

technique, find the optimal control.

Problem 5.4-2. With the same system as in Problem 5.4-1, suppose the per-

formance index is now ~~ (uZ + 9cM)x~+ 900x]) dt. What are approximate optimal

closed-loop poles ? Compare the approximate pole positions with the actual ones.
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Problem 5.4-3. Consider asystem withtransfer function w(s)= 1/s3(s+- 1)3.
Write down a 6 x 6 matrix F, and vectors g and h such that w(s) = lr’(sI – F)- lg.
Then define and solve an optimization problem so that with state variable feedback,

the new system transfer function becomes approximately a/(s + 1)(s2 + s + 1) for
some constant a. [Hint: A choice for F of the companion matrix form and for g’

of the form [0 c ..0 1] may be straightforward.]

Problem 5.4-4. Consider a system i = Fx + g.u with performance index

~Z (U2 + PX’QX) dt for nonnegative definite Q and positive p. Suppose that with
D any matrix such that DD’ = Q, the pair [F, D] is completely observable. Discuss
what happens to the poles of the closed-loop system as p approaches zero. Let

u = k’x be an optimal control law resulting for very small p. Discuss the difference
between the magnitude and phase of the transfer functions h’(j@Z – F)- ‘g and
h’(j@Z – F – gk’)- lg as co varies.

Problem 5.4-5. Suppose u = k’x is the optimal control for i = Fx + gu,
with performance index ~~~(U2 + px’Qx) dt. Show that as p approaches infinity,
some, if not all, the entries of k approach infinity as fast as ,@.

Problem 5.4-6. Consider the multiple-output, multiple-input system 2 =
Fx + Gu, y = H’X. Suppose state-variable feedback is applied, so that the new

closed-loop system equations are x = (F + GK’)x + Gu, y = H’x. Can you indi-
cate quantities analogous to the zeros of a scalar transfer function which remain
invariant with the specified feedback ?

Problem 5.4-7. Consider the multiple-input system i = Fx + Gu, with per-
formance index j; (U’U + px’Qx) d, with the usual constraints on Q. If u = K’x

is the optimal control law, it follows that [1 – G(–s1 – F’)- lK][Z – K’(sI – F)-l G]
= I + pG’(–sZ – F“)-’ Q(sZ – F)- IG. Now, because of the easily established

relation

[I– K’(sI– F)-’G]-’ =1+ K’(sI– F– GK’)-’G,

it is evident that the poles of the closed-loop system are the zeros of det [1 —
K’(sI – F)- 1G]. Assuming that, except for isolated values ofs, C’( –s1 – F’)- 1Q(sZ
– F)- 1G is nonsingular, discuss a technique for choosing Q and p so that the closed-
Ioop system has certain desired poles. (This is a difficult problem. See [9] for a lengthy
discussion.)

Problem 5.4-8. In this problem, a relation is developed between the band-
width of a single-input, single-output, closed-loop, optimal system and some of
the parameters appearing in the optimization problem. This allows design for fixed

bandwidth of an optimal system, [10]. Consider the transfer function w(s) =
/r’(s/ – F)- ‘g, with [F, g] completely controllable and [F, h] completely observable.

Suppose a state feedback law is found that minimizes the performance index,

I-[U’ + p(h’x)z] df.
to

Let wc~(s) denote the corresponding closed-loop transfer function, and let rmObe
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the frequency for which

Iwc~(jcoO)12= + Iw~~(0) 12.

Show that co, may be determined as the frequency for which

[Note the simple form of this result for the case when w(s) has a pole at s = O.]

Explain what happens as p approaches infinity, considering first the case when
w(s) is minimum phase—i .e., its poles and zeros all have negative real parts.

Problem 5.4-9. Suppose you are given a single-input, single-output system,

k= Fx+gu y = h’x.

Suppose also that it is desired to have the output behave in accordance with the
law j = –my for a certain positive & Consider the effect of using the performance
index

Explain what happens as p + co, considering the following two cases.

1. The zeros of fi’(sl – F)- ‘g are in Re(s] <0.
2. The zeros of k’(sl – F)- ‘g are arbitrary.

Problem 5.4-10. Discuss the case when the polynomial m(s) in Eq. (5.4-12)
is such that [F, d] is not completely observable. [Hint: Use the fact that the dynamics

of the unobservable states are defined by common zeros of m(s) and ~(s).]
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CHAPTER 6

~NSEl?TION OF NONLINEARITIES

MI OPTIMAL REGULA~O/?S

6.1 TOLERANCE OF NONLINEARITIES IN THE FEEDBACK

LOOP

Many nonlinear physical systems may be described by linear models;
analysis may then be carried out on the linear model, and the conclusions
of this analysis may be used as an approximate guide to the behavior of the
actual nonlinear system. If the nonlinearity of the physical system is small in
some sense, then it would be expected the physical system and the model
would behave similarly. If the nonlinearity of the physical system is not small,
it is, of course, still desirable and sometimes possible to make predictions,
based on analysis of an associated linear model, which will give information
about the physical system.

In this section, we shall consider the introduction of gross nonlinearities
into regulator systems, and we shall be concerned with establishing stability
properties of the resulting nonlinear systems from certain properties that
we know about (linear) regulator systems.

The scheme we consider is shown in Fig. 6.1-1. We suppose we are given
a completely controllable system,

i= Fx+Gu. (6.1-1)

We suppose also that there is an associated performance index

V(x(to), u(.), to) = 1me2”’(u’u + x’ Qx) dt (6.1-2)
to

91
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_ sonofnonlinearities.

Fig. 6.1-1 Optimal system with inclu-

where u is a nonnegative constant, Q is nonnegative definite symmetric,

and if D is any matrix such that Q = DD’, the pair [F, D] is completely
observable. [We could, of course, consider a more general performance index

than (6. 1-2)—one where U’Uis replaced by u’Ru. But we can note that the

associated minimization problem is equivalent to one of the form defined by

(6.1-1) and (6.1-2), because the minimization of ~; e’”’(u’l?u + x’Qx) dt
subject to i = Fx + Gu is equivalent to the minimization of ~~ e2”’(u’lUI

+ x’ Qx) dt subject to 2 = Fx + CR- ‘l%, under the identification u, =

R’zu.] The matrix K. appearing in Fig. 6.1-1 defines the optimal control for
the minimization problem of (6.1-1) and (6.1 -2)—i.e.,

u = K~x (6.1-3)

minimizes (6. 1-2). We recall that the matrix K= is given by

K. = –PZG, (6.1-4)

where P= is the unique positive definite solution of

P.(F + aZ) + (F’ + aI)P= – P=GG’P& + Q = O. (6.1-5)

Figure 6.1-1, of course, shows a variant on the optimal control arrangement.

If the nonlinear feedback block were, in fact, a block that had the same
outputs as inputs, Fig. 6.1-1 would represent a truly optimal system. But
we allow a variation from the optimal arrangement; we shall permit a wide
class of nonlinearities, to be defined quantitatively.

If the external input to the arrangement of Fig. 6.1-1 is zero, it is clear
that there would be no difference if the nonlinearities were moved to the right
of the summing point—i.e., between the summing point and the block with
transfer function matrix —K:(s1 — F)-] G. They could then be regarded as
being located at the inputs of the system i = Fx + Gu rather than in the
feedback loop. Both interpretations are equally valid. Nonlinearities in the
input transducers of physical systems are quite common (e.g., because com-

monly high power levels are present, and saturation may occur).

We shall now define the class of nonlinearities permitted. Then we shall
discuss the stability of the system (6.1-1) with nonlinear feedback. The non-
linear block @(.) will transform an m vector y, where m is the dimension of
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u, into an m vector $(y). In addition, we require that ~(y) be continuous and
that the following constraints on @(. ) hold for all y:

Q + ~)Y’Y < Y’40), (6.1-6)

where c is an arbitrary small positive number. This is not an unreasonable
condition to investigate, because the gain margin properties of regulators
discussed in a previous chapter indicated (at least for single-input systems)
that if@(.) were linear, then it could satisfy (6.1-6) without a loss in stability
of the closed-loop system. Note that (6.1-6) does not require the ith output

of the nonlinearity @i(y) to depend purely on the ith input yi; in other words,

the nonlinearity can somehow “mix up” its inputs. Nevertheless, the situa-
tion where @i(y) depends solely on y~ for each i is the most common. Then

(6.1-6) becomes

(6.1-7)

when yi # O. Equation (6.1-7) implies that the graph of @i(-vi) versus yi
for each i must be within any sector bounded by straight lines of slope ~

and m; in Fig. 6.1-2, the shaded sector is a permissible region in which the

@i(Yi)
t

Fig. 6.1-2 Permissible region for graph

04A versus .Vi.

graph of @,(y,) versus Y, should lie. Notice that this figure illustrates that

A(O) = O for each i—in fact, the more general constraint (6.1-6) and the
continuity requirement imply that 4(O) = O. Now, with no external input,

the scheme of (6.1-1) is represented by

i = Fx + G@(K~ X). (6.1-8)

We need to examine the stability of (6.1-8) for all initial conditions. Let
us take as a Lyapunov function

v(x) = x’Pa x (6.1-9)

and observe that V(x) satisfies the requirements listed in Theorems A and
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Bof Chapter 3, Sec. 3.2, viz., V(x)ispositive definite andapproaches infinity
as X’X approaches infinity.

Next, we need to evaluate ~. We have (with the various steps to be

explained),

v(x) = i’P= x + x’Pa i

= x’(P. F + F’Pe)x + 2X’P=G@(K&X)

= x’[P@(F + al) + (F’ + c@PZ – P. GG’P. + Q]x

–2ax’P=x – X’QX + X’PUGG’P=X + 2x’Pm G~(–G’P.x)

= –2UX’P=X – X’QX + x’P. GG’P. X + 2x’Pm G$(–G’P.x)

< –2axtPn x – x’ Qx + x’Pm GG’PUx – 2(* + e)x’P@GG’P= x

= –2ax’Pa x – X’QX – 26x’Pm GG’Pax. (6.1-10)

The second equality follows from (6. 1-8), the third by simple rearrangement
and the relation P. G = — Km, and the fourth from Eq. (6.1-5). The inequality
follows from (6. 1-6), and the final equality again by rearrangement. Conse-

quently,

~(x) < –x’ Qx – 2ax’P= x – 26x’Ka K~ x (6.1-11)

At this stage, we shall separate our discussion of the cases a = O and

a >0. First, for a = O, we have from (6.1-11) that

~(x) ~ –x’ Qx – 26x’KOK~ X. (6.1-12)

Certainly, therefore, ~ is nonpositive, and thus (6.1-8) is at least stable. But
we shall also argue that P(x) is not identically zero along a nonzero trajec-
tory of (6.1-8), and thus asymptotic stability follows by Theorem B, Chapter
3, sec. 3.2. The argument is by contradiction. If ~(x) s O from some time
t,on, then K: x a O from t,on, and thus @(K~ x)s O. Then (6.1-8) becomes
the same as x = Fx. But ~(x) a O also implies x’ Qx s O, and thus x’(t, )

exp [F’(t — t,)] Q exp [F(t — t, )]x(r ~) = O for all r 2 tl. This contradicts
the complete observability of the pair [F, D], where D satisfies DD’ = Q.

Therefore, ~(x) -0 for t 2 tl is impossible, and asymptotic stability truly
prevails.

Now consider the case a >0. From (6.1-11) we have immediately

7(x) ~ –2ax’P= x = –2a V(x), (6.1-13)

which implies that V(x(t)) s e-2at V(X(0)) by the following simple argument.
Let a(t) be a nonnegative function such that ~(x) = –2ct V(x) – a(t). The
solution of this differential equation is well known to be V(x(t)) = e-z”’ V(X(()))

— j: e-2”’ e2”fa(T) d~, from which the desired conclusion is immediate.

Rewriting V(x(t)) s e-z”’ V(X(0)) as

x’(t)P~ x(t) < e-2a’x’(0)P= x(0), (6.1-14)
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we see that since x(. ) is the solution of (6.1-8), then, using an obvious defini-
tion of degree of stability, (6.1-8) possesses degree of stability a.

We recall that with ct = O, the optimal system is known to be asymp-
totically stable, and with a >0, the optimal system is known to have degree
of stability u. Thus, the introduction of the nonlinearity +(. ) does not affect
these stability properties of the closed-loop system.

For single-input systems, there is a connection with the material of

Chapter 5, Sec. 5.3, where we discussed the question of the gain margin of
the optimal regulator. We recall from that section that if a constant (linear)

gain fi > ~ is placed in the feedback loop of an optimal regulator, the stabil-
ity properties of the regulator are not disturbed. Now a constant linear gain
greater than + is a special case of a nonlinearity confined to the sector of Fig.

6.1-2. Therefore, the earlier result of Chapter 5 is included within the more
general framework of this section.

We shall now show how the constraint of (6.1-6) may sometimes be
relaxed even further, in the sense that stability results may follow for the
following revised constraint:

BY’Y < Y’@(Y) (6.1-15)

for certain /3 L ;, Since the constraint/3 > &for the case when a is nonzero
leads to a closed-loop system with degree of stability a, we would expect that
for a certain range of @ s ~, asymptotic stability would still prevail, but

perhaps with a smaller degree of stability. Indeed, we shall verify this prop-
erty.

For the moment, we do not restrict a. As before, we consider the closed-
loop system (6. 1-8), with Lyapunov function V(x) = X’PZx. The second
equality in (6.1-1 O) follows immediately. We repeat it here for convenience:

ti(x) = X’(~.F + F’~W)X + 2x’P=G@(K~ x). (6.1-16)

Using P= G = –ZCm, and the new constraint (6.1-15), we have

P(X) < x’(p=F + F’Pe)x – 2~x’K= K~ X

from which we can derive, using (6.1-5),

~(x) < –x’Qx – 2ax’P= x + (1 – 2/3)x’KaKL x. (6.1-17)

Now we shall consider separately the cases a = O, a >0. When a = O,
(6.1-17) is

@) < –x’[Q – (1 – 2~)KOK~]x. (6.1-18)

Now, if ~ g $ is chosen so that Q – (1 – 2/3)K0 K; is nonnegative definite,
stability of (6.1-8) will follow, and if Q — (1 — 2/3)KOK~ is positive definite,

asymptotic stability will follow. Do such /? exist? Possibly not, but if Q is

positive definite, certainly there are values off less than ~ for which Q –

(1 – 2/3)KOK~ is positive definite. For a symmetric matrix A, let &X(A)
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denote the maximum eigenvalue and Ani.(z!) the minimum eigenvalue; clearly,

lmax(A)Z > A 2 l~i.(A)I. Then a suficient condition on ~ ensuring that

Q – (1– 2/3)KoK’0is positive definite is

Am,.(Q) – (1 – 2/l) Am#OK’J >0. (6.1-19)

But if, on the other hand, Q is singular, then there may be no /3 less

than ~ for which Q – (1 – 2~)K.K~ is even nonnegative definite, although

with ~ = ~, nonnegative definiteness follows.
Now consider the case a >0. Equation (6.1-17) becomes

~(x) s –x’[Q + 2aP. – (1 – 2~)KaKL]x (6. 1-20)

and certainly now (because P. is positive definite) there exist ~ less than ~

such that Q + 2aPm — (1 — 2~)K.K~ is positive definite. A sufficient condi-
tion on /3 that ensures this is that

~min(Q + z~~a) – (1 – 2B)Jma.(KaKj)>0. (6.1-21)

If for some fixed ~, Q + 2aP= – (1 – 2~)K& Kj is positive definite, it is pos-

sible to compute a lower bound on the resultant degree of stability of the
closed-loop system. Let y be such that

2~in[Q + 2aPa – (1 – 2j?)KxK~] = yl~.X(Pa). (6.1-22)

Then (6. 1-20) implies ~(x) < –y2~,X(Pti)x’x < –yx’P.x—i.e., ~(x) <

–y V(x). So y/2 is a lower bound on the degree of stability of the closed-loop

system.
Smaller ~ lead to smaller y; thus, as ~ becomes smaller, there is a con-

tinuous exchange between the amount of tolerable nonlinearity and the degree
of stability. This exchange eventually terminates when the amount of tolerable
nonlinearity exceeds that which will permit stability to be retained.

Implicitly in the foregoing discussion, we have assumed that the non-
linearity @ is time invariant—i.e., for all t, and t,, #(y(t, )) = @(y(t2)) if
y(~l ) = y(tz). But a speedy review of the calculations will soon show that
time invariance of ~(. ) is not essential; it may just as well be time varying.

Thus, in the special case of a single-input system, so long as a time-varying
nonlinear gain @(y, t)has the property that; + f < @(y, t)/y for all nonzero

y, stability of the closed-loop system follows.
It is possible to view this, and indeed the corresponding multiple-input

result, as following from an application of the circle criterion [1]. To state

this criterion, consider the feedback arrangement of Fig. 6.1-3(a) and assume

the external input is zero. Suppose also that the time-varying nonlinear gain
element with input y has output ~(t, y)y, and that the graph of ~(ti y)y versus
y for all t is confined to a sector itself inside a sector defined by straight lines

of dope ?cI and Kz with O ~ K, < ~j, as shown in Fig. 6.1-3(b). The circle

criterion states that if the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable for all
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K
ope K

I(c)

Fig. 6.1-3 Diagrams illustrating application ofcircle criterion.

constant linear gains ~ with ~1 < ic < Kz, and if the Nyquist plot of w(jco)
does not enter the circle on a diameter defined by the points –(l/xl) + jO,

–(1/~,) +jO, as shown in Fig. 6.1-3(c), then the closed-loop system with
~(r, y) as described is asymptotically stable.

In the special case of an optimal regulator, we recall from Chapter 5,
Sec. 5.3, that the Nyquist plot of –ti=(jrD1 – F)- lg does not enter the circle
on diameter —2 +jO, O, and at the same time the closed-loop system of Fig.
6.1-4 with zero external input is asymptotically stable for all constant linear

-k~(s I -F )-’9

Fig. 6.1-4 close&loop system with
Constant

* A

feedback gain JC.
Gain K

gains rc > ~. Therefore, the requirements of the circle criterion are satisfied
with~l = ~, ~z = CO,and the conclusion is that nonlinear time-varying gains
can be tolerated of the type described earlier in our Lyapunov function analy-

sis of stability.
There is another important result concerning the exchange of degree of

stability and tolerance of nonlinearities q5(.) or time-varying gain elements
x(t). If @(. ) is considered as a time-varying gain, then the degree of stability
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98 INSERTION OF NONLINEARITIES IN OPTIMAL REGULATORS Ch. 6

can reexchanged with rate of change ofgain variations. From [2] and [3],

we shall quote general results that may then be applied directly to the optimal

control case.
Using the notation introduced for a description of the circle criterion,

we assume that the closed-loop system w(s)/(1 + rev(s)) has a degree of
stability a for all constant linear gains ~ with O s ~1 < K s ICzfor some con-

stants ~1 and ~z. We introduce the quantity ~ defined for fixed but arbitrary

T by

JI
t*T

k=w& ,
l?(T)(lc2 — K*)

[K(T) – 7C2][7C(T) – K,] ‘T”

This quantity ~ is in some way a measure of the time variation of ~(t). The

key result is that for ~ < cr s a, the degree of stability of the closed-loop
system is (a — a). This result provides a direct and continuous trade-off

between degree of stability and tolerance of time variation. It has immediate
application to the optimal regulator with a prescribed degree of stability

a, where by taking ICI < & and Xz = ~, we can perhaps extend the regions of
known degree of stability.

So far in this section, the presence of nonlinearities has been considered
at one point only of an optimal control system (provided we regard input
nonlinearities as being the same as feedback nonlinearities). The natural

question arises as to whether any remarks can be made concerning the effect
of having nonlinearities at other points of a nominally optimal system.

Certainly, a “small” amount of nonlinearity can be tolerated anywhere,
without affecting asymptotic stability, when the truly optimal system is itself
asymptotically stable. This is a basic result of stability theory (e.g., see [4]).
Reference [5] actually computes sector bounds on arbitrary nonlinearities,
which, if not exceeded, will retain asymptotic stability.

The proof of the result that gross input nonlinearities are tolerable for
optimal regulators will be found in [6] for the scalar input case. The vector
input case is covered in [5], which indicates the connection with the circle
criterion for multiple-input systems. Results are also possible for time-varying
systems, for which [7] should be consulted.

Problem 6.1-1. Consider a single-input, completely controllable system
i = Fx + gu, and let u = k’x be a control law that minimizes a quadratic perfor-

mance index and stabilizes the system. Suppose, however, that this control law is

not used: rather, the law u = PO sat [fl O(k’x)/pO] is used where 1 s pO < cm,
ls,uO<co, andsaty =yfor[yl~ l,= +lfory> l, and= –lfory< –1.
Show that for sutTiciently small x(0), depending on PO and flO, the closed-loop sys-

tem is asymptotically stable. (See [6] for a full discussion of this result.)

Problem 6.1-2. Consider the feedback arrangement of Fig. 6.1-1 with K.,

F, and G as earlier described, and ~(.) constrained as in Eq. (6.1-6). Suppose that
an external input U(. ) is applied, with u’(t)u(t)< M for all t and some constant
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M. By taking V = X’PUXand computing a modified V to take into account the fact
that U(. ) is no longer zero, show that the states remain bounded, and that this bound

depends only on M and x(0) and not on the particular U(O) adopted. Discuss the
application of this result to the consideration of stability of systems with nonlinear
feedback with hysteresis, when the external input is identically zero. (This is a hard

problem.)

6.2 RELAY CONTROL SYSTEMS

In this section, we consider some general properties of control systems
containing relays. The results will be applied in the next section to consider
the effect of placing relays in the control loop of an otherwise optimal system.
In a later chapter, the theory will be applied to certain optimal systems where

the optimal control law may be realized using linear gain elements together

with a relay.

Our discussion here will start with the definition of a relay system that
will take into account the notion of chattering. Following this, stability
results will be presented. Our initial discussions make no restriction of time
invariance or linearity of the nonrelay part of the system, but do restrict
consideration to single-input, single-output systems. (Results for multiple-
input, multiple-output systems are complex, and not well detailed in the
literature.) The stability discussions will be for restricted classes of systems
and will serve as background for considering the effect of introducing relays
into nominally optimal linear regulators.

To define relay systems and the notion of chattering, we start by consider-

ing the scheme of Fig. 6.2-1, with the equation

i = J[x, sgn (h’x), t]

where

sgn o(t) = +1 for cr(l) >0, or u(t) = O

= – 1 for a(t) <0, or a(t) = O

= O otherwise

and ~ is an arbitrarily small positive number.

(6.2-1)

with ts(t — E) >0

with a(t — f) <0

(6.2-2)

+

“ + “
u x

* i = f(x, u,t) * h’

Fig. 6.2-1 Basic relay feedback system,
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At this point, several comments are in order. First, we could have consid-

ered a more general relay scheme than that of (6.2-1), where h’x is replaced
by h(x, t)—a scalar, but not necessarily linear, function of x. The analysis

would be almost the same. For our purposes, though, the slightly restricted
form of (6.2-1) is more convenient. Second, we shall subsequently take
specializations of (6.2-1), requiring it to be a linear time-invariant system,

save for the relay, and to be a linear time-invariant system, save for input

nonlinearity and the relay. There is little point in making the specialization
at this stage, however, which we postpone until just before a discussion of
stability. Third, the definition of (6.2-1) and (6.2-2), which is due to Andr&
and Seibert [8], may seem unreasonably complex. h particular, it may be
felt that it would be sufficient to always define sgn O as O, rather than some-

times – 1, +1, or O, as in (6.2-2). However, this is not so, and indeed (6.2-2)

as it stands even requires special interpretation to avoid certain difficulties,

which we shall describe shortly.
Referring to (6.2-l), we see that the switching surface or hyperplane

h’x = O (which is a line where x is a 2 vector, a plane when x is a 3 vector,

etc.) divides the state space into two regions, in o“ne of which the control to
the system i =~(x, u, ~) is +1, in the other — 1. The scalar quantity a = Hx
measures the distance of a point x from the nearest point on the switching
surface, with due attention paid to algebraic sign, whereas the scalar d
measures the rate at which an arbitrary point x on a trajectory is approaching
the switching surface.

Consider an arbitrary point w on the switching surface, together with the
values of CTand d near w. Assuming for the moment d is nonzero, several

situations arise in respect to the possible signs of d and a. In the cr >0
region, d may be positive or negative, and likewise in the a <0 region.

Thus, any of the possibilities shown in Figs. 6.2-2(a) through 6.2-2(d) may
hold. These figures show typical trajectories on each side of the switching
surface; note that these trajectories have directions consistent with the signs
of ct.

In cases (a) and (d) of Fig. 6.2-2, switching is instantaneous. Trajectories
approach the switching surface from one side, cross it, and move away from
it on the other side. In case (b), no trajectories approach the switching surface,
and thus no switching occurs. However, if a system is started in a state w
on the switching surface, the subsequent trajectory is not uniquely defined,

as two trajectories leave w, extending into the a >0 and cr <0 regions. In
case (c), trajectories in both the CT> 0 and rr <0 regions will head toward

the switching surface. No trajectories can leave the point w, and thus the differ-
ential equation (6.2- 1) apparently cannot be solved beyond this point, For

this reason, points such as w are termed “endpoints.”
This raises an obvious difficulty: If in Fig. 6.2-2(c), a trajectory reaches

the point w, mathematically the system behavior cannot be defined beyond
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-i

.>0

(a)

S>O

(c)

0>0

(b)

.>0
:<0

/

u ‘r<o

3s’
(d)

Fig. 6.2-2 Possible trajectories at switching time.

the time when w is reached. Physically, of course, something must happen,

and thus we are faced with a paradox. This has been resolved in [8], where
one or both of the following variations in relay operation are assumed to take

place.

1. Operation of the relay is delayed by a very short time z. Then if a
changes instantaneously from a positive to a negative value at time
t = O, the relay output changes from +1 to — 1 at time t= T.

2. There is hysteresis in the relay. It operates when cr has changed sign
and passed to a slightly nonzero value, 6>0 for a sign change from
negative to positive, and —~ <0 for a sign change from positive to
negative.

The effects of (1) and (2) are similar. Supposing that mechanism (1) is

present, we see that a trajectory heading for w will continue on past w to
the opposite side of the switching surface. At time ~, after crossing the switch-
ing surface, the sign of the control will change, causing the trajectory to head
back toward the switching surface. However, on reaching the switching sur-
face, the trajectory will again carry on across it as the sign of the control
again will not change for a time z. The net result is that the trajectory zigzags
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across the switching surface at a rate determined by r, and the smaller r is,

the higher will be the frequency of crossings of the switching surface.

Under these conditions, the solution of (6.2-1) is said to exhibit a chatter-

ing mode of behavior, and this mathematically predicted mode of behavior
turns out to be in accord with physical observations. Moreover, the theory

covers the situation where d can be zero at or near endpoints such as w, a
situation hitherto excluded.

Let us now give a quantitative analysis. Instead of (6.2-1), we take as
the describing equation

i = f[x(t), sgn h’x(t – r), t]. (6.2-3)

Adopt the notation ~+ to denote ~(x, 1, t)and f- to denote ~(x, – 1, t). We
note first a condition for a state x = w on the switching surface h’x = O at
time t to be an endpoint. Referring to Fig. 6,2-2(c), we see that a >0 implies

6 <0 in the vicinity of w if h’f+ < O; likewise, a <0 implies d >0 in the
vicinity of w if h’f - >0. Note that these conditions are only sufficient for w
to be an endpoint. Ifh’~+ = O, for example, w mayor may not be an endpoint.
Restricting ourselves to the simpler case, though, we note the endpoint condi-
tion:

h’f+ <0 and h’f - >0. (6.2-4)

We shall now consider the chattering mode solution of (6.2-3), and we
shall study in particular what happens as z approaches zero.

Suppose that for t< t,,the state lies in the region h’x <0, and that at
tl, we have x(t, ) = w-i.e., the trajectory meets the switching surface. Define
Xz = X(tl + ~), which is the value of the state vector when switching of the
control takes place from —1 to +1, and let X3 = x(t ~ + At) be the state
vector when the trajectory next intersects the switching surface, where we are
implicitly assuming that w is an endpoint.

In the interval [tl, t, + ~], we have sgn h’x(t – z) = – 1, so that

X2 = w + Tf - + 0(72).

For t > t~ + r, the control is u = +1. Hence,

X3 = Xz + (At – ~)f+ + O[(At – Z)z]

= W + Atf’ + r(f - — f+) + 0(~2) + O[(At — ~)z].

Multiplying this equation on the left by h’ and recalling that xi and w are

both on the switching surface h’x = O, we obtain

Furthermore,

x+ =f+ – (f- –f+)
h!f +

A’(f - – f+)”
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Clearly, as ~ a O, the system trajectory approaches arbitrarily close to the
trajectory defined by

hlf+
~ =f+ – (f - ‘f ‘) h~(f - _ f+)” (6.2-5)

As one might expect, as z approaches zero, the system trajectories are

restricted to leaving the switching surface by a smaller and smaller amount,

and in the limit must remain on it. This is borne out by evaluating h’i using

(6.2-5), which is immediately checked to be zero.
Similar arguments carry through when hysteresis is postulated. Let us

summarize the salient points.

1. The relay system (6.2-1) is inadequately described by the definition

(6.2-2), because of the possible phenomenon of endpoints.

2. “Endpoints” will occur if the constraint (6.2-4) holds.

3. When the system reaches an endpoint, its physical behavior is one of
chattering. The states move according to (6.2-5), and remain on the
switching surface h’x = O when infinitely small time delays in switch-

ing or hysteresis in the relay are postulated. If and when (6.2-4)

subsequently fails, the system leaves the chattering mode, reverting

to its regular mode of operation described by (6.2-1) and (6.2-2).

Linear systems with relay feedback. We shall now consider a specializa-
tion of the foregoing results, replacing the system (6.2-1) by

i = Fx – g sgn (h’x) (6.2-6)

where F, g, and h are all time invariant. Figure 6.2-3 shows the arrangement,
with the external input in the figure assumed to be zero.

+ h’( S1 - F)-’g >

I I

Fig. 6.2-3 System defined by Eq. (6.2-6); the external input is
assumed zero.

The functions ~ and f - become Fx – g and Fx + g. Accordingly, the
condition that a point w lying on h’x = O be an endpoint is, from (6.2-4),

–h’g < h’Fw < h’g, (6.2-7)

which, in turn, indicates that endpoints occur if and only if

h’g >0. (6.2-8)
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Motion in the chattering mode is described by (6.2-5) with the appropriate

substitutions for F and f-; the resulting equation is

‘=(Z-HFX (6.2-9)

Summing up, Eq. (6.2-9) and the constraint lz’x = O completely describe

motion in the chattering mode, with (6.2-7) defining those states on h’x = O

which are endpoints.
A plausible but nonrigorous argument suggesting (6.2-9) is as follows.

With /z’x = O, it follows that h’i -0 or h’Fx – h’g sgn (A’x) = O. That is,
sgn (k’x) may be replaced by h’Fx/Mg. The equation ~ = Fx — g sgn (h’x)

then becomes precisely (6.2-9).
The chattering associated with endpoints could be physically destructive

of a relay, and therefore it might be thought that endpoints should be avoided
if possible (e.g., by changing the sign of a feedback gain). But it turns out that
if h’g <0, implying that there are no endpoints, the resulting closed-loop
system is always unstable. (Moreover, there exist states w on the switching
surface such that two trajectories emanate from w, and thus the behavior of
the system is not completely specifiable.) The remaining possibility, viz.,
h’g = O, can arise physically. Here again, though, there must be either chat-
tering or instability. To avoid complication, we shall not pursue this condi-

tion here.
To avoid chattering, a possible approach is to arrange a dual-mode

control system: By monitoring h’x and observing when chattering starts,
the control u = —sgn [h’x] can be replaced by u = —(h’F/h’g)x, which is a
linear control law. The system then behaves according to (6.2-9). The diffi-

culty that arises with this arrangement is that if, owing to inaccuracies or
disturbances, h’x = O fails and becomes, say, h’.x = d for some small 8,

(6.2-9) does not have the property that h’x will subsequently tend to zero. In
other words, asymptotic stability is impossible with this arrangement.

However, there is an attractive modification. Equation (6.2-9) in the

first instance represents behavior on the switching surface h’x = O. Therefore,

an alternative equation that constitutes an equivalent representation on the
switching surface is

‘=(’-i!!%-”gx (6.2-10)

(where a is an arbitrary constant), since the additional term is identically
zero on the switching surface. Now suppose that a dual-mode control is

used, based on (6.2-10) rather than (6.2-9). This would require a feedback of
u = —[h’(F + ctZ)/h’g]x. As remarked, motion on the switching surface is
unaltered, but motion in the o = h’x coordinate direction is affected. Multi-

plying (6.2- 10) on the left by h’, it follows that

(6.2-11)
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This equation implies that a can be selected to ensure any degree of stability

of the o coordinate if a dual-mode scheme is implemented. This argument
is independent of the stability of the chattering mode motion on the switch-
ing surface h’x = O.

Introduction of input nonlinearity. As a second’ specialization of the

general results, we replace the system (6.2-1) by

i = Fx — g/3[sgn (h’x), t], (6.2-12)

where ~ is a (possibly time-varying) nonlinearity, with /3(1, t)and /)(— 1, t)
bounded and continuous, and

B+(t) =/1(1, t)z~, >0 and /?-(t) =~(–l,t)<~, <O (6.2-13)

for all t and certain constants J71 and /31. The matrix F and vector g are
constant. Figure 6.2-4 shows the arrangement considered, with the external
input in the figure assumed zero. The block labeled @ is meant to symbolize

the presence of nonlinearities, possibly time varying, in the input transducers
of the linear system of transfer function h’(sl — F)- 1g.

Fig. 6.2-4 Introduction of further nonlinearity into scheme of
Fig. 2-3.

Functions f+ and f- become Fx — g~+ and Fx + g~-, and a point w

lying on h’x = O is an endpoint if

–h’g~- < h’Fw < h’g/3+. (6.2-14)

Motion in the chattering mode is again described by

‘=(’-%)’ (6.2-9)

Consequently, the effect of the relay in the chattering mode is to cancel out the

detailed effect of the nonlinearity. The actual chattering mode behavior is

unaltered, being still governed by a linear equation, but the set of endpoints
is affected. Motion outside the chattering mode is affected; effectively, controls
of ~+ and /7- are used in lieu of +1 and —1.

The use of a dual-mode controller, feeding back u = –h’Fx//r’g or
even —[h’(F + aZ)/h’g]x when chattering is detected, is no longer acceptable.

Such a linear feedback law will not result in the closed-loop system being

linear because of the presence of the /3 nonlinearity.
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Stability. Intheremainder ofthissection, weshall discuss the asymptotic
stability of the closed-loop schemes (6.2-6) and (6.2-12), restricting attention
first to (6.2-6). For the system trajectories to be well defined, we shall assume
that the system, on reaching an endpoint, enters the chattering mode, as
described. It is necessary to distinguish in our discussion the concepts of

asymptotic stability (which demands boundedness and convergence of the

trajectories to zero fora limited set ofinitial conditions) andglobalasymp-
totic stability (which demands boundedness and convergence of the trajec-

tories to zero for any initial condition). We shall present conditions for both
asymptotic and global asymptotic stability, beginning with the former.

Both frequency domain and time domain conditions for asymptotic
stability can be presented. Although the two types of conditions are equiva-

lent, the equivalence is certainly not obvious a priori, and this fact motivates

the presentation of both sets of conditions. In the problems at the end of this
section, the student is asked for illumination of the interrelation between the
two sets of conditions.

In [9], frequency domain conditions for asymptotic stability are stated.

With F of dimension n x n, the transfer function h’(sI – F)-’ g can be
expressed in the form

/z’(sI – F)-lg =
bnsn-’ + . . . + bl

Sn+an,P-l+. ..+ al’
(6.2-15)

Then necessary conditions for asymptotic stability in the vicinity of the
origin are either (1) bn >0 and the zeros of bnsn- ] + ..- + bl have nonposi-

tive real parts, or (2) bn = O, bn_~ >0, a. z b._ ~/bn_,, and the zeros of bnsn- 1

+“”” + b, have nonpositive real parts.

Su@cient conditions for asymptotic stability in the vicinity of the origin
are either (1) bn >0 and the zeros of bns”- 1 + . . . + b, have negative real

parts, or (2) b. = O, b.. ~ >0, a. > bfl_z/bH_,, and the zeros of b~s”-l + . . .
+ b, have negative real parts.

Finally, if b. = b.-, = O, instability is present.
The sufficiency conditions provide a revealing interpretation using root

locus ideas. Referring to the system shown in Fig. 6.2-5, consider those points

on the root locus corresponding to letting ~ approach co. It is well known
that there are n of these points such that m approach zeros of h’(sI – F)-’ g

~h’(si - F)-’g

I I

Fig, 6.2-5 Closed-loop system with gain element /).
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(where m is the degree of the numerator polynomial of this transfer function),
and n — m approach infinity. Moreover, these (n — m) points approach
infinity along asymptotes, which, if n — m 23, extend into the half-plane
Re[s] >0. lf n – m = 1, the single asymptote extends along the negative
real axis [corresponding to bn >0 in (6.2-15)]; whereas if n — m = 2
[corresponding to b. = O, bn., >0 in (6.2-15)], the two asymptotes extend

in a direction parallel to the imaginary axis, emanating from the point
–[an – (bn_,/b~_ ,)] + jO, which is evidently on the negative real axis. If either

of the two sufficiency conditions for asymptotic stability are fulfilled, the

system of Fig. 6.2-5 becomes asymptotically stable for suitably large ~, and,

of course, remains asymptotically stable for further increase in /7. The relay
result might then have been conjectured by observing that the relay charac-

teristic may be regarded as the limit of a characteristic of the form of Fig.
6.2-6, as /3 approaches infinity.

A

Slope ~

/

b
h’x

Fig. 6.2-6 One form of approximation
to a relay.

A discussion of the time domain approach may be found in, e.g., [10]
and [1I]. First, consider the motion of (6.2-6) when it starts off in the chattering
mode—i.e., when Kg >0, and the initial state XO satisfies Ih’FxO I < A’g
[see Eqs. (6.2-7) and (6.2-8)]. Then it is known that the system continues in
the chattering mode, at least until the inequality Ih’Fx I < h’g fails. Now, if

the system is asymptotically stable, it must have the property that for suitably
small XO,the inequality Ih’Fx 1< h’g always holds for all states x on the system
trajectory. Consequently, for suitably small XOfor which lr’xO = O, the system
if asymptotically stable for all time moves according to

‘=(+$)FX (6.2-9)

Thus, the linear equation (6.2-9) must define an asymptotically stable system~
for all x, satisfying h’x, = O. It turns out (see Problems 6.2-2 and 6.2-4)

?The terminology is a little nonstandard. The normal definition of asymptotic stability
demands decay to zero from any initial state near an XOsatisfying h’x~ = O. We imply
here decay to zero from precisely those initial states XOsatisfying /z’xo = O.
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that a necessary and sufficient condition for this is that the matrix
[Z– (gh’/h’g)]Fhave (n – 1) eigenvalues with negative real parts. {The remaining

eigenvalue has to be zero, as may be seen from the equation h’[1 – (gh’/h’g)]F

= o.]

Insummary, foranyinitial condition on the switching surface h’x=O

and suitably close to the origin, thechattering mode trajectories of (6.2-6)

are asymptotically stable, provided (6.2-9) is asymptotically stable for any

such initial condition. A necessary and sufficient condition for this situation
is that [Z— (gh’/h’g)]F has (n — 1) eigenvalues with negative real parts.

What happens now forinitial conditions close totheorigin, but not on
the switching surface h’x = O? It turns out (see, e.g., [1 1] and Problem 6.2-5)
that so long as asymptotic stability is guaranteed for initial states on the

switching surface, it is guaranteed for all suitably small initial states, on or
off the switching surface. Consequently, sufficient conditions for asymptotic

stability are as follows:

1. 11’g> o.
2. (n – 1) eigenvalues of [1 – (gh’/h’g)]F have negative real parts.

It is also possible to derive time domain asymptotic stability conditions
applying for the case h’g = O, but we shall not bother with these here. They
are actually the restatement of the frequency domain conditions given earlier
for the case when bn = OinEq.(6.2-15). As earlier remarked, the case h’g <0
can be shown to lead to instability (see Problem 6.2-3).

We now make some brief remarks concerning the system (6.2-12), which
possesses additional nonlinearity over the system (6.2-6). The equation de-

scribing chattering mode motion is the same for (6.2-12) as for (6.2-6); there-
fore, for those initial states of (6.2-12) for which chattering will subsequently
always occur, asymptotic stability conditions are the same as for (6.2-6).
It is also not difficult to show that for states of (6.2-12) which are suitably

close to but not on that part of the switching surface where states are known
to be asymptotically stable, asymptotic stability also holds. Therefore, condi-
tions for asymptotic stability of (6.2-12) are identical with conditions for
asymptotic stability of (6.2-6); the precise set of initial states that define

asymptotically stable trajectories will, in general, differ for the two systems.
The question of global asymptotic stability is yet more complicated.

We discuss it briefly here for the sake of completeness. Note that whereas
the asymptotic stability results may be applied to optimal systems, the global
asymptotic stability results may not generally be so applied—the next section
will discuss these points more fully,

One way to ensure global asymptotic stability is to require that the fol-
lowing set of conditions, associated with the name of Popov, [12], be sat-

isfied.

1. All eigenvalues of F have negative real parts.
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2. There exist nonnegative numbers a and b, not both zero, such that
Re[(j@a + b)h’( jcoI – $’-’ g] >0 for all real CD,except that if b = O,

the inequality sign may be replaced by an equality sign at CD= O.

A graphical procedure exists for checking the existence of a and b such that
the inequality holds. Observe that

Re[(jroa + b)h’(jcol – F)- ‘g]

= b Re[h’(jcoZ – F)-’ g] – acoZm[h’(jcnI – F)- ‘g].

Thus, if a plot is made for varying co with x coordinate Re[h’(jcoZ – F)- ‘g] and

y coordinate ~Zrn[h’(jcoZ– F)- ‘g] {as distinct from merely Zm[h’(jcoZ – F)-lg],

which would be the case for a Nyquist plot], the inequality condition becomes
bx – ay >0 for all points [x, y] on the plot. Therefore, if the plot lies strictly

below and/or to the right of any straight line of slope between zero and infinity
(save for a line of slope zero, the plot may and will meet the line at the origin),
then global asymptotic stability is established.

The regular Nyquist plot of /z’(jcol – F)-’ g can be used to check the
inequality condition if either a = O or b = O, as inspection of the inequality
will readily show. Problem 6.2-6 asks for a partial proof of this result. With
b = O, the result is established in [10] by construction of a Lyapunov function.

EXAMPLE. Consider the transfer function (s + 3)/(s + 1)(s + 2), which has the

state-space realization

‘=[: -3X+W
y = [3 l]X.

Suppose that a relay is inserted in a feedback loop around a plant with these
equations. Observe that h’g = 1, guaranteeing by (6.2-8) that endpoints occur.
From (6.2-7), we conclude that endpoints are defined by

3X1 + X2 = o, –1 < –2X1 <1.

This is a finite segment, with the origin as midpoint, of the straight line 3x,

+X2=0.
Examination of the frequency domain conditions for stability shows that

the sufficiency conditions are fulfilled, since the transfer function numerator,
s + 3, has degree exactly one less than that of the denominator, and has no
nonnegative real part zero.

The equation of motion of the chattering regime is

i=(z-~],3 ,])[_: _:]x=~ _;]x.

The eigenvalues of

[1
01

0 –3
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are zero and —3, which again implies stability through the time-domain
criterion.

Last, we can consider global asymptotic stability. Taking a = 1, b = 1.5

leads to

from which it is clear that the criteria for global asymptotic stability are ful-
filled.

Problem 6.2-1. Given the transfer function of (6.2-15), it is known that the

associated relay system is asymptotically stable so long as bm> 0 and the zeros of

bn.s- 1 + . . . + b, have norwositive real parts. Show that the condition b“ >0
is equivalent to the condition h’g > 0. Show also that the condition that the zeros

of bns”- 1 + ‘”” + bl have negative real parts is equivalent to the condition that
(n – 1) eigenvahses of [Z – (gh’//g)]Fhaveve negative real parts. [Hizrt~or secomipart:
Write down a state-space realization for sh’(sl – F’)- lg, and for the inverse of this
transfer function. Study the “F matrix” of the inverse, and compare its properties

with those of the numerator polynomial of sh’(sZ — F)- ‘g. This problem illustrates
the equivalence between part of the frequency domain condition and the time
domain condition for asymptotic stability.]

Problem 6.2-2. Show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the

asymptotic stability of all trajectories of i = [Z — (gh’/h’g)]Fx with initial condition
h’.YO= O is that (n – 1) eigenvalues of [Z – (gh’/h’g)]F have negative real parts.

Problem 6.2-3. Show that if h’g <0, neither of the necessary frequency

domain conditions for asymptotic stability holds.

Problem 6.2-4. Suppose that x = [Z – (gk’/h’g)]l?x has n – 1 eigenvalues

with negative real parts. By changing the coordinate basis so that the new F matrix
becomes the direct sum of an (n – 1) x (n – 1) matrix F, and the 1 x 1 zero
matrix, show that there exist nonnegative definite matrices P such that X’PX # O
unless x = Ah for some constant J, and such that V(x) ==X’PX is a Lyapunov func-
tion for all initial states XO satisfying h’xO = O,

Problem 6.2-5. Let a P matrix be found as in Problem 6.2-4. Consider the
tentative Lyapunov function X’PX + h’x sgn (Ir’x) for the relay system, as distinct
from the linear system i = [Z – (gh’/h’g)]Fx. For all XOon h’xO = Oand such that
the system operates in the chattering mode, this tentative Lyapunov function
becomes x’Px, and it establishes asymptotic stability for these states. Show also that
for XOsuitably small, but not satisfying h’xO = O, asymptotic stability still prevails.
(Thus it is established that asymptotic stability of the chattering regime alone implies

asymptotic stability, with no qualification.)

Problem 6.2-6. Suppose the Popov conditions hold. Except for a pathological

situation, they can be shown to imply the existence of a positive definite symmetric
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matrix P and a vector 1 such that PF + F’P = – 11’ and Pg = bh + aF’b +
=1. Adopt as a Lyapunov function V = X’PX + 2ah’x sgn [h’x]. Assume
Kg >0, and show that V <0 off and on the switching surface. (It is then possible
to show that ~ cannot be identically zero along a trajectory, but this is a good deal
harder. Consideration of the pathological situation and the case h’g = O can be
made, and global asymptotic stability can then be established.)

6.3 INTRODUCTION OF RELAYS INTO NOMINALLY

OPTIMAL SYSTEMS

Our purpose here is to indicate how the results of the preceding section,

particularly those on stability, may be put to use in connection with optimal
linear systems. Let us assume that a linear system ~ = Fx + gu, which
is completely controllable, has associated with it an optimal feedback
law u = k~x, resulting from minimizing a performance index of the form
J: e2”’(u2 + x’ Qx) dt. In this index, a is nonnegative and the usual observa-

bility requirement is satisfied, guaranteeing that the closed-loop system has
degree of stability ct. Assume now that the resulting optimal system is modified
by the introduction of the relay as indicated in Fig. 6.3-1.

Fig. 6.3-1 Optimal system with relay added in loop.

To carry out an analysis of the system of Fig. 6.3-1, we need to make use
of the two equations defining the optimal performance index X’P=X and

optimal control law u = kjx. These are

P.(F + aI) + (F’ + aI)P= – Pmgg’Pu + Q = O (6.3-1)
and

k= = –P=g. (6.3-2)
Recall, too, that Pa is that particular solution of X(F + ctZ) + (F’ + aZ)X
– Xgg’X + Q = O which is positive definite.

We shall consider first the asymptotic stability of the scheme of Fig.
6.3-1, using frequency domain and then time domain ideas, and subsequently
make some brief remarks concerning the global asymptotic stability of the
scheme. We shall not consider multiple-input systems or time-varying SyS-
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terns, although certainly the results would be expected to extend to such
systems.

Reference to the preceding section shows that the asymptotic stability

properties can be inferred from properties of the transfer function -–k)(.sl

– F)- ‘g = g’PZ(sl – F’)- ‘g. In particular, we recall that if the degree of the
numerator of the transfer function is one less than that of the denominator,

and the leading coefficient of the numerator is positive, a necessary condition

for asymptotic stability is that the numerator zeros have nonpositive real

parts, and a sufficient condition for asymptotic stability is that the numerator

zeros have negative real parts.
We shal[ now check that the numerator of g’PZ(sI – F)-’g has degree

precisely one less than the denominator, with positive leading coefficient.
Since the denominator of this transfer function has degree n, it follows that
the coefficient of s“- ] in the numerator of the transfer function is Iim sg’P=(sl

– F)-’g. (If this were zero, there would be no term involving’;:-’ in the
numerator.) Now,

sg’pm(sl — F)-’g = g’P&(sI — F)(sI — F)-] g + g’PZF(sZ — F)- ‘g

= g’Pmg + g’P=F(sl – F)-’g.

Therefore,

lim sg’P&(sl – F)-’g = g’P.g, (6.3-3)
s--

which is positive because P. is positive definite.
What of the zeros of –k&(sZ – F)-’ g? We recall that the closed-loop

optimal system (no relay being present) retains degree of stability a even if a

gain constant j3 is introduced in the feedback loop, for any /3 in the range

~ </l< m. As ~ approaches infinity, those poles of the closed-loop system
that remain finite must approach the zeros of —k~(s~ — F)- 1g, by root locus
theory. Now for ~ < CO, the closed-loop poles must lie to the left of Re[s]
—— —a; therefore, we conclude that the zeros of —k~(sl — F)- lg must lie to
the left of Re[s] = —a, or on this line.

Consequently, if a = O, the zeros of –k~(sl – F)-~g have nonpositive
real parts, and the necessary (but not sufficient) condition for asymptotic
stability is fulfilled, whereas if a >0, the zeros of —k~(sZ — F)-’ g have
negative real parts, and the sufficient condition for asymptotic stability is
fulfilled,

It maybe thought that, for the case M= O, the zeros of –k~(,s1 – F)- ‘g

should have negative, as distinct from nonpositive, real parts. That this
need not be so is established from a simple example:
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This case leads to

‘o==[lo@l’

and to a transfer function —k~(.s~ — F)-lg, which has a zero for s = O.
We shall now take a time domain approach to discussing the stability

of the arrangement of Fig. 6.3-1. In particular, we shall exhibit a Lyapunov
function. From the material in the previous section, we know that there will

be a chattering regime, since –k~g = g’P.g >0, and that the motion of the
system in the chattering regime is governed by

For motion on

Lyapunov function

‘= P-?%IFX
(6.3-4)

and off the switching surface g’P%x = O, we adopt as a

P’(x) = x’P.x + g’P=x sgn (g’P.x). (6.3-5)

Observe that Visa continuous function of x, on and off the switching surface.
It turns out that the function V has sufficient differentiability properties to

allow evaluation of ~ except at isolated and therefore insignificant points,
located where the system changes from the nonchattering to the chattering
mode, or vice versa.

First, off the switching surface, we have

i = Fx — g sgn (g’P.x), (6.3-6)

and so

ti = X’(PaF + F’Pa)x – 2x’Pag sgn (g’P.x) + g’P.F.~ sgn (g’p.~)

– g’P.g[sgn (g’f’&x)]’.

Now use (6.3-1) to obtain

~ = –x’(2aP= + Q – PZgg’P.)x – x’(F’P=g + 2PXg) sgn (g’Pmx) – g’P.g.

(6.3-7)

That is, ~is the sum of terms that are quadratic in x, linear in x, and constant.
The constant term is always negative; therefore, for suitably small x, fi <0.
Moreover, since V ~ O as X’X –~ O, the ratio – ~/ V increases without bound,
implying that the instantaneous degree of stability becomes unbounded. On

the switching surface, however, a different situation occurs. First, g’P= x is

identically zero, so that, from (6.3-5), V(x) is simply X’P=x. Using (6.3-4),

we have

(pgg’p. F + F’p~ X.
i(x) = X’(P%F + F’P=)x – X’ ~

gpag )

But since g’P. x is zero, the second term disappears. Then, using (6.3-1) and
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expanding the first term, we obtain

;(x)== –2ax’P=x--x’Qx +x’Pagg’P=x.

Again, the last term is zero, and so

~(x)= –-2ax’P=x--x’Qx. (6.3-8)

Fora>O, asymptotic stability isimmediate. Indeed, since now Vis simply

X’P&X,Eq. (6.3-8) implies ~/V< —2a, so that there is a degree of stability

equal to LX.This is to be expected, because the nonzero eigenvalues of
[1 – (gg’Pa/g’Ptig)]F(which determine the stability properties in the chattering

regime) are none other than the zeros of the numerator polynomial of —kj(sZ

– F)-’g, which have been shown to have real part less than or equal to –ct.
The techniques of the previous chapter also allow the system of Fig.

6.3-2 to be handled, where ~ is a time-varying nonlinearity with the usual
constraints—viz., /1(1, t) >. /?l >0 and B(— 1, t) < ~z <0 for all t together
with continuity and boundedness of D(1, t) and B(— 1, t). Conditions for

asymptotic stability of the system of Figs. 6.3-1 and 6.3-2 are the same. It
also turns out that the Lyapunov function of (6.3-5), used in connection with

the system of Fig. 6.3-1, serves as a Lyapunov function for the system of
Fig. 6.3-2. Verification of this fact is sought in Problem 6.3-3.

Fig. 6.3-2 Relay and nonlinearity associated with optimal system.

In the first section of this chapter, we demonstrated stability properties
for nominally optimal regulators that had input transducer nonlinearities.
We did not establish stability of course for arbitrary nonlinearities. However,
the insertion of a relay does serve to guarantee asymptotic stability for an
almost arbitrary class of input nonlinearities. Therefore, there may be
advantages in using a relay other than for preventing saturation. What inser-
tion of the relay unfortunately does not guarantee is global asymptotic sta-

bility, Thus, the use of a relay for stabilizing purposes must be with caution.

As remarked earlier, it is not possible to draw general conclusions

about the global asymptotic stability of optimal linear systems into which a
relay has been inserted, and the Popov criterion of the previous section seems
to be the only helpful tool. There is, though, one class of transfer functions

–k&(sl – &’)-1g that will often arise for which global asymptotic stability is
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[1
‘ Im W(JW)

Re [w(jw)]
*

w(jw)

Fig. 6.3-3 Nyquist plot from which global
for system with relay could be concluded.

asymptotic stability

an immediate consequence of the Popov criterion. This is the class for which
Fis asymptotically stable and the Nyquist plot of w(jco) = –k~(jcoZ – F)- ‘g
avoids, for positive ro, the half-plane Im[w(.jco)] >0 (see Fig. 6.3-3). In this
instance,

—co Im[—k~(@Z — F)-’g] >0

for all real co, except for w = O, because for positive m, the Nyquist plot prop-

erty just described guarantees Im[w(jco)] <0, except for co = O. The Popov
criterion conditions are then satisfied,

Problem 6.3-1. Consider the system of Fig. 6.3-1, and suppose that a constant

gain ~ is inserted in the feedback part of the loop. Show that the equation of the
chattering regime is unaltered. Can you prove that the equation also remains
unaltered with time-varying and nonlinear ~ ? Discuss the stability properties of
the closed-loop system with the aid of Lyapunov functions. IS it possible to con-
clude that ~s O for a larger or smalIer set of x when variation from unity feedback
is introduced?

Problem 6.3-2. Sketch the graph of the describing function of a relay (viz.,

the graph of the amplitude of the fundamental component of the relay output with

relay input ,4 sin cot, versus A). Discuss why this graph suggests asymptotic
stability for sufficiently small initial conditions of the closed-loop system of Fig.
6.3-1.

Problem 6.3-3. With notation as defined in this section, show that a Lyapunov
function for the system of Fig. 6.3-2 is provided by X’PXX + g ‘Pmxsgn (g’P.x).
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CHAPTER 7

SENSITIVITY ASPECTS

OF OPTIMAL REGULATORS

7.1 THE SENSITIVITY PROBLEM

In this section, we shall introduce the so-called sensitivity problem and

present a number of background results. The results are then applied in the
later sections of this chapter to develop further properties and techniques asso-

ciated with the optimal regulator.
One of the original motivations for placing feedback around systems is

to reduce their sensitivity to parameter variations. Thus, consider the arrange-
ments of Fig. 7.1-1. Both schemes provide the same nominal gain, viz.,
A/(1 + Aj?). But now if the block with gain A suffers a gain change of 1%,
the closed-loop scheme undergoes a gain change of approximately
1/(1 + ,4~) ~, whereas the open-loop scheme undergoes a gain change of
1 ~. Consequently, if 1 + ,4P is made large, the closed-loop scheme is judged

better than the open-loop scheme from the point of view of sensitivity of
input-output performance to plant parameter variations [where we think of
the block of gain A as the plant, and the blocks of gain ~ and 1/(1 + A?)

as controllers].

Although this notion applies to the situation where A and /3 may be
frequency dependent, there is no straightforward extension to, say, multiple-
input systems, or situations where the varying plant parameter is not gain but
something else, such as an initial condition. Therefore, we shall be concerned
in this section with setting out on a firm basis what we mean by sensitivity,
and sensitivity reduction, in these more general situations,

117
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Fig. 7.1-I Aclosed-loop scheme andanopen-loop scheme.

To begin with, we consider the closed-loop and open-loop schemes of

Fig. 7.1-2. Two ways are illustrated of controlling the plant, which is allowed

to have multiple inputs and outputs. We also make the following assumptions.

ASSUMPTION 7.1-1. The overall transfer matrices of the two schemes—viz.,

[1+ F’(s)F(s)]- lP(s) and P(s) C(s)—are the same;

ASSUMPTION 7.1-2. The controlled systems are asymptotically stable. {In

particular, [1 + P(jco)E’(j@)]-’ must exist for all real co.]

The effect of these two assumptions is to guarantee that the effect of
initial conditions on the output will die out. When this has occurred, identical
inputs to the two schemes will produce identical outputs, permitting the per-

R(s) u(s) Plant Y(s)

P(s)

Fig, 7.1-2 Feedback compensator and series compensator.
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formance of the two schemes to be meaningfully compared. As will be shown
subsequently, the return difference matrix Z + P( jco)F( jco), so-called by
analogy with the corresponding scalar quantity, will play a key role in quanti-
tatively making the comparison.

We now permit the possibility of parameter variations in the plant.
This means that the transfer function matrix of the plant must be regarded

as a function of a parameter p, and that L can vary away from a nominal value

%m. plant parameter variations may also be of the type where that part of
the output due to plant initial conditions (and this part alone) maybe affected.
This would be the case if, e.g., the plant parameter in question was actually an
initial condition, or if some states of the plant were uncontrollable but observ-

able, and the way these uncontrollable states were coupled to the output was

varied. Also, both the transfer function matrix and the initial condition part of
the output may be parameter dependent. Accordingly, we shall write

Y(s; ,u) = P(s; #)u(s; p) + 2(s; p). (7.1-1)

In this equation, which applies to both the open- and closed-loop arrange-
ments, Y(s; ~) is the (Laplace transform of the) output of the plant, F’(s; p)

is the plant transfer function matrix, Z(s; ~) is that component of the plant

output due to initial conditions, and U(s; p) is the input to the plant (not
the input to the whole controlled system). Notice that, at least for closed-
Ioop control, U(s; ~) depends on ~ because it partially depends on the feed-
back output. Normally, p == ~.O~, the nominal value of ,u.

Now we aim to compare the two schemes of Fig. 7.1-2. Accordingly,
assume that the initial conditions on the plant, as well as the external inputs
R(s), are the same for both cases. In other words, if the parameter is at its
nominal value, the input U(S; ,unO~) to the plant itself is the same for both
schemes. When the plant parameter changes, we shall assume it changes in

the same way for both plants; accordingly, the variation in the plant output

Y(s; p) due to initial conditions will be the same in both cases. But the
variation in Y(s; ~) due to the plant inputs will be different. Certainly,
P(s; ,u) will change in the same way for both schemes. For the open-loop
scheme, U(.s; ,u) will be unchanged from U(s; pnO~); however, for the closed-
Ioop scheme, that component of U(s; L) due to R(s) will remain unchanged
from the corresponding component of U(S; pflO~), but that component due

to feedback of the plant output Y(s; ,u) will be changed. Thus, there is an
overall change in the plant input, which hopefully will compensate for para-

meter variation.

We now consider these notions quantitatively. Let subscripts o and c
refer to the open- and closed-loop schemes, respectively, and to keep the
notation as simple as possible, let us omit the Laplace transform variable for
the next few equations. We shall be deriving a fundamental equation, (7. 1-4),
that compares the variation caused in the output by a plant parameter change
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for the open- and closed-loop control arrangements. Before we can compare
these variations, Y.(A) – Y.(,u..~) for the open-loop arrangement and Y,(P)
— Ye(~no~) for the closed-loop arrangement, we shall derive separate expres-
sions for both. With a parameter change from p~O. to an arbitrary p, the
external input R is, of course, unaltered. Also, at the nominal parameter value,
the plant inputs Uc(#.OJ and UO(KnO~)must be the same—likewise for their
outputs.

For the open-loop control scheme, so long as R remains the same when

the parameter is varied, we have UO(KnO~)= UO(K). Thus, from Eq. (7.1-1),

Y.(Y) – Yhmm)= [m) – W4mJluo(kn) + Z@) – qkm).

(7.1-2)

As remarked previously, when p is varied, the input to the plant for the
closed-loop control scheme is varied, even though R is left unaltered. Thus,
(7.1-1) yields

l’.(p) – Yc(w”om) = m)uc(fl) – W.omwc(km) + 44) – .%&m).

We can, however, eliminate V,(fl). Reference to Fig. 7.1-2 shows that

U,(N) = –FYC(A) + R

= –F[Y,(P) – Y.(Pnmn)l – ~y,(pnom) + R

=== –F[Yc(@) – Yc(gnom)] + Uc(jlnom)

where we have implicitly used the fact that R, the controlled system input, is
the same for two values of ~. Using this expression for UC(p), we have

Y=(.U)– Yc(/&J = –P(#)F[Y=(p) – Yc(f!&J]

+ [I@) – Z’(pnom)]uc(pnom)

+ ‘(W) – ‘(A..)

or

[1+ P(p)F][Yc(fl) – Yc(/u”om)]

= [P(g) – P(flnom)]uc(flnom)+ 2(/.4)– z(/u”om). (7. 1-3)

Equations (7. 1-2) and (7. 1-3) are the two expressions for the output variations
resulting from plant parameter variation from LnO~ to ~. They are, perhaps,
of some independent interest for design purposes, but the connection between
them is of greater importance. Recalling that UC(~mO~)and UO(~DOJ, the two

plant inputs corresponding to the two control configurations, are the same,
it follows immediately from (7. 1-2) and (7. 1-3) that

Yc(s ; E) – Y=(s; ynom) = [Z + I’(s; &)F(s)]- 1[YO(S; ~) – YO(S; /u.OJ].

(7.1-4)

Equation (7. 1-4) relates the variations in the open- and closed-loop plant

outputs. We recall it is valid for the following:
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All system inputs R(s), i.e., the relation is independent of the par-
ticular input used, so long as the same input is applied to the open-

and closed-loop systems.
Any form of plant parameter variations. This includes variation of

the transfer function matrix, initial condition response, multiple
parameter variations, or any combination of these.

Of course, the plant and controller transfer function matrices do not have
to consist of rational functions of J.

If the variation from p.O~ to A is small, and if YO(S;,u), Y,(s; ~), and

P(s; ~) depend continuously on p, Eq. (7. 1-4) may be replaced by the approxi-

mate equation

Yc(s ; p) — Y,(S; pnom) = [z + P(s; pnom)F(s)]- ‘[Yo(s ; p) — Y.(S; ,f.&m)],

(7.1-5)

where the variations of outputs are related by a formula involving the nominal
rather than the perturbed value of the parameter. This equation may there-
fore be more useful, even though it is an approximation.

As another interpretation of (7.1-5), we can also define sensitivity func-

tions cr.(t) and oO(t) associated with the closed- and open-loop outputs. These
are given by

assuming the differentials exist. Then Eq. (7.1-5) implies the following rela-
tion between the Laplace transforms 2,(s) and ZO(S) of the closed- and open-
loop sensitivity functions:

xc(s) = [z+ P(s; /.&m)F(s)]- ‘xO(s). (7.1-7)

For the remainder of this section, we shall discuss the question of charac-
terizing reduction, via feedback, of sensitivity to plant parameter variations.
We shall first state a criterion for a closed-loop scheme to be better than an
open-loop one in terms of variations caused in the plant output of each
scheme by a parameter variation. Then we shall interpret this criterion as a

constraint on the return difference matrix of the feedback arrangement,
with the aid of Eq. (7.1-5).

Suppose that variation of a parameter from the nominal value A.O~ to

P = P... + AP..., where Ap.o~ is small, causes a change in the closed-loop
system output of yc(t;A) — yc(t;Rnom)and in the open-loop system output of

y~(t; g) – y~(t; p~~~). We say that the closed-loop scheme is superior to the
open-loop scheme tf’for all t, and all YO(s ; P=J,

~[yc(t;p) -yc(t;~..~)l’[yc(t; fl)- y.(t;#a.J]dt
t.

< f“ [Y.(t; P) – Yo(t; A.~)]’[Y.(t; /u) – Y.(t; Am)] dt.
to

(7.1-8)
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(Here, rOis an arbitrary initial time.) Equation (7. 1-8) is equivalent to requir-
ing that the integral squared error for the closed-loop scheme never exceeds

that for the open-loop scheme.

By use of Parseval’s theorem and several technical artifices, it is possible

to show that (7.1-8) implies

f“ [yc(@,A - yc(j~;flnom)l’’[y.(jo; fl) - yc(@;&m)ld@.-

Now use Eq. (7.1-5) {and recall that [1 + P( jro; p)F( jco)]- 1 has been assumed
to exist, to guarantee asymptotic stability of the closed-loop scheme}. We

obtain, then,

[Yo(jco; ~) – Yo(jco; pnom)] dco >0 (7.1-9)

where

s(s) = [1+ P(s; /&om)F(s)]- ‘. (7.1-10)

Observe that S(s) is the inverse of the return difference matrix. A sufficient
condition for (7. 1-9) to always hold is thus

I – S*’( jco)!l( jco) >0, (7.1-11)

Equivalently, with T(s) = 1 + I’(s; p.O~)l’(s) (the return difference matrix),

we have

(7.1-12)T* ’(jco)T(jco) – 1 ~ O.

Consequently, (7. 1-1 1) and (7.1-12) constitute suficient conditions for sensitivity
reduction using feedback.

Actually, (7. 1-1 1) and (7.1-12) would be necessary if the variation

Yo(ja; ~) — Yo(@; #nom) were an arbitrary Fourier transform. But it is the
Fourier transform of yO(t; ~) – yO(t; pDOJ, which is not in general an arbi-

trary function. Hence, strictly speaking, (7. 1-1 1) and (7.1-12) are not neces-
sary. Apparently, though, the sorts of variation that arise are such as to make
these equations “almost necessary,” and one could safely rule out the
existence of any other condition on the return difference matrix for sensitivity
reduction in most cases.

In the scalar input case, the classical result

IT(jco) / >1 (7.1-13)

is recovered. This is the result we noted at the start of the section, but this
derivation has, of course, given the constraint (7.1-13) a much wider inter-

pretation than previously.
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There is some validity in the concept of degree of sensitivity improvement
(as distinct from sensitivity improvement itself) associated with equivalent

closed- and open-loop systems. Thus, consider two control systems, each
being realized in both closed- and open-ioop form. We could say that system
1 offered a greater degree of sensitivity improvement than system 2, if the
inequality

f’ (),0b., t> u – Ycl(t; /Llom)l’[Ycl(t; K) – Yc,(t; Amn)l ~t

J.<::[Yo,(t; L) ‘-- Yo,(t; /&m)]’[Yo,(t; P) -– y.,(~; hod dt

were in some way “stronger” than the inequality

f[Yc@) -Yc,(t;P tmm)]’[Yc~(t;Y) – ycz(t; pnom)l dt
to

< f’ [yOJt ; K) — yOz(t; j.J.J] [y02(t ; V) — y02(t ; /uJ] dt.
10

Equivalently, this would require the inequality

1 – Sf’(jo$sl(jco) >0

to be “stronger” than the inequality

I – S~’(jro)S2(jo) >0.

If SI and S’z are of the same dimension, it is clear that the rigorous inter-
pretation of this statement regarding the “strength” of the two inequalities is

I – Sy’(jro)s, (@)2 z – S; ’(jo)s,(jo))

or

s~’(.jco)s,(jro) 2 ST(@)S’l(@). (7.1-14)

Equivalently, one can require

(7.1-15)TY’(@)T1 (jro) > T~’(jro)Tz(jco),

which certainly accords with the well-known ideas pertaining to scalar
systems. For the latter, (7. 1-15) becomes

/7’l(j(D) / > IT,(jro) [. (7.1-16)

The interpretation is that larger return differences give greater reduction in
sensitivity than smaller return differences,

The results of this section stem from work by Perkins and Cruz, amongst
whose papers we note [1]. The approach taken here is closely allied to that
of Kreindler [2]. lt is also interesting to note that all the ideas may be extended

to time-varying systems [3].

Besides the property (7. 1-1 1) asked of S(s)—the inverse of the return
difference matrix, to ensure sensitivity improvement via feedback, we recall
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Assumption 7.1-2, which implies that S(s) =[Z+P(s; p.O~)F(s)]-’ should

have analytic elements in Re[sl>fJ. Square matrices possessing these two
properties are termed passive scattering matrices in the network theory
literature, where they play a prominent role—see e.g., [4].

EXAMPLE. Consider a plant with transfer function 1/(s+ l)(s+lO) and sup-

pose a feedback controller of transfer function a constant, K, is used. The
feedback is negative.

The return difference is the loop gain plus unity, or

K
‘(j@) = 1 + (j@ + I)(j@ + 10)

–02 + (lo + K) + lljo—
–coz+lo-tllja “

It follows that

IT(jf2)l’ – 1 =
K(–2w2 + 20 + K)

(–cD2 + 10)’ + 121rD2”

We conclude that for no value of K will this quantity always be nonnega-
tive. But for K ==1, say, which ensures that the closed-loop system will be

asymptotically stable, the above quantity will be nonnegative for co < m.
Consequently, if interest centers around performance of the system only up to
a frequency of m rad{sec., we achieve a reduction in sensitivity to plant

parameter variation, i.e. if one of the plant poles were to vary, or the plant gain
to vary, the presence of the feedback would reduce the effect of this variation.

Above 10.5 rad/sec., we would however expect to see a heightened rather
than reduced sensitivity to plant parameter variations.

Problem 7.1-1. With reference to Fig. 7.1-1, compare the output sensitivity
to variation in the ~ block of the closed-loop system, and the 1/(1 + A~) block of
the open-loop system; then, for Fig. 7.1-2, compare the output sensitivity to varia-
tion in the F(s) block of the closed-loop system, and the C(s) block of the.open-loop
system.

R(s)

+

Fig. 7.1-3 Combined series compensator and feedback com-
pensator.

Problem 7.1-2. Consider the arrangement of Fig. 7.1-3, where a series com-

pensator and a feedback control are used. What is the criterion for this system to

offer a sensitivity improvement (for plant parameter variations) over an equivalent

open-loop system?
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Problem 7.1-3. Consider Fig. 7.1-3, with the time-invariant plant and con-

troller replaced by a linear time-varying plant and controller, of impulse responses

p(t, ~) and~(t, ~), respectively. The operator d(t–z) + JL-p(t,l)f(l, ~)dl is
known as acausal Volterra operator, and can frequently be shown to possess a
causal inverse, s(t, t). Show that

J
t

Yc(t;w) –Yc(t; lhom) = S(t, T; /4)[Yo(~; /J) — YO(T;#nom)] dz.
-m

Problem 7.1-4. Consider thearrangements of Fig. 7.1-4, which are intended

to bethesameas those of Fig. 7.1-2, except fortheintroduction ofa disturbance
of Laplace transform D(s) at the plant output. Show that the integral square error
in the output due to D(s) for the closed-loop scheme is less than or equal to the

same quantity associated with the open-loop scheme if the closed-loop scheme offers
sensitivity improvement over the open-loop scheme of the sort discussed,

I

I D(s)

R(s) Plant

P(s)
E

ys)

Fig. 7.1-4 Block diagrams showing the introduction of distur-
bances.

7.2 SENSITIVITY REDUCTION IN OPTIMAL REGULATORS

In this section, we shall apply the results of the preceding section to
optimal regulators. For the moment, we shall regard the optimal regulator

as consisting of a “plant,” with transfer function —E.(s[ — F)- ]g, and unity
negative feedback. The output is taken to be —Vxx, where x is the state of the

system

i= Fx+gu

to which optimal control is applied. The situation is thus that of Fig. 7.2-1.
With these definitions, the criterion for this closed-loop scheme to have

a lower sensitivity to variations in F, g, k. or the plant initial condition than
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‘k;(sI ‘F)-’g >

Fig. 7.2-1 Regulator arranged soastohave unity feedback.

an equivalent open-loop system (obtained bycascading a suitable controller
with theplant) isthefollowing inequality onthereturn differenE, derived in
the last section:

11 – ZU(jcOZ– F)-lg\ >1 (7.2-1)

for aIl real co.

The fact that the regulator is optimal ensures that this inequality should
hold, which is immediate from the fundamental Eq. (5.2-12) of Chapter 5.
Thus, we conclude that, with the appropriate definitions of plant and output,
optimality implies improvement in sensitivity over an equivalent open-loop
system.

We shall now derive a corresponding result for multiple-input systems.
We recall the fundamental equation (5.2-7) of Chapter 5:

[1 – R’\’K~(jmI – F)-’ GR-’2][1[I – R112K~(jtiI – F)-l GR-’12] > I.

(7.2-2)

With K, replaced by K., the inequality is also valid. We may regard (7.2-2)
(with K= replacing K,) as stating that

(7.2-3)T* ’(jco)T(jco) – Z ~ O

where

T(jco) = Z – R’l’K~(jcoI – F)-] GR-L!2. (7,2-4)

We now examine the implications of this inequality using Fig, 7.2-2.

The three diagrams in this figure all show equivalent systems, the first showing
how the transfer function matrix of the system is achieved by unity negative
feedback, the second linking the first and the third, and the third showing
how the transfer function matrix is achieved using memoryless transforma-
tions of both the input and the output, with a unity negative feedback
arrangement linking the transformed input and output. Figure 7.2-3 shows

this unity negative feedback part in isolation.

The return difference matrix for the arrangement of Fig. 7.2-3 is precisely
the preceding matrix T(jcD). Consequently, the feedback arrangement of Fig.
7.2-3 has lower sensitivity to plant parameter variations than an equivalent
open-loop system.

There is also a simple consequence following from the equivalences of
Fig. 7.2-2, which is relevant for the first arrangement shown in this figure.

We retain the notation of the previous section and introduce the new variable
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Fig. 7.2-2 Equivalent systems.

~

Fig. 7.2-3 Unity feedback system with output z= R-llZy.

z, de finedbyz = R-llzy. Thesensitivity reduction associated with the arran-

gement of Fig. 7.2-3 implies that

~[zc(fl) - Zc(iomllzcw - Zc(pnom)]d
to

<f’ [z@) – zo(kmm)]’[zo(/.J) – zo(th)] dt
to

for all t,, t, and variations in z.. Sincey= R“i2z~it follows that

J%(N)-
1.

J< “
10

Yc(ILA1’Wc(/U) – Y@mm)] d

[Yo(JJ) – Yo(&n)]’MYo(fl) – Yo(km)] d.
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This is certainly meaningful. Suppose we merely replaced the original defini-
tion of reduction of sensitivity, viz.,

~LIYc(#)-Y.(flnom)l’[Ye(A) ‘Y.b%xn)ldt
%

S~’[Ye(#)‘Yo(#nonJ1’[Ye(#) ‘Y.(P.mJld~
to

for all t,, t,and variations in yO, by one where we can weight the various

entries of the error vectors separately. Namely,

f’[Yc(M -- Y.(fl”om)l’~[Yc(/u) -Yc(#m-m)l~t
to

<f’ [yO(p) – yo(flnom)]’W’[ye(L) – yo(~nom)] dt
10

for some positive definite W, all to,t,and variations in yO. We may then con-

clude that the first scheme of Fig. 7.2-2 offers a sensitivity reduction over an
equivalent open-loop scheme—i.e., with appropriate definition of plant and
output, the multiple input regulator is a feedback scheme where plant pa-
rameter sensitivity is reduced.

At this stage, we might examine the usefulness of what we have estab-
lished. Figure 7.2-4 shows how we may expect to use an optimal regulator.
The true output of the regulator is not—at least, normally—– K~x, but rather
H’x. Now, the above remarks have established that variations in F, G and

KU give rise to reduced sensitivity in K; x rather than H’x; consequently,

we do not have a direct result concerning reduction in sensitivity of the reg-

ulator output.

‘ ~= ’’+G” ‘+J--
—
I I

Fig. 7.2-4 Regulator diagram.

To be sure, it is useful to know that the sensitivity of K~x is reduced, in

the sense that (7.2-5), rewritten as follows,

f’[%(fl)- XC(fl..m)]’K.RK,,Xc(M) - xC(finO~)]dtto

~~bo(d- xo(#nom)]’K.~~LIxo(#) - x&&n)]~,> (7.2-6,
h

should hold for all to,t,and variations in XO.If, in fact, K~RK~ were positive

definite (requiring the number of inputs to at least equal the number of states),
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(7.2-6) would actually imply that thestates themselves have the sensitivity

reduction property. But, in general, K.RK~ is merely nonnegative definite,
and such a statement will not normally be true. Nor, of course, will (7.2-6)
imply a relation like

JhxA/4 - -wnom)]’~wmxc(p) - Xc(pnom)]dt
to

< f: [Xo(/!J)– Xo(/!Jflom)]’H~H’[Xo(/.4) – X&om)] dt

for some positive definite W, all to,t,,and variations in XO.
There is, however, one sensitivity result involving the states x directly

(rather than Kj x), which applies for single-input systems, when there are
restrictions placed on the type of parameter variations. We shall now derive

this result.
We consider the arrangement of Fig. 7.2-5 with u restricted to being a

scalar; for the purposes of applying the sensitivity analysis of the last section,

we note that the “plant” has transfer function matrix (sZ — F)- 1g. The quan-
tities we called YO(S;p.O~), Y,(s; ~), etc., in the last section will be denoted
here by ~O(s; pflO~), XC(S; p), etc., since in this case the plant output vector
is actually a state vector.

Fig. 7.2-5 Plant with state vector as
output. +

The parameter variations allowed are those where the matrix Fis replaced
by F + gl’ for some vector 1, all of whose entries are small. We shall show that
with this restricted parameter variation, the sensitivity of the states is improved
by the optimal feedback.

Before doing so, we indicate other types of parameter variation equiv-
alent to that stated. (Thus, the original restriction need not appear quite so
narrow.) First, instead of changing F to F + gl’, we may change —k: to

–V= – m’, where the entries of the vector m are small. This parameter varia-
tion is equivalent to one where F is changed to F + gm’ and –k; is left

unaltered (see Fig. 7.2-6, which illustrates the equivalence). Second, instead
of changing F to F + g)’, we may change —k: to — ( 1 + y)k’=, where y
is a small number. In so doing, we are altering the whole loop gain slightly,

by the same factor for all frequencies. This is clearly a special case of the pre-
ceding first equivalence, since –(l + y)titi == –k: – m’ with m = ykz.
With y small, the entries of m are small. Therefore, this sort of parameter
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x
x= Fx+gu +

- -k~-m’ -

x
x= Fx+gu

>
+

m’ -

\

Fig. 7,2-6 Equivalence ofcertain parameter variations.

variation is also within the ambit of that originally allowed. It is also easy to

argue that avariation ing, fromgto(l +y)g where yis very small, is equiv-

alent to a parameter variation of the original type.

We now show that, with the sorts of parameter variation allowed, we

obtain the desired sensitivity reduction. We recall first Eqs. (7.1-2) and (7.1-3)

of the last section in the original notation, and repeat them for convenience:

‘.(Y) – ‘O(LJ.OID)= [e(M) – ‘(P.om)l~.(Pnom) + ‘(A) – ‘(PnouJ

and

[J+ P(p)~[Y(#) – Y(&om)]

= [P(p) – P(#nom)]uc(&nom) + z(u) – Z(l%m),

with, also, UO(~,Om)= UC(p,O~).
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Making the various applicable specializations, we get

XO(.!; P) — x.(s; /Jnom) = [(SZ – F – gl’)~’ g – (~1 – F)-’ g]Uo(~; /Jnmu)

(7.2-7)

and

[Z – (s1 – F – gl’)-’ gk’J[XC(s; p) – XC(S; pnO~)]

= [($1 – F – gl’)-’g – (sZ – F)-’g]UO(s; /u.O~). (7.2-8)

We shall later establish the two identities

(s1 – F – gl’-’g – (s1 – F)-’g = [1’(s1 – F)-lg](sZ – F – gl’)-tg

(7.2-9)

and

[1– (s1– F– gl’)-’gk$’(sZ- F– gl’)-]g

= [1 – k~(sZ– F– gl’)-]g]-l(sZ– F– gl’)-’g. (7.2-10)

Inserting (7.2-9) into (7.2-7) and (7.2-8), we obtain

XO(S; ~) – XO(S; YnO~)= [1’(sZ– F)- ‘g](d – F – gl’)- 1g UO(S; fi.O~)

(7.2-11)

and

XC(S; ~) – XC(S; ~.O~) = [1’(s1 – F’- ]g] [Z – (s1 – F – gl’)- ‘gkj]- 1

x (sZ – F – gz’)- 1UO(S;/u,O~) (7.2-12)

andinserting (7.2 -10) into (7.2-12), we have

X.(S ; y) – X.(S ; J&m)

= [1 – kj(sl– F – gl’)-lg]-l[l’(sZ – F)-lg](sZ – F – gZ’)-]gUO(s; A~O~)

= [1 – kj(sz – F – gz’)-lg]-][XO(s; L) – XO(S;,uoO~)]

on using (7.2-11).
So far, we have not insisted that the entries of 1 be small; all equations

have been exact. But now, by requiring that the entries of 1 be small, we can
make the same sort of approximation as in the last section to conclude that
(approximately),

XC(S; L) – X.(S; ~no~) = [1 – K.(sI – F)- lg]-l [Xo(s; L) – X.(s; pm)].

(7.2-13)

We recognize 1 – k~(sZ – F)- ]g again to be the return difference.
Thus, (7.2-1 3) guarantees that for each entry of the state vector (and thus

for the whole state vector) the closed-loop system provides a lower sensitivity
to parameter variation of the sort specified than an equivalent open-loop
system.

“Before commenting further, we establish the two matrix identities used

previously. First, we deal with (7.2-9):
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(s1– F– gl’)-’ – (s1– F)-’

= (s1 – F – gl’)-’[(sl – F) – (s1 – F – gl’)](sl – F)-’

= (s1 – F – gl’)-’g/’(sI – F)-’.

Equation (7.2-9) follows by multiplying in the right by g. Second, for (7.2-10),
we have

[1 – (s1 – F – gl’)-’gk&](sZ – F – gl’)-’g

= (sZ– F– gl’)-’g – (s1– F– gZ’)-’g[tim(sZ– F– gl’)-’g]

= [1 – k~(sZ – F – gZ’)-lg](sZ – F – gl’)-’g.

Equation (7.2- 10) follows immediately.
Because of the fact that each entry of the state vector undergoes the

sensitivity reduction wehavediscussed, it follows thatify = h’xis the actual
output of the regulator with feedback, the sensitivity reduction property of

the closed-loop scheme extends toy. Quantitatively, multiplication of (7.2-13)
on the left by h’ yields

Y,(s; H) – Yc(s; pnom) = [1 – kj(sz – F)-’g]-’[Yo(s; ~) – Yo(s; /Jnom)].
(7.2-14)

We stress that y is of more general form here than in, say, Eq. (7.2-5), where

we had y = —ti=x. We remark again that (7.2-14) is only valid for single-
input systems, with the restricted type of parameter variations discussed
previously.

We round off the theory by discussing the degree of sensitivity improve-
ment obtained by varying the parameter a in the regulator design, with the

F, G, Q, and R matrices remaining invariant; each ct gives rise to a control

law K., and we wish to show that different values of a will give rise to differ-
ent amounts of sensitivity improvement, in the sense discussed at the end of
the previous section. To see this, we recall first the fundamental relation
(5.2-6) of Chapter 5, repeated here for convenience:

[I – R-’~2G’(–jmI – F)-’KOR’12][I – R’r2K~(jcoI – F)-l GR-1j2]

– I + R-’/2 (’jmImI – F’)-’ Q(j~I– F)-l GR-’Z.— (7.2-15)

The corresponding equation when K, is replaced by K., obtained as described
in Chapter 5, Sec. 5.2 is

[1 – R-’l’G’(-j@I – F’)- 1KZR12][I – R1’K~(juI – F)-l GR-”]

= Z + R-’12G’(–jcoZ – F’)-l Q(j@I – F)-’ GR-1)2

+ R-’\zG’(–j~z – F’)-12Pz(jmI – F)-l GR-ll’,

With the definitions
(7.2-16)

Tl(jco) = I — R1j2K~(ja)Z – F)-l GR-1i2
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and

Tz(ja) = Z – R]]2K~(jml – F)-l GR-1”2,

it is immediate from (7.2-15) and (7.2-16) that

(7.2-17)T;’(jw)Tz(j@) > TT’(@)T~(@).

Therefore, with interpretations of Tl and T2 asmatrix return differencesin

the various situations just discussed, we conclude, following the basic theory

of the last section, that a nonzero a offers a greater degree of sensitivity
improvement than a zero ct.

An interesting example appearing in [5] applies some of these ideas to a

pitch-axis control system for a high-performance aircraft. The plant equations

are third order and linear, but contain parameter variations arising from
different dynamic pressures. With

xl = Angle of attack,

Xz = Rate of pitch angle,

X3 = Incremental elevator angle, and

u = Control input into the elevator actuator,

the state equations are

[

–0.074 1 –0.012

1[1

o
~= –8.0 –0.055 –6.2 X+o u

o 0 – 6.6667 6.6667

for a dynamic pressure of 500, whereas for a dynamic pressure of 22.1, they

become

[

–0.0016 1.0

1[1

–0.0002 o
*= –0.1569 –0.0015 –0.1131 X + O u.

o 0 –6.6667 6.6667

The performance index minimized is ~~ (U2 + x’ Qx) dt for two different

matrices Q—viz.,

‘]=fii’ II and ‘Z=rx: 4{’05 !1

Two optimal control laws u = kjx and u = kjx are calculated, based on the

first state equation in both cases, and on performance indices including Q,
and Qz, respectively. The control laws are then used not just for the first
state equation (for which they are optimal) but for the second state equation,
for which they are not optimal. The following table summarizes the results

achieved; the sensitivity improvement refers to the sensitivity in x,.
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State Equation Control Law Step Response Sensitivity Improvement

First kl Very Good Moderate
Second kl Very Poor
First kz Good Huge
Second k~ Acceptable

Although the theory presented suggests that in this case the feedback
optimal control is the only variable for which sensitivity improvement

occurs, we see here that the sensitivity improvement in the control is evidently
linked with sensitivity improvement in the response of xl. This example also
illustrates the notion that large Q lead to less sensitive closed-loop systems
than smaller Q. Although the entries of the F matrix undergo substantial
change, the response of xl to a typical initial condition varies but little, when
the design based on Qz is used.

The first sensitivity result for linear optimal systems was achieved in

[6], where it was noted that the quantity –k’x occurring in the single-input
problem could be associated with a sensitivity reduction result. The corre-
sponding result for multiple-input systems is derived in [7]. Versions of these
results for time-varying optimal regulators are described in [8].

The latter material of this section, dealing with the state sensitivity

question, appears in [5], where the necessity for constraining the allowed
sorts of parameter variations is not directly indicated, and also in [9]. In
both references, a restriction is made on the F matrix and g vector of the sys-

tem, which we have avoided here,

An entirely different sensitivity question arises when one asks what is

the sensitivity of the optimal performance index of an optimal system—in

particular, the linear regulator—to parameter variation, and how do the

sensitivities for open- and closed-loop implementations of the optimal control

vary. This question is discussed in [9]. The somewhat surprising result for the

linear regulator is that the two sensitivities are the same. Various other sen-

sitivity problems are discussed in reference [10].

Problem 7.2-1. Suppose an optimal control law u = kjx is found for a single-
input system with F and g given by
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Show that the sensitivity of the states of the system is less for closed- than for open-
loop control implementations, provided that only the two following types of param-

eter variation are permitted:

1. One or more of the ai are varied slightly.
2. The nonzero entry of g is varied slightly.

Problem 7.2-2. Attempt to generalize the development of Eqs. (7.2-7) through

(7.2-13) to multiple-input systems, and show where the generalization falls down.

Problem 7.2-3. Suppose two optimal regulator designs are carried out with

the same F, G, Q, and R matrices and with two values of a. Call them &,, G$2,with
the constraint IXI > az >0. Show that the al design offers greater sensitivity im-
provement than the LXzdesign. [Hint: Recall that P., – Pm, k positive definite at
a critical point in your calculations.]

7.3 THE INVERSE REGULATOR PROBLEM

In this section, we consider a problem of somewhat theoretical interest,
the solution of which nevertheless sheds light on the preceding sensitivity
ideas. In the next section we shall apply the solution of the problem in a

further discussion of the “pole-positioning problem,” i.e., the task of choos-
ing an optimal feedback law that also achieves desired pole positions.

We ask the following question. Given a linear system

i= Fx+Gu (7.3-1)

with control law

U=K’X (7.3-2)

is there a positive definite R and nonnegative definite Q such that (7.3-2)
is the optimal control law for the system (7.3-1) with performance index

~(X(to), U(.), l.) = ~- (zf’Ru + x’Qx) dt? (7.3-3)
o

Obviously, for arbitrary F, G, and K we could not expect (7.3-2) to be
optimal for some Q and R. Accordingly, we are led to ask whether certain
constraints can be imposed on F, G, and K, which will ensure that (7.3-2) is
an optimal control; furthermore, we might be interested in computing the

Q and R matrices appearing in (7.3-3).
We shall give a detailed consideration of this problem only for the scalar

input case, because the manipulations required in the vector input case are

particularly intricate. We shall, however, subsequently state a result for the
vector input case.

More or less, the only regulator systems of interest are those that are
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completely controllable and asymptotically stable. Accordingly, we shall
suppose the following.

ASSUMPTION7.3-1. Thepair [F, g]is completely controllable.

ASSUMPTION7.3-2. The eigenvalues of F+gk’ all have negative real parts.

[Recall that the closed-loop system is ~ = (F + gk’)x.]

It turns out that to keep the calculations simple, it is convenient to
impose one further assumption temporarily.

ASSUMPTION7.3-3. Thepair [F, k]iscompletely observable. (Thus, the feedback
control function can only be identically zero if the system state is identically
zero.)

Problem 7.3-1 asks for a demonstration that this constraint may be
removed.

We now claim that the scheme (7.3-l), (7.3-2), with scalar input, is
optimal [i.e., there exist a Q and an R with appropriate constraints such that

(7.3-2) is the optimal control for the performance index (7.3-3)], provided
that,

II – k’(jco~– F)-’gl >1 (7.3-4)

for all real co. Equation (7.3-4) is precisely the sensitivity improvement condi-
tion for the closed-loop system defined by (7.3-1) and (7.3-2). Moreover, if

(7.3-1) and (7.3-2) are optimal, then (7.3-4) is known to hold, by the material
of Sec. 7.2. Consequently, with the assumptions of complete controllability
and asymptotic stability just given, (7.3-4) is both necessary and sufficient.

This result constitutes a connection between the modern approach to linear

control system design and an approach of classical control of very long
standing, to which we referred at the start of the chapter. Although the full
implications of(7.3-4) in respect to sensitivity reduction have not been known
until recently, a sufficient number of them have been known for many years

for designers to have attempted to ensure the satisfaction of (7.3-4) or some
suitable variant using classical procedures.

Equation (7.3-4) is a condition on the transfer function k’(jcoI – F)-’g.
Accordingly, it is invariant with respect to changes of the coordinate basis

used for defining the state vector in (7.3-1) and (7,3-2)—i.e., if F is replaced
by F, = TFT-l, g by g, = Tg, and k’ by k’, = k’T-’, we have that k~(jkoI

– Fl)- 1gl = k’( jcol – F)- 1g. Therefore, there is no loss of generality in

assuming a special coordinate basis; we shall avail ourselves of this oppor-
tunity and require (as we may by the complete controllability constraint,

see Appendix B) that the coordinate basis be chosen to yield
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We assume that

k=[kl k, . . . kn].

Make the definition

det(sl – F) = ~(s).

Then the following three relations hold:

y(s) ==,s” +a~$”-’ + . . . +al,

II
1

s

(Sz– F)-’g= * ‘2 ,

S.–1

and

k’(sI – F)-’g =
kns”-] + km_lsn-2 + . . . + k,

y(s)

(7.3-5)

(7.3-6)

(7.3-7)

(7.3-8)

(7.3-9)

We shall now use the relation (7.3-4) to construct a Q matrix; we shall
take the R matrix in the performance index (7.3-3) to be unity.

With the further definition

~(S) =Sn+ (an–kn)s”-’ + . . . +(al –k,), (7.3-lo)
it follows from (7.3-4) that

[1 – k’(–jcoZ – F)-’g][l – k’(j~z – F)-lg]= P(–j,@P(@$ > ~,
w(–.@)v(@) –

(7.3-11)
or

(7.3-12)

Consequently, the numerator polynomial of this expression can be factored

as

P(–@)p( @) – y&–@)v( jco) = m(–jco)m( jco) (7.3-13)
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for some polynomial

n’(s)= Lfns”-t + (in-Is”-z + . . . + (il (7.3-14)

with all zeros possessing negative real parts. [Note that m(s) has degree at
most n — 1, as inspection of the coefficients of the s“ terms of ~(s) and p(s)

will show.]

Equations (7.3-1 1) through (7,3-13) combine to yield

[1 – k’(–jcoZ – F)-’g][l – k’(jcd – F)-’g]

= ~ + nz(-ja))m(jco)

v(–j~)v(j~)
= 1 + g’(–jol – F)-ldd’(j@I – F)-’g (7.3-15)

where the vector d is given by

(i’=[d, d, . . . d.] (7.3-16)

and we have used the relation, analogous to (7.3-9), that

d’(jcoz – F)-’g = -+-#j@ ”-’ + ...+ d,]= #&#
Now, if k were the optimal control law corresponding to R = I and a

certain matrix Q in (7.3-3), the results of Sec. 5.2 [see the fundamental

equation (5.2-9)], would require that

[1 – k’(–jcd – F)-’g][l – k’(jcoI – F)-’g]

= 1 + g’(–@Z – F’)-’ Q(jcoZ – F)-’g. (7.3-17)

The similarity between (7.3-1 5) and (7.3-17) then suggests that with

Q = dd’ in (7.3-3), the control law k might be optimal. Note that mere satisfac-
tion of (7.3-15) by some k will not necessarily guarantee the optimality of k; Eq.
(7.3-15) is a necessary, but not a sufficient, condition on k. Nevertheless, we

can now prove that k is, in fact, optimal for the choice Q = old’, R = 1.
Suppose k is not optimal, and that the optimal control is, instead,

u = ~x. Using the fundamental result of Chapter 5, Eq. (5.2-9), it follows
that

[1 – /?(–”/0)1– F)-’g][l – k’(j(nz– F)-’g]

= 1 + g’(–j@Z – F’)-’dd’(jmZ – F)-’g. (7.3-18)

Comparison of (7.3-15) and (7.3-18) gives immediately that

[1 – k’(–jd – F)- ‘g][l – k’(jcoZ – F)-’g]

= [1 – k’(–jaZ – F)-’g][l – k’(j~l – F)-’ g]. (7.3-19)

We shall now show that this equation implies that k ==.i.

Define a polynomial ~(s) in the same way as p(s) [see (7.3-10)] except that
k, in the definition is replaced by ki for each i. Thus, (7.3-18) and (7.3-19)
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imply that

Since the coefficients of p(s) and F(S) are the entries of the vectors k and ~,
the proof will be complete if we can show that p(.s) =1(s). Now it is easy to

check that.

p(s) = det (sZ – F – gk’) (7.3-21)

and

p(s) = det (s1 – F – gl?). (7.3-22)

[This follows from the definition of the polynomials, together with a minor

modification of the calculations yielding (7.3-8) from (7.3-5) and (7.3 -7).]
Because F + gk’ is known to have all eigenvalues with negative real parts,

P(S) is uniquely determined as the spectral factor of the polynomial

p(–ja)p(j~), which has all zeros in the left half-plane.
If we can show that P(S) has the property that it, too, has all zeros in the

left half-plane, it will follow from (7.3-20) that p(s) = F(s). From (7.3-22),

it is clear that P(S) will have all its zeros in the left half-plane if the optimal

closed-loop system, ~ = (F + g~’)x, is asymptotically stable. A sufficient
condition for this is that the pair [F, d] be completely observable.

Consequently, the desired result follows if the pair [F’, d] is proved to be
completely observable. We now show by contradiction that this must be the
case. Thus, suppose [F, d] is not completely observable. Then the transfer

function d’(.s~ – F)-lg, when expressed as a ratio of two polynomials with no
common factors, must (see Appendix B) have denominator polynomial of
degree less than the dimension of F. Since d’(s~ – F)-’g = m(s)/y(s), and
the degree of y is equal to the dimension of F, itfollows that m and v have
a common factor. Because m(s) has all zeros with negative real part, the com-
mon factor must possess the same property. Equation (7.3-20) implies that

P(–s)P(.$) and w(s) must have the same common factor as m(s) and ~(s),
and since p(s) has all its zeros with negative real part, p(s) and ~(s) must have
this same common factor. Therefore, ~(s) — p(s) and y(s) have a common
factor, and the transfer function

(7.3-23)

is expressible as a ratio of two polynomials, with the denominator polynomial
of lower degree than the dimension of F. This (see Appendix B again)

contradicts the complete controllability of [F, g] and complete observability

of [F, k]. Therefore, our original premise that [F, d] is not completely observ-
able is untenable, and the proof is complete.

Let us now summarize the preceding material. We posed the problem
of deciding when the feedback system of (7.3-1) and (7.3-2) resulted from an
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optimal regulator design. Then, with several restrictions—viz., complete
controllability, asymptotic stability, and a further restriction of complete
observability, which Problem 7.3-l removes—we claimed that the frequency

domain condition requiring the return difference to be never less than unity
was necessary and sufficient for optimality. Using the frequency domain
condition, we constructed a performance index, which, we claimed, led to

an optimal control the same as the one prescribed. We were then able to
verify this claim. This result was first established in [6].

There exists a corresponding result for multiple-input systems that

we can now state. We suppose that we are given the scheme of (7.3-1) and

(7.3-2), with complete controllability of [F, G] and asymptotic stability of the
closed-loop system. We suppose too that [F, K] is completely observable,

although this restriction is presumably removable. Then, if for some positive
definite symmetric R we have

[1— Rl(2&(j~] — F)-l GR-1)2]*’[[ — R~~2K~(j~I — F)-l GR-1/2] > z,

(7.3-24)

it can be shown that there is a nonnegative definite symmetric Q such that
the prescribed control law (7.3-2) is optimal for the performance index
(7.3-3), [7].

We remark again that, other than in the application given in the next

section, the utility of this section lies in the fact that new illumination of the
sensitivity reduction result is provided. In broad terms, feedback systems
where sensitivity is reduced are the same as optimally designed systems.

Problem 7.3-1, Consider the system

‘=L :2J’+LI”
with control law

u = [kj O]x

where [Fl,, g, ] is completely controllable, [Fl ~, k, ] is completely observable, and the
closed-loop system is asymptotically stable. Suppose, moreover, that the magnitude
of the return difference is no smaller than unity at all frequencies. Show that there
is a matrix Q such that the control law is optimal for the performance index

~; (u’+ x’Qx)dt[Hint: Start byconsideringthe feedback system -t, = F, ,x, + g,u,
U = k~xl.]

Problem 7.3-2. In the course of establishing the result that

II –k’(jo)z-F)-’gl>l

for all real @ implies optimality of the control law u = k’x for the system ~ ==Fx + w,
we constructed a particular performance index for which u = k’x was the minimizing

control. In this performance index, the Q matrix was of the form dd’ for a vector

d. Show the following:
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1. In general, the choice of d is not unique, but only a finite number of choices
are possible.

2. If Q is not restricted to being of rank 1, there are an infinite number of Q
matrices for which u = k’x is the associated optimal control.

Problem 7.3-3. Suppose we are given a system i ==Fx + gu with feedback

law u = k’x. Suppose also that the pair [F, g] is completely controllable, that the
pair [F, k] is completely observable, and that the closed-loop system i = (F + gk’)x
has degree of stability greater than a. Show that u = k’x is an optimal control law
for a performance index of the form J; e’a’(u’ + x’M’x) dt, provided that

11 –k’[(jco -a)Z-F]-’gl>l

for all real co.

7.4 FURTHER DISCUSSION OF THE POLE-POSITIONING

PROBLEM

In this section, we return to the discussion of the pole-positioning prob-
lem for single-input systems. We suppose that we are given the system

i= Fx+gu (7.4-1)

and we desire a control law

u = k’x (7.4-2)

which is optimal for the usual sort of quadratic loss function, and such that

the eigenvaIues of F + gk’ take on desired values, at least approximately.

The approach we adopt here is based on application of the inequality

11 – k’(jco– F)-’gl >1 (7.4-3)

for all real co, which we know is necessary and sufficient for u = k’x to be
optimal, given that (1) the pair [F, g] is completely controllable, and (2)
the closed-loop system i = (E’ + gk’)x is asymptotically stable.

We shall also relate our discussion here to that given earlier in Chapter
5, Sec. 5.4, where we discussed the achieving of desired poles by taking very
large p in the performance index J: [u’ + p(d’x)’] dt, and appropriately
choosing d.

First, we find an equivalent statement to (7.4-3). Observe that

det [sZ – (F+ gk’)] = det {[s1 – F][Z – (sZ – F)-’ gk’]} = det [sZ – F] x
det [Z – (s1 – F)-lgk’] = det [s1 – F][l – k’(sZ – F)-’g]. [Here, we have
used the relations, see Appendix A, det (All) = det,4 det B and det (1. + ,4B)

= det (In + BA), where the matrices have appropriate dimensions.] Con-
sequently, (7.4-3) and the definitions

V(S) = det (sZ – F) and p(s)= det (s1 – F – gk’)

imply that
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A-@Mj@) > V(–jco)y(jo) (7.4-4)

for all real co. Notice also that Eq. (7.4-4) implies (7.4-3).

Now suppose that a list of n desired closed-loop pole positions is given

for (7.4-l). These pole positions determine uniquely the characteristic poly-
nomial p($) = S“ + (a” — k~)sn- 1 + . . . + (al — kl), and, since (7.4.4)
implies (7.4-3), these closed-loop pole positions are achievable with an optimal

control law u = k’x if and only if (7.4-4) is satisfied. In other words, (7.4-4)

provides a test that will decide whether a set of n prescribed closed-loop poles
are optimal or not. Moreover, if they are optimal, it is possible to determine
an associated control law and performance index using the ideas of the previ-
ous section. The pole-positioning problem is thereby solved. Note that in
the earlier treatment, the positions of at most (n – 1) poles were prescribed
(with the remainder lying well in the left half-plane). By contrast, n pole

positions are prescribed here.
What, though, if the list of n poles is not such that (7.4-4) holds? It is

obviously not possible to choose an optimal control law generating these

desired poles, and some concession must be made. One such concession is
to relax the positioning constraint on one real pole (say), and permit its posi-

tion to be adjustable. Then, of course, we are returning to a situation similar

to that discussed earlier, in Sec. 5.4. But the use of (7.4-4) can give us addi-
tional insight into the problem. Specifying (n — 1) poles and leaving one

unspecified on the real axis means specifying that

where a is adjustable, whereas p, (s) has zeros which are the (n — 1) specified
poles. Then (7.4-4) may be written

The coefficients of co’” on both sides are the same, and it is therefore possible
to find a suitably large value of IXsuch that the inequality holds, irrespective

of the polynomials ~(s) and pl (s), although the actual value of a depends, of
course, on these polynomials. For this and larger values of a (corresponding
to a closed-loop pole at or to the left of a certain point on the negative real

axis), the closed-loop system defined via (7.4-5) is optimal.
In summary, if a set of n desired closed-loop poles fails to satisfy the

inequality criterion, adjustment of one pole (by moving it in the negative
direction along the negative real axis sufficiently far) will result in an optimal
set of poles, i.e., a set such that the inequality (7.4-4) is satisfied.

We recall that the method of Sec. 5.4, also yielded a set of closed-loop

poles among which one or more were a substantial distance from the origin.
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With both schemes, a certain difficulty may arise, With one or more

poles well in the left half-plane, one or more of the entries k, of the feedback
gain vector must be large. [This follows, for example, by noting that the sum
of the closed-loop poles is —(a. — k.), the product is (—l)”(al — kl), etc.
Consequently, the magnitude of the control applied to system (7,4-1) maybe
large—large enough, in fact, to cause saturation, This conclusion is also borne

out by the fact that making p large in the performance index j: [uz +

p(d’x)z] dt serves to penalize nonzero states rather than nonzero control.
Therefore, any pole-positioning scheme should only be used with caution.

Finally, given p(s) and y(s), we note that the actual computations
required to check whether the inequality (7.4-4) holds are straightforward.
Of course, the problem of checking (7.4-4) is equivalent to one of checking
whether a polynomial r(. ) in roz is nonnegative for all CO.Procedures based
on Sturm’s theorem or the equivalent Routh test (see [1.1]and [12], respectively)
provide a check in a finite number of steps involving simple manipulations

of the coefficients of r(. ). For a survey of other tests, see [13].

Problem 7.4-1. Consider the system

‘=[: -:IX+W
Show that it is not possible to choose an optimal control law such that the closed-
100P poles are both ats = –~. Adj.rst the closed-loop poles until an optimal design
is achievable.

Problem 7.4-2. For the same system as Problem 7.4-1, show that it is never
possible to obtain complex closed-loop poles which are also optimal for some
quadratic performance index.

Problem 7.4-3, Consider the system

‘=E :IX+EIU
Show that closed-loop poles which are optimal for a quadratic performance index
must have a damping ratio of at least l/~.

Problem 7.4-4. Suppose that the control law u = k’x is optimal for the com-
pletely controllable system x? = Fx + gu, and the closed-loop system is asympto-
tically stable. Show that

[1]

I~[~i(F)l I < I~[~i(F + gk’)11.
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CHAPTER 8

ESr/MArOlt DES~GN

8.1 THE NATURE OF THE STATE ESTIMATION PROBLEM

The implementation of the optimal control laws discussed hitherto
depends on the states of the controlled plant being available for measurement.

Frequently, in practical situations, this will not be the case, and some artifice
to get around this problem is required. Before outlining the various
approaches that may be used, let us dismiss upon practical grounds one
theoretically attractive state estimation procedure.

Given a completely observable system, the state vector may be con-
structed from linear combinations of the output, input, and derivative of
these quantities, as we now show. Consider for simplicity a single-output
system: thus,

i= F’x+Gu (8.1-1)

y = h’x. (8.1-2)

Differentiation of (8. I-2) and substitution for i from (8.1-1) leads to

j – h’Gu = h’Fx. (8.1-3)

Differentiating again, and substituting again for ~, we get

~ – h’gti – h’Fgu = h’FZx. (8.1-4)

Continuing in this way, we can obtain a set of equations which maybe summed

145
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up as

or

~’ = ~’[h F’h . . . (F’)n-’h] (8.1-5)

with z’ a row vector, the entries of which consist of linear combinations of

Y, % and their derivatives.
Now one of the results concerning complete observability is that the

pair [F, H] is completely observable if and only if the matrix [H F’H . . .
(F’)”- ‘H] has rank n. (A demonstration that this result follows from one of

the earlier definitions given for complete observability is requested in Prob-

lem 8.1-1. See also Appendix B.) In the scalar output case, the matrix

[h F’h . . . (F’)’-’h] becomes square, and thus has rank n if and only if it is
nonsingular.

Therefore, with the system of (8. l-l) and (8.1-2) completely observable,
Eq. (8.1-5) implies that the entries of the state vector x are expressible as

linear combinations of the system output, input, and their derivatives.
From the strictly theoretical point of view, this idea for state estimation

works. From the practical point of view, it will not. The reason, of course,
is that the presence of noise in u and y will lead to vast errors in the com-

putation of x, because differentiation of u and y (and, therefore, of the asso-
ciated noise) is involved. This approach must thus be abandoned on practical
grounds.

However, it may be possible to use a slight modification of the preced-
ing idea, because it is possible to build “approximate” differentiators that
may magnify noise but not in an unbounded fashion. The rate gyro, normally
viewed as having a transfer function of the form Ks, in reality has a transfer
function of the form Kas/(s + a), where a is a large constant. Problem 8.1-2
asks the student to discuss how this transfer function might approximately

differentiate.

Generally speaking, a less ad hoc approach must be adopted to state
estimation. Let us start by stating two desirable properties of a state esti-
mator:

1. It should be a system of the form of Fig. 8.1-1, with inputs consisting
of the system input and output, and output x.(t) at time r, an on-
line estimate of x(t). This should allow implementation of the

(optimal) control law u = K’xa, according to the scheme of Fig. 8.1-2.
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Fig. 8.1-1 Desired structure of esti-
mator. e

Y
X= Fx+Gu, y=ti’X >

+

.

1

Xe ~
— K’ 4 Estimator

* J

Fig. 8.1-2 Useofestimator inimplementing a control law.

2. It should function inthepresence ofnoise. Preferably, it should be

possible to optimize the action of the estimator in a noisy environ-
ment—i.e., to ensure that the noise has the least possible effect when

the estimator is used in connection with controlling a system.

As we shall show, these properties are both more or less achievable. Esti-
mators designed to behave optimally in the presence of noise turn out to con-

sist of linear, finite-dimensional systems, if the system whose states are being
estimated is linear and finite-dimensional. Moreover, if the dimensions of the
system whose states are being estimated and the estimator are the same, and
if the system whose states are being estimated is time invariant and the
associated noise is stationary, the estimator is time invariant. Also, all these
properties hold irrespective of the number of inputs and outputs of the sys-
tem whose states are being estimated.

A further interesting property of such estimators is that their design is

independent of the associated optimal feedback law K’ shown in Fig. 8.1-2,
or of any performance index used to determine K’. Likewise, the determina-
tion of K’ is independent of the presence of noise, and certainly independent
of the particular noise statistics. Yet, use of the control law u = K’x~ turns
out to be not merely approximately optimal, but exactly optimal for a modi-

fied form of performance index. This point is discussed at length in Chapter
9, Sec. 9.4.

If satisfactory rather than optimal performance in the presence of noise
is acceptable, two simplifications can be made. First, the actual computa-
tional procedure for designing an estimator (at least for scalar output systems)
becomes far less complex. Second, it is possible to simplify the structure of the

estimator, if desired. In other words, the designer can stick with the same
estimator structure as is used for optimal estimators (although optimality
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is now lost], or he may opt for a simpler structure. In general, the estimator
with simpler structure is more noise prone. The nature of the structural
simplification is that the dimension of the estimator is lowered, by one for a
single-output system and sometimes by a larger number for a multiple-output
system.

Because they are simpler to understand, we shall discuss first those esti-

mators that are not designed on the basis of optimizing their behavior in the

presence of noise; this class of estimators may be divided into two subclasses,
consisting of those estimators with the same dimension as the system and
those with lower dimension. Then the class of estimators offering optimal

noise performance will be discussed. The next chapter will consider the use
of estimators in implementing control laws, and the various properties of the

associated plant controller arrangement.
One point to keep in mind is that the output of the estimator at time

1, xc(t), is normally an estimate rather than an exact replica of the system

state x(t), even when there is no noise present. In other words, no estimator
is normally perfectly accurate, and thus feedback laws using an estimate
rather than the true states will only approximate the ideal situation. Despite
this, little or no practical difficulty arises in controller design as a result of the
approximation.

Problem 8.1-1. We have earlier adopted the following definition: [F, H] is

completely observable if and only if H ‘eFIx~ ==O for all t implies X. = O. Show
that a necessary and sufficient condition for complete observability according to

this definition is that rank [zY F’H . . . (F’~- IH] = O. {Hint; Suppose that
H’eF’xO = O for all tand some nonzero XO. Show by differentiating and choosing

a specific t that x&[H F’H . . . (F’~- IH] = O. For the converse, suppose that
xlJH F’H -.. (F’~- ‘H] = O for some nonzero XO, and use the fact that
eF’ = cto(t)~+ a~(t)F+ ...+ CLn_~(t)F”-1 for certain scalar functions ai(t), to
conclude that H’e~’xO = O for all t.)

Problem 8.1-2. In what sense can the transfer function Ks be approximated
by the transfer function Kas/(s + a)? What is the significance of the size of a?
Discuss the effect of the noise with the two transfer functions (e.g., evaluate the
output spectra for one or two types of input noise spectra).

Problem 8.1-3. Show that the circuit of Fig. 8.1-3 can be used as an approxi-

mate differentiator. Discuss the effect of noise in ei.

0
I o Fig. 8.1-3 Circuit for problem 8,1.3.
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8.2 NONSTATISTICAL ESTIMATOR DESIGN WITH FULL

ESTIMATOR DIMENSION

In this section, we shall consider the design of estimators for systems of
the form

~=~x+G~ (8.2-1)

y = Hx. (8.2-2)

We shall assume that F, G, and H are time invariant, although it is possible

to extend the theory to time-varying systems. The estimators will be of the

general form

~~ = Fex, + Gl,u + Gz~y (8.2-3)

with F&of the same size as F. Equation (8.2-3) reflects the fact that the inputs

to the estimator are the input and output associated with Eqs. (8.2-1) and

(8.2-2), hereafter called the plant input and output. The estimator itself is a

linear, finite-dimensional, time-invariant system, the output of which is the

estimated state vector of the system.

Before we give a detailed statement specifying how to choose F., Cl ~,

and GZ., it is worthwhile to make two helpful observations:

1. It would be futile to think of constructing an estimator using (8.2-3) if
the plant equations (8.2-1) and (8.2-2) did not define a completely
observable pair [F, H], because lack of complete observability implies

the impossibility of determining, by any technique at all, the state of

the plant from the plant input and output.

2. One might expect the estimator to be a model for the plant, for sup-

pose that at some time tO, the plant state x(tO) and estimator state

xe(tO) were the same. Then the way to ensure that at some subsequent

time x,(t) will be the same as x(t) is to require that the estimator, in

fact, model the plant—i.e., that

ie = Fx. + Gu. (8.2-4)

Clearly, though, Eq. (8.2-4) is not satisfactory if x~(t,) and x(t,) are differ-

ent. What is required is some modification of (8.2-4) that reduces to (8.2-4)

if x,(tO) and x(tO) are the same, and otherwise tends to shrink the difference

between x.(t) and x(t) until they are effectively the same. Now we may ask

what measure we could physically construct of the difference between x=(t)

and x(t). Certainly there is no direct measure, but we do have available H’x,

and therefore we could physically construct H’[x=(r) — x(t)]. Hopefully, the
complete observability of the plant would ensure that, over a nonzero interval
of time, this quantity contained as much information as xJt) — x(t).
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These considerations suggest that instead of (8.2-4), we might aim for

i. = Fx, + GU + KZH’[~~ — ~] (8,2-5)

as an estimator equation. This scheme is shown in Fig. 8.2-1. The equation
has the property that if x and x. are the same at some time t,, then they
will be the same for all t z tO, the third term on the right-hand side being

zero for all t.Furthermore, it has the property that possible judicious selec-

tion of Kg—i.e., judicious introduction of a signal into the estimator reflecting
the difference between H’x,(z) and y(t) = H’x(t)—may ensure that the error

between x=(t) and x(t) becomes smaller as time advances. Let us now check

this latter possibility.

.

“:x

➤✿✿��✿✿✎ ✿✿✿✌
I

I i-

1
, Plant
L—_—. .— —___ __J I
~__. ––_____,

plant Model I
I I
I

411---~L .________J

Fig. 8.2-1 Estimator, illustrating plant model concept.

Subtracting (8.2-5) from (8.2-l), we find that

$(x – X,) = F(x – @ + &.~’(X – Xc)

= (F+ K&’)(X – X.)
(8.2-6). .

follows. Consequently, if the eigenvalues of (F + K=H’) have negative real

parts, x – x= approaches zero at a certain exponential rate, and x.(t) will
effectively track x(t) after a time interval determined by the eigenvalues of

F + K=H’.
Let us recapitulate. We postulated the availability of the input and output

of the plant defined by (8.2-1) and (8.2-2), together with complete observa-

bility of the plant. By rough arguments, we were led to examining the possi-
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,

bility of an estimator design of the form of Eq. (8.2-5), which may be rewritten

as

i, = (F + K. H’)x. + Gu — K.y. (8.2-7)

[Figure 8.2-2 shows how this equation can be implemented.] Then we were

able to conclude that if K= could be chosen so that the eigenvalues of

F + KgH’ had negative real parts, Equation (8.2-7) did, in fact, specify an

estimator, in the sense that x. — x approaches zero at some exponential rate.
Note that at this stage, we have not considered any questions relating to the
introduction of noise.

‘%-

+

w
Fig. 8.2-2 Estimator with minor simplification.

The natural question now arises: When can K, be found so that F +
K,H’ has arbitrary eigenvalues ? The answer is—precisely when the pair
[F, H] is completely observable! (The earliest statement of this result appears
to be in [1], but it or an equivalent result has since received wide exposure—

e.g., [2] through [4].) Therefore, aside from the computational details involved

in determining K,, and aside from checking the noise performance, we have
indicated one solution to the estimator problem.

The scheme of Fig. 8.2-1, earlier regarded as tentative, has now been
shown to constitute a valid estimator. The estimator is a model of the plant,
with the addition of a driving term reflecting the error between the plant out-

put y = HX and the variable H’x,, which has the effect of causing x= to
approach x. Figure 8.2-2 shows an alternative valid estimator representation
equivalent to that shown in Fig. 8.2-1. In this second figure, however, the

concept of the estimator as a model of the plant becomes somewhat sub-

merged.

Let us now consider the question of the effect of noise on estimator

operation. If

smoothed by

noise is associated with u and y, then inevitably it will be

the estimator; and if white noise is associated with either u or
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y (i.e., noise with a uniform power spectrum), the spectrum of the noise in

x. will fall away at high frequencies. In general, the amount of output noise

will depend on the choice of Kg, but the problem associated with passing noise

into a differentiator will never be encountered. The choice of K. also affects

the rate at which x= approaches x, because this rate is, in turn, governed by

the eigenvalues of F + KgH’. It might be thought that the best way to choose

K, would be to ensure that the eigenvalues of F + K~H’ had real parts as
negative as possible, so that the approach of x. to x would be as rapid as

possible. This is so, with one proviso. As the eigenvalues of F + K~H’ get
further into the left half-plane, the effective bandwidth of the estimator could
be expected to increase, and, accordingly, the noise in xc due to noise in u

and y could be expected to increase. Therefore, noise will set an upper limit
on the speed with which X. might approach x. The situation with using differ-

entiation to estimate x is that the noise becomes infinite, with the estimation

time infinitesimally small. The use of estimators of the form just described
is aimed at trading off speed of estimation against minimization of loss of

performance due to noise. The optimal estimators of Sec. 8.4 essentially
achieve the best compromise.

In the remainder of this section, we shall discuss the problem of comput-

ing K.. In the next chapter, we shall return to the investigation of the perfor-
mance of the estimator in an optimal control system, and to minor variants

of it.
We shall first discuss the question of computing K. for a single-output

system. In this case, K. becomes a vector, and will accordingly be denoted by

k.. The problem of finding k. to produce arbitrary eigenvalues for the matrix
F + k~h’ is easy if F and h have

[

00.

10.

01.
F=

. . .

. .

00.

the following form:

O –al

O –az

O –a,

1
A=

. .

. .

1 –an J

for if I& = [,%,= k,, . . . kfl,], it follows that

F + keh’ =

[i

o

0

0
,

1

00. . 0 –(al – k,.]

10. . 0 –(a, – kJ

01. 0 0 –(a, – k,,)

. . .

. . . .

00. . 1 –(a. – kn.)

(8.2-8)

(8.2-9)
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and

det [s1 – (F+ k.h’)] = s“ + (am– km,)sn-’ + . . . + (al – kl,),

(8.2-10)

as may easily be shown. Now specification of the eigenvalues of F + keh’

is equivalent to specification of the characteristic polynomial of F + k,h’,
or, equivalently, the coefficients Ui — kic in (8.2-10). Therefore, with the ai
known and the coefficients a, – ki~ specified, the vector k= is immediately

determined.
When F and h are not in the form just shown, it is necessary to trans-

form them into this form via an appropriate basis change, to choose a k.
in this new basis, and then to determine the k, in the old basis. In precise

terms, we define the matrix

1

azaj. .anl-

ajad. an10

T=”””-
00

an . . . .

anl O...

10 ...0

h’ -

h’F

A1$’2

hlFn-l
—

(8.2-11)

where s“ + ans*-l + . . . + a, is the characteristic polynomial of F.

Recall that the matrix [h F’h . . . (F’)’-’h] has rank n if and only if

[F, h] is completely observable. Therefore, the matrix T of (8.2-1 1) is non-
singular if and only if [F, h] k completely observable.

The significance of T is that, as we shall show,

fi=TF-=~~~~~=-=~).

(8.2-12)

Accordingly, if ~, is determined so that ~ + ~.~’ has desired eigenvalues

(as is easy to do), it follows that with

k. = T-~~~ (8.2-13)

the matrix F + k,h’ has the same eigenvtdues.
To verify the claim concerning the structure of ~ and ~, we follow an

idea of Tuel [5] applied originally to completely controllable systems. Define
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the row vectors t’,, t;,....t:sequentially through

t; = h’

tj = t~.+lF + ai+lh’ i<n.

Observe that

t~F = t~F2 + azh’F

= t~F3 -t aBh’F2 + azh’F
.
.

= t&” + am.lh’p-’ + . . . + azh’F

= A’[F” +an_lF’-l + ..- +azF]

or

t’lF = —alh’ (8.2-15)

on using the fact that F satisfies its characteristic equation. Now,

Ch. 8

(8.2-14)

[

00 ..0

10 ..0

01 ..0

. . .

. . . .

where we have made use of Eqs. (8.2-14) and (8.2-15). Also,

Therefore, with

-11
t’,

t;

t;
— F

t;

(8.2-16)

Eqs. (8.2-12) follow, with ~ and fi possessing the desired structure. Using the

definitions (8.2-14), it is also straightforward to verify that T has the form of

Eq. (8.2-11).
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Let us now consider a simple example. Suppose we are given the plant

equations

‘=G:IX+NU (8,2-17)

y=[2 –l]X

which describe a second-order system with transfer function (s + 1)/s(.s – 1).
We shall provide an estimator design such that the eigenvalues of F + /c@/z’

are both at —10. Then x — x= will decay as fast as e-10’. First, the matrix
T must be found which will take F and h into the special format of Eq.

(8.2-12). We have det (sZ – F) = .s2 – s, and therefore, from Eq. (8.2-11),

‘=[-ix ‘:1

01

[1‘2–1”

Also,

[1

T-l=++.

10

Then

‘=TFT-’=FO ‘= F]’

and therefore,

[1

–100
k==

– 21

so that

[1

o –loo
@ + lei’ =

1 -20
has two eigenvalues of – 10. Then,

[1k. = T-’~, = – 60”5 .
– 100

Using (8.2-7), we find the estimator equation to be

One interesting conclusion from this equation is that apparently noise asso-

ciated with the output measurements y will have a significantly greater effect

in terms of introducing noise into x. than will noise in the input measurement

u.
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We now turn to a discussion of estimator design for multiple-output
plants. The computational procedure leading to selection of a matrix K=

such that F + K,H’ has arbitrary eigenvalues for a multiple output plant is
exceedingly involved, and will not be studied in generality here. Discussion

may be found in [1] through [4] and [6] through [8].

However, there are two classes of multiple output systems where the

preceding theory is sufficient. The first class consists of those multiple-output

systems for which the state vector is observable from one output alone—
i.e., if hi is the ith column of the H matrix, [F, Li] is completely observable for
one i. Observer design then can proceed using the scalar output variable
h’x and disregarding the other components of the output. One would expect
this to be far from optimal in a noisy situation, since information is being
thrown away in estimating the state variable.

The second class of plants are those made up of a cascade of small plants.
Frequently in practice, various elements of an overall system may be indivi-

dually distinguishable, and the system will have the general form of Fig.

8.2-3, where for convenience we have indicated the individual small plants by

transfer functions Wi(s) rather than by state-space equations. The overall
plant transfer function is w(s) = ~ w,(s).

i

Fig. 8.2-3 Cascade of small plants providing a large plant.

One way to carry out state estimation in this case is to use a number
of small estimators, call them El, Ez, . . . . E,, with estimator E, estimating
the states of the small plant with transfer function w,(s). Estimator E, is,
of course, driven by the input and output of Wi(s), and will have the same
dimension (when viewed as a linear system) as does w,. Figure 8.2-4 shows the
composite estimation scheme. Evidently, the dimension of the overall esti-
mator is the sum of the dimensions of the individual Wi(s) plants.

It may be felt that there is nothing to gain by using the scheme of Fig.
8.2-4 instead of that in Fig. 8.2-5, where the overall plant input and output
alone are used to drive an estimator. After all, nothing is saved in terms of the

overall estimator dimension by using the scheme of Fig. 8.2-4. There are

actually several reasons. First, one or more of the Wj(,s) may be such that

there is a pole-zero cancellation between two or more of the Wi(s). In this

instance, it may not be true that measurement of the overall plant output alone

will allow observation of all the states—i.e., if a composite F matrix and h

vector are formed for the whole plant, the pair [F, h] may not be completely

observable. Second, the noise properties associated with the first scheme may

be better, if only because more information is being used than in the scheme
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States of 1
~

w,(s)

1:
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1:1
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Fig. 8.2-4 Estimator for the scheme of Fig. 8.2-3.

~ W1(S) ~ W2(S) . . . ~ w,(s)

States of

all small

1:.

E

. :plants

Fig. 8.2-5 Alternative estimation scheme.

of Fig. 8.2-5, where some is actually being discarded. It would be intuitively
reasonable to suppose that if there were almost, but not quite, a pole-zero

cancellation between two of the small plants, the estimator of Fig. 8.2-5

would be especially susceptible to noise. Third, depending on the physical

devices used to implement the estimators, it may be easier to construct the

individual low-order estimators of Fig. 8.2-4 than the single high-order one
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of Fig. 8.2-5.Fourth, if any of the small plants have transfer functions of the

form al /(.s + /71) or (s + a,)/(s + jll), estimation of the state can be imme-
diately achieved, since in the case of the first form, the state is the output
(or an appropriate multiple), and in the case of the second form, the state is
a linear combination of the input and output. Accordingly, there is reduction

in the complexity of the associated estimator. Finally, we shall show in the

next chapter that if all we really require is k’xt rather than x., in order, say,

to implement a feedback law, the scheme of Fig. 8.2-4 allows further drastic
simplification in that the set of estimators Ei may be replaced by a single

estimator with the same number of inputs as shown, with output k’x., and

with dimension equal to the greatest of the dimensions of the Ei. This is an

extremely powerful argument in favor of the estimator arrangement of Fig.
8,2-4 (or, at least, a modification of it) as opposed to the estimator of Fig.
8.2-5.

It is interesting to note that the scheme of [9] for estimation of the state
of a multiple-output system relies on representing the system in a certain sense
as a cascade of smaller subsystems, the inputs and outputs of which are all

available for measurement.

We remarked earlier that it is impossible to estimate all the states of a

plant that are not observable. However, in general, it is still possible to estimate
the observable components of the states of such a plant; if the unobservable
components decay extremely fast, this partial estimation may be adequate.

Problem 8.2-3 asks for an examination of estimator design in these circum-
stances.

Problem 8.2-1: For the system (8.2-17), design a state estimator such that
F + k.h’ has two eigenvalues of –5.

Problem 8.2-2: Design an estimator for

.=[-: _;]x+[:]u
y=[l O]x.

Problem 8.2-3: If a system is not completely observable, by a coordinate
basis change it may be put into the form

y = [m o] x,

where [Fl,, HI] is completely observable, see Appendix B. Show how to estimate

certain of the components of x, and show why it is impossible to estimate the

remainder.
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Problem 8.2-4: Devise a computational procedure for estimator design for

the following system

~=

‘oo–loooo-

10–30000

01–30000

41 9000–1

[

21 3100–4

00 0010–6

11 lool–4_

[0 o 100007

x+

-1

1
2

3

lU

1

2

.1

‘=l_o O 0 0 0 0 I]x”
[Hint: Examine K= of the form

[

~,=alboooo
e

ooodcl$~ 1
where the Greek letters denote elements that are, in general, nonzero.]

Problem 8.2-5: Consider the scheme of Fig. 8.2-6. Write down state-space

equations for the individual blocks, and design a state estimator assuming availabil-
ityy of the signals labeled y ~ and yz. Discuss the sit uat ion where u and Y2 alone are

available.

-T-r
Y, Y~

Fig. 8.2-6 system for probIem 8.2-5.

8.3 NONSTATISTICAL ESTIMATOR DESIGN WITH

REDUCED ESTIMATOR DYNAMICS

Our aim in this section is similar to that of the previous section, with a

few modifications. We assume that a plant is given with the following equa-

tions:

i= Fx+Gu (8.3-1)

y = H’x (8.3-2)
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with F, G, and H constant. We seek a system of the form

@ = Few + Gl=u + Gz, y (8.3-3)

where F, has lower dimension than F; the vector w(t) is required to have the

property that from it and y(t),a state estimate x,(t) can be constructed with

x(t) — xc(t) approaching zero at an arbitrarily fast exponential rate. Notice

that we have required xc(t)to depend on the values taken by w and y at time
t alone—i.e., we require x.(t) to be a memoryfess transformation (indeed, as

it turns out, a linear transformation) of w(t) and y(t). The general arrangement

is shown in Fig. 8.3-1.

u Y
+ i= Fx+Gu, y=H’x

w
+ w = Few + G,eu + r&.y

‘e Linear

~ Transformation
Y

Fig. 8.3-1 General structure of the Luenberger estimator.

Estimators of this variety were first described in [10] by Luenberger for

the scalar output case; then the multiple-output case was given in [9].
For single-output systems, the idea suggesting that a reduction in estimator

order might be possible is a very simple one: In an appropriate coordinate

basis, the plant output constitutes one entry of the state vector. Therefore, if

the state vector is an n vector, only (n — 1) components really need be esti-
mated. The generalization for multiple-output systems is also not difficult
to understand: If there are r independent outputs, then, plausibly, these can
be used to deduce r components of the state vector when an appropriate
coordinate basis is used, leaving (n — r) components to be estimated. It
then becomes possible, although by no means obvious, to estimate these

remaining (n — r) components with an (n — r)-dimensional system. The

difficulty lies in translating these somewhat imprecise notions into an effec-

tive computational scheme.

Most of our discussion will be restricted to single-output systems.

Here, if the plant dimension is n, the estimator dimension is (n – 1). As

explained in the last section, the assumption that the plant is observable is
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vital. Thus, we suppose that (8.3-2) is replaced by y=h’x, with [F, /z] a

completely observable pair.

We shall now deduce some desirable properties of the estimator, fol-

lowing which a computational procedure for estimator design will be given.

Without specifically writing down a coordinate basis change, we can conceive

a basis change that will have the property that y is the last entry of the state

vector x in the new coordinate basis. That is,

y=[o o .-. 0 l]X. (8.3-4)

With an overbar denoting the deletion of the last row of a vector or matrix,
we can then write the plant equations as

where the F matrix of the plant has been partitioned conformably with
the partitioning of x, and where x. is actually y. The matrix F, appearing in

(8.3-5) is a submatrix of F, and later appears in the estimator equation.

An estimator of the sort given in the previous section would have an

equation of the form

where k, k chosen so that F + k<h’ has desired eigenvalues. If, however,
Xn is known to be y, there is no point in including a further estimation of

x. using Xn,, and the last row of (8.3-6) might just as well be deleted. In making

this deletion, observe also what happens to the last term of the right side of

(8.3-6): h’xe is just Xne,which is taken to be y from the start. Thus, this term
disappears, and we are left with

In reducing the dimension of the estimator equations, we have unfor-

tunately lost the effect of the feedback term ke[h’xe — y] of the full-order
estimator (8.3-6), which, it will be recalled, served to define the rate at which
the state estimate converged. Equation (8.3-7), the (n — l)th order estimator,

has no gain vectors, such as k=, that might be adjusted to set the rate of con-

vergence. However, the matrix F, is adjustable, as we shall note subsequently,

and we can easily see that this adjustment provides a tool for successful

estimator design. Let us consider the convergence properties of the estimator

of (8.3-7); deletion of the last row of (8.3-5) yields

l= F=x+~y +&. (8.3-8)
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Subtracting (8.3-7) from (8.3-8)

-$(x

Ch, 8

yields

xc) = F=(,7 – Xc). (8.3-9)

Consequently, all convergence properties are summed up by the eigen-

values of F,. Hence, if a coordinate basis is found with the properties that

(1) y is identical with the last entry of x, and (2) that the (n – 1) x (n -- 1)

top left submatrix F. of the F matrix has arbitrary eigenvalues (even though,
of course, the eigenvalues of the F matrix are invariant with coordinate

basis change), then we can successfully design an estimator.

In the remainder of this section, we shall discuss a computational

procedure leading to a coordinate basis with the desired properties. The
computational procedure to be presented amounts to revealing an appropriate
change of coordinate basis. To illustrate how the change of basis is derived,
we shall, in fact, describe two successive basis changes, each of which indi-
vidually has some significance. In actual practice, the two basis changes can
be replaced by a single one.

We start with the completely observable plant of (8.3-1) and (8.3-2),
save that H’ is a row vector h’. We do not yet assume that h’ = [0 O . . .
0 1] or that the top left-hand (n – 1) x (n – 1) submatrix of F has certain

desired eigenvalues.
First, with det (s1 – F) = s“ + ansn- 1 + . . . + al, define

[ II 1
azaq. .aalh’

a~a~. anl Oh’F
hrFZ

T,=”””” (8.3-10)
an . . . . .

a~lO....

. . . 0 //~-l

This matrix is nonsingular, because [F, h] is completely observable; further-

more, T1 has the property established in the last section that

=“’’’=1:!:::; [1

1 0

2 0

3 0
h, = (T:’)’~ = .

II 1

(8.3-11)

We also define G, = T,G, but the precise form of this matrix is of no interest.
Now suppose that the estimator dynamics have been specified, in
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terms of the eigenvalues of a matrix F., not yet defined to be a submatrix of
F. These eigenvalues govern the rate at which x. approaches x. Let the charac-
teristic polynomial of f’., which is of degree (n – 1) and not n, be det (sZ – F,)
= ~n-~ + ~n.l$n-~ + . . . + al. Define

i

10. . 0 –al

01. ~ o –a2
1

T,=”””””.

I
.. ..
00. - 1 –G&,

00..01 “1

Then it is readily verified that

[

10. .ocq -

01. .Oaz

and

T;l = ““”””

. . . . .

00. . 1 an-.,

Lo

F, = T, FIT~l =

). -01

“OO..–(%l

lo. .–a,

01..–ct,

. . .

1. . . .
00 ..1

where the bl are entries of a vector b given by

b=

Also,

“o

a,

a21—an-,

—

a,

az

aj

an_,

Lo

(8.3-12)

(8.3-13)

I
b,

bz

b,
(8.3-14)

bn

an-, — aJ. (8.3-15)

fij=h’,T~l ==[0 O . . 0 1], (8.3-16)

which guarantees that y is the last entry of the state vector. Again, we can

define G, = T=G,.
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The preceding transformations may be interpreted as follows. We
started with the plant equations

i= Fx+Gu y == A’x. (8.3-17)

By setting Xz = T2T1X, where TZT, is a nonsingular matrix, we obtained
new plant equations

.iZ = Fzxz + Gzu y = h~xz, (8.3-18)

where Fz and h2 have the special structures depicted.
Let us temporarily focus now on the problem of estimating X2. [Clearly,

if we have an estimate Xz, of Xz, then X4= (TIT1 )- ]Xz, will be an estimate of

x, approaching x at the same exponential rate as xz~ approaches Xz.] We

observe that

[1X2,
x2==

Y

may be derived from the (n — I)-dimensional system

2 ~. = Fexz, + hy + ~zl.f

where F, is obtained by deleting the last row and column

oo - .o–ct -
lo- . 0 –ct2

01. . 0 –a,

. . . . .

(8.3-19)

(8.3-20)

of Fz. That is,

(8.3-21)

!.. ..
00. . 1 –fxfl_, _

This follows from our earlier discussion; the structure of F, given in (8.3-14)
and the first of Eqs. (8.3-18) guarantee that Xz satisfies the same differential

equations as % and, accordingly, that their difference satisfies

$ (x, – ~,.) = F.(x, – 1,,). (8.3-22)

The matrix F. is the transpose of a companion matrix, and has eigenvalues
which are the zeros Of S“- 1 + Un_ ,s”-2 + . . . + al. Accordingly, the state

estimate X2. converges to X2 at the desired rate.

To summarize the computations in the precediv~ scheme, we can list

the following steps:

1. Compute the characteristic polynomial of F; form the matrix T, of
Eq. (8.3-10). Decide on desired estimator dynamics and form the poly-
nomial s“-’ + an_ls”-2 + . . . + &,, whose roots govern the rate at

which x – Xz approaches zero. Construct the matrix T2 of (8.3-12),

and transform this coordinate basis, setting F2 = TZT, FT; 1T~’, etc.
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2. The matrix Fz will have the form of Eq. (8.3-14). By appropriate

partitioning, construct the matrix F,, consisting of the first (n – 1)

rows and columns of F, and the vector b, the last column of F except

for the last element. Define ~z as Cl less its last row.
3. Use F,, b, and ~, to implement Eq. (8.3-20). Obtain Xz=as

[1

.Y2e

Y

and x, as (TZTI)-’XZ,.

Figure 8.3-2 shows the detailed estimator structure.

I

GWf--l&‘2e*sEY--+
Fe

Fig. 8.3-2 Detailed structure of the single-output Luenberger
estimator.

Let us now consider a simple example. Suppose we are given the plant
equations

y = [2 –l]X.

In the last section, we found that with

[101‘r, -=
2–1’

we had

[100 [1

o
F1 == TIFT; l =

11
h, ==(~-’)’h =

1“
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Also,

[1

1
g, = Tlg=

1’

There is only one eigenvalue to specify for the matrix F.. Suppose we take it

at – 10. Then

which leads to

ri

[1

1 –lo
Tz = ,

}10

11’ F~T2FT1’’=[-1: “3

[1

o
h, = (T; ’) ’h, =

1

and

g, = T, gl

From (8.3-14), the equation for x,. is

22. = –lox,.

and

X= = (TzT1)-]xzg

--[ 1–9—
1“

–lloy–9u

‘1 ?T”l”

Note that the calculation of F,, g,, and h, is not, in fact, necessary. It is suffi-

cient to find T1 and Tz, and proceed straight to F,, etc., via F, = T2T1FT~ ‘T;].
The plant and estimator are shown in Fig. 8.3-3.

We shall now give an incomplete discussion of estimators for multiple-
output plants. A complete discussion can be found in [9]. Even if the plant
states are observable from one of a number of outputs, it is preferable not to
employ an observer using just this one output, on the grounds that if more
output components are used, the dimension of the estimator can be lowered.
In general, if there are r independent outputs, the estimator need only be of

dimension n – r, and the greater the number of outputs available, the less
the dimension of the estimator.

The case of a plant composed of a cascade of smaller plants, with the
output of each smaller plant available, is easy to consider using the theory
for single-output plants. Thus, consider the arrangement of Fig. 8.3-4, where
nr is the dimension of the small plant i. Estimation of the overall plant state

may be broken up into estimation of the states of a number of scalar output
plants, the estimator for the small plant i being of dimension ni — 1. Con-

sequently, the overall estimator dimension is ~ (ni) — r—i.e., r less than the
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rp:n:– – ——_ ___
7

“1+
x(l)

I
I +

I

I

L_ —— ____I ———--q
r .— _ ___ ——_ ___ __

I

+

;

/ Estimator
-—_—_ _____ ——_ ___ —— 1

Fig. 8.3-3 Second order plant exmple with estimator.

Small Small

: ~ :@

Small
Plant 1 Plant 2 . . . Plant r

nl nz n,

Estimator 1 Estimator 2
. . . . .

nl-l
Estimator r

nz- 1 n,- I

Fig. 8.3-4 State estimation foraspecial multiple-output plant.

dimension of the overall plant—which may represent a substantial saving in

complexity.
A1l the reasons listed in the last section in favor of estimating this way,

rather than using merely the overall plant input and output, are applicable

here. In addition, the complexity of the estimator in this case is simpler.

In the next chapter, we shall discuss how further simplification again of the

estimator structure may be achieved when all that is required is a linear func-

tion k’xc of the components of the state estimator, rather thao all components

separately.

We now give qualitative comments on the effect of noise in the Luen-
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berger estimator. As for the estimators of the last section, it will be noise that
limits the extent to which the eigenvalues of F= can be made negative, i.e.,

the rapidity with which x. will approach x. But there is a second factor pre-
sent in the estimator of this section which is absent in those of the last sec-

tion. Suppose the plant output y includes white noise. Using the scheme of
the last section, the resulting noise in x, is bandlimited, essentially because

there is always integration between y and x,. This is not the case with the

estimators of this section: To be sure, there will be bandlimited noise in x,
arising from white noise in y, but there will also be white noise in x. arising

from that in y, because x, is partly determined by a memoryless trans-
formation on y. Consequently, one might expect the performance of the

estimators of this section to be worse than those of the previous section in a

noisy environment.

Problem 8.3-1: Consider the scheme of Fig. 8.3-5. Write down state-space

equations for the individual blocks, and design a Luenberger state estimator assum-
ing availability y of the signak YI and YZ.

t +
Y, Y2

Fig. 8.3-5 Plant for Problem 8.3-I.

Problem 8.3-2: Design a Luenberger estimator for

y = [1 1 2]’.

Problem 8.3-3: Consider the plant

‘=[-:-2X+D
y = [1 0]’

and assume that associated with y is white noise, i.e., noise with power spectral
density S(co) = a. Design a Luenberger estimator with the F. matrix equal to – ~
for a positive constant ct. Compute the spectral density of noise in both components

of x. as a function of ct. [Hint:Obtain the transfer functions relating y to each com-

ponent of x.. If these are tl (j~) and t2( jco), the spectral density of the noise in the
components is a I tl(jco) 12and o I tz(jw) 12.]
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Problem 8.3-4: Repeat Problem 8.3-3, with the replacement of the Luen-

berger estimator by a second-order estimator with F + /r@h’possessing two eigen-

values at –(x. Compare the resulting noise densities with those of Problem 8.3-3.

8.4 STATISTICAL ESTIMATOR DESIGN (THE

KALMAN-BUCY FILTER)

In this section, we touch upon an enormous body of knowledge perhaps

best described by the term “filtering theory.” Much of this theory is sum-
marized in the two books [11] and [12]. The particular material covered here

is discussed in the important paper [13], although to carry out certain computa-
tions, we make use of a method discussed in [14] and [15].

Broadly speaking, we shall attempt to take quantitative consideration of

the noise associated with measurements on a plant when designing an esti-
mator. This means that the design of the estimator depends on probabilistic
data concerning the noise. We shall also aim at building the best possible
estimator, where by “best possible” we mean roughly the estimator whose
output is closest to what it should be, despite the noise. In other words,

we shall be attempting to solve an optimal altering, as distinct from optimal

control, problem.
We warn the reader in advance of two things:

1. The treatment we shall give will omit many insights, side remarks,

etc., in the interests of confining the discussion to a reasonable length.
2. The discussion will omit some details of mathematical rigor. We

shall perform integration operations with integrands involving random
variables, and the various operations, although certainly valid for
deterministic variables, need to be proved to be valid for random vari-
ables. However, we shall omit these proofs. Moreover, we shall inter-
change integration and expectation operations without verifying that

the interchanges are permissible.

In outline, we shall first describe the optimal estimation or filtering prob-
lem—i.e., we shall describe the systems considered, the associated noise sta-
tistics, and a specific estimation task. Then, by the introduction of new

variables, we shall convert the filtering problem into a deterministic optimal
regulator problem, of the sort we have been discussing all through this book.
The solution of this regulator problem will then yield a mathematical solution
of the filtering problem. A technique for physical implementation of the solu-

tion will then be found, leading to an estimator structure of the same form as

that considered in Sec. 8.2, except that noise is present at certain points in

the plant, and as a consequence in the estimator, see Fig. 8.4-1. (The figure
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u Y

+

G(t)

r“

+-

Fig. 8.4-1 Structure of optimal estimator.

does not show the structure of the plant, which is assumed to be of the stand-

ard form 2 = Fx + Gu, y = Hx, with additional terms in these equations
representing noise, to be indicated precisely later.)

Since the structures of the optimal estimator and the estimator of Sec.

8.2 are the same, we can regard the present section as describing a technique
for optimally designing one of the estimators of Sec. 8.2. The computations
required for optimal design are a good deal more involved than those for the
earlier design for a time-invariant single-output plant. However, for a mul-
tiple-output plant it is possible that the calculations to be presented here might
even be simpler than the appropriate multiple-output plant generalization
of the calculations of Sec. 8.2. The calculations here also extend to time-
varying plants.

Description of plants and noise statistics. The plants we shall consider

are of the form

dX(t) – F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t) +@)——
dt

(8.4-1)

y(t) = H’(t)x(t)+ w(t). (8.4-2)

Here, v(t)and w(t) represent noise terms, which will be explained shortly.
The dependence of F, G, and H on t,indicated in the equations, is to emphasize
that, at least for the moment, these quantities are not necessarily time inva-

riant. However, for infinite-time interval problems, which are considered

later, we shall specialize to the time-invariant case. Without further comment,

we assume that the entries of F( .), G(o), and H(. ) are all continuous. There
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is no restriction on the dimensions of u and yin these equations, and the sub-

sequent calculations will not, in fact, be simplified significantly by an assump-
tion that either u or y is scalar.

The properties of the noise terms will now be discussed. First note that
the model of (8.4-1) and (8.4-2) assumes additive noise only, and it also assumes
that noise is injected at only two points (see Fig. 8.4-2). The latter restriction

is not so severe as might at first appear. Thus, e.g., any noise entering with

u(t) [and passing through the G(t) block] is equivalent to some other noise
entering at the same point as v(t).

v(t) w(t)

u(t)

+

w
Fig. 8.4-2 Plant with additive noise.

In the case of both o(t) and w(z), the noise is assumed to be white, gaus-
sian, and to have zero mean. The first property implies that it is uncorrelated

from instant to instant; if it were also stationary, it would have a constant
power spectrum. The second property implies that all probabilistic informa-
tion about the noise is summed up in the covariance of the noise—viz.,
E[v(t)v’(~)] for v(t) and likewise for w(r), This convenient mathematical
assumption is fortunately not without physical basis, for many naturally
occurring noise processes are, indeed, gaussian, and such processes normally
have zero mean. Therefore, in mathematical terms,

E[o(t)w’(z)] = Q(t)J(t – ~) E[o(t)] = O (8.4-3)

EIW(I)W’(7)]= R(t)a(t – ?) E[w(t)] = o (8.4-4)

for some matrices Q(.) and R(.), which we assume without further comment
to have all entries continuous. The presence of the d(t — ~) term guarantees
the whiteness property. Precisely because the quantities on the left sides of
(8.4-3) and (8.4-4) are covariances, the matrices Q(l) and R(l) must be
symmetric and nonnegative definite. But we shall make the additional assump-
tion that R(t) is positive definite for all t.If this were not the case, there would
be some linear combination of the outputs that was entirely noise free. Then,
in an appropriate coordinate basis, one entry of the state vector would be

known without filtering. As a result, the optimal estimator would not have

the structure of Fig. 8.4-1 and a different optimal estimator design procedure
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would be required. We shall omit consideration of this difficult problem here;
the interested reader should consult reference [16].

Because it is often the case physically, we shall assume that the noise

processes v(t) and w(t) are independent. This means that

E[’u(t)w’(t)] == o for all tand z. (&4-5)

The final assumptions concern the initial state of (8.4-1). State estimation
is assumed to commence at some time t~,which may be minus infinity or

may be finite. It is necessary to assume something about the state x(tO), and
the assumptions that prove of use are that X(IO)is a gaussian random variable,

of mean m, and covariance PO—i.e.,

E{[x(to) – m][x(to) – m]’} = P, E[x(tO)] = m. (8.4-6)

Furthermore, x(t,) is independent of o(t) and w(l)-i.e.,

E[x(to)ff’(t)] = l?[x(to)w’(t)] = o for all t. (8.4-7)

Notice that the case where x(t,) has a known (deterministic) value is included:
If PO = O, then x(t,) = m, rather than just ,E[x(tO)] == m.

Let us now summarize the plant and noise descriptions.

ASSUMPTION8.4-1.
1. The plant is described by the equations (8.4-1) and (8.4-2).

2. The noise processes v(t)and w(t) are white, gaussian, of zero mean,

are independent, and have known covariances [see Eqs. (8.4-3),
(8.4-4), and (8.4-5)]. The matrix R(t) in (8.4-4) is nonsingular.

3. The initial state of the plant is a gaussian random variable, of known

mean and covariance [Eq. (8.4-6)]. It is independent of v(t) and w(t)
[see Eq. (8.4-7)].

Notice that an assumption of complete observability of the plant has
not been made. Such will be made later in considering infinite-time problems.

Although all the assumptions made often have some physical validity,
there will undoubtedly be many occasions when this is not the case. Many
associated extensions of the preceding problem formulation have, in fact,

been considered, and optimal estimators derived, but to consider these would
be to go well beyond the scope of this book.

Statement of the optimal estimation problem. We shall now define the
precise task of estimation. The information at our disposal consists of the
plant input u(t) and output y(t)for to< t< t,,and the probabilistic
descriptions of x(tO), v(t), and w(t). To obtain a first solution to the estimation

problem, it proves convenient to make two temporary simplifications.

TEMPORARYASSUMPTION8.4-2. The external input to the plant u(i) is iden-
tically zero, and the mean m of the initial state x(tO) is zero.
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and

TEMPORARYASSUMPTION8.4-3. The initial time t, is finite.

These assumptions will be removed when we have derived the optimal
estimator for the special case implicit in the assumptions. With Temporary

Assumptions 8.4-2 and 8.4-3 in force, the data at our disposal is simply the

plant output y(t) for tO < t< t,,and our knowledge of the covariances of
v(.), w(.), and x(tO).

Now, since x(t, ) is a vector, it is convenient to regard the problem of

its estimation as a problem of estimating separately each of its components.
Therefore, we shall consider the estimation of b’x(tl),where b is an arbitrary

constant vector. Special choices of 6, of course, lead to estimates of the various
components of x(t~).The sort of estimate for which we shall aim is a minimum
variance estimate—i.e., we want to construct from a measurement of y(t),

to< t< t~,a certain number, call it ~, such that

E[b’x(t, ) – /3]’

is minimum. Then ~ is the minimum variance estimate of b’x(t ~). It turns out

that because all the random processes and variables are gaussian, and have
zero mean, the number ~ can be derived by linear operations on y(t), tO < t

< tl—i.e., there exists some function s(t; b, tl ), tO < t ~ tl such that

(This is a deep result which we shall not prove here.) The introduction of
S(. ; b, t,) now allows the following formal statement of the optimal estima-
tion problem.

Optimal estimation problem. Given the plant of Eqs. (8.4-1) and (8.4-2),
suppose that Assumptions 8.4-1, 8.4-2, and 8.4-3 hold. Then, for fixed
but arbitrary values of b and t,~ to> – W, find a vector function of
time s(t;b, tl), tO s ts tl, of the same dimension as y(t),such that

{[ 1}
E b’x(tl) – f’ s’(t; b, tl)y(t) dt 2

to

is minimized, the expectation being over all possible realizations of the

two noise processes and over the random variable x(tO). [A minimum
variance estimate of b’x(t, ) is then provided by ~~:s’(t;b, t ~)y(t) dt].

A further problem is to state how this estimate might be physically

implemented to produce an on-line estimate X,(tl) at time t,of x(t~),which
is continuously updated, rather than a single estimate of the scalar random

variable b’x(tl) for fixed b and t~.
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Without further comment, we shall use the notation s(t) and s(.) as shorthand
for s(t; b, t,) and s(. ; b, tl), provided no ambiguity occurs.

At this stage, let us pause to review what we have done so far, and what

we shall do in the next part of this section. Thus far, we have accomplished

the following:

1.

2.

3.

In the

1.

2.

3.

4.
5.

We have described the plants considered, together with the noise
associated with the plants.

We have posed a problem of estimating a particular linear com-
bination of the entries of the state vector at a particular time [i.e.,

b’x(tl) for fixed 6 and t,],using input and output measurements till

tl.The estimate is to be a minimum variance one.

We have posed the problem of constructing a device which at every
time tlwill produce an estimate of ,x(tI),rather than b’x(t ~). That is,
we have posed the problem of constructing an on-line estimate of
X(tl).

remainder of this section, we shall do the following:

We shall show how the first of the preceding optimal estimation
problems can be reformulated as an optimal control problem. We

caution the reader that the existence of such a reformulation is probably

not intuitively reasonable, and the parameters appearing in the regulator

problem are only suggested by hindsight. Therefore, the reader will

have to suppress such natural questions as “Why pick such-and-such
set of system equations ?“ and remind himself that the justification
for the choice of such-and-such system equation lies in the fact that
it works, somewhat surprisingly.
Using the optimal regulator problem reformulation, and our knowl-
edge of the general regulator problem solution, we shall solve the
specific optimal regulator problem.
Next, we shall do a natural thing—use the solution of the regulator

problem to write down a solution of the optimal estimation problem
associated with estimating b’x(tl ) for specific b and tl.

We shall then show how to obtain an estimate of X(tl ) on line.
Elimination of restrictive assumptions, examples, and some exten-. .
sions will then follow.

Reformulation of the optimal estimation problem as an optimal regulator

problem. To carry through the reformulation, we introduce a new vector
function of time r(.), of the same dimension as x(.). This function is defined

from S(.) via the equation

$ r(t) = – F’(t)r(t) + H(t)s(t) r(tl) = b. (8.4-8)

Observe that Eq. (8.4-8) has the same form as the equation i = Fx + Gu,
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with prescribed boundary condition x(tO), except that we shall be interested
in the solutions of (8.4-8) for t S ZI rather than for t > tl.

We shall now rewrite E[b’x(tl)– fj:s’(t)y(t)dt]zas a quadratic perfor-
mance index involving r(. ) and s(.). From (8.4-1) and (8.4-8), we have

~ [r’(t)x(t)] = i’(t)x(t) + r’(t)i(t)

—— —r’Fx + S’HX + r’Fx + r’v

= s’y — s’w + r’v.

Integrating this equation from to to t~,and using the boundary condition

on r, leads to

b’x(t,) – r’(t,)x(t,) = ~“ s’(t)y(t) dt – ~’ s’(t)w(t) dt + f’ r’(t)v(t) dl
to 10 $0

or

b’x(t,) – ~ s’(t)y(t) dt = r’(tO)x(tO)– j“ J(t)w(t) dt + ~“ r’(t)v(t) dt.
to to to

(8,4-9)

The next step is to square each side of (8.4-9) and take the expectation.

Because of the independence of x(t,), w(t),and v(t), there results

[ 1E b’X(tl) – f’ s’(t)y(t) dt 2 = E{[r’(r,)x(~,)12}
to

+ E{[[: s’(t)w(t) dtj 2}

{[ 11
+ E f’ r’(l)V(l) dt 2 .

to

The three expectations on the right side of this equation are easy to
evaluate, assuming interchangeability of the expectation and integration opera-

tion in the case of the second and third. Thus,

E{[r’(t,)x(t,)]z] ==E[r’(tO)x(tO)x’(tO)r(tO)]

= r’(tO)E[x(tO)x’(tO)] r(tO)

= r’(to)F’or(to).

Also,

E {[J““@w@d’121‘E[[:[:s’(t)w(t)w’(~)s(~)dtd~l10

= S’sf(t)R(/)s(t)dt.
In
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Similarly,

([J 1} J
2

E ‘1r’(t)v(t) dt = “ r’(t) Q(t)r(t) dt.
to to

Therefore,

([ 1)E b’.x(t,) – ~r’ s’(t)y(t) dt 2
10

r’(tO)pOr(tO)+ J“ [s’(t)~(t)s(t)+ r’(t) Q(t)r(t)] dt. (8.4-10)
10

Now all quantities on the right of (8.4-1 O) are deterministic, with S(. ) free to
be chosen and r(. ) related to S(. ) via (8.4-8). Therefore, the problem of choos-

ing S(. ) to minimize the left side of (8.4-10) is the same as the deterministic

problem of choosing s(.) to minimize the right side of (8.4-10), subject to

(8.4-8) holding.
Let us summarize the reformulation of the optimal estimation problem

as follows.

Reformulated optimal estimation problem. Suppose we are given the
plant of Eqs. (8.4-1) and (8.4-2), and suppose that Assumptions 8.4-1,
8.4-2, and 8.4-3 hold. Let b be an arbitrary constant vector and t,> to

bean arbitrary time. Find a function s(t; b, t ~) for to< t< t,such that
the (deterministic) performance index (8.4-10) is minimized, subject to

Eq. (8.4-8) holding.

We shall now comment upon this reformulated problem. Recall that
R is positive definite for all t; Q is nonnegative definite for all t;and PO,
being the covariance of a vector random variable, is also nonnegative definite.
Therefore, the only factors distinguishing the problem of finding the function
s(.), which minimizes (8.4-10) subject to (8,4-8), from the usual optimal
regulator problem are (1) that the boundary condition on r(f) occurs at the
final time t, rather than the initial time tO, and (2) that the term r’(tO)F’Or(tO)
represents an initial rather than a final value term. In a sense, the problem
we face here is a regulator problem with time running backward. We shall

solve the minimization problem by reversing the time variable with a suitable
transformation. This will give a solution to the minimization problem in feed-
back form, i.e., s([) will be expressed as a certain (linear) function of r(~).

Then, use of the differential equation for r(t) will allow us to write down an

explicit formula for s(t).

Solution to the regulator problem in feedback form. We shall now

compute the solution of the minimization problem associated with (8.4-8)

and (8.4-1 O). Define a new running variable f == —t,and vectors f(t), ;(f),

and matrices ~(f), fi(f), etc., by f(t) = s(t), ?(~) = r(t), and ~(t) = F’(t),
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R(f) = R(t), etc., when f = –t. The performance index to be minimized is

where t] < fO, and the constraint equations are

(8.4-12)

Minimization of (8.4-11) subject to (8.4-12) is achieved as follows. Let

~(i) be the solution of

where the argument f of the matrices in (8.4-13) is suppressed. Then the con-
trol law

i(f) = f - ‘(far’@? i, < f < to (8.4-14)

achieves the minimization. Because R(f) is positive definite, and @(l) and PO
are nonnegative definite, it follows from the earlier regulator theory that ~(~

exists for all t < fO and is symmetric nonnegative definite. Now, with the
definition P(I) = ~(~) when f = – t,Eq. (8.4-13) is readily shown to imply

$= PF’ +FP – PHR-’H’P + Q P(tO) = PO (8.4-1 5)

where the suppressed argument is now t.Consequently, (8.4-14) implies

s(t) = R-‘ (t) H’(t) P(t)r(t) (8.4-16)

and we conclude that the function S(. ) minimizing (8.4-10), subject to
(8.4-8), satisfies Eq. (8.4-16), with P defined by (8,4-15). We observe, too,

that the existence of P(t) as the solution of (8.4-15) is guaranteed for all

t> to,because the existence of ~(f) is guaranteed for all f < fO;P(t), of course,
is also symmetric nonnegative definite.

Explicit solution of the optimal estimation problem. To complete the
solution of the optimal estimator problem, we must evaluate the function
s(t) as an explicit function of time. Inserting (8.4-16) into (8.4-8), we have

$ r(t) = –[F(t) – P(t)H(t)R- l(t) H’(t)] ’r(t) r(t,) = b. (8.4-17)

Let us define

F,(t) = F(t) – P(t)H(t)R- l(t)H’(t) (8.4-18)

and let @c (t,T)be the transition matrix associated with 2 = F, x. Then the

solution of (8.4-17) can readily be verified to be

r(t) = @:(t,,t)b.
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Thus, from (8.4-16),

s(t) = R-1 (r)H’(t)P(t)@~(tl , t)b. (8.4-19)

The manipulations between Eqs. (8.4-16) and (8.4-19) serve two pur-

poses: (1) to introduce the matrix F.(t); and (2) to express the function S(.)
minimizing (8.4-1 O) subject to (8.4-8) as an explicit function of time, rather

than as a feedback law.
Since the solutions to the optimal estimation problem and reformulated

optimaI estimation problem are the same, we shall merely summarize the
solution to the former.

Solution to the optima[ estimation problem. Given the plant equations
(8.4-1) and (8.4-2), suppose that Assumptions 8.4-1, 8.4-2, and 8.4-3
hold. Then for fixed but arbitrary values of b and tl z t,, the function of

time s(t; b, t,), to S t s tl, which minimizes

([ 1)E b’x(tl) – f’ s’(t; b, tl)y(~) dt z ,
10

is defined as follows. Let P(t) be the solution of the Riccati equation
(8.4-15), which exists and is symmetric nonnegative definite for all
t >10. Let F,(t) be defined via (8.4-18), and let @=(t, z) be the transition
matrix associated with F.(t). Then s(t; b, t,) is given by Eq. (8.4-19),

repeated for convenience:

s(t; b, II) = R-1 (t)H’(t)P(t)@c(tl , t)b. (8.4-19)

Construction of an on-line optimal estimate. We shall now examine the

problem of physically implementing the estimation procedure on line. Since
the minimum variance estimate of b’x(tl) is b’ ~~:@.(t,, t) P(t)H(t)R- ‘(t)y(t) dt
for arbitrary b, it follows by taking b’ = e; (a row vector consisting of zeros,
save for unity in the ith position) that the minimum variance estimate of the
ith entry of X(lI ) is the ith entry of ~~~@,(tI, t) P(t) H(t) R- 1(t)y(t) dt. In other
words,

X=(f, ) = ~t’@e(tl , t)P(t) Zi(t)K ‘(t)y(t)dt. (8.4-20)
r,

On-line implementation of this estimate is now simple, for observe that
(8.4-20) is equivalent to requiring

$ -L(f) = ~e(f)-w) – K.(t)y(f) Xe(to) = o (8.4-21)

where

K,(t)= –P(t)H(t)R- 1(t). (8.4-22)

Figure 8.4-3(a) shows a realization of this equation, which we reiterate is
valid, provided that u(t) ~ O, .E[x(tO)] = m = O, and tOis finite. If we observe
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m
r---- ‘e(’)

Y(t) -

+

(b)

Fig. 8,4-3 (a) First estimator structure [u(?) = O, m = O]; (b)
second estimator structure [u(t) e O, m = O].

from (8.4-18) that F.(t) = F(t) + K,(t)lil’(t), it follows that (8.4-21) is equiva-
lent to

d (t) = F(t)x.(t) + Ke(t)[H’(t)x=(t) – y(t)] -@o) =
z “

Figure 8.4-3(b) shows the associated estimator realization.

o. (8.4-23)

We have now covered the basic optimal estimation problem, and our
task for the remainder of this section consists in tidying up some loose

ends, and presenting examples. Here, in order, is what we shall do,

1. We shall eliminate the restrictive Assumption 8.4-2, which required

a zero plant input and zero mean initial state—the resulting change in
the estimator is very minor. Then we shall present a simple example.

2. We shall present an interpretation of the matrix P(t), the solution of
the Riccati equation (8.4-15), as a measure of the goodness of the
estimate at time t, and we shall present a second example exhibiting

this interpretation.

3. We shall show how to cope with the case to= – m, drawing special

attention to time-invariant problems, and including one example.

Elimination of Assumption 8.4-2. We wish to consider situations where

u(t) can be nonzero, and E[x(tO)] = m can be nonzero. The effect of nonzero

values of either of these quantities will be to leave the plant state covariance

and output covariance the same as before, but to change the mean of the
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plant state and plant output. Thus, since from (8.4-l),

x(t) = @(f, to)X(to) + f @(t, T)G(T)u(T) dc + j’ cD(t, r)v(z) dz,
10 to

it follows that now

E[x(t)] = @(f, to)in + f @(t, T)G(t)u(z) dt.
f,

(8.4-24)

A detailed analysis shows that E[x,(t)] will have the same value as E[x(t)] if
each entry of x.(t) is to be a minimum variance estimate of the corresponding

entry of x(t), but otherwise the covariance of x,(c) is unaltered. The way to
achieve this is to make a modification to the estimator equations (8.4-21)

and (8.4-23). (The required modification might even have been guessed from
Chapter 8, Sec. 8.2.) Without carrying out a somewhat complicated deriva-

tion, we merely state the modified equations:

-$x=(t) = Fe(t)xe(t) — Ke(t)y(t) + G(t)u(t) X=(to) = m (8.4-25)

or

$ Xc(t) = F(t)x(t) + KJt)[H’(t)xJt) — y(t)]+ G(f)u(t) Xe(to) ==m,

(8.4-26)

where, as before, K.(t) is given by (8.4-22) and P(t) satisfies the Riccati equa-
tion (8.4-15). Figure 8.4-4(a) shows plant and estimator according to (8.4-25),

and Fig. 8.4-4(b) shows plant and estimator according to (8.4-26). Part of
the estimator in Fig. 8.4-4(b) is enclosed in dotted lines, to emphasize the
fact that the estimator is a model of the plant with additions. Let us now

summarize.

Physical realization of the optimal estimator (t, jinite ). Given the plant
equations (8.4-1) and (8.4-2), suppose that Assumptions 8.4-1 and 8.4-3
hold. Then an on-line estimate x.(t) of x(t) is provided (at time t) by the

arrangement of Fig. 8.4-4(a) [or 8.4-4(b)], where Kc(t) is defined via
(8.4-22) and F’(t) via (8.4-15). The matrix P(t) exists for all r z t,, and is
symmetric nonnegative definite.

By way of example, we consider the following problem. The plant is
time invariant, with transfer function 1/(s + 1), and there is input noise of

covariance ld(t — z), and additive noise at the output of covariance 2d(t – r).

At time zero, the initial state has a known value of 1. The problem is to design

an optimal state estimator. In state-space terms, the plant equations are

.i=-x+t.4+’v X(o)=l

y=x+w
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w w(t)

u(t)

+

+
(a)

w

v(t)

t)

w(t)

u(t)
y(t)

>
+

r —._ _ ——_ __

I
I +

-—_ _ ——_ _ ——_ _ —— J’
(b)

Fig. 8.4-4 (a) Full plant estimator structure; (b) redrawn
estimator.
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with E[ti(t)v(~)] = Q6(t – ~) = Id(t – z) and E[w(t)w(~)] = IM(t – ~) =

2J(I – ~). The initial state covariance matrix PO is zero. From Eq. (8.4-15),
we have

P=–2P–+P’ +1.

This equation yields

f

P(t) dP
, P2+4P–2– : To “

_——

whence

[
L in

P+2— w%’@)
1 ‘--

It
246 P+2+fio – 2

or

(fi – 2)[1 – exp (–/& t)]
‘(t)= 1 + [(/3 – 2)/(A/% + 2)]exp(–fi ~)

The gain matrix K.(t) for the optimal estimator, here a scalar, is given from

(8.4-22) as ~P(t). Figure 8.4-5 shows the plant and estimator.

The matrix P(t) as a measure of goodness of estimation. It may well be

asked whether P(t) has any significance other than aiding in the computation

of K,(t). Indeed it has, as we shall now show. Recall Eq. (8.4-10), rewritten

for convenience as

+’x(t,) – f’ s’(t)y(t)dt]z)
to

—— r’(tO)Po r(to) + ~“ [sirs + r’(t) Q(t)r(t)] dt. (8.4-10)
to

We recall that we found the function s(.) minimizing both sides of (8.4-10)
by viewing the problem of minimizing the right side of (8.4-10), subject to

(8.4-8), as an optimal regulator problem. We have not bothered to note till
now what this minimum value is. A quick review of the discussion regarding
the minimizing of the right side of (8.4-10) will show this minimum to be, in
fact, b’P(tl) b. Since ~~~i(t)y(t)dt is b’xc(tl ), ittherefore follows that

E[[b’x(tl) – box=]’] = 15’P(tl)b.

But since b is arbitrary, it is evident that

~{[x(tl) – Xe(t,)][x(t,) – X.(t,)]’] = P(tl). (8.4-27)

Thus, P(t, ) is a measure of the error between x(t,)and x~(tl); more precisely,
it is the error covariance,

The following example is discussed in [17]. The position and velocity of
a satellite are to estimated; the measurements available are, first, a position
measurement including white gaussian noise, and second, an acceleration

measurement including a constant random variable measurement error,

accounting for drift, etc. The motion of the satellite is linear and one-dimen-
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u+

+

+

4+
Fig. 8.4-5 Plant and optimal estimator.

sional, and there is a constant gaussian random acceleration, independent of
the measurement error in the acceleration measurement.

With xl denoting position and Xz velocity, the equations of motion are

i! = X2

i2=a

where a is the constant acceleration and is a gaussian random variable. Now
the problem data concerning measurements and noise do not immediately
allow construction of the standard system equations; therefore, we proceed
as follows. The measurement of acceleration is yz = a + b, where b is a

constant gaussian random variable. Then

.i2= z/+x3,
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where u is known and independent of X3. Moreover, X3 is a constant gaussian
random variable whose variance is easily checked to be [@j/(@ + CTj)],

a quantity that we shall call p from now on.
The full system equations thus become

-o

1lU_o
y=[l o O]x+w.

We assume that u is known and that the initial values of xl and Xz are known,
whereas E[x~(0)] = p, and E[w(t)w(z)]= d(t — r).

The Riccati equation becomes

1

1

0 r-’[l o O]P
o

with initial condition

[!

000
P(o)= o 0 0.

Oop

The solution to this equation turns out to be

!
~3

P(t) = ~,,~o ‘+ ~/p T tz

tz

Tt

and the optimal gain vector is

k:=–
[

t4 t3 t2

14(t5/20+ r/p) 2(t5/20 + r/p) 2(t’/2O + r/p) “

In the limit as t+ co,P(t) = O and k.(t) = O. Essentially what happens
is that X3 is exactly identified as t+ co.Since xl(0) and X2(0) are both known,
this means that xl and Xz become exactly identified as t+ cm.In consequence,

the error covariance approaches zero—i.e., P(t) + O. Simultaneously, the
noisy measurements become of no use, and thus kc(t) + O.

Initial times in the infinite past. The interpretation of P(t) as the error
covariance will now be used in a discussion of the estimation problem for
to== — co.At this stage therefore, we drop Assumption 8.4-3, but introduce
a new one.

ASSUMPTION8.4-4. For all t,the pair [F(t),H(t)]is completely observable.
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To get a rough idea of the reason for this assumption, consider a time-
invariant plant having all unobservable, unstable states. Suppose also that at
time tO = —CO,the initial state of the plant has mean zero. Since any estimator
can deduce absolutely no information about the plant state from the available

measurements, the only sensible estimate of the plant state is X,(tl) = O.

Now the covariance of the plant state vector will be infinite at any finite

time, and therefore so will the error covariance. Consequently, if~(t) retains

the significance of being the error covariance in the tO = —co case, it is

infinite. The gain Kc of the optimal filter will certainly have some, if not all,
entries infinite also. The purpose of Assumption 8.4-4 is to prevent this

sort of difficulty. In fact, under this assumption, and, to simplify matters,
under the assumption PO = O, we claim that P(r) exists as the solution of

(8.4-15) (and is finite, of course) when (8.4-15) has the boundary condition
lim P(~O) = O. A formal justification of this result can be achieved as follows.
,.-:-
With f = –t, ~(f) = F(t), and fi(t) = H(t), the complete observability of

[F(t), H(t)] implies the complete controllability of [~’(f), ~(t)]. Considering
the regulator problem associated with (8.4-1 1) and (8.4-12), we see by our

earlier results on the infinite-time regulator problem that the existence of a
solution ~ to the Riccati differential equation (8.4-13) is guaranteed under the
boundary condition jim ~(tO) = O. Since ~(f) = P(t), the claim is established.

If F and H are ~~&tant (i.e., the plant is time invariant) and if Q and R
are constant (i.e., the noise is stationary), it follows (again, by examining the

dual regulator problem) that the value of P(t) obtained by letting tO ~ – co
is independent of time, and can therefore be computed by evaluating Iim P(t)

where P(t) satisfies (8.4-1 5) with the initial condition P(O) = O. A~~~, the

constant matrix P is a solution of the quadratic matrix equation

PF’ + FP – PHR-’HP + Q = O. (8.4-28)

The gain of the optimal estimator is then constant, being given by

K. = –PHR;’ (8.4-29)

and if G is constant, the optimal estimator is a time-invariant system:

ie==Fx~ + Gu + K~[H’x, — y]. (8.4-30)

However, this equation is of little importance from the practical point of
view unless it represents an asymptotically stable system or, equivalently,
F. + K=H’ has eigenvalues with negative real parts. The way to ensure this

is to require the following.

ASSUMPTION8.4-5. With constant F and Q, and D any matrix such that DD’
= Q, the pair [F’, D] is completely controllable.

One way to prove the asymptotic stability of the optimal estimator

under this assumption (with also G, H, and R constant, tO = —m), is to
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examine the associated regulator problem and to apply the results of earlier

chapters. The assumption serves to provide an observability assumption for

the regulator problem, which guarantees asymptotic stability for the optimal

regulator. This carries over to the optimal estimator.

For the time-invariant plant, stationary noise problem, if Assumptions

8.4-4 and 8.4-5 hold, it can also be shown that P is positive definite and is the

unique positive definite solution of (8.4-28). Since the time-invariant problem
is so important, we shall summarize the results.

The time-invariant optimal estimator. Given the plant equations (8,4-1)

and (8.4-2), suppose that F, G, and H are constant. Suppose also that
Assumptions 8.4-1 and 8.4-4 hold, that Q and R are constant, and that
tO = —m. Then the matrix P, which is the error covariance, is constant

and satisfies (8.4-28); it may be computed by taking a limiting boundary
condition of the form lim P(tO) = O for (8.4-15) and evaluating P(t)

t$+–m
for any t,or by evaluating Iim P(t) where P(t) satisfies (8.4-15) but with

r4-

boundary condition P(O) = O. The optimal estimator is time invariant.

Moreover, if Assumption 8.4-5 holds, the optimal estimator is asymp-
totically stable.

The result is, of course, closest to the ideas of Sec. 8.2. There, we confined
our attention to time-invariant systems, and time-invariant estimators.

There, also, the estimators were asymptotically stable, as a result of the com-
plete observability assumption.

Let us now consider an example. We suppose white noise of covariance

qd(f – T) is the input to a plant of transfer function 1/s(s + 1), starting from
time t, = – co. There is additive output noise of covariance rd(t -- T).

Thus, we take

‘=FJ‘=[:l>“=[01]-
Figure 8.4-6 [a) shows the scheme. To put this in the standard form, we set

[1go
E[’u(t)’u’(z)] = o 0

The input noise is not available to the estimator as an input. Denoting by

~ij the entries of the f’ matrix, the quadratic equation (8.4-28) becomes
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+z+q=o

PII –P12 –+ P12P22 =0

2P,,– 2P,, – +P;2 = o.

--_-l “(’-’)

(a) %1-J

Fig. 8,4-6 A specific plant and state estimator.
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It follows that p,, = @ from the first equation, P,l = r[~l + 2wi – 11
from the third equation, and PI ~ = ~ from the second equation.

In solving the third equation, only the positive solution for Pz, is acceptable,
since P must be positive definite. The estimator gain from Eq. (8.4-29) is

If, e.g., q = 16, r = 1, we have ~g == [–4 –2]. The matrix F. is F + kth’,
or

[1o –4

1–3”

It is readily checked to have eigenvalues with negative real parts. The plant

and estimator are shown in Fig. 8.4-6(b) for the case q = 16, r = 1.

We conclude this section with two comments. First, an optimally

designed estimator may be optimal for noise covariances differing from those

assumed in its design. This holds for precisely the same reason that a control
law resulting from an optimal design may be optimal for more than one

performance index, a point we discussed earlier.
Second, in the interests of achieving an economical realization of an

estimator, it may be better to design a suboptimal one that is time invariant,
rather than an optimal one that is time varying. For example, suppose the

plant whose states are being estimated is time invariant, and that estimation is
to start at time zero. Suppose also that at this time, the initial state of the
plant is known to be zero. Then there would not normally be a great deal of
loss of optimality if, instead of implementing the optimal estimator which

would be time varying, a time-invariant estimator were implemented, designed
perhaps on the assumption that the initial time tO were —co and not zero.
Reference [8] obtains quantitative bounds on the loss of optimality incurred
in this arrangement.

Problem 8.4-1. Consider the plant i = x + v, y = x +- w, with ~[v(t)v’(~)]

= E[w(f)w’(T)J = d(l – T) and w and w independent. Suppose that at time zero,
x(0) is known to be zero. Design an optimal estimator.

Problem 8.4-2. Repeat Problem 8.4-1 for the case when the initial time tO
is —cu. Also with 10 = —m, suppose that an additional measurement becomes
available, i.e., suppose now

where yl = x + w,, Yz ==x + W2 and E[Wl(I)Wl(r)] = E[w2(1)w2(z)] = d(t – Z)
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with v, w ~and Wzindependent. Design an optimal estimator for this case. Compare

the error covariances for the single and multiple output cases.

Problem 8.4-3. Suppose that i = ax + v, y, == x + Wl, yz = x + Wz,

where v, WI, and Wz all are independent, with covariances qd(t – r), r, ~d(t – z),
and Vzzd(t — t), respectively. For the to= — co case, derive analytic expressions
for the error covariance, assuming that y, alone is available and that both yl and
Yz are available.

Problem 8.4-4. Given x? = Fx + Gu + V, y = H’x + w, with F, G, and H

constant and v and w stationary white noise, suppose that to is finite. Show that the

estimator will be time invariant if E[x(tO)x’(tO)] takes on a particular value—in

general, nonzero.

Problem 8.4-5. Consider the standard estimation problem with u(t) -0,
E[x(tO)] = O,and tofinite, save that U(. ) and W(. ) are no longer independent: rather,
E[v(t)w’(t)] = S(t)d(t – ~) for some matrix S(t). Show that the problem of finding

a minimum variance estimate of b’x(t, ) for arbitrary constant b and arbitrary t ~
is again equivalent to a quadratic regulator problem, with a cross-product term

between state and control in the loss function. Attempt to solve the complete estima-
tion problem.

Problem 8.4-6. (The smoothing problem.) Let x,(tO It,)denote the minimum
variance estimate of x(to), given measurements y(t)up till time t 1 > to, where, as

usual, i = Fx + Gu + v, y = H’x -t W, E[v(t)v’(T)] = Q(t)dt – T), ~[~(t)~’(?)]

– R(t)c$(t – T), E[x(tO)x’(tO)] = PO,EIxO] = m, and v, w, and x(tO) are independent—

and gaussian, the first two also being zero mean. It is desired to define a procedure for

computing X=(toItl).
Consider the scheme of Fig. 8.4-7. Observe that xl ,(1 [t) = x.(tX [t) and

xZe(t It) = X.(to It), implying that the smoothing problem may be viewed as a
filtering problem. Show that

~]e = (F —PI lHR-lH’)x1= + P, ,HR-ly Xle(fo j to) = m

kz. = —P;ZHR- lH’x1, + Pi ~HR-ly Xz,(to \ to) = m

where

~,1 =P,lF’+FPII –PllHR-lH’P,l +Q P, ,(to) = Po

P,z = (F – PHR-’H’)P, ,. . P,J1O) = P.

Show also how to find X=(tz It, ) for arbitrary t2< t~.[Hint: Represent the system

of Fig. 8.4-7 as a 2n-dimensional system with F matrix F., etc., and let

be the solution of the associated filtering Riccati equation. Use P to define the
optimal 2n-dimensional filter, and show that the two differential equations shown
follow from the optimal filter description. This technique appeared in [15].]
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CHAPTER 9

SYSTEM DESIGN US/lVG

STATE ESTIMATORS

9.1 CONTROLLER DESIGN—BASIC VERSIONS

This chapter is concerned with tying together the notions of state-
variable feedback and estimation. In other words, we consider controllers
of the sort shown in Fig. 9.1-1. In this section, we describe the basic control-
lers obtained by using the estimator designs of the previous chapter, and we

discuss various properties of the overall controlled system. These properties

include frequency domain characteristics, stability properties, and the carrying
over of the various properties that optimality implies. The remaining sections
complement and extend the ideas, principally by pointing out modified ver-
sions of the controller.

As our basic plant, we take the time-invariant system

i= Fx+Gu (9.1-1)

y = Hx. (9.1-2)

For the observer, we shall take for the moment the structure of Chapter 8,

Sees. 8.2 and 8.4-viz.,

& = (F+ K&’)xc + GU — Key. (9.1-3)

We assume that K, is chosen so that all eigenvalues of F + K,H’ have nega-
tive real parts. Whether it is optimal for some noise statistics is irrelevant for

our considerations here; either the scheme of Sec. 8.2 or that of Sec. 8.4 can

192
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Fig. 9.1-1 The basic controller.

be assumed to lead to the choice of K.. Subsequently, in this section we shall
consider the use of Luenberger observers in controller design.

We further assume that we should like to implement the control law
u = uoXt+ K’x (u.Xt denoting an external input), where, presumably, K
has been selected as an optimal control law. However, for obvious reasons,
we implement the following law instead:

u = Uext + K’x~. (9.1-4)

Equations (9. l-l) through (9. 1-4) sum up the entire plant-controller
arrangement. We shall now study some properties of the arrangement using
these equations. We begin by making a slight rearrangement. First, from

(9.1-1) and (9.1-4), we have

i = (F + GK’)x — GK’(x — Xe) + Guext. (9.1-5)

Second, from (9.1-1), (9. 1-2), and (9.1-3), we have

-$(x – Xe) = (F + K~H’)(x – x=), (9.1-6)

which holds independently of U,xt. Now we regard the 2n vector, whose first
n entries are x and whose second n entries are x — x., as a new state vector

for the overaIl plant-controller scheme. (It would, of course, be equally valid

to take as a state vector a 2n vector with the first n entries consisting of x and
the second n entries consisting of x..)

The plant-controller arrangement, then, has the following description—
the first equation following from (9.1-5) and (9.1-6), the second from (9.1-2):

&:x~=r+:K’Fi%JL:xl+[3u@ ‘9-1-7)

[1

Y= [H’ 0] x . (9.1-8)
X—xe

With input U.X, and output y, the plant-controller arrangement has the fol-
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lowing transfer function matrix, derivable by rnanipulating(9 .1-7) and (9.1-8):

W(s) = H’[sZ – (F + GK’)]-lG. (9.1-9)

This is exactly the transfer function matrix that would have resulted if true

state-variable ‘feedback were employed. The poles of the open-loop plant,
corresponding to the zeros of det (s1 — F), are shifted to the zeros of

det [s1 – (F + GK’)]. The zeros of a scalar W(s) are unaltered.
Thus, from the steady-state (or zero initial state) point of view, use of the

estimator as opposed to use of true state-variable feedback makes no differ-

ence. This is, of course, what should be expected. For the case in which the

steady state has been reached, x — x. has approached zero and x == x,,

or, in the case of zero initial state, x = O and x — x. = O, so that again

x = x=. Clearly, with x = x., the control used is precisely that obtained with
true state-variable feedback.

From the transient point of view, the plant-controller scheme of Eqs.
(9. 1-7) and (9.1-8) will behave differently from a scheme based on true state-
variable feedback. Equation (9. 1-7) defines a 2n-dimensional system, whereas
state-variable feedback yields an n-dimensional system. However, the 2n-

dimensional system is still asymptotically stable: inspection of (9.1-7) shows
that the eigenvalues of F + GK’ and of F + KgH’ determine the characteris-
tic modes. (The eigenvalues of F + K.H’ are, of course, associated with the

additional new modes, which are evidently uncontrollable.)
We shall now consider a simple example, stemming from a second-

order position controller. A servomotor, often through gears, drives an iner-

tial load with coulomb friction. The transfer function relating the input
voltage of the motor to the output shaft position is of the form K/s(s + a),

and here we shall assume normalization to 1/s(s + 1). This transfer function
is representable by the state-space equations

‘=F-:IX+EIU ‘=[’ O]x-

We are required to choose a control law that minimizes ~~ (UZ +x; + x;) dt,

and implement it with a state estimator, the associated state estimator poles
being both at s = – 3. First, the control law is obtained. In

tion,

[1

Q=::

and R = [1]. We seek ~ as the positive definite solution of

the usual nota-

PF+F’F– FgR-lg’P+ Q ~ o.
By setting

[1Jj= Fll F12

P12 F22
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and by substituting for F, g, Q, and R, we obtain the equations

p~2 = 1

~11 –P12— IIA =0

2ji,2-2j&–~;2 +1 =0.

The first equation gives jl ~, the third ~zz, and the second PI ~. Although there

are multiple solutions, only one yields the following positive definite ~:

[1

21
P=

11”

The optimal control law is now

u = Uext + k’x

where k’ = —Fg. Thus,

u = Uext— x, — X2.

We must now design an estimator, which will have an equation of the

form

x.= (1’ + keh’)x, + gu — key.

The problem is to choose a gain vector k, so that F + keh’ has two eigen-

values at —3. Using the techniques of the previous chapter, or even by trial

and error, we derive k: = [—2 –7]. This leads to the plant-controller
arrangement of Fig. 9.1-2.

We consider now how the ancillary properties of optimality may be
derived. Rather than proceed exhaustively through an analysis of all of them,
we shall indicate by considering only some properties the sort of thing that

can be expeeted.
Figure 9.1-3(a) shows a nominally optimal system (with state estimation

included in the control arrangement), where a nonlinearity 4(. ) has been
introduced. For the zero external input case (i.e., for consideration of Lya-
punov stability), the scheme of Fig. 9.1-3(b) is equivalent. The nonlinearity

d(-) is assumed to be of the usual sector type—i.e., for a single-input system,
the graph of the nonlinearity lies strictly within a sector bounded by straight
lines of slope ~ and m (see Fig. 9.1-4). The appropriate generalization applies
for multiple-input systems. Denoting the gain of the nonlinearity by ~, we
have ~ < ~ < co. Also, Eq. (9.1-7) is replaced by (for a single-input plant)

where the argument of ~—viz., k’x—has been suppressed. As before, x — xc

decays exponentially. The equation for x yields

i = (F + ~gk’)x + ~W (9.1-11)

where w is a vector all of whose entries decay exponentially to zero. By insist-
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Fig. 9.1-2 Example ofcontroller design.

ing that ~ < ~ < co for some constant ~, we can guarantee an exponential

bound on ~w. It turns out, although we shall not prove it, that the asymptotic
stability properties of

i= (F + pgk’)x (9.1-12)

established earlier then serve to guarantee also the asymptotic stability of

(9.1-11).

It may well be argued that a more natural place to locate the nonlinearity
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Fig. 9.1-3 Introduction of nonlinearity.
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Fig. 9.1-4 A permissible nonlinearity.

would be right at the plant input, so that Fig. 9.1-5(a) would apply. If the
estimator equation is still Eq. (9,1-3), repeated for convenience,

ie = ($’ + JYeH’)xe + gu — Key

then, with plant equation

we obtain

(9.1-3)

(9.1-13)

~ (x – x.) = (F+ &i’)(x – Xe) + (~ – I)gu. (9.1-14)

In this instance, x. will no{ longer be a true estimate of x, unless u is zero.
/,. -,;.(]
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Even if u decays exponentially, the rate at which x approaches x= is no longer

governed solely by the eigenvalues of (F+ K.H’). Something is seriously
wrong, and, in general, the overall plant controller could not be expected to

be asymptotically stable for all sector-limited ~.
The only way out of this dilemma is to introduce the same nonlinearity

into the controller, so that the estimator part of the controller again becomes
a true model of the plant. [See Fig. 9.1-5(b).] The estimator equation (i.e.,
equation of the block marked “linear estimator” together with the non-
linearity) is

Z. = (F + K, H’)x. + ~gu — K,y. (9.1-15)

Now, (9. 1-13) and (9. 1-15) together yield again

-$(.x – x.)= (F + K=II’)(x – x,). (9.1-3)

Therefore, correct estimation now takes place. Consequently, nonlinearities

of the usual sector type will again be tolerable, in the sense that asymptotic
stability will be retained.

However, there is a potential difficulty with this somewhat artificial

arrangement, If the exact nature of the input nonlinearity to the plant is
unknown, then it is impossible to construct the estimator. Of course, if the
nature of the nonlinearity is roughly known, and the nonlinearity included
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in the estimator approximates that in the plant, then, presumably, perfor-

mance will be satisfactory.

As a second and representative property of optimal systems, we choose

sensitivity reduction to parameter variations. We examine here the way this

property carries over to the situation where an estimated, rather than an
actual, state vector is used in implementing the optimal linear feedback law.

Figure 9.1-6 shows a redrawing of the plant-controller arrangement of
Fig. 9.1-1, as a unity positive feedback system. The quantity fed back is K’x=,

which in the steady state becomes K’x. Therefore, the transfer function matrix

of the block enclosed in dotted lines must be K’(sZ — F)-l G. This is precisely
the same transfer function that arises when true state feedback is employed.

We conclude that the same sensitivity results hold for the scheme of Fig.
9.1-6 as for the scheme when true state feedback is applied. More precisely,
the output of the scheme of Fig. 9.1-6 will vary less as the result of a parameter
change in the block in dotted lines than it would if a cascade controller were
used to achieve the same transfer function. Moreover, with appropriate restric-
tions on the parameter variations, all components of the state of the linear
plant part of the block, and the output of the linear plant, will have lower
sensitivity to parameter change than the equivalent open-loop system.

~.– ——— ___ ___ __
1

Linear - I
Plant Estimator ~

&
+ ;

L____ .__’_______;

Fig. 9.1-6 Redrawing of the plant-controller arrangement,

In Chapter 7, we drew attention to the fact that the use of a feedback
law achieving sensitivity reduction was tantamount to using an optimal
feedback law. It might therefore be thought that use of the feedback law
u = K’xg for the system defined by (9.1-1) through (9.1-3) might not then be

merely approximately optimal, but in fact precisely optimal. This conclusion
is not immediately justified, however, because the system (9.1-7) is not
completely controllable. Problem 9.1-4 seeks further clarification of this

point, and thus our discussion of the way properties of optimal systems

carry over to the new controller arrangement is concluded.

In the remainder of this section, we shall discuss briefty the equations of

the plant-controller arrangement when a Luenberger observer is used. We

restrict attention to single-output systems. We first observe that there is no

loss of generality involved in describing the plant and controller by state-

space equations with a special coordinate basis when we are seeking to com-
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pute the overall transfer function matrix, or the qualitative stability properties
of the arrangement. Therefore, we may assume that the n x n matrix F of
the plant in (9.1-1) has the special form of Sec. 8,3,—i.e.,

[

F, lb
F= -------------------

00...01) 1
(9.1-16)

where F= is an (n — 1) x (n — 1) matrix, which is the transpose of a com-

panion matrix form, and possesses desired eigenvalues.
Also,

/7=[0 o . . . 0 1]. (9.1-17)

As we know from Sec. 8.3, x< is given from

[1

x,
x, =

Y
(9.1-18)

(9.1-19)

The overbar denotes deletion of the last entry or row, as the case may be.
The control law that is implemented is

u = u.=, + K’x~

==Zfext+ (E)’fe + F’y (9.1 -20)

where ~’ is the last column of K’,

The plant-controller arrangement is described by the four equations

(9. l-l), (9.1-18), (9.1-19), (9.1-20), together with equation y = h’x. A state
vector for the overall plant-controller arrangement is, therefore, provided by
the (2H — 1) vector

rx T

However, a more appropriate, but equally acceptable, choice for state vector

proves to be

‘1

x

L~–~=”

This results in the following equation:

together with

JJ = h’x. (9. 1-22)

These two equations then imply again that the transfer function matrix
relating u to y is h’[sZ — (F + GK’)]- 1G, and that the zero-input response of
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the plant-controller arrangement is determined by the eigenvalues of F + GK’
and of F,. The only difference between the Luenberger estimator and that
considered earlier is that the n x n matrix F+ K,H’ is replaced by the

(n– 1) x(n–l)matrix F.. Thecarrying over of the ancillary properties
associated with optimality continues as before.

We consider now a brief .example. As in the earlier example, we consider

the plant with transfer function l/s(s +1), modeled by

‘=F-:IX+N‘=[10]’
and we suppose that the control law that has to be implemented is

u = Uext— [1 l]X

to ensure optimality. Suppose, also, that the estimator pole is required to
be at s = – 3. Let us change the coordinate basis to achieve this end. Using

the methods and notations of Sec. 8.3, we obtain

and with Xz = T2TI x (rather than Xz denoting the second component of
x!), the new state-space equations are

‘2=[-: ‘:IX2+[:IU ‘=[0 ‘1X2

with u = Ucxt – [1 3]x,. Accordingly, the estimator equation is

Y,, = –3.7ze + u – 6y.

The plant-controller arrangement is shown in Fig. 9.1-7, with only the con-
troller shown in detail.

References [1] through [3] discuss another class of controllers, which are
shown in reference [4] to have the same general structure as the controller
obtained by cascading a Luenberger estimator with a linear control law.
More precisely, the controller is a linear system with inputs consisting of u
and y, and output the feedback component of u. However, the controllers
do not actually generate a state estimate x,. Moreover, although in the use
of a Luenberger estimator the closed-loop transfer function matrix has no

additional poles introduced in it as a result of using state estimate feedback
rather than state feedback (because the additional states are uncontrollable),

the closed-loop transfer function matrix resulting in [1] through [3] does have
a number of additional poles introduced. For a single-input, single-output

plant, the number of poles is 2n – 1, the sum of the plant dimension and

controller dimension. Design of the controllers is somewhat akin to the design
of Luenberger observers; however, minimization of a performance index of
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Fig. 9.1-7 Second example ofacontroller design.

the form ~~(w’ltw + [x’z’]Q[x’ z’]’) dt is required, where zis a vector con-
taining various derivatives of u, and w is the pth derivative of u with (p – 1)

the controller dimension. Some disadvantages of this form of controller over
that already discussed are as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

Large nonlinearities cannot generally be tolerated at the plant input
(even with adjustments to the controller input).
A higher order Riccati equation must be solved, which may present

additional computational problems,
Estimates of the plant states are not available.

There is far less control over the additional modes introduced into
the closed-loop system, and the closed-loop transfer function normally
possesses more than n poles.

Chapter 10 discusses the basic problem of optimizing a performance
index containing derivatives of the cent rol (the use of such performance
indices for controller design, as noted previously, being only one application).
A problem is included in Chapter 10 illustrating controller design using the
ideas of [1] through [3].

Problem 9.1-1. Consider the plant

Calculate an optimal control law that will minimize the performance index
j: (u’+ 2x:+ 3x;) dt, and design controllers of both dimension 2 and dimension
1 with poles that have real parts with significantly larger magnitude than the closed-

Ioop system poles.
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Problem 9.1-2. Discuss the gain and phase margin properties of optimally
controlled systems where a state estimator is used.

Problem 9.1-3. Consider the first-order plant

i=x+u.

The control law u = – 2x is an optimal law for this plant. Design state estimators

of dimension 1 with poles at —1, —5, —10. Then sketch the response of x(t) given

x(0) = 1 for the following eight cases. In case 1, no estimator is used, and in cases
2 through 8 an estimator is used.

1. The feedback law is u = –2x.

2. Estimator pole is at – 1 and x,(tO) = O.
3. Estimator pole is at – 1 and x.(tO) = ~.
4. Estimator pole is at – 1 and x.(tO) = – 1.
5. Estimator pole is at –5 and x.(tO) = O.
6. Estimator poIe is at – 10 and xg(tO) = O.

7. Estimator pole is at – 10 and x,(tO) = j.
8. Estimator pole is at – 10 and x.(t~) = – 1.

Comment.

Problem 9.1-4. Consider the 2n-dimensional system defined by Eqs. (9. l-l)

through (9.1-3), and let u = K’x be an optimal control law resulting from minimiza-

tion of a performance index ~~ (U’U + x’Qx) dt. Show that if Q is positive definite,
there exists a positive definite ~ such that u = K’xg is the optimal control for a
performance index ~~ [U’U+- (x’ x’ – x~)d(x’ x’ – x:)’] d. Indicate difficulties
in extending this result to the case where Q is singular. (The conclusions of this
problem are also valid when Luenberger estimators are used.) [Hint: Take as the

state vector z, where z’ = (x’ x’ — xL).]

9.2 VARIANTS ON THE BASIC CONTROLLER

The aim of this section is to indicate some parallels with classical control
ideas. This will be done by exhibiting some variants on the controller arrange-
ments of the previous section, the structures of which will be familiar from
classical control.

In general terms, we shall derive a controller structure of the form shown

in Fig. 9.2-1. In classical nomenclature, there is a series or cascade com-

pensator and a feedback compensator. In Fig. 9.2-2, there is shown a second
controller structure that we shall develop. However, it is not always possible

to implement this structure for reasons to be discussed. This is in contrast

to the first structure, which may always be implemented.
We now list some general properties of the controller structures.

1. The controller structures will be derived by manipulations on the con-
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Fig. 9.2-1 Controller structure familiar from classical ideas.

Plant +

+

4EZP
Fig. 9.2-2 Second controller structure familiar from classical
ideas.

troller structure of the last section. These manipulations do not
affect the input-output steady-state performance (or zero-state per-
formance) of the overall scheme. In other words, the transfer
function or transfer function matrix of the overall scheme is still

H’[sZ – (F+ GK’)]- 1G, where H’(sI – F)- 1G is the transfer function

(matrix) of the plant and u = K’x is the desired feedback law.

2. There is no restriction to single-input or single-output plants, except,

perhaps, an indirect one. Since the controller structures are derived

from controllers of the sort described in the last section, one needs

to be able to design versions of these for multiple-input, multiple-

output plants. As we know, the multiple-output case may be hard.

3. The dimensions of the compensators are the same as the dimension

of the controllers from which they are derived. This means that if,

e.g.,’ an n-dimensional single-output system employs an (n — l)-

dimensional controller, then the series compensator and the feedback
compensator will each have dimension (n — 1).

4. In view of 3, there are additional modes again in the overall scheme

beyond those introduced in the controllers of the last section. In

the case of the controller of Fig. 9.2-1, these additional modes are

always asymptotically stable. However, this is not the case with the
scheme of Fig. 9.2-2, which may thus prevent its use.

We shall now proceed with the derivation of the structures, We start with
the controller of Fig. 9.2-3. Irrespective of the dimensionality of the controller,
or its detailed design, there is a linear system between u and K’xc, and a
second linear system between y and K’x=. In the steady state, the scheme of
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‘em
Fig. 9.2-3 The basic controller.

Fig. 9.2-3 ‘is, in fact, equivalent to that of Fig. 9.2-4(a). In this figure, transfer
function matrices are shown for each block. These are inserted to keep track

of subsequent manipulations.
Figures 9.2-4(a), 9.2-4(b), and 9.2-4(c) are clearly equivalent. By setting

Wj ==[Z – WI]- 1, Fig. 9.2-4(d) results. As will be shown, the inverse always

exists. Figure 9.2-4(d), of course, has the same structure as Fig, 9.2-1. The
equivalence between Figs. 9.2-4(d) and 9.2-4(e) follows by setting Wl(s)

= WJ(S)WZ(S). Figure 9.2-4(e) has the same structure as Fig. 9.2-2.
Thus, subject to establishing the existence of the inverse of Z – W,,

the claims regarding the new controller structures have been established as

far as their steady-state performance is concerned. What has yet to be checked

is that the additional modes introduced have acceptable stability properties.

To do this, and to check that the inverse exists, we now become specific.

We start by considering estimators in Fig. 9.2-3 with the equation

.i. == (F + K, H’)x= + Gu — Key. (9,2-I)

Of course, F + K.H’ is assumed to have eigenvalues with negative real
part. From (9.2- 1), it follows immediately that the transfer function matrix
relating u to K*x= is

W,(s) == K’[sZ – (F+ KgH’)]-lG (9.2-2)

and the transfer function matrix relating y to K’x~ is

W,(s) = –K’[~1 – (F+ K~H’)]-’Kg. (9.2-3)

Forming Z — W,(s), we can check the following formula for the inverse

[1 – WI(S)]-’ (which clearly establishes, at the same time, existence of the

inverse):

Wj(s) ==1 + K’[sl – (F+ K=H’ + GK’)]-’G. (9.2-4)

Finally, the transfer function matrix W,(s), given by Wj(s) Wz(s), can be com-

puted to be

W,(s) = –K’[sl – (F+ K,H’ + GK’)]-’K~. (9.2-5)

[Problem 9.2-1 asks the student to verify the formulas for W,(s) and W,(s).]
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Let us now study the state-space equations of the scheme of Fig. 9.2-4(d),
which will lead to conclusions regarding stability. We adopt the notation X2
for the state of the linear system with transfer function W,(s), and x, for the

state of the linear system with transfer function W~(.s).
Now, the input to the W,(s) block is simply H’x. Therefore, this block

may be described by [see (9.2-3)]:

iz = (F + K&’)xz — K=H’x. (9.2-6)

The output of the Wz(s) block is, again from (9,2-3), K’x=, From the block

diagram it is then evident that the input to the W~(s) block is z.f,X,+ K’xz.
Therefore, it is described by [see (9.2-4)]

.i~ = (F + K,H + GK’)x~ + Gu,Xt + GK’xZ. (9.2-7)

The output of the Wj(s) block is, again from (9.2-4), its input plus K’xJ,
i.e., u,Xt + K’xz + K’x~. This is the input to the plant. Therefore, the plant

equation is

i = Fx + Gu,xt + GK’xZ + GK’x~. (9.2-8)

Equations (9.2-6) through (9.2-8) constitute a set of state-space equations
for the scheme of Fig. 9.2-4(d). An equivalent set is provided by retaining
(9.2-6) and (9.2-8) and forming an equation for i – i, – ~,. This equation
follows at once from (9.2-6) through (9.2-8), and is

i — iz — ~q = (F + KcH’)(x — Xz — X3). (9.2-9)

Equations (9.2-6), (9.2-8), and (9.2-9) combine to give

“X2

x

.x—x~—x~ 1
(9.2-10)

The block triangular structure of the square matrix in (9.2-10) guarantees
that the system modes are determined by the eigenvalues of F + GK’ and
by those of F’+ K~H’ counted twice. Consequently, the additional modes
introduced beyond those of the basic controller of Fig. 9.2-3 (whose modes

are determined by the eigenvalues of F + GK’ and F + K=H’) are the eigen-

values of F + K, H’. These modes are, of course, known to be asymptotically

stable, and even under the designer’s control. The validity of the proposed

control arrangement is now established,
Two interesting points follow from Eq. (9.2-10). First, the last row of

(9.2-10) [in reality, Eq. (9.2-9)] yields that x, + x, constitutes a state estimate
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x. of x. Second, setting

y=[o H 0][:2 ] (9.2-1 1)

1X—X2—X3 -1
and adjoining this equation to (9.2-10), we can check from these two

equations that the transfer function matrix relating U. to y is actually

H’[sZ – (F+ GK’)]-l G.

We now consider very briefly the situation that occurs if the control

arrangement of Fig. 9.2-4(e) is used. Quite clearly, for the arrangement to
be of any use, the transfer function matrix W,(s) must have the poles of all
its elements in the half-plane Re[s] <0, to ensure stability. This will be the

case if and only if the matrix F + K. H’ + GK’ has eigenvalues all with nega-

tive real parts. Now, although the matrices F + K. H and F + GK’ both

have eigenvalues all with negative real parts, it does not follow at all that

F + K,H + GK’ will have the same property. For example, if F == [– 1],
G = H = [1], and K= = K= [$], we have F + K.H’ ==F + GK’ ==[–~],
whereas F + K,H’ + GK’ = [~].

Certainly, if F + K,H’ + GK’ does have negative real part eigenvalues,

the scheme will be usable and have the correct steady-state behavior. In this

case, the modes of the system can be shown to be determined by the eigen-
values of F + GK’, F + KeH’, and F + K,H’ + GK’.

Calculations similar to those leading to W,(s), W,(s), etc., can be carried

out when we start with a Luenberger estimator in Fig. 9.2-3. We shall assume
that the state-space basis is so chosen that

[

F. ~b
F= -------------------

oo.. .ol~ 1

(9.2-12)

where with F an n x n matrix, the matrix Fe is (n — 1) x (n — 1), is the

transpose of a companion matrix, and possesses desired eigenvalues. We
suppose also that y is a scalar, and, for convenience, that u is a scalar. As
usual, an overbar denotes omission of the last row of a vector or matrix.
Finally, y == h’x = [0 O .-. 0 I]x.

The estimator equation is, from the last chapter,

fe = F=se + by + @ (9.2-13)

Now the full state estimate x. is related to X, and y by

[1

2,
x= = (9.2-14)

Y

and we are required to construct k’x~. Denoting the last entry of k’ by ~,

it follows that we have to construct

k’ie + Ey.
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The transfer function relating u to this quantity is, then,

WI(s) = ~’(sZ — Fz)- lg, (9.2-15)

and the transfer function relating y to this quantity is

wz(s) = ~ + I’(sZ — F=)-lb. (9.2-16)

The transfer function WJ(S) [see Fig. 9.2-4(d)] is [1 – WI(s)]- 1, or

w3($) = 1 + I’[sz — (F= + gi’)]-!g. (9.2-17)

We shall not bother with evaluating the transfer function w,(s) of Fig.
9.2-4(e). This transfer function may or may not have poles in Re[s] <0,

depending on the precise matrices and vectors involved in arriving at it.

The existence of [1 – w,(s)]- 1 guarantees the existence of the general
control scheme of Fig. 9.2-4(d), and with this existence established, it follows

that the scheme will give the correct steady-state properties. However, it is
necessary to check the stability properties, because the arrangement intro-
duces (n – 1) further modes than are present when the usual Luenberger
estimator is used. Suffice it to say, however, that similar analysis to that used

for the case when non-Luenberger estimators are the starting point for a

design yields a similar result: The modes of the controller-estimator scheme

are determined by the eigenvalues of F + gk’, and the eigenvalues of F.,
each counted twice. Of course, this latter matrix is normally chosen to have a

desired set of eigenvalues.

As an example, we consider a second-order, position-controller plant,
with transfer function 1/s2, and with closed-loop poles at —~ + jw.

Using a Luenberger estimator as the basis for the controller design, with its
single pole at s = —a, we shall deduce controller designs of the sort shown
in Figs. 9.2-4(d) and 9.2-4(e). We shall examine subsequently how to choose

the constant a.
The appropriate F, g, etc., matrices turn out to be as listed. (They may

be readily derived by techniques discussed earlier.)

[
F== ‘:

k’=[–l

The transfer function w,(s)
the feedback compensator,

W2(S) = –(1

_a2

1 [1

g= : h’=[o 1]
u

–(1 + a)] and F= = –m

of Eq. (9.2-1 6), which is the transfer function of
is

+&)+&=_ (1 + a)s+ a.

S+(X S+a

The transfer function Wq(s) of Eq. (9.2-1 7), which is the transfer function of
the series compensator, is

1
W3(S)===1 — S+a

S+(a+l)=s+a+l”
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Fig. 9.2-5 Controllers discussed in example.

The control scheme is shown in Fig. 9.2-5(a). A scheme that is equivalent
from the steady-state point of view is shown in Fig. 9.2-5(b).

With a = 10, which would guarantee that the action of estimation was
much more rapid than the action of the closed-loop plant, the feedback com-

pensator transfer function becomes

11s + 10,
S+1O

which is evidently a “lead network” transfer function, emphasizing high
frequencies more than low frequencies. Evidently, the choice of larger a will
increase further the extent to which high frequencies will be emphasized more

than low frequencies, and thus increase the deleterious effects of noise. An

upper limit of 10 on a is probably appropriate.

Figure 9.2-5(b) shows an arrangement with equivalent steady-state

performance. The characteristic modes associated with this arrangement are
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also close to those of Fig. 9.2-5(a). In the second case, they are determined by
the zeros of (s2 + s + 1)(.s + a)(s + a + 1), and in the first case by the
zeros of (,s2 +s + 1)(s + a)2.

A classical design might actually have led to the scheme of Fig. 9.2-5(b),
or, more probably, that of Fig. 9.2-5(c), which for a = 10 is almost equi-
valent. The root locus diagram of the arrangement of Fig. 9.2-5(c) with a = 10

is shown in Fig, 9.2-6, and it is evident what stabilizing effect the lead network

has.

A

IL K’.2o

K’= 20
*

If

Fig. 9.2-6 Root locus plot for system of Fig. 9.2-5(c).

So far in this section, we have discussed the use of controllers of dimen-
sion n and (n — 1) for controlling an n-dimensional, single-output plant.

These controllers are constructed by cascading a linear control law with a
state estimator. Now for special control laws, it may be that the controller
dimension of n or (n – 1) can be reduced. We give a qualitative and non-
rigorous argument. It is intuitively reasonable that a single integrator sub-
system driven by the plant input and output can generate an estimate of a
single linear functional of the plant state. Now this linear functional, perhaps
combined with the plant output, may be sufficient to generate a desired feed-
back signal, itself a linear functional; if this is the case, a controller of dimen-

sion 1 will then serve as well as a controller of dimension (n — l).
More generally, one can argue for multiple-input, multiple-output

systems that certain special control laws can be implemented with controllers

of dimension lower than usual. The characterization of such control laws

and the design of the associated controllers is currently under investigation.

It is interesting to speculate whether a linear optimal control problem may be
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formulated for a prescribed plant, the solution of which will always lead to
a low dimension controller.

In the next section, controller simplifications are discussed for multiple-

output, single-input systems. These simplifications are well understood, but
do not represent the best that can be achieved in specific situations.

Problem 9.2-1. Verify the formulas (9.2-4) and (9.2-5) for W,(s) and W,($).

Problem 9.2-2. Design feedback and cascade compensators for a 1/s2 plant
starting with a second-order estimator with estimator poles both at s == —5.

Problem 9.2-3. Consider a plant with transfer function 1/ss, and with closed-

loop poles at s = –~ + j~ and s = –3. This corresponds to

‘=1 ::1’=[1“=[’0 0]

k’ = [3 4 4].

Design feedback and cascade controllers based on a Luenberger estimator with

poles at s = –5. Interpret the result using root locus ideas.

Problem 9.2-4. obtain state-space equations for the controller arrangement

of Fig. 9.2-4(d), assuming the controller blocks are determined from a Luenberger

estimator. Check that the modes of the system are determined by the eigenvalues
of F + gk’, and of F. counted twice. [Hint: Obtain equations for i, iz, and ij,

and then for ; — -iI — .iZ, i, and 22, in that order, where ~ denotes -i less its last
entry.

9.3 SIMPLIFICATIONS OF THE CONTROLLER FOR

MULTIPLE-OUTPUT, SINGLE-INPUT SYSTEMS

Although the remarks in this section will normally have extensions to

the most general form of multiple-output system, we restrict consideration
here almost entirely to multiple-output plants consisting of a cascade of
single-input, single-output plants, each of whose outputs is available. Figure
9.3-1 shows a two-output example. The input of small plant 1 is the input of

Fig. 9.3-1 Example of multiple-output plants considered.
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the (large) plant, whereas a 2 vector, the entries of which are the outputs of
small plants 1 and 2, is the (large) plant output.

We shall indicate in this section a procedure of [5] permitting a gross
simplification in the estimator structure when a function of the form k’x~
is required, rather than the complete vector x,. The nature of the simplifica-

tion is that the dimension of the whole estimator becomes one less than the

maximum dimension of any of the small plants! Our method of attack in

deriving this simplification will be to start with the basic Luenberger estimator

and carry out manipulations on it.

As we know, the problem of estimating the states of the complete plant
immediately breaks down into independent problems requiring the estimation

of the states of each small plant. With the notation xi, to denote an estimate
of the state vector xi of the ith small plant, and with Ui and yj denoting the
input and output of the ith small plant, the ith estimator can be written

fj= = Fiex,e + biyi + gi u, (9.3-1)

and

[1

Zie
Xje = . (9.3-2)

Yi

Here, of course, we are assuming that

[---------------

Fib ~bi
ii =

‘--’ !
xi + giui (9.3-3)

00...01;

yi=[o o . . . 0 I]x, (9.3-4)

and Fi, has companion matrix transpose form with arbitrary eigenvalues,
as chosen by the designer. Implicit in these equations is the assumption

that an appropriate coordinate basis is used to write the small plant and esti-
mator equations.

Figure 9.3-2(a) shows a plant consisting of two small plants, with esti-
mators of the preceding type, and with the implementation of the control

law u = u.=, + k’x.. Observe that connecting any of the u, or Y, with the
feedback quantity k’x< is a single-input, single-output linear system. Each
of these systems, of course, has a transfer function, and the denominator of
the transfer function connecting Ui or yi to k’x< is Ai(.r) = det (sZ – ~..).
Accordingly, from the steady-state point of view, Fig. 9.3-2(a) is equivalent

to Fig. 9.3-2(b), where ml(s), etc., denote polynomials.

Now recall that the matrices ~.. are transposes of companion matrices,
the characteristic polynomials of which are at the designer’s disposal. To

achieve a single controller design with two or more small plants, we suppose

that all those Fi. of the highest dimension occurring among the complete set

of Fi. are taken as the same, and that the remaining Fi, of lower dimension

are taken to have characteristic polynomials that are factors of the charac-
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teristic polynomials of the Fi~ of highest possible dimension. One or more of
the Ai(s) will have maximum degree. Since the At(s) are adjustable, we require

that all those of maximum degree be the same polynomial, call it A(s). All

other Ai(s) must factor A(s). This means that any transfer function mica,
may be written as pica, where pi(s) == mi(s) if Ai(s) has the same degree

as A(s), and pi(s) = mi(s) [A(s) /Ai(s)] otherwise—i.e. pi(s) is obtained by
multiplying rni(s) by an extra factor. The same thing is done with the transfer

function ni(s)/Ai(s), which may be written gi(s)/A(s) for some polynomial

9i(s)-
Figure 9.3-3(a) shows the controller structure with these special choices,

and with the augmentation of those transfer functions mi(s)/Ai(s) and
ni(s)/Ai(s) by surplus numerator and denominator factors where necessary.

Clearly, the blocks with transfer functions ql(s)/A(s) and pz(s)/A(s) [or, in
the general case, qi(s)/A(s) and pi+ ~(s)/A(s)], are immediately combinable

by setting r,(s) = q,(s) + p,(s) [or, in the general case, r,+,(s) = qi(s) +

~i+l(s)]. with ~l(s) = PI(s) and rj(s) = qz(s), this simplification results in
Fig. 9.3-3(b).

We reiterate that the controllers of Fig. 9.3-2(a) and 9.3-2(b) are only
equivalent in the steady state [since the controller of Fig. 9.3-2(b) has higher

dimension than that of Fig. 9.3-2(a)]. The controller of Fig. 9.3-3(a) is
obtained by specializing that of Fig. 9.3-2(b) and possibly by increasing fur-
ther the dimension of the controller. It, too, is thus only equivalent in the

steady state to the controller of Fig. 9.3-2(a). Finally, the controller of Fig.

9.3-3(b) is obtained by reducing the dimension of the controller of Fig.
9.3-3(a). However, it again is only equivalent to the controller of Fig. 9.3-2(a)

(assuming appropriate selection of the matrices F,,) in the steady state.
Now we can make one sweeping simplification to the arrangement of

Fig. 9.3-3(b), resulting from the fact that the denominators of all the transfer
functions are the same. It is possible to realize the arrangement of Fig.

9.3-3(b), again from the steady-state point of view, with a controller of dimen-
sion equal to the degree of A(s). One explicit way of writing down equations
for such a controller is as follows. Each transfer
sentable as noted in Appendix B by state-space

r

00. . 0 –a,

10. . 0 –cq 1

function ri(s)/A(s) is repre-

equations of the form

[1

Yli

Y2i

zi=[O O . . . 0 l]wi+fiiti, (9.3-6)
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Fig. 9.3-3 Special cases of the controller of Fig. 9.3-2.
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where vi is the input into the block of transfer function ri(s)/A(s), Wi is its
state, and Zi its output. For the first block, VI coincides with the plant input
u; for the second block, Vz coincides with the output yl of small plant 1;

for the third block, Vqcoincides with the output Yz of small plant 2. The quan-
tity fed back, which should be an estimate of k’x, is ~ Zi. (Of course, gener-

alization to more than two small plants is immediate.)

The state-space equations of the overall controller become, simply,

w=

-00. . 0 –(x, H Y1l Y12 Y13-
10. . 0 –a, Y21 Y22 ?23

[

. . .

“‘1[
. . ... .. . . .

00. . 1 –al Y/l Y12 Y13.

[1
‘VI

V2

‘7)3
(9.3-7)

-1

[1
v]

2= [() () . . . I]w’+ [J, d2 C53] V2 . (9.3-8)

V3

C1early, with the identification z = ~ z,, the steady-state behavior of the
controller defined by (9.3-5) and (9.3-6) is the same as that defined by (9.3-7)

and (9.3-8). Again, generalization to many small plants is easy.
Figure 9.3-4 shows the new controller, where the matrices Fe and 17 of

the figure have obvious interpretations. We reiterate that the dimension of

F, is one less than the maximum dimension of the small plants.
Although we have argued that only the steady-state performance of the

controller is as required, it would appear that the extra modes that are intro-
duced, above those which would be present in case true state feedback were
employed, are all asymptotically stable. In fact, we claim that the modes of

Y .
Small Small

Plant 1
*

Plant 2
+

+

f
w. Faw+rv -

Z=[OO...O1]W+V’V :

Fig. 9,3-4 Final controller arrangement.
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the arrangement of Fig. 9.3-4 are determined by the eigenvalues of F + gk’
and the eigenvalues of F.. However, we shall not prove this result here, which
seems difficult to establish.

The preceding arguments will all hold if instead of using a Luenberger
estimator for each small plant in Fig. 9.3-2(a), we use estimators whose dimen-

sions are equal to the dimensions of the small plants. In this case, the end

result is a controller with a dimension equal to the maximum dimension of

any of the small plants.
We consider now a simple example. An open-loop plant is prescribed,

which consists of a cascade of two elements—one with transfer function
1/s(s + 1) and the other with transfer function 2/s(s +2) (see Fig. 9.3-5).

Y
Y1 Y=

Fig. 9.3-5 Open-loop plant.

One state-space representation of the plant is

‘]=r-:IX+FIU

y, = [1 O]x,

y, = [2 0]’2.

Suppose that it is desired to implement the control law

[1

~ = %., + [–3 –2 –4 –2] “ (9.3-9)
X2

which, it can be checked, will yield closed-loop poles at s = —; + j~~
and a double pole at s = —2. A dynamic controller is to be used, the inputs

of which are u, y ~, and y,. It is to be of lowest possible dimension, here evi-
dently 1, since the maximum dimension of the two small plants is 2.

The first task is to design estimators for the two small plants with the
same dynamics. We shall locate the estimator poles ats = —5. With the pro-
cedures of the previous chapter, it is straightforward to establish that the

scheme of Fig. 9.3-6(a) constitutes an estimator for the first small plant.
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Xle

+

(a)

(+
Xze { I

+

(b)

Fig. 9.3-6 Estimators for small plants,

Likewise, the scheme of Fig. 9.3-6(b) constitutes an estimator for the second
small plant.

When the controI law (9.3-9) is implemented, we may proceed with the

manipulation discussed earlier and shown in Figs. 9.3-2 and 9.3-3 to arrive
at the control scheme of Fig. 9.3-7(a). Finally, the controller of Fig. 9.3-7(a)
may be replaced by the scheme of Fig. 9.3-7(b), which is the desired con-
troller of dimension unity.

If desired, the calculations can be checked most easily by separately

checking the steady-state and zero-input response properties. Figure 9.3-7(a)
is a convenient place from which to start when checking the steady-state
response. A succession of equivalent systems (from the steady-state point of

view) is shown in Fig. 9.3-8. The block manipulations involved are very

straightforward, and the details are left to the reader to verify. Now the poles
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1 2

-

+

+

(a) S+5

“ — - —
1 2

S(s+l) S(S+2)

+

1 I
(b)

Fig. 9.3-7

of the closed-loop system are at —~ -&j-, with a double pole at -2,

which means that the closed-loop system transfer function should be

(s’ + s +21)(s+2)2 “
It is easy to check that (sZ + s + 1)(s + 2) ’(s + 5) = S5 + 10s4 + 34s3

+ 53s2 + 44s + 20, and so Fig. 9.3-8(d) does, in fact, represent the desired
closed-loop system.

The zero-input response may be examined by writing down a state-

space equation for the scheme of Fig. 9.3-7(b). With w denoting the state of
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Fig. 9.3-8 Equivalent systems discussed in example.
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the controller, and with u,=, == O, this equation becomes

ll’h:-!:~!ll

for which the associated characteristic polynomial may be verified to be

(s’ + .Y+ 1)(s + 2) ’(s + 5).
The extension of these results to multiple-output plants that do not con-

sist of a cascade of single-input, single-output plants involves a good deal
more computational effort [5]. The minimum dimension of the controller
for a single-input, multiple-output plant is y – 1, where y is the observability
index of the plant. The observability index is defined as follows. For a com-

pletely observable n-dimensional plant

k= Fx+Gu (9.3-lo)

y = H’x, (9.3-11)

the observability index y is the smallest integer such that [H F’H . . . (F’)y - ‘H]

has rank n. If x is an n vector and y an m vector, y evidently satisfies the
inequality n/m < y < n — m, provided that the entries of y are indepen-
dent. Attainment of the upper bound means that there is no reduction in
controller dimension below the dimension of the basic Luenberger estimator.
Attainment of the lower bound, on the other hand, generally represents a
substantial reduction in controller complexity.

The question of what is the minimum dimension of a controller for a

multiple-input, multiple-output plant appears to be unanswered at the present

time.

Problem 9.3-1. Consider a plant consisting of a cascade of small plants with

transfer functions 1/(s + 1), 1/[J(s + l)], and 1/s2. Obtain an optimal control law
such that four dominant poles are Iocated at —~ ~ jl, — 1, and — 1. Design a con-
troller of dimension 1 to implement this control law.

Problem 9.3-2. Can you give a general proof that the modes of the controller

of Fig. 9.3-4 are determined by the eigenvalues of F + gk’ and Fe?

9.4 THE SEPARATION THEOREM

This section is confined to a brief statement of a theoretical result known

as the “separation theorem” (see references [6] through [9]). We shall not

attempt to prove the result, because the proof is not at all easy unless con-

siderable background in statistics is assumed.
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We assume we are given a linear system with additive input noise:

~ = ~(@ + G(t)~ + ~. (9.4-1)

The input noise v is white, gaussian, of zero mean, and has covariance

a(t)~(t – ~), where ~ is nonnegative definite symmetric for all t.The out-
put y of the system is given by

Y = ~’(f)~ + ~ (9.4-2)

where w is white gaussian noise of zero mean, and has covariance k(t)d(t– z),

where f(t) k positive definite for all t.The processes v and w are independent.

The initial state X(IO)at time tois a gaussian random variable of mean m and
covariance PO, and is independent of the processes v and w. The matrices
F, G, H, ~, and & are all assumed to have continuous elements.

It is not possible to pose an optimal control problem requiring minimiza-
tion of

V = f’ (x’Q(t)x + u’R(t)u) dt (9.4-3)
10

where Q(t) is nonnegative definite symmetric and ‘R(t) is positive definite

symmetric, even if one restricts the optimal u(t)to being derived from the
measurement y(.), because the performance index V must actually be a
random variable, taking values depending on V(.), W(.), and x(to),which, of

course, are random.
To eliminate this difficulty, one can replace (9.4-3) by

V=E
{J

“ (x’Q(t)x + u’R(t)u) dt
1

(9.4-4)
co

where the expectation is over x(tO) and the processes V(. ) and w(. ) on the

interval [to,t,].Itis understood that at time t,the measurement y(r), to< T

< t,is available, and that the optimal u(t) is to be expressed, in terms of y(z),

tO s ~ s t. [Note: The optimal u(t)is not required to be an instantaneous
function of y(t).]

The solution of this problem, which has come to be known as the separa-
tion theorem for reasons that will be obvious momentarily, is deceptively

simple. It falls into two parts:

1. Compute a minimum variance estimate x.(t) of x(t) at time t, using
u(z), tO < z s t and y(~), fO < z s t.As we know, this problem has

a solution wherein x,(t) is the output of a linear system excited by

U(. ) and y(.). This linear system is independent of the matrices Q(t)

and R(t)—i.e., the same linear system generates x,(t), irrespective of
what Q(t) and R(t)are.

2. Compute the optimal contro[ law u(t) = K’(t)x(t), which would be

applied if there were no noise, if x(t) were available, and if (9.4-3)

were the performance index, Then use the control law u(t) =

K’(t)x.(t), where x.(t) is obtained as in (l). This law is optimal for the
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noisy problem. Notice that the calculation of K(t) is independent of
H(t), and the statistics of the noise.

Evidently, the calculation of x,(~) and of the control law gain matrix
K(t) are separate problems which can be tackled independently, Hence, the

name “separation theorem.” Figure 9.4-1 shows the optimal controller.

Control Law

from Xe(t) Optimum ~

Deterministic Estimator -

Problem
●

Fig. 9.4-1 Illustration of the separation theorem.
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CHAPTER 70

OPTIMAL LINEAR REGUfArORS

WITH INPUT D/STURBA?UCES

10.1 PROPORTIONAL-PLUS-INTEGRAL FEEDBACK

The linear optimal regulator theory of previous chapters is tailored for

applications where the effect of an initial condition or, equivalently, the effect
of impulse-type disturbances on a plant output is to be reduced to zero in
some optimal fashion. However, for the case when there is a sustained, slowly
varying, input disturbance, the standard optimal regulator cannot attain and
maintain the desired equilibrium conditions.

A very reasonable approach to the linear regulator problem with input

disturbances, including this latter type, would be to use a linear optimal regu-
lator and to cancel the effect of the sustained input disturbance signal by

the addition of a further control signal. This approach is certainly straight-
forward, provided there is a priori knowledge of the sustained disturbance,
for all that is required is the addition of an appropriate, slowly varying, exter-
na[ input signal to cancel the effect of the disturbance. See, e.g., schemes

given in reference [1]. Unfortunately, in most practical applications there is
no a priori knowledge of the disturbance. The disturbance is probably ran-
domly varying, as, e.g., in the case of an antenna control scheme subject to

wind forces. In this instance, if the wind force is constant over an appreciable

interval, or slowly varying over such an interval, there will usually be a steady-

state error in the system output. That is, the point of equilibrium for the sys-

tem will not be the desired operating point. To remedy the situation, some

227
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mechanism making continual adjustments to the input is required. (In

contrast, wind gusts are not a problem, because they consist of impulse

disturbances with nonzero value over short intervals, and they can be

accommodated by the standard regulator.)
Since the disturbances often encountered are randomly varying, it might

be thought that optimal stochastic control theory (see, e.g., reference [2])

would be able to take into account the randomly varying disturbances. How-
ever, unless there is reliable a priori knowledge of the disturbance probability

distributions, then this approach is also impractical.
The question is therefore still before us as to how to design a linear

optimal regulator with the desirable properties that accrue from optimality,

and with the additional property that sustained disturbances at the input of
the type described do not affect the equilibrium point.

In classical control theory, the concept of proportional-plus-integral

jieedback is used to counter the effects of constant input disturbances, and

proportional-plus-multiple-integral feedback is used to counter the effects
of disturbances that can be expressed as a polynomial, e.g., a constant-plus-
ramp input. Of course, with any design based on this theory, the resulting
system does not necessarily have the desirable properties of optimal systems,

and, unfortunately, the design procedures tend to be ad hoc, particularly
for multiple-input systems. A review of some of the reasoning behind the

concept of integral feedback is now given, since the concept will be applied
in the next sections to linear optimal regulators.

For the case when the disturbance is a constant, the inclusion of a feed-

back path containing a single integration is sufficient for the closed-loop
system equilibrium point to be zero, independent of the input disturbance.

To see that this is so with a plausible but nonrigorous argument, we first
suppose that the system output is zero. The output of the controller, in par-
ticular the integrator output, may still be a constant value. In fact, if it has a

value precisely that of any constant input disturbance (but opposite in sign),
the plant input will be zero, and thus the desired operating point will be
maintained. On the other hand, if the system output is nonzero—say, a

nonzero constant—then the output of the controller, and thus the input to
the plant, will be a constant signal plus a ramp signal. The ramp signal will
tend to reduce the output of the plant to zero (assuming that the feedback is
of the appropriate sign) and thus tend to achieve the desired zero equilibrium
point.

For the case when the input disturbance is a ramp function, as in ‘the case
of a velocity offset error, then the inclusion of a feedback path with two series

integrations is used. For this case, the action of the controller once again is
to provide a signal output when the system states are zero. This cancels

the effects of the disturbances.
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In this chapter, we construct two forms of a linear optimal regulator

with dynamical feedback control laws. We then show that both systems have

the various desirable properties associated with the standard regulator, and

also the additional property that certain classes of input disturbances can

be accommodated. (See also references [3] through [5].)

As a means to achieve the objectives of the chapter, the next section gives

an extension of the standard regulator theory to include the case where the

integrand of the performance index is quadratic, not only in the system states
and in the system input but also in the derivatives of the system input. The

optimal control is the solution of a differential equation involving the system
states and inputs; thus, the controller for this case is dynamic rather than
memory less, as for the standard optimal regulator. Two ways of implementing
the control law are then presented, which correspond to the proportional-

plus-integral feedback of classical control.
The following section discusses the properties of this modified optimal

regulator and its application to situations when there are unknown finite

disturbances at the input to the plant to be controlled.

10.2 THE REGULATOR PROBLEM WITH DERIVATIVE

CONSTRAINTS

We intimated in an earlier chapter that the standard regulator theory
could be extended by the application of various transformations to give solu-

tions to modified regulator problems. Using this approach, we shall solve the
‘ollowing problem.

Modi$ed regulator problem. Suppose we are given the linear dynamical
system

~= Fx+Gu x(tO) given (10.2-1)

where Fand G are constant, and the performance index

k’(x(to), u(.), to) = j- (u’Ru + zi’SU + x’Qx) dt (10.2-2)
to

where S’ is positive definite symmetric, and R and Q are nonnegative

definite symmetric. Suppose also that an initial value of the control
u(tO) is specified. Find a control u*(. ) with u*(tO) = u(tO), which when
applied to the system (10.2-1) minimizes (10.2-2). [Later, the case when
u(tO) is to be optimized is considered.]

As a first step in solving this problem, we define new variables

[1

x
xl = U,=u (10.2-3)

u
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and new matrices

‘=[::1 ‘=[~1 ‘l=s Q,=[::1” “02-4)
Equation (10.2-3) incorporates the transformations to be applied to the ori-

ginal system. Now, since u(t,) is specified, the system equations and perfor-

mance index may be written in terms of the newly defined variables as follows:

il = Flxl + Glul xl(tO) given (10.2-5)

V(X,(t,), u,(.), to) = ~m (uj R,ul + x\ Qlxl)dt. (10.2-6)
to

Figure 10.2-1 shows system (10.2-5); it consists of system (10,2-1) augmented

by integrators at the inputs. The state vector of system (10.2-1) is augmented
by the input vector of (10.2-1) to yield the state vector of system (10.2-5).

–—–” –___,

lx

)i= Fx+Gu

I
L

I

I ___&—. —
Fig. 10.2-1 Augmented system.

rafime.ted system
——— ——— ——— —

1

-j)-/’ + :=
lx

i. Fx+Gu

I I

I
Iu

L––__~–––___J’

rlifrear constant 1
——— ———

I controller

1+

Fig. 10.2-2 Optimal control of augmented system.
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u + x

i. Fx+Gu

r ——_ ___ __ ——_ ___
I

1

z !
1:_
s

!

I
I7

I K;
/

dynamic controller ,
l—— —_ ———__— ——— —__J

Fig. 10.2-3 Optimal regulator with dynamic controller.

-v
h

!__– ——_ ___ __

[

I

1
, dynamic controller

I
IL________ __J

Fig. 10.2-4 Proportional-plus-integralstatefeedback.

The standard regulator theory of the earlier chapters may now be

applied to the augmented system (10.2-5) and quadratic performance index
(10.2-6). Of course, various controllability and observability conditions should
by satisfied. Assuming that they are satisfied, the form of the optimal control
is indicated in Fig. 10.2-2. This augmented system and linear memoryless
controller may be rearranged as in Fig. 10.2-3 to be the original system

(10.2-1) with a linear dynamic controller. In fact, later we shall show that

an alternative arrangement is that of Fig. 10.2-4, where the controller has

proportional-plus-integral state-variable feedback. That these regulators

are, in fact, the desired optimal regulators is perhaps not immediately appar-

ent, but this should become clear as we develop the subject in more detail.

First, we apply the standard regulator theory to minimize (10.2-6)

subject to (10.2-5). We observe that the conditions previously imposed on
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S3 Q, and R ensure that R, and Q ~ satisfy the requirements of the standard

regulator theory—viz., that R ~ be positive definite symmetric and Q1 be
nonnegative definite symmetric. However, two further assumptions are
required in order that (1) the control law exist and the performance index

be finite, and (2) the closed-loop system be asymptotically stable.

ASSUMPTION 10.2-1. The pair [Fl, Gl] is completely controllable.

ASSUMPTION 10.2-2. The pair [Fl, D ~] is completely observable for any D;
satisfying DID; = Q,.

With the preceding assumptions, the optimal control law UT and mini-

mum index V* associated with the minimization of (10.2-6), subject to

(10.2-5), are given directly using the results of Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3. We have

u? = —RTIG~~Xl (10.2-7)

and

~*(~,(~o), 20) = x’l(to)~x,(to) (10.2-8)

where

F = #ir P(t, T) = lim P(t, T) (10.2-9)
r---

with P(. , T) the solution of the Riccati differential equation

–P = PF1 + F{ P–PG, R;lG:P + Q, P(T, T) = O. (10.2-10)

Assumption 10.2-1 ensures that ~ exists, and Assumption 10.2-2 ensures
that the closed-loop system

il == (Fl — GIR~lG\~)xl (10.2-11)

is asymptotically stable.
We now examine, in order, the various previous equations, assumptions,

and results in the light of the definitions (10.2-3) and (10.2-4). In this way,
we shall obtain the solution of the modified regulator problem.

Earlier, we showed that the augmented system equation (10.2-5) follows
from the original system equation (10.2-1), on using the definitions (10,2-3)
and (10.2-4). The argument may be reversed without difficulty-i. e., (10,2-1)
follows from (10.2-5), on using these same definitions. Furthermore, the
definitions (10.2-3) and (10.2-4) imply that the two performance indices,
(10.2-6) for the augmented system and (10.2-2) for the original system, take

the same value. In particular, the optimal performance indices are the same
when the initial states of the two systems are related by the first of Eqs.

(10.2-3), and the optimal controls are related by the second of Eqs. (10.2-3).
We now ask if Assumptions 10.2-1 and 10.2-2 can be reduced to assump-

tions concerning the original system (10.2-1) and index (10,2-2). The answer
is yes. In fact, Assumption 10.2-1 may be replaced by the following equivalent

assumption.
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ASSUMPTION 10.2-3. Thepair[F, Gl is completely controllable,

Problem 10.2-1 asks for further details on this straightforward result.

In considering the observability Assumption 10.2-2, the arguments are
more involved unless wemakethe further restriction that Rbepositivedefi-

nite rather than simply nonnegative definite. For the simpler case, Assump-

tion 10.2-2 may be replaced by Assumption 10.2-4.

ASSUMPTION10.2-4. The matrix R is positive definite, and the pair [F, D ~,] is
completely observable, where D,, is any matrix such that D, 1D; ~ = Q.

Probfem 10.2-2 asks for details on this result. Notice that we have only
claimed that Assumption 10.2-4 implies Assumption 10.2-2, and not the
converse. The condition that R be positive definite may be relaxed with cau-

tion (see Problem 10.2-3).
Now that we have interpreted the equations and assumptions associated

with the augmented system in terms of quantities associated with the original
system, we turn to the interpretation of the results of the minimization

problem for the augmented system, in order to give a solution to the minimiza-
tion problem for the original system. As remarked earlier, the optimal con-
trol U* for the modified regulator problem satisfies zi* = u] with u*(tO) equal
to the specified u(tO), The minimum index, being the same for both minimiza-
tion problems, is V*(X(tO), u(tO), to) = V*(xl(tO), tO). The optimal control
U* and the minimum index V* can now be expressed in terms of the modified

regulator problem parameters as follows.

Partitioning F as

the optimal control U* is given from

72*== U? u*(tO) ==u(tO) specified

‘-S-’[U12LI[:*l

= –s-’P,lx– S-’F22U*.

That is, the optimal control u*(. ) is given from

ti* = K{x + K~u* u*(tO) = U(?O)specified (10.2-12)

where

See Fig. 10.2-3 for a diagram of a controller that achieves this optimal con-
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trol law. The minimum performance index associated with this control law
is given as

v*(x(t,), u(t,), to)= J“*(xi(to)>fo)

= x\(to)Fx,(to)

=x’(to)P1lx(fo) +2f6’(to)P21x(fo) +u’(fo)P22z4(to).

(10.2-14)

It is interesting to note that for the case when U(to) is zero, the minimum index

reduces to

V*(x(rO), U(t,) = o,2,) = x’(fo)P,,x(to). (10.2-15)

Until now, we have assumed that u(tO) is specified. However, it is clear
that ifu(tO)is chosen to minimize (10.2-14), thenit would have the value

u*(fo) = —P;JP2 ~a’(to) = —(K;)”’Kjx(to). (10.2-16)

For this case,

v*(x(to), 2.) = x’(to)[~, , – F;, F;; P2 ,Ix(to). (10.2-17)

These results are perhaps only of academic interest, because in practice there

would usually be no more direct control of the initial states u(tO) of the con-
troller than there would be of the initial states X(tO) of the plant,

The optimal control law and minimum index are expressed in terms
of F,,, P21, and P,,. These matrices are simply the limiting values as t

approaches minus infinity of P, ~, Pz ~, and Pzz where [see (10.2-9) and

(10.2-10)]

–#,l=P1, F+ F’P1, –Pjl S-lP,l +Q P1, (T)=O

–P,, =P,l F+ G’P1l –P,, S-’P,l P2, (T)=0

–P,, = P,l G + G’P~l – PZ, S-l PZ, + R P,,(T) = o.
(10.2-18)

The results developed in the preceding paragraphs constitute a solution
to the regulator problem with derivative constraints. However, there is an
alternative formulation of the optimal control law u*, which we now derive.

The input to system (10.2-1) may be expressed in terms of the state x

and its derivative i from (10.2-1) as follows:

u = (G’G)- 1G’(-i — Fx). (10.2-19)

For the preceding equation to be meaningful, we require that G’G be positive
definite or, equivalently, that G have rank equal to the number of system
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inputs. Foracompletely controllable single-input system, G’G will beaposi-
tive constant and thus invertible. For a multiple-input system, the physical

interpretation of this condition on G is as follows. If the rank of G were not

equal to the number of system inputs or number of columns of G, it would
be possible to delete one or possibly more inputs and, by adjustment of the

remaining inputs, to leave the system trajectories unaltered. In other words,

the system is in a sense over controlled. Clearly, it is always possible to
arrange the system such that this condition is avoided.

Assuming then that G’G is positive definite, and thus that (10.2-19)

holds, the differential equation (10.2-12) may be written

ti* = K<i + K~x u*(tO) = u(tO) specified (10.2-20)

where

K; = K~(G’G)”l G’ K~=K\ –K~F. (10.2-21)

Integrating (10.2-20) gives

u*(1) = K~ X(t) + f Kjx(7) dr + u(tO) — K~x(tO). (10.2-22)
10

From this equation it is clear that the optimal control u*(. ) can be realized
by a proportional-plus-integral state feedback control law (see Fig. 10.2-4).

In practice, the initial state of the integrator in Fig. 10.2-4 will not be

directly controlled any more than is the initial state of the plant x(tO). For

the case in which we can choose an initial state for the integrator so that the

performance index is minimized, clearly, from (10.2-16) and (10.2-22), this
initial state would be [(Kj)- ]Kj — Kj]x(tO).

We have the results that the optimal controller for our modified regulator
problem may be either of the form shown in Fig. 10.2-3 or of the form shown
in Fig. 10.2-4. The controllers for each case will be different but the resulting
control u*(. ) will be the same. The equation of theclosed-loop system in either
case will be the same as that for the optimal augmented system of Fig. 10.2-2
—viz., (10.2-1 1) or, equivalently,

[23=[; X*1 Ku ‘Pecified ‘102-23)

The various preceding results are now summarized.

The so!ution io the regulator problem with derivative constraints. For the
completely controllable system (10.2-1 ) and performance index (10.2-2),

the optimal control u*(. ) is given from

zi* = K\x + K’#* u*(tO) = u(tO) specified (10.2-12)

or, equivalently, for the case when (G’G) is positive definite, from

Q* = K\i + K\x u*(tO) = u(tO) specified (10.2-20)
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where K,, K,, K,, and K. are given from (10.2-13), (10.2-18), and

(10.2-21). (See also Figs. 10.2-3 and 10.2-4). The minimum index V*(x(tO),
zf(tO), tO) is given as

v*(x(t,), U(to), t,) = x’(to)F, ,x(t,) + 2z4’(to)F2, x(fo)

+ U’(to)F,,ll(to). (10.2-14)

A sufficient condition for the closed-loop system

to be asymptotically stable is Assumption 10.2-4. For the case when
ti(tO) ==O, the minimum index is given as in (10.2-1 5), and for the case
when u(tO) may be chosen so that the index is minimized, then the optimal
u(rO) is given in (10.2-16) and the associated index in (10.2-17).

There is one immediate extension of the preceding results. By consider-
ing the augmented system (10.2-5) as the “original system” and applying the

same procedure already outlined for this sytem, then we may interpret the
results as constituting the solution of the regulator problem with second-

order derivative constraints. The controllers for this case will contain a
further stage of integration than those already discussed. The applications of

this extension to the theory will be discussed in the next section, whereas the

details of the extension process itself are left to the student (see Problem
10.2-4). Extensions are also possible to the case when the original system is

augmented by an arbitrary dynamical system. These extensions have applica-
tion (see references [6] through [8]) to the construction of dynamic compen-

sators for systems with incomplete state measurements. Problem 10.2-5 asks
for details to be worked out for a particular example.

Problem 10.2-1. Using the notation of the section, show that [F,, G,] com-
pletely controllable is equivalent to the condition [F, G] completely controllable.
Use the controllability rank condition (see also Appendix B).

Problem 10.2-2. Using the notation of the section, show that Assumption

10.2-4 implies Assumption 10.2-2.

Problem 10.2-3. Suppose you are given the completely controllable system

-i = Fx + Gu and the performance index

V = ~; (ti’Sti + x’Qx) dt.

Suppose also that D is a matrix satisfying DD’ = Q, and that [F, D] is completely
observable. Show that the pair

E :1’[: :1
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fails to be completely observable if and only if there exist XOand UO,not both zero,

such that FXO + GUO= Oand D’xO = O. Give a simpler statement of this condition
for the case when Fis nonsingular. Show also that, if the condition holds, the closed-
loop system is not asymptotically stable.

Problem 10.2-4. For the completely controllable system -i = Fx + Gu and
performance index

J~=; (u~u + x’@) dt,

find the optimal control law that minimizes the index V. Determine if the control

law may be realized using proportional-plus-integral-plus-double-integral state-
variable feedback.

Problem 10.2-5. For the system

E:]=cX:l+[u”
y=x, –x~,

the controI that minimizes the index

J~= (tiz + X?) dt

is

~ = —~, – 2X2 – 2U.

Show how this control law may be realized using output, rather than state-variable
feedback. Show that the feedback compensator has a structure similar to a
Luenburger estimator with state-variable feedback. (Hint: First express u as

fi == —&@ — /loy — FIJZ

See reference [6]. References [7] and [8] give generalizations of this procedure.)

10.3 APPLICATION AND PROPERTIES OF OPTIMAL

REGULATORS WHICH INCLUDE INTEGRAL FEEDBACK

Using the theory of the previous section, linear optimal regulators that
include single- or multiple-integral feedback may be designed in a straight-

forward manner. We now consider the properties of these systems, and, in
particular, their ability to accommodate input disturbances.

Consider the completely controllable system with state equation

i= FX+G1U+G2W X(to) = o, U(to) = o (10.3-1)

where ~ is a constant disturbance vector. Note that for simplicity we have

chosen zero initial conditions. (Nonzero initial conditions can readily be
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incorporated, if required.) Now, to achieve our objective—that the state x
and its derivative i be zero as time approaches infinity-we clearly require
the following relationship to hold:

Glu(~) ==–Gzm(ce). (10.3-2)

This condition can be satisfied if and only if it is possible to choose a matrix

M such that Gz = GIM, because then U(CO) can be chosen as u(co) =

– Mfi(m). That is, we require the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION10.3-1. The range space of Gz is contained in the range space of
G,.

With Assumption 10.3-1 holding, we may write the system equations
(10.3-1) as

,t=Fx+G(u+w) (10.3-3)

where w = Ikffi, G == G,, and [F, G] is completely controllable.
For the system (10.3-3), a performance index with derivative constraints

corresponding to that of the previous section, Eq. (10.2-2), is

V(X(tO), u(.), t,) == ~- [(u + w)’R(u + w) + zi’Szi + x’Qx] dt (10.3-4)
to

where S is positive definite symmetric, and R and Q are nonnegative definite
symmetric. Applying the results of the previous section, we have that the
optimal control u*(. ) which minimizes the preceding index is given from either
the differential equation

ti* = K\x + K;(u* + W) u*(fo) = o (10.3-5)

or from the alternative equation

u*= K;i+K~x u*(to) = o. (10.3-6)

Note that we have used the fact that (d/dt)(w + u) == d. The matrices K,,
Kz, Kj, and K4 are given from

K; = –S-1p2, K; = –S-1F,2 K; = K;(G’G)- ‘G’ K; = K; + K;F.

(10.3-7)

The matrices Fzz and PZ~ (and also ~1 ~) are given as the limiting values as
tapproaches minus infinity of Pzz and Pz, (and PI,). Here, PI,, P, ~ and Pzz

are given by

–Pll =P,l F+ F’P,l –P~, S-l P,l +Q PI,(T) = o

–P,, = P,l F+ G’P,, –P22S-l PZ1 P,,(T) = o (10.3-8)

–P,, = P2, G + G’P; , – P22S”1P22 + R P,,(T) = o.

The minimum index is also given for this minimization problem as

V*(W, to)==W’F22W. (10.3-9)
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Furthermore, ifthe pair

is completely observable for any DI, such that D1, Dj ~= Q, and any Dzz such

that Dzz D~z = R, then the closed-loop system

[,*:-W]+]+:Ju.;.w][U*;:;”;W]=[:]
(10.3-10)

is asymptotically stable. Useful sufficient conditions are that [F, D, ~] be
completely observable and R be positive definite.

The important point to observe from the asymptotically stable equation

(10.3-10) is that the equilibrium condition is x = O, ~ = () and u* = –w,

as desired. Figure 10.3-1(a) shows the scheme for realizing the control law as

expressed in (10.3-5), whereas Fig. 10.3-1(b) gives the scheme for the same

w+ x
i = Fx+ G(u+w) b

+

I I

I I

(a)

(b]

Fig. 10.3-1 Optimal regulator configurations.
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control but expressed in the alternative form (10.3-6). Note that the second
scheme is literally proportional-plus-integral (state) feedback, whereas the
first scheme consists of integral feedback of the states and plant input. Clearly,

if the input is not available, the first scheme cannot be used.

We stress again that through use of either of the forms of the optimal
linear regulator with input derivative constraints shown in Fig. 10.3-1, the

states of the original system (10.3-3) will approach an equilibrium value

of zero asymptotically irrespective of the value of the constant input disturb-

ance. The control will approach the negative value of the input disturbance
asymptotically, thus canceling its effect.

Now that a construction procedure for linear optimal regulators that
include integral feedback has been given, and it has been established that

constant input disturbances are cancelled by the controller output as time

approaches infinity, we ask if such regulators have the same desirable prop-
erties as the standard optimal regulator. The answer is yes. Some of the prop-
erties can be demonstrated immediately, because the modified regulator is
simply a standard regulator in disguise. Clearly, by replacing Q, S, and R
with Qe2U’, Sez”’ and Re2a’, respectively, or, equivalently, by replacing

[1

FG

00

by

r+”:1
in the derivations, an optimal system can be obtained with a degree of stability

of at least a (see Problem 10.3-1). Again, it is clear that the sensitivity prop-
erties of the standard regulator carry over almost immediately into the
modified regulator (see Problem 10.3-2). The question as to whether either
of the modified linear optimal regulators can tolerate nonlinearities at the
plant input will now be considered.

Let us suppose that a nonlinearity is interposed at the plant input, as in
Fig. 10.3-2(a) or 10.3-2(b), with property that it changes the nominal plant
input a to ~(a), where @(. ) is a continuous function of cr, satisfying the inequal-
ity constraint (~ + c)o’a < cr’q$(a) for arbitrary positive c—a constraint
familiar from earlier discussions. [For the case of a scalar a, this requires the

graph of g$(a) to lie between straight lines of slope ; and co passing through
the origin. See Fig. 10.3-3.]

To study the stability properties of the closed-loop plant and controller
scheme with the newly introduced nonlinearity, we study first the scheme of
Fig. 10.3-2(c), known from standard regulator theory to be asymptotically
stable. Now, the system of Fig. 10.3-2(c) may be arranged as a linear subsys-

tem of transfer function matrix
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(b)
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I augmented System :

I
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‘T

;

1
I

I
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L

Controller
i
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(c)

Fig. 10.3-2 Various forms for the one optimal regulator.
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(D(U)
?

Slope +

*
u

Fig. 10.3-3 Sector nonlinearities.

r--l
4ZIJ Fig. 10.3-4 Regulator with nonlinearities.

W’(s) = s-]K;(d - F)-l G +.s-lKj (10.3-11)

with feedback nonlinearities @(.), as indicated in Fig. 10.3-4. We claim now

that the systems of Figs. 10.3-2(a) and 10.3-2(b) (which have the same
form as the system of Fig. 10.3-4) are, in fact, identical to the system in Fig.
10.3-4, with the transfer function matrix of the linear part being W’(s), as in
(10.3-1 1), in both cases. Consider first the arrangement of Fig. 10.3-2(a);
the transfer function matrix of the linear subsystem is

~;(sz– F)-lGs-l + Kjs-’ = W(S).

For the system of Fig. 10.3-2(b), the linear subsystem transfer function matrix
is

(s-lK~ .- K<)(sI– F)-’G ==(s-l Kj – s-’K\F + K~)(sZ– F)-’G

= [s-’K\ + S-] K\(SI– F)](sI – F)-lG

=s-]KjG +s-l Kj(sl– F)-l G

= w(s).

In the prececing development, we have used the definitions for K, and K,

given in the previous section, Eq. (10.2-21).
We conclude that since all three systems of Fig. 10.3-2 can be arranged

in the form o]’ Fig. 10.3-4, with W(s) given by (10.3-1 1), and since the system

of Fig. 10.3 -2[’c) is known to be asymptotically stable, using standard regulator
theory, then the optimal regulators of Figs. 10.3-2(a) and 10.3-2(b) are also

asymptotically stable. Note, in particular, that for the linear optimal regulator
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with proportional-plus-integral feedback, the nonlinearities are in the posi-
tion of the plant input transducers. (A generalization of this result is requested
in Problem 10.3-3.)

The preceding results also indicate that the gain margin and phase margin

properties of single-input linear regulators, and their ability to tolerate time
delays within the closed loop and still remain asymptotically stable, carry

over to the modified regulators of Fig. 10.3-2.

To conclude the section, we discuss aspects of a second-order example.
Consider the case when

S = 1 and R = O. To apply regulator theory to the system augmented by
integrators at the inputs, we require that certain controllability and observ-
ability conditions be satisfied. Specifically, we require that [F, G] be com-

pletely controllable and that the pair

be completely observable for any D such that DD’ = Q. Since the matrices
are time invariant, these conditions are perhaps most readily checked using

the rank conditions, which are necessary and sufficient conditions for com-

plete controllability and observability of time-invariant systems.
For [F, G] to be completely controllable, the rank condition is

Rank(G FG F2G . . . F’-l G)=n (10.3-12)

where n is the order of the system. For [F, D’] to be completely observable,

the rank condition is

Rank (D F’D (F’)2D . . . (F’~-l D) = n. (10.3-13)

Applying these conditions to our example, we have

Looolj
= 3.

We conclude that [F, G] is completely controllable and the pair
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is complett:ly observable, as required.

To complete the solution of the problem, we may apply standard regu-

lator theor,f in a straightforward manner to the augmented system, which is

where xl =: [x’ u]’ and til = ti, with

The performance index is

V= je(X; Q1..Y1 + z/;R,z/l) dt
r!l

where

Hence, we find ~ = lim P(t, T), where P(., T) is the solution of
z--==

–P=PF1 +F\P– PG, R;lG:P+ Q P(T, T) = O.

The solution is

[i:;:2,1[~:~~jP = --p-----------2:---

The optimal control to the augmented system is

UT = -RIIG;~Xl = —[1 2 2]xI

or

zi* = —[1 2]X — 2U,

but j = Fx + Gu, and thus,

u = (G’G)-l G’(i — Fx) = [0 1]~,

Combining the preceding two equations gives

u* = —[1 2]X — [0 2]i.

The response of the system i = Fx + C(U + w) for a constant w with this

control law (viz., u* = – [0 2]x – Ji [1 2]x dt) is plotted in Fig. 10.3-5(a).
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Thecontrol u*isplotted in Fig. 10.3 -5( b). Corresponding quantities whena

control law is derived from a standard regulator problem with

[1
Q=:;,

R = 1 and S = O, are given for comparison purposes in the same figures,

using dotted lines. It is clear that the regulator with integral feedback can

accommodate constant offset errors w!, whereas the standard regulator can-

not,

Problem

4 X2

~----
-.,

‘\ < \
‘\\

‘\tA b
x,

(a)
regulator with integral feedback — —

standard regulator —___

- u*
A

E
t

(b)

Fig. 10.3-5 Optimal control and response of regulators.

10.3-1. Repeat the derivation of the optimal linear regulator, which

includes integral feedback for the case where the specifications require a guaranteed

degree of stability of at least a.

Problem 10.3-2. Apply the sensitivity results of Chapter 7 to the optimal

linear regulator which includes integral feedback, and thereby determine its sen-
sitivity properties.
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Problem 10.3-3. Consider the system -i = Fx + Gu, where the optimal

control u s:tisfies the differential equation (u(p) = dPu/dtP)

p-l
~fPl = ~ Kiufi) + KPX.

o

An ancillary property of opt imalit y is that when U(PJ is replaced by $(u( P]),where

@represents nonlinearities as indicated in the text, the closed-loop system is asymp-

totically stable. Applying the relationship

u(i) = (fj/Gl-l@Ix(i+I) _ ~x(i)),

we may rewrite the preceding control law as

p–l

it(p) = ~ Ki(G’G)- lG’x(’+‘) – ‘~’ Kt(G’G)-]G’F~(i) + KPX.

Using this Iiw, show that the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable, with u

replaced by $(u) [rather than U(p] replaced by $(u( p))]. (Hint: This is a generaliza-
tion of a result developed in the section. To solve the problem, equate transfer
functions, as is done in the text for the case p = 1.)
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CHAPTER 77

TRACKING SYSTEMS

11.1 THE PROBLEM OF ACHIEVING A DESIRED

TRAJECTORY

In previous ch,~pters, the regulator problem—viz., the problem of return-
ing a system to its zero state in some optimal fashion—is considered. This

problem is, in fact, a special case of a wider class of problems where it is
required that the outputs of a system follow or track a desired trajectory in
some optimal sense. For the regulator, the desired trajectory is, of course,
simply the zero state. In this chapter, we apply regulator theory and give
extensions to solve the wider class of control problems that involves achiev-
ing a desired trajecl:ory.

It is convenient to refer to these problems by one of three technical
terms, the particular term used depending on the nature of the desired trajec-

tory. If the plant outputs are to follow a class of desired trajectories, e.g.,

all polynomials up to a certain order, the problem is referred to as a .rervo
(servomechanism) probiem; if the desired trajectory is a particular prescribed
function of time, the problem is called a tracking problem. When the outputs
of the plant are to follow the response of another plant (or model) to either

a specific command ir~put or class of command inputs, the problem is referred
to as the model-following problem.

The remainder of this section is devoted to a discussion of considerations

common to all three of these problems, with particular attention being given

to the selection of a performance index.

We recall that ir selecting a performance index for a regulator, cost

terms are constructed for the control energy and the energy associated with

247
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a

the states. More specifically, for the linear system

.i=Fx+Gu x(tO) given (11.1-1)

the principal performance index adopted throughout the book is the quad-
ratic index

~(x(fo), u(”), ~) = ~’(u’h + x’(2x)dt (11.1.2)
to

where R is some positive definite matrix and Q is some nonnegative definite

matrix (the matrices being of appropriate dimensions). The quadratic nature

of the cost terms ensures that the optimal control law is linear, and the con-

straints on the matrices Q and R ensure that the control law leads to a finite

control.

When attempting to control the system (11.1-1) such that its output

y(”) given by

y = H’x (11.1-3)

tracks a desired trajectory I(. ), there clearly should be a cost term in the per-
formance ir dex involving the error (y – ~). A performance index that comes

to mind immediately as a natural extension of the index (1 1.1-2) is the follow-
ing:

V(x(tO), u(.), T) = ~’ [u’Ru + (y – j)’Q(y – ~)] dt (11.1-4)
to

where Q a Id R are nonnegative definite and positive definite matrices,
respectively. Once again, we have quadratic terms that, as the next sections
show, give rise to linear control laws.

Another objective, apart from minimizing the error (y – ~) and the

control u, may be to achieve a smooth system output y. lt may be that the
error (y — j) is not critical at every instant in time, but a smooth response is
critical. One possible method that may be used to achieve the objective of
smoothness is to generalize the index (11.1-4) as follows:

V(X(I ,), u(.), ~) = j’ [u’Ru + x’Q,x + (y – j) ’Q,(y – ~)] tit
to

(11.1-5)

where QI ar d Qz are nonnegative definite symmetric matrices.
The term x’ Q, x tends to constrain the system states to be small, and

thereby to e lcourage a smooth response. (A response that is not smooth
must contair significant amounts of the output derivatives; thus, at least
some of the system states must accordingly be large.) Unfortunately, without

a restriction on QI, the two objectives represented by the second and third
terms in (11, 1-5) may be conflicting, for the following reason: The term
X’QI x is to encourage the entries of x to be small, and, in particular, the
entries of y == Hx to be small, whereas the term (y — ~) ’Qz(y — ~) is to
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.

encourage the retries of y = H’x to be close to those of ~, which, in general,
will not be small.

We now claim that this difficulty can be overcome by restricting QI
to being of the form

!~l = [1 – H(H’H)- ‘H’]’ QJZ — H(H’H)- 1H’] (11.1-6)

where Qj is an arbitrary nonnegative definite symmetric matrix. [It is implicitly

assumed here that (H’H)- 1 exists. This restriction is equivalent to the very

reasonable assumption arising from practical considerations, that the system

outputs are linearly independent.]

To establish the preceding claim, we first write x as the sum of two ortho-
gonal componenl.s xl and Xz, such that xl is in the range space of H’. That is,

we write

x=~1+x2 (11.1-7)

where

H1 == X1 and Hxz = O (11.1-8)

for some vector 1. These equations imply that

y=wx=wxl, (11.1-9)

which, in turn, implies that constraining y to follow j constrains xl, via

(11. 1-9), whereas no constraint on x, is implied. We conclude that any pair
of objectives represented by cost terms xj, Q~xz and (y — j)’ Qz(y — ~) would

not be in conflict for any Q~, whereas, as we have already seen, a pair of
objectives represented by cost terms x’ Qx and (y — J)’ Qz(y — ~) may be in

conflict.
But now it is easy to check that the vector 1 as defined is

l=(HH)-’Hx (11.1-10)

and, accordingly,

.xz = x — H1 = [1 — H(H’H)- *H’]x. (11.1-11)

Therefore, Eq. (11.1-6) implies that x’Q, x = XLQ~xz. Thus, since we have
shown that the terms xj Qqxz and (y — ~)’ Qz(y — ~) are not conflicting in the
sense implied by the previous discussion, and since XLQ~xz = x’ Q, x for the
case when Q, is defined as in (11.1-6), then the performance index (11.1-5)
with Q, given by (1 1.1-6) and Q~ arbitrary has three cost terms that are not
in direct conflict with one another. The first term is the control cost, the

second is a “smoothness” cost, and the third is an error cost.
We now show that the index(11. 1-5) with Q, defined by (1 1.1-6) maybe

written in an interesting form that will prove convenient to use in the next

sections. More precisely, we shall show that the index(11. 1-5) may be written

V(x(to), u(.), T) = j’ [u’Ru +(x – i)’Q(x – i)] d (11.1-12)
to
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where

Q = Q, + HQ# (11.1-13)

Z = HIH’H]-l~. (11.1-14)

The ir terpretation of the terms in the preceding index is straightforward

enough. It appears that the cost terms of the index (1 1.1-5) involving the

state and ihe error between the system output and the desired output are
replaced by a single term involving the error between the state and some spe-

cial state trajectory i?, related to the desired output trajectory j. We have
from (11. 1-14) that H’2 = ~, and thus, if by some means Z were to become

the state trajectory of (11. l-l), then the system output given by (11,1-3)
would, in .!act, be the desired output trajectory j. What characterizes the
trajectory X is the important property, to be proved, that its component Xz
in the null space of H’ is zero. In other words, if the system output vector y

were augmented by another vector output ~ = fix, with each entry of Y
linearly independent of the entries of y and with the combined dimension of

y and j equal to the state-vector dimension, then with 2 as the state trajectory
this output ~ would be zero. The specified properties of Z suggest that it

be referred to as the desired state trajectory.

We ha~e yet to prove that Z,, the component of i in the null space of
H’, is zero, and also that the indices (1 1.1-5) and (1 1.1-12) are, in fact, iden-
tical. Using reasoning similar to that used in deriving (11.1-11), we have that

2Z = [I — H(HH)- 1H’]2

= .i — H(HH)-]j

= o.

This result ;~ields immediately that .i’Q, 2 = O and, in fact, Qli == O, where
Q1 is defined as in (11.1-6). It then follows that

(x – Z) ’Q(.x – i) = X’QIX + (X – i)’HQ,H’(x – j)

= X’QIX + (y — j3’Q2(Y — ~)

where Q is c!efined as in (1 1.1-13). Our claim is established.
For any particular application of the performance index just developed,

selections have to be made of the matrices Qz, Q~, and 1?. Also, a selection
may have to be made of the terminal time T. It may be necessary to try a

range of values of these quantities and to select the particular one which is

most appropriate for any given situation. A case of particular interest is the
limiting case as the terminal time T approaches infinity. For this case, when
all the matrices are time invariant, part, if not all, of the optimal controller

becomes time invariant. However, difficulties may arise for this case because

it may not bt possible for the plant to track the desired trajectories so that
the error approaches zero as time becomes infinite with a finite control law.
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Moreover, even if it is possible to track in this sense using a finite control

law, unless the control approaches zero as time approaches infinity, other
difficulties arise due to the fact that the performance index would be infinite
for all controls and therefore attempts at its minimization would be mean-
ingless.

The next section considers finite terminal-time servo-, tracking-, and

model-followin~ problems. The final section considers the limiting situation

as the integration interval becomes infinite. Of particular interest in this

section are the cases where the desired trajectory is either a step, ramp, or

parabolic function. Key references for the material that follows are [1]
through [3].

11.2 FINITE-TllUE RESULTS

The servo problem. As stated in the previous section, the servo problem

is the task of controlling a system so that the system output follows a pre-

scribed signal, wk ere all that is known about the signal is that it belongs to

a known class of signals. We consider a particular specialization.

Optimal servo problem. Suppose we are given the n-dimensional linear

system having state equations

j= Fx+Gu x(tO) given (11.2-1)

y=ff’~ (11.2-2)

where the m entries of y are linearly independent or, equivalently, the

matrix H has rank m. Suppose we are also given an m-vector incoming

signal ~, which is the output of the known p-dimensional linear system

~=~z (11.2-3)

~ = c’= (11.2-4)

for some initial state z(t,). Without loss of generality, the pair [A, C]
is completely om,ervable. The optimal servo problem is to find the opti-
mal control u* for the system (1 1.2-l), such that the output y tracks the
incoming signal ~, minimizing the index

V(x(ro), z.(.), T) = J’ {u’Ru

;x’[1 – H(H’H)-’H’]’Q1 [1 – H(H’H)-’H’]x

+ (y – j) ’Q,(y – ;)} dt (11.2-5)

where QI and (!j are nonnegative definite symmetric matrices, and R

is positive definite symmetric. (As usual, all the various matrices are

assumed to have continuous entries.)
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Observe that we are requiring that our desired trajectory ~ be a solution

to a linear differential equation. This, of course, rules out trajectories j
which have discontinuities for t> to.We also note that the special case

when C is a vector and A is given by

Fol...ol

.01.

A=”’”” . . .

I .1
Lo. ..-oJ

leads to the class of ~ consisting of all polynomials of degree (p – 1).

Proceecling with the solution of the servo problem, we note an equivalent

expression for the index (1 1.2-5), derived in the previous section—namely,

J[T U’RU + (X – Z)’Q(X – 2)] dt (11.2-6)V(x(to),U(“), U = ,0

where

Q ==:[1 – H(H’H)-lH’]’QI[l – H(H’H)-’H’] + HQ,H’ (11.2-7)

and Z, the d:sired state trajectory, is

,i = H(HH)-lj. (11.2-8)

Throughout the book, various minimization problems are solved by
first applying a transformation to convert the minimization problem to a
standard regulator problem. The standard regulator results are then inter-
preted, using the transformations to give a solution to the original mini-

mization problem. This will also be our method of attack here. To convert
the preceding servo problem to a regulator problem, we require the following

assumption.

ASSUMPmON 11.2-1. The state z is directly measurable, (Later, we shall discuss
the elimination of this assumption.)

We now define a new variable

[1

xg=
z

and new mat[ices

(11.2-9)

~=

[

Q – QH(H’H)-l C’

– C(H’H)-’H’Q C(H’H)- ‘H’ QH(H’H)- ‘C’1
. (11.2-10)
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These variables and matrices are so constructed that when applied to the
problem of minimizing (1 1.2-6) with the relationships (1 1.2-1) and (11.2-3)
holding, we ha(e the standard regulator problem requiring minimization of
the quadratic index

P’(~(tO), U(o), T) = ~’ (u’Ru + f’@) dr (11.2-11)
10

with the relationship

~=$~+($u 2(tO) given (11.2-12)

holding. This re: ult may be checked by the reader as an exercise.

Applying the regulator theory of Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3, to the minimiza-
tion problem, (1 1.2-11) and (1 1.2-12), gives immediately that the optimal
control u* is

@ ~ _R-l&$~ (11.2-13)

where F(. ) is the solution of the Riccati equation

–~ ==~f+~~–~&R-’&~+ @ P(T) = O. (11.2-14)

The minimum index is

V-*(52(1,),T) ===l(to)~(to)i(fo). (11.2-15)

We now inte.-pret these results in terms of the variables and matrices
of the original problem, using the definitions (1 1.2-9) and (1 1.2-10). First, we
partition P as

where P is an n x
gives the optimal

P=
[1

P P;l
(11.2-16)

P P22

n matrix. Substituti~~ (1 1.2-10) and (1 1,2-16) into (1 1.2-13)

control 24*as

u*= K’x+K; z (11.2-17)

where

K’ E –R-~(j’p (11.2-18)

K; = —R-l G’P!21. (11.2-19]

The Riccati equation (1 1.2-14) becomes now

–~ = PF + F’P – PGR-l G’P + Q (1 1.2-20)

–P,l = P,ll’ + A’P,l –P,, GR-l G’P– C(HH)-lHQ (11.2-21)

–Pzz = pzzA + A’PZZ – Pzl GR-l G’P~l

+ C(H’H)-’ H’QH(H’H)- 1C!’ (1 1.2-22)

with the boundary conditions P(T) = O, Pz ,(T) = O, and PZZ(T) = O. The

minimum index is
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~———.
1

9
,2

i.Az

augmented

I-sy:te! — _ J

I ~1
I controller \
L__—_ _.

-@-

Fig. 11.2-1 Regulator control of augmented system.

P’*(x(fO), T) = X’(t,)qto)x(t,) + 2WJR ,(20)4?0)

+ z’(~o)~,zoo)z(to). (1 1.2-23)

Figure 1.2-1 shows the augmented system (1 1.2-12) separated into its
component systems (1 1.2-1) and (11.2-3) and controlled by use of linear
state-variable feedback, as for a standard regulator. Figure 11.2-2 shows the
same system redrawn as the solution to the servo problem. We observe that
it has the folm of a regulator designed by minimizing the index

V(X(t,), u(”), T) = ~’ (u’Ru + x’Qx) dt
10

for the system (1 1.2-1) using regulator theory. In addition, there is an external
input, which is the state z of the linear system (1 1.2-3) and (1 1.2-4). The

feedback parl of the control is independent of A, C, and z(t,).

I

E x
;./!2 cl-H’ y

I +

Fig. 11.2-2 Rearrangement of regulator system of Fig. 11.2-1,
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The resuhs to this point depend on Assumption 11.2-1, namely, that
the state z is directly measurable. Certainly, if z is available, the servo problem

is solved. However, often in practice, only an incoming signal j is at hand.

For this case, a state estimator may be constructed with j as input and, of
course, an estin~ate 2 of z as output, since the pair [A, C] appearing in (1 1,2-3)

and (11.2-4) is completely observable. The estimator may be constructed by

using the results of Chapters 8 and 9, with 2 approaching z arbitrarily fast,
at least if A and Care constant. The resulting system is shown in Fig. 11.2-3(a).

E-
Y State 2

Estimator K;+~
x

rt= Fx+Gu

+

~=Az 1~~ K’

~ = B’z (a)

K;; =K;z

--c ~;

? Feed forward +

x
x

Controller zi=Fx+ciu

+

(b)

--r ~ -.9 Feed for ward +
z Plant

Y

Contrc~ller
*

+

Feedback

Controller
(CJ

F=l--=v--
(d)

Fig. 11.:2-3 Four forms for the optimal servo-system.
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It is redrawn in Fig, 11.2-3(b) to illustrate that the state estimator and control
law K; can be combined to give a (dynamic) feedforward controller.

Likewise, if the state x of the plant is not directly measurable, the

memoryless linear state feedback may be replaced by a dynamic controller,

which estimates the state x and then forms the appropriate linear transfor-
mation of lhis estimate, always assuming complete observability of [F’, H].

Figure 11.2 -3(c) shows this arrangement. Figure 11.2-3(d) shows one further
possibility, where the estimate of x and z is carried out simultaneously in the

one estimator; this arrangement may yield a reduction in the dimension of the
linear system comprising the controller. We shall now summarize the optimal
servo probk:m solution.

Solutiolt to thejinite-time optimalservoproblem. For the systems (1 1.2-l),
(1 1.2-2), and (1 1.2-3), (1 1.2-4), and performance index (1 1.2-5), the

optimal control U* is given by (1 1.2-17) through (1 1.2-22). The minimum
index is given in (1 1.2-23). With Assumption 11.2-1 holding, the form

of the c)ptimal controller is indicated in Fig. 11.2-2(a). If only an esti-
mate 2 ,]f the state z is available, then an approximation to the optimal
controller is as indicated in Fig. 11.2-3(b). The closer the estimate 2 is

to z, the better is the approximation. Further possibilities are shown in

Figs. 11.2-3(c) and 11.2-3(d), where estimation of x is required.

The tracking problem. It may be that the desired trajectory ~(t) for all
tinthe range to< t< T is known a priori. If this is the case, the construction

of a state estl mater to determine an estimate 2 of z is unnecessary. This repre-
sents a considerable saving if ~ is, e.g., the output of a high-order, time-
varying, linear system. We now define the optimal tracking problem and give
its solution.

Optimal trackingproblem. Suppose we are given the n-dimensional linear
system having state equations

i= Fx+Gu x(tO) given (11.2-1)

y z H’x (11.2-2)

where the m entries of y are linearly independent. Suppose we are also
given an m vector ~(~) for all t in the range tO s t< T for some times

tOand T with to< T. The optimal tracking problem is to find the optimal
control U* for the system (1 1.2-l), such that the output y tracks the signal
~, minimizing the index

V(X(Z, ), u(”), T) = j: {u’Ru

+ x’[Z – H(H’H)-’H’]’Q1[I – H(H’H)-lH’]x

+ (Y – jO’Q,(Y – J)] dt (11.2-5)
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where Q, and QJ are nonnegative definite symmetric and R is positive

definite symmetric.

We first make the following temporary assumption.

TWPORARYASSUMPTION11.2-2. The vector~(t) for all [ in the range tO<t< T
is the output of a linear finite dimensional system

2=Az (11.2-3)

y=~~ (11.2-4)

with the pair [A, C] not necessarily assumed to be completely observable.

With this assumption holding, the optimal control U* is given using the

optimal servo rewdts (1 1.2-17) through (1 1.2-22) as

U* = K’x + U,Xt (1 1.2-24)

where

uext =
–R-lG’~. (11.2-25)

The matrix K is calculated as before from (1 1.2-18) and (1 1.2-20), and
the vector b is the product (PL ,z). Moreover, the minimum index V*, given

from (1 1.2-23), m~y be written

v*(x(to), i“) = x’(20)P(t,)x(t,) + 2x’(ro)b(to) + C(t,) (1 1.2-26)

where c replaces the term Z’PZZZ.
The value of the matrices P;, and P,z and the vector z cannot be deter-

mined independently unless the matrices A and C are known. However, the
products b ==P; ~z and c = Z’PZZZ can be

as follows.
Differentiating the product (P~, z) and

and (1 1.2-3) for z, ‘we get

determined directly from ~(.),

applying Eq. (1 1.2-21) for Pjl

‘P’z—x( 21 )= –~21z–pil~

= ,F’p~lz + P\, Az – PGR-l G’P; ,z – Qf@’H)-lcz

-- P~iAz

= (F – GR-’G’P)’(Pjlz) – QH(H’H)-lj

with the boundary condition P\ ,( T)z(T) ==O, following from P2 ,(T) = O.

This means that with ~(t) known for all t in the range fO < t<T, theterm

b can be calculated from the linear differential equation

–b = (F + GK’)’b – QZ b(T) ==O (1 1.2-27)

where, of course,

.jj = H(FI’H)-lj. (11.2-8)
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The optimal control law (1 1.2-24) and (11.2-25) is therefore realizable

without recourse to using z, or an estimate 2 of z: Eq. (1 1.2-27) is solved, back-

ward in time, to determine b(t),which is then used in the optimal control law
implementz.tion. Matrices ,4 and C do not play any role in determining u*.

An equation for C(.) is determined by differentiating c = Z’PZZZ as
follows :

j(z’f’zzz) = Z’P22Z + 2Z’P2J

= Z’P2 ~GR-l G’P\lz — Z’C(HH)-l HQH(H’H)-l C’Z.

Using the equations (1 1.2-4) and (1 1.2-8) and the identifications b = Pjlz

and c = Z’PZZZ,we have that C(. ) is the solution of the differential equation

c = b’GR-l G’b — ZQ2 c(T) ==O. (11.2-28)

We observe by using (1 1.2-27) and (1 1.2-28), that the matrices ,4 and C’ do

not play any role in determining V* from (1 1.2-26).
Since tile differential equations for b(. ) and c(,. ) can, in fact, be solved

without Terlporary Assumption 11.2-2, we indicate in outline a procedure
for verifying that the control given by (1 1.2-24) and (1 1.2-25) is, in fact,
optimal without Assumption 11.2-2. With u* defined by (1 1.2-24) and (1 1.2-
25), but not assumed optimal, and with V*[x(tO), T] defined asin(11.2-26)—

again, of cot.rse, not assumed optimal—Problem 11.2-1 asks for the establish-
ing of the following identity:

~(x(t,), U(“), T) = ~’ (u – u*)’R(u – u*) dt

j V*(x(tO), T). (1 1.2-29)

Here, U(.) is an arbitrary control. Optimality of U* and V* is then imme-
diate. The preceding results are now summarized.

Solution to the Jinite-time tracking problem. For the system (1 1.2-1)
and (1 1.2-2), and performance index (1 1.2-5), with the desired trajectory
~(~) available for all t in the range to< t< T, the optimal control U*
is given from

U* = –R-l G’(PX + b)

[see (1 1.;!-24), (1 1.2-25), and (1 1.2-18)], where P(o) is the solution of

–~ = PF+FP – PGR-’G’P + Q P(T) = O

and b(. ) is the solution of

– ~ = (F – GR-~G’P)’b + QH(H’~-’~ b(T)= O

[see (1 1.2-27) and (1 1.2-8)]. The minimum index is

V*(&O), T) = x’(tO)P(tO)x(tO) + 2.x’(tO)b(tO) + c(tO) (1 1.2-26)
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~: * .
-l?’G’b ‘~

x
i= Fx+Gu

+

Fig. 11.2-4 Optimal tracking system.

where c(tO) is determined from

(2 = b’GR-’G’b – y’(H’H)-’H’QH(H’H) -lj C(T) = O.

The optimal controller is as indicated in Fig. 11.2-4.

The model-following problem. The model-following problem we shall
consider is one that is easily reduced to a servo problem.

Optimal model-following problem. Find a control u* for the linear system

k= Fx+Gu x(tO) given (11.2-1)

y == H’x (11.2-2)

which minim zes the index

V(x(to)> U(, ), T) = j= {U’RU
to

+ x’[1 – H(H’H)-’H’]’Q, [l – H(H’H)- ‘H’]x

+ (Y – ~)’QJY – 7)) d. (11.2-5)

In (1 1.2-5), Q, and Qz are nonnegative definite symmetric, R is positive
definite symmetric, and ~ is the response of a linear system or model

21 = ,41z, + B,r ZI (tO) given (11.2-30)

j = C\zl

to command ir puts r, which, in
responses of th; system

.iZ = Azzz

r = C~zz

as indicated in Fig. 11.2-5.

(11.2-31)

turn, belong to the class of zero input

zz(tO) given (11.2-32)

(11.2-33)

The case when t~e command signal r is known a priori may be solved by

direct application of the tracking problem results; it is left to the reader

(see Problem 11.2-4).

The two systems, (11.2-30) and (11.2-31), and (1 1.2-32) and (1 1.2-33),
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command desired
signal trajectory

Ch. 11

E3+’E3-
1

command
generator

model

Fig. 11.2-5 Desired trajectory for model-following problem.

together fo;-m a linear system of the form of
#
Z=AZ (11.2-3)

J = C’z (11.2-4)

where z == [z; zj]’ and the matrices A and C’ are given from

‘%“a“=[c’]0] (1 1.2-34)

For the case when z, and Zz are available, the equations for the solution to the
model-following problem are identical to those for the servo problem, with
A and C givm by (1 1.2-34). In case of nonavailabilit y of Zz, state estimation

is required, again in the same manner as in the servo problem. Figure 11.2-6

‘;F:I=K;[::I

r Feed forward +

Controller

+

Fig. 11.2-6 Model-following system.

shows a moc cl-following system with a feedforward controller consisting
of a model to give z ,, and an estimator to give 2Z = Z2.

Problem 11,2-1. Show that the index (11.2-5), or (1 1.2-6), may be written

in the form of (1 1.2-29) where u* is given from (1 1.2-24) and (1 1.2-25) and V* is

given from (1 1.2-26). What happens if the term [x’(T) – z’(T) ]D[x(T) – i(T)] is
added to the performance index as a final-time cost term? Give the solution to the
tracking probk m for this case and verify your solution.

Problem 11,2-2. Derive the tracking problem results directly, using the Hamil-
ton-Jacobi theory of Chapter 2 (i.e., without using the regulator theory results).
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Problem 11.2-3. Extending the ideas of Chapter 10, give the form of the

optimal servo and tracking systems if a term U’ZU is included in the integrand of the

performance ind:x (1 1.2-5).

Problem 11.2-4. Give two forms of solution to the model-following problems

as stated in the wction, for the case when the command signal r is known a priori

and construction of a state estimator for the command signal generator is out of the

question.

11.3 INFINITE-TIME RESULTS

The finite-time results of the previous section yield servo systems, track-

ing systems, and model-following systems, which consist of a standard opti-
mal regulator with an appropriate external input. We expect that by extending
these results to the infinite-time case, the various systems will consist of an
infinite-time standard optimal regulator, again with an appropriate external

input. We recall that the optimal regulator for the infinite-time case has some
very desirable engineering properties, such as the ability to tolerate certain

classes of nonlinea rities in the input transducers. For the case when the plant

is time invariant and the parameters of the performance index are time

invariant, the optimal regulator has a controller that is also time invariant.

This is, of course, another desirable property from the engineering point of
view. Therefore, the infinite-time servo, tracker, or model follower can be
expected to possess a number of desirable properties, such as those just
mentioned.

In this section, we restrict attention to plants and performance indices
with time-invariant parameters, and we extend the finite-time results of the
previous section to the infinite-time case. The aim is to achieve systems that
track an input signal, and that also have the property that when the incoming
signal is removed, the system has the same desirable properties as the standard
optimal regulator. In particular, we require that the optimal system have time-
invariant controllers.

We shall first consider the case of the completely controllable plant

k= Fx+Gu (11.3-1)

y=jy~ (11.3-2]

and the performance index

~(X(to), u(.))= j+: j’ {U’~U + (y – ~)’Q(y – ~)} dt (11.3-3)
to

where the matrices F, G, H, R, and Q are constant. The vector ~ is, as pre-

viously, the desired output trajectory. For the sake of simplicity, we have
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omitted the “smoothing” term in the index. We also assume that the pair
[F, D] is completely observable for any D satisfying DD’ = HQH’. We now

discuss an important special case.

Infinite-time cases completely reducible to regulator problems. Consider
first the case when the desired output trajectory ~ is derived from an asympto-

tically stable system, and is given by

i = Az, z(tO) given (11.3-4)

; = c’=. (11.3-5)

(We shall later remove the assumption of asymptotic stability.) In the
previous section, we observed that the finite-time servo problem could be
reformulate d as a regulator problem for an augmented system

[:I=F 2[2+[:1”

(11.3-6)

Since [F, G’1is completely controllable, and since 2 = Az is asymptotically
stable, there is no trouble at all in extending the finite time results of the pre-
vious section to the infinite-time case. The limiting solution of the relevant
Riccati equ ~tion exists, the optimal controller is time invariant, and the
resulting system consists of a standard time-invariant optimal regulator with
an external Input. The complete observability condition ensures that the sys-

tem is asymptotically stable. For this special case, then, the objectives set

out at the beginning of this section have been achieved, Problem 11.3-1 asks
that the details for this case be developed.

We consider now the case that arises when the desired trajectory J
is not asymptotically stable. Without loss of generality, we assume that j

is the outpul. of the completely observable system

where the red parts of all the eigenvalues of A, are nonnegative and the
real parts of a11the eigenvalues of Az are negative. In other words, none of the
states z, are asymptotically stable and all the states Zz are asymptotically
stable.

To consider this more general servo problem as a regulator problem,

we introduce the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION 11.3-1. The nonasymptotically stable contribution to ~—viz.,
Cjzl, is a zero-input response of the plant (1 1.3-l), (1 1.3-2). (Note: This implies

that the ei ~envalues of F include the eigenvalues of ~ ~.)
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Assumptic,n 11.3-1 implies that j can be regarded as the output of the

following system:

w:’ x:]E3’i’en (11.3-9)

j = H’z~ + ~;Z2, (11.3-10)

where zj(tO) is appropriately chosen. This, in turn, means that the servo

problem is once again a regulator problem where the plant

is to be controlled to minimize the index

J%@,), Z,(f,), Z,(fO)>~(”))

Problem 11.3-2 a!iks that the details for this case be worked out.
Once again, the aims as stated at the beginning of this section have

been achieved; in essence, the servo problem has been reduced to the regu-

lator problem. The difficulty is simply that the key assumption, 11.3-1, is
very restrictive. However, one important example of a case in which it is
satisfied occurs when ~ is a step function and the plant (1 1.3-1) and (1 1.3-2)
is a single-input, single-output, “type 1“ plant—i.e., the associated transfer

function has a single pole at the origin (see Problem 11.3-4). But if in this
example ~ were a ramp input instead of a step function, then Assumption
11.3-1 would not be satisfied unless the plant were first augmented with an
integrator at its in,sut. This suggests, for the case when Assumption 11.3-1
is not satisfied by the original plant, that compensation (either series or feed-

back) be included so that the resultant mod~@ed plant satisfies Assumption

11.3-1.
As an example of the application of this principle, we shall now consider

the case when a plant (1 1.3-1) and (1 1.3-2), with the property that F has no
zero eigenvalues (i.e., F is nonsingular), is to follow as closely as possible a
step function input j. We first augment the plant with integrators at the input
and then consider the control of the augmented system

(11.3-12)

to minimize the inde K

~(~(to), U(~o),Z(O )) = :8 f= {ti’Ru + (y – J)’Q(y – j)] dt. (11.3-13)
to

Notice that this servo problem, for the case ~ == O, reduces to the regulator
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problem with derivative constraints given in the previous chapter. This servo

problem can be solved by using the regulator theory of the last chapter;
thedetails arerequested in Problem 11.3-3. Theoptimal servo can be shown

to consist of an optimal regulator having the form of those discussed in
Chapter 10, with an external input signal. Once again, therefore, a method is
given that achieves the objectives as stated in the introduction to this section.

So far, we have discussed servo problems completely reducible to regu-

lator problems. It is straightforward to apply these ideas to the corresponding
model-following problems. For the tracking problem case, if the desired

trajectory is the output of a finite dimensional linear system, then the preced-
ing results can be interpreted to give a solution to the tracking problem.
Problem 11.3-4 is concerned with such a situation.

We now move on to consider what happens if we extend the finite-time

result of the previous section to the infinite-time case without requiring that

the resulting performance index be finite. Oddly enough, it turns out that
results of engineering utility can still be obtained.

Direct extensions of finite-time results to the infinite-time case. For the

system (1 1.3-1) and (1 1.3-2), performance index (1 1.3-3), and desired tra-

jectory j given by (1 1.3-4) and (1 1.3-5) (the servo problem), a control ti

may be found by taking the limits of the finite time results for the optimal

control, provided, of course, that these limits exist. (Note that ii is not neces-
sarily optimal, but is still perhaps useful.) Assuming for the moment that

these limits exist, we have that

ii ===K’x + K\z (11,3-14)

The equations for P(., .) and Pz, (., .) are, as in the previous section, given

from

–~ = PF + F’P – PGR-’G’P + HQH’ P(T, T) = O (11.3-17)

–P,l = P,, F+ A’P21 – P,l GR-l G’P– CQH’ P,,(T, T) = O.

(11.3-18)

We have, from the infinite-time regulator theory of Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3,
that since the pair [F, G] is completely controllable, the limiting solution ~
of the Riccati equation (1 1.3-17) exists. Theory concerning the existence of
Fz, is not so straightforward.

To find conditions that ensure the existence of ~2,, we rearrange the
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linear differefiti d equation (1 1.3-18) using the relation (1 1.3-15) as follows:

–P,l = F,,(F + GK’) + A’P,, – P,, GR-l G’(P – ~) + CQH

P,,(7’, 7’) = o. (11.3-19)

An expression for (P – ~) is given later in the book in Chapter 15, Sec.

15.2. This expression indicates that for any fixed t,(P(t, T) – ~) decays expo-

nentially toward zero as T approaches infinity. Kreindler [1] has shown, using

a result of [4], that if and only if ~zl exists, the limit

n,, = yflr121(t, T) (1 1.3-20)

also exists where ITj, (., T) satisfies

–fi,l = II,,(F + GK’) + A’II,, – CQH’ II,, (T, T)= O.

(11.3-21)

Moreover, PZ~ = fiz,. In contrast to (1 1.3-19), the existence of limiting
solutions of (1 1.3-;!1) is easy to check. The solutionof(11.3-21 ) may be verified
to be

H,i(t, T) = ~’exp [A’(t – r)]CQH’ exp [(F’ + GK’)(t – r)] dz.
t

(11.3-22)

By inspections, we see, then, that ~zl, and thus F,,, will exist tfand only if
the following assumption holds.

ASSUMPmON 11.3-2. The sum of the real parts of any eigenvalue of A and any

eigenvalue of (F + GK’) is negative.

With Assumption 11.3-2 holding, a method has been indirectly outlined

for achieving a servo system with the property that it consists of an optimal,

time-invariant regulator with an external input. Since the controllers for the
system are time invariant, the objectives as stated in the introduction to this
section are achieveG. Observe, however, that no indication has been given
concerning any performance index being minimized. Unless Assumption
11.3-1 holds, the infinite-time performance index is infinite. The only general

optimal control interpretation of these results is that they are the limiting

results of the finite-time optimal servo problem case. That is, they have

properties very close to the optimal systems designed for a large terminal

time T.

One important observation is that the results of Chapter 4 may be

used to select a valut of Q in the performance index to ensure that Assump-

tion 11.3-2 is satisfied. By choosing a sufficiently large positive definite value

of Q, the real parts of the eigenvalues of (F — GK’) may be guaranteed to be
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less than any specified negative value. Clearly, the location of the eigenvalues

of A will determine what this specified value is chosen to be. Problem 11.3-5
asks that the details for such a design be developed.

For the tracking problem, the control ii is given from

~ = —R-iG’(~x + @ (11.3-23)

where

b= lim b(t, T) (1 1.3-24)
T--

with b(., . ) the solution of the linear differential equation

-6 = (F+ GK’)’b – HQJ b(T, 7’) = O. (1 1.3-25)

For the particular case when ~ is the output of a linear system (1 1.3-3)

and (1 1.3-4) with Assumption 11.3-2 holding, then b = ~jlz, and b is
clearly well defined. For other situations, to determine if b is well defined

would require a separate investigation for each j, unless j is asymptotically
stable or is within a square integrable function of an output of a linear

system.
An interesting application for the preceding theory arises when the system

is single input, single output, and when ~ is a step function. For this case,

wehavei=Fx+gu, y=h’x, Q= 1, R=p, k’= –p-’g’~, b= [(F+

gk’)’]-’lr~, and ii = –kfx – p-’h’(F + gk’)-’g. The following results may
now be verified. The steady-state output is j == [h’(F + gk’)- lg]z; the steady-

state control signal is ii == [1 + k’(F +- gk’)-lg][—h’(F +- gK’)-lg]; and the
steady-state error is F = [A’(F + gk’)-1g]2 — 1 = —[1 — k’(F + gk’)-]g]z.

For the case when F is singular (i.e., has a zero eigenvalue), then det

[1– (F+ gk’)-’gk’] = det [1 – k’(F + gk’)-’g] = O, and thus K(F +gk’)-’g

= + j, and j = J and Z = O. An interesting property of this tracking
system is that as p approaches zero, the poles of the closed-loop transfer
function approach a Butterworth configuration, except for some poles equal

in number to the number of zeros of the transfer function. These poles
approach the zeros of the transfer function. Also, as p approaches zero, the
bandwidth of the system and the control energy required increase. A discus-
sion of this phenomenon is given in [5] and in Chapter 5, Sec. 5.4.

For the model-following problem on an infinite time interval, the servo
results can be applied directly.

We conclude this section with a fairly lengthy example, drawn from

[6] and [7]. The example illustrates the design of a controller for the lateral
motion of a B–26 aircraft. The main idea is to provide control to cause the
actual aircraft to perform similarly to a model; the way this qualitative
notion is translated into quantitative terms will soon become clear.

The general equations governing the aircraft motion are the linear set
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In these equations, $ denotes the bank angle, ~ the sideslip angle, r the yaw
rate, d, the rudder deflection, and 60 the aileron deflection. Of course, we
identify x with [@ ~ ~ r]’, etc. The quantities LP, etc~, are fixed parameters

associated with the aircraft. For the B–26, numerical values for the F and G

matrices become

[

o 1 0 0-

0 –2.93
F=

–4.75 –0.78

0.086 0 –0.11 –1.0

o –0.042 2.59 –0.39_

[1

o 1

0
G=

– 3.91

0.035 0 “

–2.53 31

However, the dynamics represented by this arrangement are unsatisfactory.
In particular, the zero-input responses are preferred to be like those of the
model

~=Az A=

-o 1 0 0

0 –1 –73.14 3.18

0.086 0 1–0.11 –1 “

LO.0086 0.086 8.95 -0.491

This model is derived by varying those parameters in the F matrix correspond-
ing to aircraft parameters which could be physically varied. For this reason,

the first and third rows of A are the same as the first and third row of F.
The eigenvalues of A are

– 1.065, +0.00275, –0.288 & j2.94.
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Although one is unstable, the associated time constant is so large that the

effect of this unstable mode can be cancelled by appropriate use of an external
nonzero input.

To achieve actual performance resembling that of the model, we pose the

quantitative problem of minimizing

@ +(x - z)’Q(x - z)]~~.
o

Thus, we are considering a servo problem that differs from the standard one

only by the specializations H = C = 1.
As we know, the optimal control becomes of the form

u = K’x + K;z

where K and KI are determined by the methods given previously. In practice,

the control

u = K’x + K’lz + %xt

would be used, where u.=, denotes an externally imposed control. Likewise,
in practice, the model equation 2 = Az would be replaced by

,2 = AZ + Gu~Xt.

At this stage, we are faced with the problem of selecting the matrix
Q in the performance index. From inspection of the performance index,

it is immediately clear that the larger Q is, the better will be the following of

the model by the plant. This is also suggested by the fact that large Q leads to
some poles of the closed-loop system

i = (F + GK’)x

being well in the left half-plane—i.e., leads to the plant with feedback around
it tending to respond fast to that component of the input, K~z, which arises
from the model.

On the other hand, we recall that the larger Q is taken, the larger will
be the entries of K, and, for the aircraft considered, it is necessary to restrict
the magnitude of the entries of K to be less than those of

[1
55

0.5 2
K max =

5 20

51

To begin with, a Q matrix of the form pl can be tried. Either trial and
error, or an approximate expression for the characteristic polynomial of
F + GK’ obtained in [7], suggests that Q = 51 is appropriate. This leads to
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eigenvalues of F + GK’ which have the values

–0.99, –1.3, –5.13, –9.14.

Larger Q leads to more negative values for the last two eigenvalues, whereas

the first two do not vary a great deal as Q is increased. Comparison with the
model eigenvalues suggests the possibility of further improvement, in view

of the fact that the ratio of the nondominant eigenvalue of F + GK’ nearest

to the origin to the eigenvalue of the model most remote from the origin is

about 5. On the other hand, the gain matrix K associated with Q = 51 is

[1

–2.53 –2.21

–0.185 –1.83

1.58 0.7

–2.34 –0.01

and at least one of the entries (the 2-2 one) is near its maximum permissible

value in magnitude.
This suggests that some of the diagonal entries of Q should be varied.

To discover which, one can use two techniques.

1. One can plot root loci for the roots of F + GK’, obtained by varying

one q,,. Variations causing most movement of the roots leftward
and simultaneously retaining the constraints on K can be determined.

2. One can examine the error between the model state z(t) and the
plant state x(t) obtained for several initial conditions, z(0) = x(O)
= [1 O 0 O]’, [0 1 0 O]’, [0 O 1 O]’ and [0 O 0 1]’,

for example, using the design resulting from Q = 51. One can then

adjust those diagonal entries of Q which weight those components
of (z — x) most in error.

Case 2 leads to the greatest errors being observed in (z, – Xz) and (z,
— xi). This suggests adjustment of qzz and/or q~~, and this is confirmed from

(l). However, adjustment of q,, causes the 2-2 entry of K to exceed its maxi-
mum value. On the other hand, adjustment of q44, from 5 to 20, proves satis-

factory. The new eigenvalues of F + GK’ become

–0.908, –0.66, –9.09, –1 1.2,

and the gain matrix K is

H
–0.201 –2.23

–0.185 –1.83

1.42 0.164 “

–4.42 –0.264

For completeness, we state the feedforward gain matrix KI associated
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with the model states. For Q == diag [5, 5, 5, 20], this is

0.101

[1

2.045

0.344
K, ==

2.172

–2.153 –1.54 “

5.61 2.42

Although the model is unstable, the sum of any eigenvalue of the model

matrix A and the matrix F + GK’ is negative, which as we know guarantees
the existence of KI.

Problem 11.3-1. Suppose we are given the time-invariant completely control-
lable pIants (1 1.3-1) and (1 1,3-2), and the performance index (1 1.3-3). We are also
given that the desired trajectory j is the output of a linear, time-invariant, asymp-

totically stable system

2=/4z

j = ~z.

Apply regulator theory to determine a time-invariant optimal controller for this

system.

Problem 11.3-2. Suppose we are given the time-invariant, completely control-
lable plant (1 1.3-1) and (1 1.3-2), and the performance index (1 1.3-3). We are also
given that Assumption 11.3-1 is satisfied. Apply regulator theory to determine a
time-invariant optimal controller for this system. How are the results modified for
the case when the index is given by

.

/
~(x(t,), u(.)) = #+fl ; (u’Ru + X’[~ – ~(ff’kf- ‘H’]’Q,IZ – ~(~’~)- lH]X

+ (y – >) ’Q2(Y – y)dt?

Problem 11.3-3. Suppose you are given the plant (1 1.3-1) and (1 1.3-2), where
F has no zero eigenvalues, and also the performance index (1 1.3-13). Develop an
optimal servo system for the case when the incoming signal Y is a step function.
Where in the system can large sector nonlinearities be included without affecting
the stability properties of the system?

Problem 11,3-4. Suppose you are given the system (1 1,3-1) and (1 1.3-2) where

the output is to track j = constant, minimizing the index (11.3-3).

1. Develop a tracking system for the case when F is singular (i.e., F has a zero

eigenvalue) by reducing the problem to a regulator problem.

2. Develop a tracking system using tracking theory and discuss what happens
when F is singular. Also, set up the tracking scheme so that the input is j

and there is no feedforward controller.

Problem 11.3-5. Suppose you are given a plant (1 1.3-1) and (11.3-2) and an

incoming signal j given from (1 1.3-4) and (11.3-5), where the real parts of the eigen-
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values of A are alI less than a positive constant ct. Show how a finite-time perfor-
mance index may be set up so that when minimized, the limiting optimal control,

as the time interval of interest approaches infinity, will be finite. (Hint: Use the ideas
of Chapter 4 to ensure that Assumption 11.3-2 is satisfied.)

Problem 11.3-6. For the infinite-time servo problem, where the performance

index is always infinite for all controls, is it possible to set up the problem using

an index

~(X(to), u(.)) = j+fl + ~. {L/h + (y – y)’Q(y – j)] dt

so that the difficulties associated with an infinite index do not occur? Discuss this
case.
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CHAPTER 72

OPT/MAL Regulators WITH

DUAL-MODE CONTROL

12.1 THE BANG-BANG MODE AND LINEAR MODE

In this section, a qualitative description is given of some optimal and

suboptimal regulators with dual-mode control. The section serves as an

introduction to the next section, which applies standard regulator theory to
give useful results that may be used in the design of both optimal and sub-

optimal dual-mode regulators. The emphasis in the chapter is on the applica-
tion of the results of earlier chapters to the problem of designing dual-mode
regulators rather than on giving an exhaustive treatment of this subject for
its own sake. Since an understanding of relay systems is essential to the
development of the topic, a review of some of the relevant results of Chapter
6, Sec. 6.2, is now given.

A relay system having the form shown in Fig. 12.1-1 and having the
closed-loop state equations

i -= Fx + g sgn (k’x) (12.1-1)

has two modes of operation. In one mode, the bang-bang mode, the input to
the relay is either a fixed positive or fixed negative value, and any sign
changes occur instantaneously. In the other mode, earlier termed the chutfer-

ing mode but also known as the sliding mode, singular mode, or linear mode,

the relay input is zero and the output chatters between its maximum and

minimum output value with an average sliding value that could alternatively

be realized by a linear state-feedback control law. This latter point is of

272
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kHm=!-J
(a)

b
x,

(b)

1#

b
t

-1

(c)

Fig. 12.1-1 Relay dual-mode control system.

particular interest to us in this chapter inasmuch as we are fundamentally
concerned with linear control theory. Typically, for a large initial state, the

regulator will operate first in its bang-bang mode and then, when the states

are sufficiently small, it will enter the chattering mode and remain in this

mode even on reaching the zero state. Figure 12.1-1 shows the form of such

a relay system, a typical state trajectory and the corresponding control input.
Note that the control indicated in Fig. 12.1-l(c) for the chattering mode is

the average control rather than the true control.

For the chattering mode, the states obey the equations

k’x = O Ik’Fxl < k’g (12.1-2)
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and, ifk’g is nonzero,

WITH DUAL-MODE CONTROL Ch. 12

‘=(’-fg)Fx (12.1-3)

The bounded hyperplane defined by (12.1-2) will be termed the sirz,gz.dar

bounded hyperplune throughout the chapter. The singular strip is that portion

of the singular bounded hyperplane with the property that solutions of (12.1-2)

starting in the singular strip remain in the singular bounded hyperplane.
For the case when x is a two-dimensional vector, the singular strip is the

entire singular bounded hyperplane. For the case when x is a vector of size

greater than 2, the relay system (12.1-I) may operate in the bang-bang mode
and the chattering mode alternately until the state trajectory enters the sin-
gular strip. Once in the singular strip, of course, the trajectory will remain in
the singular strip.

One quite significant property of the relay systems just described is that

chattering mode performance is not at all affected by the introduction of a
wide class of nonlinearities into the input transducers of the plant. That is,

for the system

(12.1-4)i == Fx + g/3 sgn (k’x),

where /3 is any positive time varying gain, the chattering mode trajectories
are still given by (12. 1-3), as in the case of system (12.1-1). Of course, the
bang-bang mode trajectories will depend on J?, but, as discussed in Chapter
6, the (nonglobal) stability properties of relay systems are usually dependent
only on the stability properties of the chattering mode.

A rather obvious but significant property of the relay system is that the

plant input is prevented from exceeding a specified upper limit. Of course,

a saturation device rather than a relay at the plant input may be quite
adequate in achieving the same purpose. Note that here, again, such a system
operates dual mode. There is a linear mode and a saturation mode, as indi-
cated in Fig. 12.1-2. This form of dual mode control leads on to a more gen-
eral form, which we shall now discuss.

A dual-mode control system may be constructed with a switch that
connects either of two controllers into the feedback loop at any one time.
One controller implements a linear feedback law, and the other operates in
a bang-bang mode, with the times of switching dependent on the location of
the system trajectory in the state space. Figure 12.1-3 illustrates this more

general form of control.

If an on-line computer is available, quite sophisticated forms of dual-

mode control may be realized, and it may even be that in the case when the

plant is highly nonlinear or the application is quite critical, only a sophisti-

cated approach can achieve the desired results. As an example (later to be

studed in some detail), we pose the problem of tinding to a high order of
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Fig. 12.1-2 Dual-mode regulator with saturation.

precision a control u for the plant

i= Fx+gu (12.1-5)
which will minimize the index

J“wo), d“), tJ = j-(x’Qx) d,
Zo

(12.1-6)

with Q nonnegative definite, subject to the inequality constraint

/u(<l. (12.1-7)
The application of optimal control theory to this singular optimal control

problem yields the result that the optimal control is a bang-bang law over

most of the state space with the switching surface being a hypersurface, which
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Fig. 12.1-3 Optimal dual-mode control.

is, in general, not linear. However, there is a certain portion of the hypersur-
face in the vicinity of the state space origin that is a bounded hyperplane
(i.e., a linear hypersurface) known as the singular strip, for which the optimal

control u* satisfies IU*}< 1. Once the state trajectory enters the singular

strip, it remains in the singular strip.

To implement the optimal control law for the preceding problem

requires a computer to store the characteristics of the hypersurface to decide

when to switch from u* = + 1 to U* = — 1, and vice versa. But for the

mode of operation for which IU* [ < 1, a computer is not needed. In fact,

the control law is linear and is therefore readily realized as for the standard
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regulator problem. It may also be realized by. a relay in its chattering mode.
There is clearly a disadvantage in using the described form of dual-

mode control—viz., an on-line computer is required. Unless a computer is
available forother purposes as well, or unless it is vitally important to have
precise optimal performance, this approach is probably not warranted, espe-
cially since by using other, more straightforward means nearly optimal per-

formance may be achieved.
In fact, intheexample, by using asimple relay controller, it impossible

to achieve optimal performance for a region in the vicinity of the singular
strip and nearly optimal performance outside this region. (The control law

associated with the relay operating in its chattering mode is the same as the
optimal, singular-strip control law.) When the relay controller is used, the

optimal switching hypersurface is approximated by a hyperplane, which is
an extension of the singular strip as indicated in Fig. 12.1-4. The singular

\ singular strip
\

b
x,

switching hypersurface

suboptimal >,
switching hyperplane

\

Fig. 12.1-4 Switching curves.

strip for the relay system (defined, we remember, as the set of points on the
switching surface such that if chattering occurs at any such point, it occurs
thereafter), will, of course, coincide with the singular strip for the optimal
dual-mode system (i.e., the set of points such that the optimal control law
takes on the linear form). Figure 12.1-5 indicates a region of the phase plane,

which is the set of all initial conditions for the relay system that result in

optimal state trajectories. For initial conditions outside this region, the state
trajectories are suboptimal.

There are two important differences between the optimal system and the
relay system that reflect in the state trajectories. The first difference is that the
optimal switching surface is nonlinear, whereas the relay system switching
surface is linear. Figure 12.1-6 illustrates the differences between the optimal
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\

Fig. 12.1-5State space region for which relay system is optimal.
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Fig. 12.1-6 Optimal and suboptimal trajectories.

trajectories and the suboptimal ones of the relay system due to this fact.

Although the controls for the two cases are different, there is, in fact, very

little difference between the performance indices V = ~~ (x’Qx) dt for the

two cases. The second difference is that chattering with the relay will occur

in a singular bounded hyperplane, which is generally more extensive than the
singular strip. The relay may switch from its chattering mode to the bang-
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bang mode. This never happens for the optimal system unless there is an
external disturbance, This difference is difficult to illustrate because it does not

occur for a second-order system. But once again, the control may be signif-
icantly different without the performance indices differing very much.

As mentioned in Chapter 6, it might be that the engineer requires a con-
trol system with the same properties as the preceding suboptimal relay

system, but for reliability or some similar consideration cannot use a relay

in its chattering mode. For this case, a relay can be used until the com-

mencement of chattering; then, a linear control law (say, k~x) can be switched
in so as to achieve the same control law as the relay in its chattering mode.

We observe that if the control law k’lx is changed to (k’, + yk’)x for some y,
then control is independent of y as long as the trajectories lie within the singu-
lar bounded hyperplane, where the condition k’x ==O is satisfied. Clearly, if

there is some disturbance of the trajectories from the singular bounded hyper-
plane so that k’x is no longer zero, then the effect of the control law u =

(k’, + yk’)x will depend on the value of y. It is therefore important to choose
an appropriate value of y to be used for any particular application, since, in
practice, this law will be used in a region of the state space on either side of
the singular bounded hyperplane.

Whatever the linear law used, it is necessary to consider how reversion
to the bang-bang mode can be achieved. It might be that once the linear law
has been switched in, it would be used even in the presence of a disturbance
as long as the control satisfied \u \ < 1. When Iu I = 1, the relay would be

switched in to bring the system back to the singular bounded hyperplane.
On the other hand, a controller might monitor the magnitude of k’x, and
when this exceeded a certain value, the relay with input k’x would be used as
the control law to return the state trajectory to the singular bounded hyper-
plane. Figure 12. 1-7(a) and 12. 1-7(b) indicates the alternative linear mode
control arrangements. Passage from the linear mode to the bang-bang mode
occurs at the boundaries of the shaded regions of the figures, and passage
from the bang-bang mode to the linear mode occurs only on the singular
bounded hyperplane.

The preceding remarks emphasize the scope for ingenuity in arriving
at the best form of dual-mode control for any application.

A particularly attractive form of control law for the linear mode of
operation of a dual-mode control scheme would be a law that minimized a

quadratic index J’; (U’U + x’ QI x) dt, such as arises in the standard regulator
problem. This would mean that in the linear mode of operation, the system
would have all the desirable engineering properties associated with the
standard regulator. We show in a later section that such a form of control
law can be found by choosing the value of y in the control law u = (kj + yk’)x

to be sufficiently large.
It might be argued that if the minimization problem posed in the first
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Fig. 12.1-7 Possible regions forlinear-mode control after singular
strip has been reached.

place is the minimization of an index

v= J(- U’U + X’QIX) dt
f,

for some nonnegative definite Q,, subject to the basic system equation (12.1-5)
and control magnitude constraint (12. 1-7), then a system with the desirable
properties discussed would be realized immediately. However, for this mini-

mization problem, the optimal linear law is applicable in a region of the
state space that is not confined to a hyperplane, and there is a region of the

state space for which the optimal control law is nonlinear but not bang

bang, as illustrated in Figure 12.1-8. For the case when Q, is chosen as PQ

for a constant p, and then p approaches infinity, the linear control law region
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Fig. 12.1-8 Control regions resulting
from minimizing a quadratic index with
an upper bound on the control magni-
tude,

bang - bang control

reduces to the singular strip of the original singular minimization problem, and

the nonlinear region evanesces. But then the theory of the original minimiza-
tion problem [Eqs. (12.1-5), (12.1-6), and (12.1-7)] is needed to study this case.

In the next section, we show that standard regulator theory can be applied
to determine at least a part of the optimal solution for the problem of mini-
mizing the index (12.1-2), subject to the constraints (12.1-5) and (12.1-7).
In particular, the singular strip is described and the optimal control is found

when the trajectories lie within this surface. That is, we solve for the singular
solutions or linear mode solutions of the singular optimal control problem.
Since the theory developing the optimal control law for the bang-bang mode
cannot be readily applied without an on-line computer, it will not be discussed
in this chapter. (For further details, consult reference [1].) As part justifica-
tion, we note again the two points discussed earlier: Implementation of a
suboptimal law using a relay or dual-mode control agreeing with the singular
optimal law in the linear regime, but not the bang-bang optimal law in the
bang-bang regime, leads to a value of the performance index not far different
from the optimal value, and leads also to systems with pleasing engineering
properties.

In the third section of the chapter, we consider the properties of dual-
mode systems constructed by using the results of Sec. 12.2. Of particular
interest is the ability to accommodate nonlinearities without introducing
instability. A fourth section is included, which discusses the optimal control

of a system subject to the constraint \u \ s 1. This is an application of the

results of the previous sections together with the results of Chapter 10.
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Much of the material of this chapter is taken from references [2] through

[5]. For further background reading, references [6] through [1O]are suggested.

12.2 LINEAR MODE SOLUTIONS TO THE SINGULAR

OPTIMAL CONTROL PROBLEM

In this section, the regulator theory of the preceding chapters is applied

to obtain the linear mode control laws or, equivalently, the singular solutions

of what is known as the singular optimal regulator problem. A transforma-
tion is used to convert the problem of interest into a form of the standard

regulator problem, and the standard regulator results are then interpreted
so as to give the solution to the original problem. The results will be applied
in subsequent sections to the design of dual-mode control systems consisting

of a bang-bang mode and a linear mode. As a first step, we express the prob-
lem in mathematical terms.

The singular optimal regulator problem. We consider, as before, systems
having state equation

i= Fx+Gu (12.2-1)

where F and G, if time varying, have continuous entries. As before, x
is an n vector, the state, and u is an m vector, the input. Constraints are
imposed on the system inputs, which may be expressed without 10SS of

generality as simply

Iui[sl i=l,2,. ... m. (12.2-2)

The performance index of interest is

~(x(~o),u(.), to) ==f= (x’Qx) (it (12.2-3)
10

for some finite T z tO, where Q is a nonnegative definite symmetric
matrix. The problem is to find the optimal control law u*(.), which

applied to the system (12.2-1) minimizes the index (12.2-3) subject to the
inequality constraint (12.2-2). The infinite-time problem is defined by the
limiting case T--+ m.

For the preceding regulator problem, the optimal controller provides

dual-mode control at each input; one mode, the bang-bang mode, operates
when an input ui(t)takes on the values + 1 or — 1, whereas the other mode,

the singular mode, occurs when IUiI < 1. The latter is also referred to as a

linear mode, because it may be realized by a linear control law, or as a char-

tering mode, because it may be realized by a relay with its output chattering
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between +1 and –1. For this condition, the relay input iszero, and, as

mentioned in the previous section, the terminology singular mode is used.
The preceding problem is an interesting mathematical one in its own

right, but more important for us here is its engineering significance, We recall
that for a standard regulator, the integrand of the performance index is
(x’Qx+u’Ru) with R positive definite. Theterm u’Ruisincluded so that

the optimal control u* is bounded within reasonable limits. Here, the limits

are set directly via the inequality constraint (12.2-2), and thus there is no

need to include a U’RU term in the index for input limitation purposes. The

fact that limits are set directly means that from an engineering point of view
the singular optimal regulator problem is better posed than that for the

standard regulator, provided, of course, that there is no restriction requiring
the controller to be linear.

As a first step in solving the optimization problem, we consider the
minimization of the index (12.2-3), subject to the system equation (12.2-1) but
not subject to the inequality constraints (12.2-2). Once this problem has been

solved, we shall discard those solutions that violate the constraints on u.

To solve for the singular solutions of this problem, we define new

variables u, and xl through

ti, =u (12.2-4)

X1= X—GUL (12.2-5)

and new parameter matrices

H=QG R= G’QG G1=FG– G. (12.2-6)

The variables u and x in (12.2-1) may be replaced by d, and xl + Gul, respec-
tively, which leads to

i, =Fxl +Glul. (12.2-7)

Notice that (12.2-4) does not specify u, uniquely, but only to within a con-
stant. Nevertheless, whatever u, is derived, Eq. (12.2-7) holds. Notice also
that Eq. (12.2-1) follows from (12.2-7) and the definitions (12.2-4) and (12.2-5).

The performance index (12.2-3) may also be expressed in terms of Xl
and U1 as follows:

V(x(to), u(.), to) = Wc,(to), u,(”)> f,) under (12.2-4) and (12.2-5)

= r(x’,Qx, +2x’,Hz.41 +u\Rul)dt
h

= f“[x’,(+ HR-lH’)x, +(ZJ1 +R-lIFxJR
to

X (Ul + R-’lf’xl)] dt. (12.2-8)

We now see that the transformations (12.2-4) and (12.2-5) have converted the

singular minimization problem into the quadratic regulator problem of Chap-
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ter 3, Sec. 3.4, at least for the case when R is positive definite. For the case
when R = G’QG is not positive definite, the index will obviously not have the

standard form, ,and further transformations are necessary. These cases are

considered in Problem 12.2-1.

From the way the two minimization problems are related, we see

immediately that under the converting relations (12.2-4) and (12.2-5), the

minimization of (12.2-8), subject to the constraint (12.2-7), is precisely the
same as the minimization of (12.2-3), subject to (! 2.2-l). As already noted,
the minimization of (12.2-8), subject to the constraint (12.2-7), is essentially
nothing other than a standard regulator problem.

Without further comment, we shall restrict attention to the case when
R = G’QG is positive definite. (Note that when Q is positive definite, this

condition is automatically satisfied if the inputs are independent or if there is
one input. Even in the case when Q is singular, there are many possible G
matrices such that R > O.)

We first claim that (Q – HR-l H’) is nonnegative definite as a conse-
quence of the nonnegativity of Q and the particular way in which H is defined.
To see this, observe that x’ Q.x is nonnegative for all x. Thus, using the trans-
formations (12.2-4) and (12.2-5) as before, the term

[x’,(Q – HR-’H’)x1 + (u, + R-lH’x,)’R(uI + R-’H’xl)]

is nonnegative for all x, and u,. For arbitrary xl, setting UI = –R-lH’x,

leads to the conclusion that x’,(Q – HR-’H’)x, is nonnegative and then that
(Q – HR-’H’) is nonnegative definite.

Since R is positive definite and (Q – HR-’ H’) is nonnegative definite,
the standard regulator theory may be applied directly, as in Sec. 3.4, Chapter

3. For the finite-time case, the optimal control u? is given by

u; = K’xl (12,2-9)

and the minimum index P’* is given as

J“*(xl(~O)> to) = X’l(to)f’(to, Wl(to). (12.2-10)

Here, K is given from

K’ = –R-l(G\P + H’), (12.2-11)

and P(., T) (where existence is guaranteed) is the solution of the Riccati

differential equation

–~ =P(F– G, R-’H’) + (F– G, R-’ H’)’P– PGIR-’G’, P

+ (Q – HR-lH’) P(T, T) = O. (12.2-12)

Before interpreting these results in terms of the desired solution to the

finite-time singular regulator problem, we shall perform some manipulations

using the various equations and definitions to yield some simple relationships
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between the various quantities hitherto defined. In particular, we shall estab-
lish in the order listed therelationships (valid forall t):

PG=O K’G= –I V* = x’(ro)P(to, T)x(to) K’x = 0.

Postmultiplying both sides of the Riccati equation (12.2-12) by the matrix

G gives

–PC = P(F -- G, R-’H’)G + (F– GIR-l H’)’PG – PG, R-’G; PG

+ (Q – HR-’H’)G.

Applying the definitions (12.2-6) (viz., R = H’G, H = QG, and G, = FG

– G), gives immediately that

–:(PG) = (F’ -- HR-’G’l – PGIR-’G’,)PG,

Now, since P(T, T)G = O, the preceding differential equation in (PG) has the
solution

PG ==O for all t. (12.2-13)

This is the first of the simple relationships.

Postmultiplying both sides of Eq. (12.2-11) by the matrix G gives that

K’G = –R-’(G;PG + H’G).

Applying the result PG = O and the definitions (12.2-6)—in particular,
R = H’G—yields the second simple result

K’G = –I, together with K’G + K’G -= 0, (12.2-14)

For the case when the control u, is, in fact, the optimal control uT, then

Eq. (12.2-5) becomes

x,=x—GuT (12.2-15)

and the minimum index V* given from (12.2-10) may be written as

~*(x,(~o)>f,)= [x(~J--Wo)UKfo)l’p(to> ~)[x(to) – cub].

Since PG = O from (12.3-1 3), this becomes a function of only x(t,) and r,
as follows:

V*(x(tO), tO) – x’(rO)P(tO, T)x(tO). (12.2-16)

This is our third simple result. Finally, for the case when u, ==u;, we have

that

K’x = K’xl + K’Gu~ = K(X1 + K’GK’xI.

Using the result that K’G = –1 [see (12.2-14)], we reduce this equation to our
fourth simple result:

K’x = O. (12.2-17)

This result may seem somewhat paradoxical. A first glance at the earlier
remarks would seem to indicate that, starting with an arbitrary X((0), not
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necessarily satisfying (12.2-17), one could set up an associated x,(tO), solve
the optimization problem associated with xl (tO), and convert back to a solu-

tion of the optimization problem based on X(tO). The reason why this is not

the case, and why a restriction such as (12.2-7) has to apply for all tand not

even just for tO, is as follows. Equation (12.2-15) requires that in passing from

x(. ) and u(. ) to X1(. ) and Ul(. ), the relation xl(t) + Gut(t) = x(t) should

hold for all t.

This equation has two interpretations, one for t==toand one fort > to.

For the case oft ==to,itimplies that the optimization problem of minimizing

(12.2-8) with respect to (12.2-7) for arbitrary xl(t,) should be subjected to a
side constraint on the value of the optimal control at time tO—namely,

X, (t ~) + G(tO)u~(tO) = x(tO), in order that its solution may be used to provide
information concerning the original optimization problem. Without this con-
straint, we know that the optimum procedure is to set u~(tO) = K’(t ~)xl (tO).

Therefore, the modified optimization problem only yields a solution to the

original optimization problem if, given x(tO), x, (tO) can be chosen so that

xl(to)+ G(tO)K’(tO)x; (tO) ==x(tO).

In view of the result K’G = –Z, evidently a necessary condition on x(to)

is that K’(tO)x(tO) = O. This is also a sufficient condition on x(tJ, for if x(tJ
satisfies K’(tO)x(tO) = O, we can define X,( IO) = x(tO). Then uf(tO) =

K’(tO)xl (to) = K’(tO)x(t,) = O, and therefore the side constraint that

‘I(~o) + Gus = X(to) holds.
We now interpret the constraint equation xl (t) + GUI(t) = x(t) fort> to

assuming it holds for t= to.If u?(t) is the optimal control for the modified

optimization problem, if (12.2-4) is used to set u(t)= zi~(t)as the control for
the original problem (without consideration of its optimality or nonopti-
mality), and if i = Fx + Gu is used to determine x(t),then it is also neces-
sary for x(t)to equal x,(~) + Gul (t).TO see that this is indeed the case,
observe that

#[x(t)– x,(~) – G(f)uT(t)] = -i – i, – Gti; – f%f~
-p

= Fx + Gu* –Fxl – Glu:– Gu* – (hl

—– F[x – X, – G~].

But since at t= to,x(tO) – xl(to) – G(to)u~(to) = O, we have x(t) – x,(t)

– G(t)u~(t) = O for all t.

Consequently, K’(~o)x(to) = O is a necessary and sufficient condition for
the optimal control u~(t) of the modified problem to satisfy the constraint
equation (12.2-15) for all t> to;this equation is, of course, necessary to draw
conclusions concerning the first optimization problem for the second optimi-

zation problem. Note that (12.2- 15) implies that K’(t)x(t) = O for all t.

Therefore, K’(tO)x(tO) = O implies that K’(t)x(t) = O for all t.
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We now return to the mainstream of the argument. Still considering the
case when the control u, is optimal, i.e., when u, = u; = K’xl, we denote the

corresponding control u as u*, without claiming for the moment that u* is

optimal. From (12.2-4) and (12.2-9), we have that

U* = tiy = (~) = Z1’xl + K’il.

From the original system equation and the constraint equation (12.2-15),

there follows

U* = Z’(X — GM;) + K’[F(x — GuT) + (FG — G)u;]

= i’x + K’Fx – (I?G + ~’@.4;

= (K’F – k’)X (12.2-18)

where the final equality follows by use of (12.2-14).

We flow claim that on applying the preceding control, viz., ZJ* =

(K’F + ~’)x to the original system, provided that the initial state x(t,) is such
that K’x(tO) = O, the performance index ~~ (x’ Qx) dt is minimized and has the

value V* == X’(tO)P(tO)x(tO). To see that this is so, we shall interpret the stan-
dard regulator results and the various relationships just developed. We have

from the regulator results that applying the control UT ==K’x, to the system,
i, = Fxl + Glul minimizes the index (12.2-8). Equivalent to this minimiza-
tion process for the case when X(tO) is chosen such that K’(tO)x(tO) = O is

the application of the control u* = (K’F + ~’)x to the system i == Fx + GM.

To minimize the same index (12.2-8), subject to the constraints (12.2-4) and

(12.2-5), is precisely the same as minimizing the index {~ (x’Qx) dt, as we

remarked earlier. Our claim is thereby established. An alternative argument
that avoids use of the standard regulator theory is requested in Problem

12.2-2.
Of course, by simply rejecting those solutions of the singular minimization

problem which violate the constraints (12.2-2) at any time t ~ tO, so[utions
that remain are the solutions to the singular optimai regulator problem posed

at the beginning of this section, where we incIuded the control magnitude con-
straint. That is, for the ith input to operate in the singular mode rather than
in the bang-bang mode, the constraints

I(K’Fx + I?’x)i I <1 and (K’x), = O

must hold at all times.
We now recall the relay theory of Chapter 6, Sec. 6.2, to see that, provided

the ith entry u;(t) of the control law u* satisfies Iz@(l) I < 1 for all t> to,

the singular control law ith component may be realized by a relay in its chat-

tering mode ti’here the input to the relay is the ith entry of K’x, written as (K’x)i.

In other words,

u? = sgn (K’x)i. (12.2-19)
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As explained in the last section, (12.2-19) also serves as a reasonable

suboptimal control away from the singular strip. Properties of the system
resulting from using (12.2-19) will be discussed further in the next section,

The finite-time results just given can be readily extended to the limiting

case as T approaches infinity, so long as we can establish the existence of the

limit

F = Iim P(t, 7’). (12.2-20)
T-c=

Simply because both terms in the integrand of (12.2-8) are nonnegative, it
follows that x’(~)P(t, T)x(t) increases monotonically as T increases; all that

is required to establish the existence of ~ is to show that x’(t)P(t,T).x(t)has
an upper bound for an arbitrary x(t),which is independent of T. For the
case when [F, Cl] is completely controllable, the existence of the required

upper bound is established by a direct application of the standard regulator
results of Chapter 3, Sec. 3.1, but for our purposes, this condition is too

restrictive.

We now claim that the condition that [F, G] be completely controllable

guarantees the existence of an upper bound on x’(t)P(t, T)x(t), and thus that
the limit ~ givenby(12.2-20) exists. To see this, recall the existence of a control
UC,bounded but not necessarily by unity, which takes the system i = Fx

+ Gu from an initial state to the zero state in a finite time T, and is zero
itself after TI. Existence follows because [F’, G] is completely controllable.
Clearly, by using the control UC, we see that the index V(x(t), UC,t) =

~~ (x’Qx) dt is bounded above for all T 2 t by some V(llx(t) 1[). Now, Prob-
lem 12.2-2 establishes the following formula, valid for all T, u(.) and x(t):

\’(xQx)dt= x(t)P(t,T )x(t) + ~(xKKx)dt.
1 r

This implies that

x’(t)P(t, T)x(t) ~ ~(X(l), u=, t) < ~ < co

with ~, of course, independent of T. If we let T approach infinity, it follows

that

x’(t) ~(l)x(t) < V(1Ix(O 11).

Since x(t) is arbitrary, the desired result follows. The linear mode solutions
to the singular optimal control problem are now summarized.

Linear mode solutions to the singular optimal regulator problem. Suppose
we are given the completely controllable system

~=~x+G~ (12.2-1)
and the performance index

~(x(fo),u(-), ?.) = r (x’Qx) dt (12.2-3)
10
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for some nonnegative definite Q and some finite T. Suppose, also, that
each input Ui is constrained by the inequality

]ui\ <l. (12.2-2)

Then the optimal control for the ith input of this system may be realized
by a bang-bang control law (not given here) until the state trajectory

reaches the singular strip, which is a subset of the singular bounded

hyperplane

(K’x), == O I(K’Fx + I?x), I <1 (12.2-21)

where K’ is given from (12.2-11) and (12.2-6) as

K’= –(G’QG)-’[G’(FP + Q) – G’P] (12.2-22)

and P is the solution of the Riccati equation (12.2-12), which may be
written

–P = PF + FP – KG’QGK’ + Q P(T, T) = O. (12.2-23)

Once the state trajectory is in the singular strip, it will remain there.
(Recall that it is this property that defines the singular strip.) The control
law u? for the singular mode control may be realized by a controller

gain (K’F + I?’), between the system states and input. An alternative
realization is a controller gain (K’)i followed by a relay that will operate
in its chattering mode. The minimum value of the index ~~ (x’Qx) dt

for the case when x(tO) is in the singular strip is

V*(x(to), to) = x’(tO)P(tO, T)x(tO).

The results for the limiting case as T approaches infinity are the same as
before, with P(t, T) replaced by

P(t) = lim P(t, T). (12.2-20)
T--=

Figure 12.2-1 shows the two alternative realizations of the singular mode
control for the single-input case. Lower-case letters are used to indicate vec-
tors.

Problem 12.2-1. Given the completely controllable system 2 = Fx + gu
and index V== j; (x’Qx) dt, with Q nonnegative definite, suppose that g’Qg = O
and (Fg — g)’Q(Fg — g) # O. Find a control U* to minimize the index. [Hint:
Apply in succession the two transformations

X,=x —gu, Ul=u

and

X2 = Xl — (Fg — @Z ti~ = U1

to convert the problem to a standard regulator problem.] See reference [3] for even
more general results.
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(a)

x
u

(b)

Fig. 12.2-1 Singular mode optimal control.

Problem 12.2-2. Show that the system equation i = Fx + Gu and Eqs.
(12.2-1 1) through (12.2-13) imply the result

~ (x’Qx) d = X’(fO)~(tO,~)X(fO) + ~ (x’KK’x) d
co

independently of the control u. Use this result to verify the linear mode solutions to
the singular regulator problem.

Problem 12.2-3. For the system

find the contro~ that approximately minimizes

subject to ]u ] <1. Verify that the appropriate controllability and observability
conditions are satisfied. (Hint: ln solving the Riccati equation, use the fact that

[11
P = o.)

–1

Problem 12.2-4. For the system

El=l : :IMl”
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find the control that approximately minimizes the index

J
v= ‘(x; +x;+x$)dr

o

subject toluls l. Observe thatthe Riccati equation isnotdifficult tosolvewhen,the
result PIO O 1]’ =Ois used.

12.3 PROPERTIES OF THE DUAL-MODE OPTIMAL

REGULATOR

Throughout this book, we have adopted the philosophy that systems

for which a quadratic-type performance index is minimized are of interest not
so much because the index is at its minimum value but because such systems

have ancillary properties desirable from the engineering point of view.
Some of the properties of interest discussed in the previous chapters are degree
of stability, gain margin, phase margin, system sensitivity to parameter varia-
tions, the ability to accommodate offset errors without affecting the equilib-

rium point (or desired operating point), and the ability to tolerate time delays
and nonlinearities in the feedback loop while maintaining a prescribed degree
of stability. Of course, optimality itself may be of direct engineering signif-

icance, as in the case of a system whose output is required to follow the

output of a model while minimizing an error-squared type of performance

index.
We now consider the “engineering” properties of systems derived by

using the singular optimal control theory of the previous section. For

simplicity, we consider single-input, time-invariant systems and performance
indices measured over an infinite interval. That is, we consider the system

i= Fx+gu (12.3-1)

and performance index

~(x(~o)>U(”), to) = J-(X’~X) dt
to

(12,3-2)

where it is assumed that Q is nonnegative definite and that g’Qg is positive.
Given these assumptions, we can, without loss of generality, normalize Q
such that g’ Qg = 1. The constraint inequality is simply

Iul<l. (12.3-3)

We recall from the previous section that the optimal control is bang-

bang (i.e., u = + 1 or u = – 1) over the entire state space, except for the singu-
lar strip, which is a subset of the singular bounded hyperplane defined by

k’x=o Ik’Fx[< 1. (12.3-4)
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Here,

k’ =

and
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–g’(F”~ + Q) (12.3-5)

P = lim P(t, T) = lim P(t, T) (12.3-6)
T--’= t---~

with P(., T) the solution of

–P = PF + F’P – (Q + PF)gg’(F’P + Q) + Q P(T, T) ==o.

(12.3-7)

On the singular strip, the optimal control law is linear and is given by

u* = k’FX (12.3-8)

or by

U* = k’(F’ + ~f)X (12.3-9)

for any y (since k’x = O on the singular strip). This law may be realized by

a linear controller with gain k’(F + yf) for some y. An alternative formula-
tion for U* on the singular strip is

u* -= sgn (k’x). (12.3-10)

The controller for this case is a linear controller of gain k’ followed by a relay
in its chattering mode.

To realize the optimal control law off the singular strip is difficult and
may require an on-line computer. For this reason, we prefer to use one of the
following realizations, not necessarily optimal, of the closed-loop system.
In the first realization, the control law (12.3-10) is used for the entire state

space. That is, the closed-loop system is

i = Fx + g sgn (k’x). (12.3-11)

A second realization is to use system (12.3-11) until chattering commences
and then to switch to the control law (12.3-9). This law may be used even if
disturbed off the singular strip until, say, Ik’(F + yl)x ) = 1 or Ik’xl ==d
for some positive d chosen by the engineer. When either of these conditions
is reached, the relay is switched back in the loop. (Recall the discussion in
Sec. 12.1.) That is, we have a dual-mode control, where the closed-loop
systems for the two modes are, respectively,

~ = Fx + g sgn (k’x) (12.3-12a)

and

i = [F + gk’(F + yI)]x. (12.3-12b)

Since the system (12. 3-1 2b) will, in practice, be used off the singular
strip, the value of y should be chosen carefully. One result given in Chapter 6,

Sec. 6.2, which is relevant in selecting y, is that off the singular hyperplane
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k’x=Othe trajectories approach thehyperplane with adegree of stability

y. [To see this result, premultiply (12.3 -12b) by k’ and observe that this reduces

to

where we have used the relationship k’g == —l.] With y = O, trajectories

off the hyperplane k’x = O will never approach the hyperplane, and the sys-
tem (12.3 -12b) is therefore not asymptotically stable.

We now discuss properties of the two dual-mode systems (12.3-11) and

(12.3-12). The first property of interest is stability, a key aspect of which is
the stability of both systems when k’x = O or, more precisely, when the trajec-
tories are confined to the singular strip.

Stability on the singular strip. For the standard regulator problem, an

observability condition is imposed as a sufficient condition for asymptotic
stability of the closed-loop system. In the previous section, the minimization

problem defined by (12.3-1) through (12.3-3) is transformed into a standard
regulator problem in order to apply the known theory. In particular, the
transformations

ti, =u X,=x —gul (12.3-13)

and definitions

h=Qg g, = Fg g’Qg = 1 (12.3-14)

applied to (12.3-1) through (12.3-3) give the problem of minimizing the index

W,(ti))> ~l(~o)> f,) = I
- [x’,(Q – hh’)x, + (u, + h’xl)z] dt (12.3-15)
10

subject to the constraints

il == Fx, + glul [Zi,l <l. (12.3-16)

For the case when the optimal control u; for this problem without the
constraint \UI I < 1 still satisfies this inequality, it is given by

* = k’xlu, (12.3-17)

with k’ defined in the manner stated earlier. A sufficient condition for the

closed-Ioop system ii = (F + gl k’)xl to be asymptotically stable when the

optimal control given by (12.3-17) is used is that the pair [F — glh’, Dl] be
completely observable for any D, such that DI D’l ==(Q — M’). This is given

from the regulator theory of Chapter 3, Sec. 3.3, applied directly to the
preceding problem. With the closed-loop system asymptotically stable,
u!, given by (12.3-17), and x, decay asymptotically.

In the previous section, the transformations (12.3-13) are shown to be
applicable for interpreting the optimal results for the preceding standard
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regulator problem as results for the original minimization problem on the
singular strip. Since the transformations (12.3- 13) apply on the singular strip,

a sufficient condition for x = xl — gu * to decay asymptotically is that xl
and u, decay asymptotically. Expressing this condition in terms of the vectors
and matrices of the original problem definition enables us to conclude that
on the singular strip the system (12.3-1) with the control (12.3-12) applied is

asymptotically stable with the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION12.3-1. The pair [F’(Z – gg’Q), DI ] is completely observable for

any D1 such that D, D\ = Q(Z — gg’Q).

That is, with Assumption 12.3-1 holding, the closed-loop system

i == (z + gk’)Fx (12.3-18)

is asymptotically stable. If x(tO) satisfies

k’x(to) = o Ik’Fx(to) I <1 (12.3-19)

and if the condition Ik’Fx(t) I < 1 remains satisfied for all t, both (12.3-11)

and (12.3-12) are asymptotically stable. An alternative and simpler assump-

tion now follows.

ASSUMPTION 12.3-2. The pair [Fc=,Dz] is completely observable for any Dz
such that D2Dj = Q, where FCL is the cIosed-loop system matrix (f + gk’)F.

TO see that this assumption is a sufficient condition for asymptotic stability
on the singular strip, consider as a tentative Lyapunov function

v, = X’FX. (12.3-20)

Then

til = 2x’Fi

== 2x’~Fx + 2x’~gu

= —x’(Q — kk’)x. (12.3-21)

The last equality is derived by using the result that ~g = O and the rela-

tionship ~F + F’~ — kk’ + Q = O. We observe that (12.3-21) holds irre-
spective of the control u. With our attention restricted to trajectories on the

singular strip (i.e., k’x = O), we note that the function VI is, in fact, the optimal
performance index V*(x(t), t), for which

V*= J-(xQx)dfc (12.3-22)
r

Furthermore, on the singular strip, k’x = O; therefore, ~ reduces to

P* = –x’Qx. (12.3-23)

Clearly, if Q is positive definite, then V* is a Lyapunov function, and trajec-
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tories on the singular strip are asymptotically stable. However, in general,
Q is but nonnegative definite, and thus V* and – ~“ are only guaranteed to

be nonnegative. For V* to be a Lyapunov function on the singular strip, we
require first that V* be strictly positive, and second, that V* be not only
nonpositive but also not identically zero on any system trajectory, confined,

of course, to the singular strip (see the stability theorems of Chapter 3, Sec.

3.2). We now claim that Assumption 12.3-2 guarantees these results for the

case when x(. ) is the solution of (1 2.3-1 8) for some x(tO) satisfying (12.3-19).
The reasoning is similar to that used in Chapter 3, Sec. 3.2, for the standard

regulator stability results, and thus is only given in outline form here.
To see that V* is positive on the singular strip with Assumption 12.3-2

holding, observe that if V* were zero for some x(t,), then

O = ~-x’ Qx dt -= ~- x’(t,) exp [F&L(t – t,)]D2 IL
i, co

x exp [FcL(t – Zo)]x(fo) cit.

This equation implies that D\ exp [Fc.(t– to)]x(to) = 0. for a nonzero X(t,),

and thus it contradicts Assumption 12.3-2.
To see that P* is not identically zero along a system trajectory in the

singular strip, suppose initially that it is identically zero. Then X’QX is iden-

tically zero, and thus V* is identically zero, contradicting the previous result

when Assumption 12.3-2 is in force.
The claim that Assumption 12.3-2 is a sufficient condition for stability

on the singular strip has now been established. This means that under Assump-
tion 12.3-2 the closed-loop system (12.3-1 1), when in its singular strip, is
asymptotically stable. In fact, consider the introduction of nonlinearities B
into the feedback loop as follows:

i = Fx + g~[sgn (k’x), t] (12.3-24)

where ~ is a possibly time-varying nonlinearity, with the restrictions that
~(1, t) and P(– 1, t)are bounded,

p(l,t)>pl >0; /3(-l, t)<p2<o (12.3-25)

for all t,where /3, and –/?, are positive constants, then chattering still occurs
on the singular strip in such a way as to leave the closed-loop system (12.3- 18)
unaltered. The stability results are thus unaffected (see Chapter 6, Sec. 6.2).

We also have that for the dual-mode system (12.3-12), once chattering

of the relay commences for the system (12.3-12a) and the linear law is switched
in resulting in closed-loop system equations (12.3 -12 b), then the system
will behave in an asymptotically stable fashion, so long as the mode defined
by (12.3-12b) continues to be the operating mode. However, as pointed out

earlier, if there is a disturbance from these trajectories and y = O, then the
system will not be asymptotically stable.
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Problem 12.3-1 is concerned with establishing conditions that achieve

a prescribed degree of stability a, say, on the singular strip. The problem of
stability off the singular strip is now discussed.

Stability on and off the singular strip. In Chapter 6, Sec. 6.2, general
results for relay systems are quoted. One of these results is that, provided the

trajectories on the singular strip are asymptotically stable, then trajectories

in the vicinity of the state-space origin are asymptotically stable. That is,

local asymptotic stability is assured. The proof of the general result is not
given in Chapter 6, but since, for the particular application of the closed-
loop system

i = Fx + g sgn (k’x) (12.3-11)

the result is readily proved, we now do so.
We consider the function

V, == .x’Px + (Ic’x) sgn (k’x) (12.3-26)

as a tentative Lyapunov function. Clearly, for the case when x is on the sin-

gular strip k’x = O, then V, = V, = V*, and, therefore, Vz is positive defi-
nite. For the case k’x # O, Vz will be greater than or equal to Ik’x 1. Differ-

entiating (12.3-26) yields

V, = –x’(Q – kk’)x + k’[Fx + g sgn (k’x)] sgn (k’x)

= –x’(Q – kk’)x + k’Fx sgn (k’x) — 1. (12.3-27)

For the second equality, the result k’g = – 1 has been used. Observe that
for sufficiently small x the term 71 is negative, This means that V, is a Lya-
punov function for a sufficiently small region in the vicinity of the state-

space origin. The local asymptotic stability result is thereby established.
It is also readily shown that the system given by (12.3-24) and (12.3-25)

is locally asymptotically stable. That is, the introduction of nordinearities
of the form (12.3-25) into the system input transducers does not affect the
preceding stability result.

We now ask if anything can be said about the global asymptotic stability

of the system

,-2= Fx + g sgn (k’x). (12.3-11)

One result is that (1) if the system i = Fx is asymptotically stable, and (2)
if the real part of (1 + jqco)k’(jcol — F)- lg is positive for all o.) and some

nonnegative q, then the closed-loop system (12.3-11) is globally asymptotically

stable. This stability result is discussed in Chapter 6, Sec. 6.2. Unfortunately,
it does not help much here except in particular cases.

There is another result that could be mentioned, which is relevant to
the problem. We claim that t~ the system i = Fx is asymptotically stable,
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then the system that minimizes the performance index ~j(x’Qx)dt will be

globally asymptotically stable, assuming that the singular strip is asymptotically

stable. (We have already established that Assumption 12.3-2 guarantees the

singular strip to be asymptotically stable.) To see that this result is so, we
observe that the performance index is finite fora zero control and therefore
must be finite for the optimal control. But from (12.3-20) and (12,3-21)

(which are independent of the control u), we have

This means that with J: (x’Qx) dt finite, then either k’x = Oor k’x approaches
zero as t approaches infinity. However, the only way for k’x to be zero or
approximately zero for any length of time is for the trajectories to be in the
vicinity of the singular strip. An examination of the function V, [see (12.3-26)]
and its derivative [see (12.3-27)] shows that when Assumption 12.3-2 holds

and when the trajectories are in the vicinity of the singular strip, Vz is a
Lyapunov function. Our claim is now established. Note again that this result
is true in general only when the truly optimal switching surface is used, rather
than the (suboptimal) hyperplane k’x = O.

To establish global stability results for the dual-mode system (12.3-12)
appears just as difficult as for the relay system (12.3-11). But for the linear

mode of operation, it is possible for the linear controller to be the same as that
for a standard regulator. This means that the linear mode of operation can
have all the desirable properties associated with the regulator. This we now
investigate.

Linear mode design for dual mode control. We present two approaches
to the design of a linear mode controller for a dual-mode system. Both achieve

a control law that is identical to one achieved using standard regulator theory,
and both are based on the theory of the previous section. The idea of achiev-
ing the same controller as for a standard regulator is simply to guarantee the
desirable properties associated with these regulators, such as a prescribed
degree of stability, good phase margin and gain margin, etc.

The first approach requires a selection of the constant y in the control
u = k’(F + yI)x. For any y, the control will be optimal for the singular
problem on the singular strip, whereas we can argue that for a suitably large
y, the control will also be optimal for a particular standard regulator mini-
mization problem.

We know that for states on the singular strip, (provided Assumption
12.3-2 holds), the closed-loop system

i = [F + gk’(F + yz)]x (12.3-12b)

is asymptotically stable. Moreover, the degree of stability orthogonal to the
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singular strip isy. In other words, [F+gk’(F +yZ)]has(n — I)eigenvalues
in the left half-plane and one eigenvalue ats = —y. For y sufficiently large,
the eigenvalues will be the same as that for some standard optimal regulator
design, as shown in Chapter 7, Sec. 7.4. Problem 12.3-2 asks for further details
on this result.

An alternative approach to proving the same result is to consider as a

tentative Lyapunov function for (12.3 -12b) with input nonlinearities the

following function:

V, = x’[2F’~F + QF + FQ + y(Q + kk’ + 2y~)]x. (12.3-28)

Its derivative can be determined as

ti, = u’(I – 24) – .x’[F’(2y~ – Q)F + yzQ]x (12,3-29)

where # denotes nonlinearities in the sector [}, co) at the plant input trans-
ducer. For some suitably large y, the function V, is, by inspection, a Lya-

punov function (except for certain special cases). Because this is so, the theory

on the inverse problem of optimal control, given in Chapter 7, yields that
wit h a suitably large y, the closed-loop system (12.3- 12b) is optimal with
respect to a standard quadratic performance index. Problem 12.3-3 asks that

the details of this approach be worked out.

Problem 12.3-1. For the linear system i = Fx + gu, Iu I <1, discuss the
minimization of quadratic performance indices that achieve a prescribed degree of
stability.

Problem 12.3-2. Using the terminology of this section, show that the matrix

[F+ gk’(F + yI)] has (n – 1) eigenvalues in the left half-plane and one eigenvalue
at s = —y. What test could be applied to see if a particular y is sufficiently large for
the closed loop i = [F + gk’(F + YI)]x to be optimal in the sense of Sec. 7.3?

Problem 12.3-3. Standard regulator theory yields an optimal control of the
form u* = –g’~, x, where the term x’~lx is a Lyapunov function for the system

i = (F —g~g’~, )x. (Recall that @denotes a time-varying gain in the sector [;, m].)
The optimal control for the singular problem is U* == –g’(F’~ + Q)(F + yl)x.
This suggests that we may be able to construct a Lyapunov function using the qua-
dratic term x’(F’~ + Q)(F + yl)x, associated with the system

i = [F — g @g’(F’P + Q)(F + yI)]x

for some y >0. Observe also that since g’~ = O, the optimal control u* could be

written as U* = —g[(F’~ + Q)(F + yI) + j~~]x for some ~ >0. All this suggests
that we consider

V== x’[2(F’P + Q)(F i- yZ) + ~~]x

as a tentative Lyapunov function. Investigate this case, using relationships such as

~F + F’~ – kk’ + Q = O and g’~ = O to obtain for the case ~ = 27Z the equa-

tions (12.3-28) and (12.3-29).
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12.4 OPTIMAL REGULATOR WITH BOUNDS ON THE

CONTROL DERIVATIVE

In this section, the theory of the previous sections is applied to solve the

problem of controlling the completely controllable system

i=i’lx+gu (12.4-1)

subject to the constraint

I’il<l. (12.4-2)

The performance index of interest is the usual regulator index

WX(ZJ>u(”),f,) = ( (x’Qx + u’) d (12.4-3)

where Q is nonnegative definite. We shall consider single-input, time-
invariant plants, for simplicity. The physical significance of this problem is
related to the regulator problem with derivative constraints of Chapter 10.

Clearly, the preceding minimization problem will be of interest for situa-

tions where rapid changes in the control input are to be avoided. It might be

thought that making Q sufficiently small in the index (12.4-3) would ensure
that there would be a small control, and therefore small rates of change of

the control. In some situations, this may be true (although there is no imme-

diate theoretical justification for it), but to choose an appropriate Q would
depend on trial-and-error techniques, and result would probably be too
conservative. With the constraint (12.4-2), the engineering limits are imme-
diately taken into account in the design. The only disadvantage is an increase
in controller complexity, as will become clear in the following development.

Using the same ideas as in Chapter 10, we define new variables

[1

x
1.2=ti ~= . (12.4-4)

u

These definitions lead to

j=fl~+g~ (12.4-5)

where

(12.4-6)

[Equation (12.4-5) represents a system consisting of the system of (12.4-1)

augmented by an integrator at the input.] The performance index (12.4-3)
is

V== j-(x’Qx + u’) dt = f@@) dt
10 [,

(12.4-7)
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where

~=QO[101”

Thecontrol variable constraint is now

(12.4-8)

(12.4-9)

Application of the theory of the previous sections suggests that an
effective suboptimal control is

d = sgn(t’i). (12.4-10)

Here,

t’== –(g’&)-’g’(FF+~) (12.4-11)

and}(., T)is the solution of the Riccati equation, written using (12.4-l l)as

–P ==FF+ RF – I@@g)”’l? + @ P(T, T) = 0. (12.4-12)

The result for the augmented system (12.4-5) can now be interpreted

as a result applying to the original system (12.4-1). Let us partition ~ as

$=
[1

P, P,

P; P3

using the same partitioning scheme as for ~ or ~. Substituting all partitioned
matrices into the equations (12.4-12) and (12.4-1 1) yields

–Pl = P,F + FP1 – P1gg’P, + Q (12.4-13)

P2=0

P3=0

k = –g’P,.

Now, the control d, or, equivalently, zi, is given as

22== 22== sgn (k’f) = sgn (—g’P, x — u).

This means that the differential equation for u is

zi == sgn (—g’Plx — u) (12.4-14)

where PI is the solution of (12.4-13). This control scheme is shown in Fig.
12.4-1.

When the control ii is on the singular strip k’~ = O, then we have that

–g’P1x — u = O, or

u = —g’PIx. (12.4-15)

This is precisely the control law that results from the solution to the standard
regulator problem of minimizing the index (12.4-3) for the original system
(12.4-l). This result is expected, since the singular strip is that region where
the control lies strictly within its constraints.
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u
+ ~ =Fx+gu

I

– f ~ J

I
3

+ g’ P,

Fig. 12.4-1 Optimal regulator with ]u]<1.

Further investigations of this result are left to the student in the problems.

Problem 12.4-1. Without verification, give acontroller thatcouldbe used for

the system (12.4-1) and index (12.4-3), where thecontrolu must satisfy the con-

straint Iii] <1.

Problem 12.4-2. Canyouthink ofascheme which ensures thatthe constraints

Iul <1 and Itil< 1 are satisfied?

Problem 12.4-3. Discuss how the system of Fig. 12.4-1 responds to a step

input. Assume that the initial states of the plant and controller are zero. Redraw
the system where it is required that the output track the input.
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CHAPTER 73

OPTIMA1 l/fVEAR REGULATORS

WITH Controller

CONSTRAINTS

13.1 FORMULATION OF SPECIFIC OPTIMAL REGULATOR

PROBLEMS

Virtually all the regulator results presented so far have been based on

the assumptions that the system states, or estimates of these, are available

for use in a control law and that there are no constraints other than linearity
on the controller. In practice, however, further restrictions on the controller
may be necessary. Therefore, in this chapter we develop some optimal linear
regulator results with controller constraints. We refer to these problems as
specljic optimal regulator problems, nonstandard regulator problems, or sub-

optimal regulator problems.
Some of the results of this chapter first appeared in references [1] through

[3]. The remainder of the results and some of the proofs of earlier results

are new and have not, at the time of the writing of the text, appeared in the
literature.

As in previous chapters, we assume we are given an n-dimensional linear
system

i(t) = F(t)x(r) + G(t)u(t) (13.1-1)

y(t) = H’(t)x(t) (13.1-2)

303
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where F(.), C(.), and H(. ) possess continuous entries. The simplest form of
control law that we can consider is the nondynamic law

u(t) = K’(f) x(t). (13.1-3)

Possible constraints on K(. ) [other than the obvious one that K(. ) be of

appropriate dimension] that might be imposed in practice can be classified

as follows:

1. Equality constraints on the entries of the controller gain matrix K(.),
as, e.g., when only the outputs y are available for feedback. That is,
state estimation is not permitted and the control u has the form

u = K~y = K~H’x.

Equivalently, K is constrained to have the form

K = HKO

for some K, of appropriate dimension.

2. Inequality constraints on the entries of the controller gain matrix,
as, e.g., when individual gain matrix elements k must satisfy

k,<k<k,

for some constants k, and kz. The reason for these constraints may
be physical limitations involved in the construction of controllers,
or the need to prevent saturation at the plant input.

3. Constraints that the controller gain have some prespecified functional
form. We consider the special case of constant or piecewise constant
gains. Clearly such constraints would be imposed for ease of practical
implementation of the control law.

Of course, some or all of the constraints listed could be imposed simultane-
ously, if necessary.

In this chapter, we shall consider the optimal design of linear systems
subject to constraints 1 and 3. The inequality constraints 2 can be handled
(at least when constraints 3 are also imposed) using nonlinear programming
techniques, such as are surveyed in [4]. These techniques will not be discussed
since they are outside the scope of this book.

Also considered in this chapter are problems involving time-invariant
plants arising when a dynamic controller is permitted between the plant
output y and input u. We already know that if the dimension of the con-
troller is not constrained in any way, the best that can be done in such a situa-

tion is to first construct a state estimator and then apply an optimal state

feedback law using the state estimate in lieu of the inaccessible states. For
the case when the controller dimension is constrained to be less than the
dimension of the standard state estimator (see Chapter 8), then one approach
is to estimate only some of the system states (or appropriate linear combina-
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tions of the states) and use these estimates together with the system output in

a nondynamic control law. The introduction of a (partial) state estimator
then reduces the dynamic controller design problem to the nondynamic design

problem. A second approach uses an artificial augmentation of the plant with
integrators at its input; nondynamic feedback laws are determined for the
augmented plant, which become dynamic laws for the original plant.

For the remainder of this section, a performance index will be considered,
which is a natural extension of the usual quadratic index used in the standard

regulator theory. With this index, an optimal control problem is formulated
that incorporates controller constraints and is amenable to solution.

A performance index for regulator problems with controller constraints.
As a starting point in our development, we recall the quadratic index asso-
ciated with the standard regulator problem—viz.,

~(x(to), u(. ), ~) = ~= [21’(t)~(t)U(t) + x’(f) Q(t)x(t)] dt (13.1-4)
10

with R(t)positive definite symmetric and Q(t)nonnegative definite symmetric
for all tinthe range [to,T].To rewrite this index in terms of the present prob-

lem, we note that when control law (13. 1-3) is used, the closed-loop system
equations are

~(t) = [F(t) + G(t) ZC(t)].x(t). (13.1-5)

The transition matrix @(t, 7) associated with this system is defined from

b(t, ~) = [F(t) + G(t) K’(t)]@(t, ~) Q(c, r) = 1. (13.1-6)

Since x(t) = @(t, t,)x(t,) and u(r) = K’(t)@(t, t,)x(t,), the performance index
(13. 1-4) may be written simply as

V(x(to), u, 2-)I(24= K’x) = wo)mo)~(~o) (13.1-7)

where

P(to)= j= @’(t,to)[K(t)R(t)K’(t)+ Q(t)]@(r, t,) dt. (13.1-8)
co

The matrix P(. ) is easily verified to be the solution of the linear equation

–P = P(F + GK’) + (F+ GK’)’P + (KRK’ + Q) (13.1-9)

with boundary condition P(T) = O. See Appendix A for an outline discussion
of such equations and their solution.

If we now impose constraints on K(. ) and seek to find an optimum K(. )

using the index (13. 1-7) subject to these constraints, it will be generally true
that for an arbitrary but fixed x(to),there will be one (or possibly more)

values of K(. ) which will minimize (13.1-7). Unfortunately, the minimizing
K(o) will probably vary from one X(tO) to another. However, for practical
reasons, it is clearly desirable to have just one K(. ) as the optimal feedback

gain, irrespective of what X(tO) is. One way out of this dilemma is to assume
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that the n vector x(t,) is a random variable, uniformly distributed on the
surface of the n-dimensional unit sphere, and to seek the particular feedback
gain K(.) minimizing the expected value, over all x(tO), of(13. 1-7). That is,
we define a new performance index

V(K(”), T) = w(~,)mo)x(~o)l (I3.1-1O)

with the random variable x(tO) satisfying

E[x(to)x’(to)] = +1 (13.1-11)

where E[. ] denotes expected value. {Problem 13.1-1 asks that an interpreta-
tion be given for the case when E[x(tO)x’(tO)] = (1/n).4 for some A = A’

> 0.]
An alternative simpler expression for this index can be determined

directly from (13.1-10) and (13.1-1 1) as follows:

E[x’Px] = ~ pijE[xixj] = ~ ~ pi, = ~tr[P]
i,j

where xi denotes the ith element of x, pij denotes the element in the ith row

and jth column of P, and tr[P] denotes the trace of P. Thus, the index

V(K(.), T) == ~tr[P(lO)] (13.1-12)

is the new performance index with control variable K(. ) [in the sense that
V is a functional of K(s)].

An alternative performance index to that given in (13.1-12) is ~ =

2~,X[P(tO)]. This gives the maximum value of X’PX when x varies on the unit
sphere, and in some situations it could be more useful than the index(13. 1-12).

However, we shall not consider this further in this chapter.

Let us summarize in one sentence the new minimization problem we have
implicitly posed in the above arguments: Given matrices F(.), G(.), Q(.),
and R(.), with the various restrictions assumed previously, find a matrix
K(. ) to minimize the index (13. 1-10) with (13. 1-11) holding, or, equivalently,
the index (13. 1-12), subject to whatever restrictions are imposed on K(.).
This nonstandard optimal control problem has sometimes been referred to as
a suboptimal linear control problem or a specljic iinear control problem.

When considering the limiting case as the terminal time T approaches
infinity (the infinite-time case), we shall assume that the plant is time invariant

and the control law is time invariant. [The optimal law for such a case may be

time varying (see [5]).) With these assumptions, the optimal index is

P(K) = E[x’(to)Px(to)]

with

E[x(to)x’(to)] = +1
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or, equivalently,

P(K) z ~ tr[P]

where

F=J: (exp [ F + GK’)’t](KRK’ + Q) exp [(F + GK’)t] dt,

The matrix F is the solution of the linear equation

P(F + GK’) + (F+ GK’)’~ + (KRK’ + Q) = O.

Techniques for the solution of such equations are discussed in Appendix A.
For this infinite-time case, the optimum K must, of course, satisfy the

further constraint that the closed-loop system

i =- (F + GK’)x

be asymptotically stable. (Otherwise, the optimal closed-loop system will be
of little practical utility. Also, ~ certainly will be infinite.) This raises the
question as to whether there exists any constant control laws K (let alone an

optimal one) that will satisfy the imposed constraints and the asymptotic
stability constraint. Unfortunately, this existence question has as yet no
straightforward answer, and the related problem of finding such a K, assum-
ing one exists, has also not been solved in any convenient manner.

Of course, observability of [F, D] for any D such that DD’ -= Q is not

sufficient to guarantee the desired stability, although this condition does guar-

antee that P is positive definite, provided that F + GK’ has all eigenvalues
with negative real parts (see Problem 13. 1-3).

Before we consider analytical results associated with minimizing the
performance index just introduced, it is interesting to observe one immediate

and simple link between the nonstandard optimal case and the standard
optimal case. This is, that Iy there are no constraints such as listed earlier in this
section on the contro~ler gain, then the controller gain K(.), which minimizes
the index (13. 1-12) associated M’irh the nonstandard optimal problem, is the
same gain resulting from the solution of the standard regulator problem with
index (13. 1-4). To see this, let us assume that the optimum value of the index

(13.”1-12) is (l/n) tr[~] and the optimum value of the index (13.1-4) is x’P*x.

Assume the corresponding control laws are I? and K*, and that they are differ-

ent. Then, because ~ is not optimal for the index (13. 1-4), x’~x > x’P*x for

all x, with strict inequality for some x. In other words, ~ – P* is nonnegative
definite, and nonzero. Hence, tr(~ – P*) s O, and so tr(~) > tr(P*). This

contradicts the optimality of f? for the index (13. I-12). Hence, I? — K* and
F = P*.

When the optimal law is constrained, then, in general, ~ will not be the

same as K*, the optimal law associated with the unconstrained problem. It
appears, then, that the nonnegative quantity tr[~] --- tr[P*] gives some meas-
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ure of how “close” a nonstandard optimal regulator is to a standard one.
This “closeness” concept is an interesting one that will be investigated in
further detail in later sections.

Problem 13.1-1. What is the mathematical and practical significance of a

performance index of the form

P = x’(to)P(fo)x(fo)

where ~x(tO)x’(tO)] is (1/n) A for some positive definites ymmetric A matrix—rather

than the unit matrix? Show that for this case, ~==tr[AP].

Problem 13.1-2. A second approach to the problem of constructing con-
strained dynamic controllers relies on the augmentation ideas of Chapter 10. Discuss
how the ideas of Chapter 10 could be used, and present a detailed problem formula-
tion.

Problem 13.1-3. Show that if (F + GJC’) has all eigenvalues with negative
real parts, and if [F, D] is completely observable for any D with DD’ = Q, then the
solution ~ of the following equation is positive definite:

P(F + GK’) + (F + GK’)’~ + (KRK’ + Q) = O.

13.2 ANALYTICAL RESULTS AND COMPUTATIONAL

ASPECTS

In this section, we derive analytical results that are useful in formulating
algorithms to compute feedback gains for linear regulators with controller
constraints. The algorithms themselves are not presented here except for the
simplest and one of the most useful cases. For the other cases, the reader

is referred to references [1] through [3]. Throughout the section, we consider
cases arising when controllers are constrained to be nondynamic. However,
as a later section shows, the results have application to the cases when
estimates of some of the states (or linear combinations of the states) are avail-
able. When finite-time optimal control is considered, the matrices are per-
mitted to be time varying, but when infinite-time results are derived toward
the end of the section, the matrices are assumed constant. The infinite-time
results have the most ready application, but there are stability difficulties,

as will be discussed.

State feedback controllers with constant or piecewise constant gain ele-
ments. Let us consider the n-dimensional closed-loop system

i(z) = [F’(z) + G(t) K’(t)Jx(r) (13.2-I)

with K(. ) either constant or piecewise constant. We seek to minimize the index
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V(K(.), T) ==~tr[P(tO)] (13.2-2)

where P(. ) is the solution of the linear equation

–P = P(F + GK’) + (F + GK’)’P + (KRK’ + Q) (13.2-3)

with boundary condition P(T) = O. That is,

P(to) = (=@’(t, to)[K(r)R(r)K’(t)+ Q(t)]@(r, tO) dt (13.2-4)
r,

where @(., .) is the transition matrix associated with (1 3.2-1):

&(t, ~) = [F(t) + G(t) K’(t)]@(r, ~) @(T, T) = 1. (13.2-5)

We shall assume that the interval [t,, T] is divided into m fixed intervals (not
necessarily equal) with K constant in each interval. We denote the value of

the matrix K in the ith interval [ti_ ~, ti]by Ki. For the moment, we assume
no further constraints on K.

Clearly, necessary conditions for any set of K, to be optimum are that

‘t$f’f’fO)]-O (i=l,2, . . ..m).
r

(13.2-6)

(See Appendix A for the definition of differentiation of a scalar with respect
to a matrix.)

We now seek an expression for d tr[P(tO)]/dKi in terms of the Ki and

known quantities. The notation kijl will be used to denote the entry in the
jth row and Ah column of the matrix Ki, the notation e, to denote a vector

with all entries zero except the ith entry which is unity, and the notation &i
will denote a function with value 1 on [tj_, z ti] and zero elsewhere.

Formally, then, differentiating (2-3) with respect to k, there obtains

(on equating -$(~) and dP/dkij,)
ill

d ap dP——
()dt~=

%(F + GK’) --- (F+ GK’)’ ~
,,1

+ aieje~(RK’ 4 G’P) {- ai(KR + PG)ele~..

From this equation and the boundary condition dP(T)/dkijl = O, itfollows

that

dP(tO)
~= f’ @’(t, to)[eje~(RK + G/P) + (KR + PG)ele~]@(t,tO)dt.

t,l t,.,

Taking the trace of both sides, and using the well-known properties (see

Appendix A), tr[A’(B + B’)zt] = 2 tr[A’13’A] = 2 tr[B’Azl ‘], gives the sim-

plification

d tr[P(to)] _ ‘i
~ – ~,,, tr[(KR + PG)ele~@(t, tO)@’(t, t,)] dt.
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This result may be simplified even further by application of the
tr[ab’] -= b’a to yield

d tr[P(tO)]
~k,, = ~’ ej@(~j~O)@’(~,tO)(KR +- PG)eldt,

,,1 1,.,

which, in turn, yields an expression for d tr[P(tO)]/dKi—namely,

dtr~o)l = f @(f,to,@(f,to,[KiR(t),-P(w(t)]d.
r,-,

Thus, the necessary conditions for optirnality are that

f’ @(t,to)@’(~,~o)[~i~(t) +~(t)c(l)l~l D ot<.,

This same result is derived in [1] via a different procedure.

Ch. 13

property

(13.2-7)

(13.2-8)

Clearly, the necessary conditions and expressions for partial derivatives
that we have just developed may be incorporated into algorithms for finding

optimum values for the Kj (see [1]). However, as indicated in reference [1],
the task of algorithm construction and application is a formidable one for
both programmer and computer; therefore, further discussion of this aspect
of the problem will not be included here.

For the case when K is constrained to be piecewise constant and there

are a large number of time intervals used, the results are, as expected, rea-
sonably close to the optimum K(. ) derived assuming no constraints on K.

On the other hand, when the number of intervals is small (say, less than five),

the sequences of optimum K, in some examples considered in [1] bear no
apparent relation at all to the optimum K(. ) with no constraints.

Output feedback controllers with constant or piecewise constant gains.
We now ask: What are the necessary conditions for the same problem as j ust
treated, with the additional constraint that the system be controlled by memo-
ryless output feedback rather than memoryless state feedback? For this case,
the control u has the form u ==K; y = K~ H’x for some K. of appropriate

dimension. That is,

K= HKO. (13.2-9)

Of course, KO(Z) = Koi, a constant matrix, on the ith interval. Using (1 3.2-9)
and repeating the same arguments as before, yields an expression for

d trP[tO]/JKOf:

(13.2-10)
where, of course,

–P = P(F + GK;H’) + (F+ GK’,H)’P

+ (HKORK’,H’ + Q) (13.2-11)
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with boundary condition P(T) = O, and

@(t, z)=[F(t) +G(t)K~(t)Zf’(t)]@(t, r) @(z, ~)==Z. (13.2-12)

The necessary conditions, foroptimality are now

J“ ~(f)@(f>to)@’(f, to)[H(t)KoiR(t) +P(t)G(t)]dt = o
f,.,

i==l,2, . . ..m. (13.2-13)

The computational problems associated with this condition for optimality are
clearly only minor modifications of the ones where full state feedback is

allowed.

Output feedback controllers with time-varying gains. We now relax the
constancy or piecewise constancy constraint, but insist that K(t) =
H(t) KO(t)—i.e., demand output feedback, For this case, necessary conditions
for optimality may be obtained from the piecewise-constant output-feedback

case by a limiting operation. We let the time interval over which gains are to

be constant be no larger than At, and then let At approach zero. Such a
procedure can be justified by a theorem associated with the Ritz method for
calculating optimal controls (see [6]). Condition (13.2-1 3) simply reduces to
requiring that

H’(t)@(t,to)@’(t, tO)[H(t)KO(t)R(t) + F’(~)G(t)] ==O

for all t in the range [tO, T]. That is, K, must satisfy

K; = –R-’ G’P@D’H[H’@@’H]- 1 (13.2-14)

where we have used @ to denote @(t, tO). (Problem 13.2-1 asks that the case

when the inverse of H’@D’H fails to exist should be considered.) Of course,
P and c-Dsatisfy (13.2-11) and (13.2-12), respectively. These necessary condi-

tions are. also suficient conditions, as may be seen by forming a Hamiltonian
and showing that the Hamilton–Jacobi equation is satisfied. This is done in
reference [2]. (See also Problem 13.2-2.)

It is interesting to observe that when H = Z, corresponding to state-
variable feedback, then KO in (13.2-14) satisfies

K; ~ –R-~G’P

and P is given from

–P =PF+F’P– PGR-l G’P + Q P(T) = O.

In other words, the now familiar standard jinite-time regulator results are

recovered.

Infinite-time results for output feedback controllers with constant gains.
Let us consider the time-invariant, n-dimensional system

i= Fx+Gu

y = H’x
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where the control u is constrained to have the form

u = K~y ==K~H’x

for some constant matrix KO of appropriate dimension. We seek to minimize

the performance index

7(HKO) = ~ tr[F]

where F is the solution of the linear equation

P(F + GK~H’) + (F+ GKLH’)’P + (HKORK;H’ + Q) = O

provided, of course, that the closed-loop system

i = (F + GK~H’)x

is asymptotically stable. (Otherwise, the index has no physical significance.)
The necessary conditions for optimality may be determined from the

limiting case of the finite-time result (13.2-13) as

J“H’ exp [(F+ GKiH’)t] exp [(F + GK~H’)’t][HKOR + PC] dt = O
0

or, more conveniently, as

H’M(HKOR + ~G) = O

where M is the solution of the linear equation

M(F + GK~H’)’ + (F+ GK\H’)M + I = O.

[Of course, these results could be proved directly by using the same approach
as that in the previous section. This is requested in Problem 13.2 -3—(see also
[3]).]

An alternative statement of the necessary condition for optimality is
that KO satisfy

K; = –R-l G’PMH(H’MH)-l .

[Compare this result with the time-varying result (13.2-14).] Using the nota-
tion * to indicate optimality, we now rewrite the necessary conditions for

optimality as follows:

1. F + GK~’H’ has all eigenvalues with negative real parts.

2. There exist positive definite symmetric matrices F and M such that
the following three equations hold:

P(F + GK~’H’) + (F + GK}’H’)’P

+ HK:RK:’H’ + Q = O

M(F + GK~’H’)’ + (F+ GK~’H’)M + Z = O

K:’ = –R-l G’~MH(H’MH)-l.

(13.2-15)
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Several points can now be noted. First, for a given triple F, G, H, there
may be no KO such that F + GK~ H has all eigenvalues with negative real
parts. (See Problem 13.2-4.) Hence, there may be no optimal control law

K$. Second, the unknown matrices in (13.2-15 )—viz., K~, P, and M—are
related in a highly nonlinear fashion; it is not possible, in general, to deduce
from (1 3.2-15) a quadratic matrix equation for ~ or M whose solution then

allows simple computation of the other two matrices. In fact, there is no

technique for ready solution of (13.2-15). Third, precisely because of the
nonlinearity of (13.2-1 5), it is not known whether there exist other KO than the
optimal K~, which, with an associated ~ and M, satisfy the equations. Con-

sequently, any iterative technique leading to a solution of (1 3.2-15) might
possibly not yield the truly optimal K]. Fourth, in the special case when
H-1 exists, (13.2-15) reduces to the standard regulator problem (see Prob-

lem 13.2-5). This is, of course, as one might expect, since with H-l existing,
the states can be recovered from the outputs.

We shall now briefly consider procedures for computing K:, ~, and M.

The two following procedures may lead to spurious solutions of (13.2-1 5)—
i.e., solutions that do not define the optimal K%; furthermore, neither proce-

dure is actually guaranteed to converge. The first procedure, [3], is as follows.
(Brief remarks follow each step of the procedure.)

1. Choose K~OJsuch that F + GK~Oj’H has all eigenvalues with negative
real part. [The construction of such a K$j appears to be a difficult

problem in general, for which no explicit procedure is known. Of
course, if F has all eigenvalues with negative real parts, K~OJ= O
is satisfactory.]

2. Define ~(i) from K#-’) as the solution of

~{OIF + G&l)sH,
] + [F + GKj-’)’H’]’P(”

+ HK$-’)RK$-’H’H’ + Q = ().

(This equation is linear and comparatively easy to solve.)
3. Define M[i) and K~) from ~(i) by simultaneous solution of

M(’)[F + GKj)’H’]’ + [F + GK$)’H’]M”) + I = () (13.2-16)

K!)’ = _R-l G’~(i)~(i)HIHf~ (i) H]-l. (13.2-17)

More precisely, substitute for K$) in (13.2-16), using (13.2-17).

This yields a nonlinear equation for M(i); solve this equation, and

then obtain K$ from (13.2-16). (There seems to be no quick technique
for tackling the nonlinear equation.)

4. Check that [F’ + GKf)’H’] has all eigenvalues with negative real parts.

If this is the case, return to (2). (If not, the algorithm fails.)
5. Take K& ==lim K:), etc.

i--
Although this procedure is not guaranteed to converge, either to the optimal

(JAO

= 2(RK~H’XX’H + G’XX’H).

msmru sywem stamuly. I 11~IIltcl YellIfil, fi~, IS ti,bll w ~e. ----------- . ------ .-

that can be directly interpreted in physical terms. Moreover, the knowledge

of [~1, Kz] gives us an indication of how “close” a particular nonstandard

regulator system is to the standard one—without having to solve the corre-
sponding standard regulator problem. Actually, the results that will be devel-

oped are applicable, with modification, to any system which is not a standard
optimal one, but they are presented here for the case when we have a non-
standard optimal system design and we desire to evaluate its merits.

Let us consider the time-invariant plant
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or to any solution of (13.2-15), it does guarantee that tr[~(i)] converges to
a limit as i ~ m (see [3]). Of course, the fact that tr[~(~)] converges does not
imply that the F ‘i) converge, as the following example shows:

[

2 +- (–l)” o
F(i) =

o
1

1+-A–(–1)””

However, one suspects that convergence of tr[~(i)] in some way will “encour-
age” convergence of F ‘i).

The second computational scheme removes the difficult step of solving

a nonlinear equation to obtain M(r), which is required in the first computa-
tional scheme. Only linear equations need be solved. However, the penalty
paid is that no information regarding convergence is known—not even
concerning tr[~(i)]. As for the first scheme, the algorithm breaks down if
at each stage a certain matrix fails to have all its eigenvalues with negative
real parts. An outline of the scheme is as follows:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Choose K!”) such that F + GK$”)’H’ has all eigenvalues with negative
real parts.
Define ~(i) and M(i) from Kf-’) as the solutions of

~(i)[F + GK$-l)’H’] + [F + c~~-l)~’]’~(i)

+ HK~-l)RK$-l)’H’ + Q = O

and

~(i)[F + GK(i-l)’HJ]t + [F + G~(i-l)’H’]~(i) + z - ().

Define K[i) from F(i) and M(i) as

K$), = _R-l GJ~(i)~(i)HIHJ~ (i)~]-l.

Check that F + GK$)’H’ has all eigenvalues with negative real parts.
If this is the case, return to (2). If not, the algorithm fails.

Take K% = lim K$), etc.
i--

Other approaches to computation could perhaps be based on gradient
procedures, with d[tr P]/dKo even being computed experimentally by perturb-
ing Ko.

An example drawn from [3] is the following. The system given has

‘=[: :1‘+:1 ‘=[O1]
and is evidently stabilizable by memoryless output feedback. The Q matrix is

[1“1 o

00
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whereas R = [1]. This leads to the optimal control law u = —,&}’. That is,
K* = –/7, with

[11.4 0.5
F=

0.5 1

and the optimal performance index = tr[~] = 2.4. With state feedback,
the control u = [–0.4 –0.9].x is optimal, and the optimum performance
index is

[11.3 0.4
x’(o)

0.4 0.9
x(o).

Averaging over all points on the unit sphere, we obtain 2.2 for the averaged
performance index.

Problem 13.2-1. Explain how the situation where H’@@’His singular can be
dealt with, to deduce an equation akin to (13.2-14). [This also applies to (13.2-15).]

Problem 13.2-2. Show that the conditions (13.2-12) are sufficient for opti-
mality when the controller gain may be time varying. (Hint: Use the Hamilton–

Jacobi theory of Chapter 2. Let X(t) be an n x n matrix satisfying

~ = (F+ GK’)X X(tO) given.

We regard the entries of X, arranged as a vector if desired, as the entries of the state
vector, and the entries of K as the entries of a control vector. As the performance
index v(x(t), K(.), t) (the time variable referring now to the initial time), we take

V(X(I), K(.), t) = tr
J

T x’(T)[K(T)R(T)K’(T) + Q(T)]X(T) ~T,
r

which we hypothesize has minimum value

V*(X(t), t) == tr [X’(t)P(t)X(f)l

for some nonnegative definite matrix P(t). Verify that d V*/dX(t), which is a matrix
whose i - j entry is d V/d~ij(t), is 2P(t) x(t). The Hamilton–Jacobi equation is

$ V*(X(t), t) == –rein {tr [X’(HKoRK~H’ + Q)X]
K,(l)

+ ~ (2PX’),j(FX’ + GKbH’X)jj]
t,j

where the argument of the matrices within {. ..] has been omitted for clarity. Check
that this may be rewritten

$ V*(X(t), t) = –~(; {tr[X’(HKoRK~H’ + Q + 2PF + 2PGK~H’)X]).

Verify also that

& tr[X’(HKoRK~H’ + Q + 2PF + 2PGK~H’)X]
o

= 2( RK~H’XX’H + G’XX’H).
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Setting this derivative equal to zero allows computation of the minimizing KO.
Verify that when this minimizing KOis inserted into the Hamilton-Jacobi equation,
and the left side of the equation is evaluated, then the differential equation given in
the text for F’(t) is recovered.)

Problem 13.2-3. Derive directly the necessary conditions for optimality (13.2-
15) without specializing the finite-time results derived earlier in the section. HOW
would the conditions be changed if the closed-loop system were constrained to have
a prescribed degree of stability of at least a ? What happens when the index is
(l/n) tr[A~] for some positive definite symmetric A ?

Problem 13.2-4. Show that there exist matrix triples F, G, If, such that
F -I-GK~H’ can never have all eigenvalues with negative real part, irrespective of the

choice of KO. For ease, consider a single-input, single-output system. (Reference
[5] gives such an exampIe, which has the interesting property that a time-varying
gain K can be found such that the closed-loop system is stable.)

Problem 13.2-5. Show that the assumption that H is invertible in the equa-
tion set (13.2-1 5) leads to these equations being essentially the standard regulator
equations.

13.3 PROPERTIES OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS

Throughout this book, we have stressed the fact that optimality per se
may not be important, but ancillary properties associated with certain optimal
solutions may be important. We recall that for the standard optimal regulator
there are a number of important and pleasing properties associated with
optimality, and so we are led to ask what are the ancillary advantages of
using feedback, particularly output feedback, which is optimal in the sense
of this chapter. First and obviously, the controller constraints we have
incorporated into the designs normally lead to controllers that are simpler
to implement physically than a controller design using state-variable feedback,

as in a standard optimal regulator. Second, the closed-loop system resulting
from optimal output feedback is asymptotically stable—at least for the
infinite-time case considered. This is hardly a significant advantage, however;
in contrast to the state-variable feedback case, one cannot use the optimal

design procedure as a technique for stabilizing an unstable open-loop system,
since the first step in the computation of the optimal output feedback law

generally requires the choice of some output feedback law stabilizing the
system.

It appears that it may not be possible to make general statements about
the properties of the nonstandard optimal systems, in which case it would be
helpful to have at least some indication of how good the closed-loop systems
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really are. It might be argued that the index tr[~] gives Llssuch a measure,
particularly if we have available the value of tr[P*] associated with the cor-
responding standard optimal regulator. (The closer the two indices, the
closer we might expect the system properties to be to one another.)

For the case when an infinite-time optimization has been carried out,
it is possible to do a little better than the preceding comparison by consider-
ing the extent of tolerance of nonlinearities in the plant input transducers

and relating this to what is already known for the standard regulator. This
eliminates the need to solve any corresponding standard regulator problem.

Tolerance of nonlinearities in a closed-loop system. We recall that

arbitrary nonlinearities in the sector [;, ~] can be accommodated in the
standard optimal regulator without loss of the guaranteed asymptotic stability
properties. Associated with this property are good sensitivity properties,
good phase margin, tolerance of time delays, etc. We now show that for any
nonstandard optimal system, it is possible to calculate a sector [K, , Kz],

normally with K, > j, Kz < m, such that nonlinearities in this sector do not
disturb system stability. The interval [K,, K,] is then a performance measure

that can be directly interpreted in physical terms. Moreover, the knowledge
of [K,, Kz] gives us an indication of how “close” a particular nonstandard
regulator system is to the standard one—without having to solve the corre-
sponding standard regulator problem. Actually, the results that will be devel-
oped are applicable, with modification, to any system which is not a standard
optimal one, but they are presented here for the case when we have a non-
standard optimal system design and we desire to evaluate its merits.

Let us consider the time-invariant plant

i—Fx+Gu y -: H’,Y

with a nominal control law u K’x. This control law has the form K -- HKO

for some K, and is optimal in the sense described in the previous section.

That is, the performance index tr[~] is minimized where ~ satisfies the linear
equation

P(F -}- GK’) + (F + GK’)’p + (KRK’ + Q) =- O

for some positive definite symmetric R and nonnegative definite symmetric
Q. Implicit in what we have assumed is that the closed-loop system

i = (F +-GK’)x

is asymptotically stable. For ease in subsequent calculation, we assume that

KRK’ + Q is nonsingular, thus guaranteeing that ~ is positive definite.
Let us suppose that, in fact, the feedback law is u @(K’.Y, r) where

the vector 4(., .) represents nonlinearities (or even time-varying gains) in

the system input transducers. We now investigate the stability properties of
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the closed-loop system

-i= Fx +G~(K’x, l). (13.3-1)

In particular, we seek sector bounds [~1, Kz], such that if

(w, + f)Y’Y< @’(Y>~)Y< (K2 – f)Y’Y (13.3-2)

for all y and tand some positive ~, the closed-loop system (1 3.3-1) is asympto-

tically stable.

For the general multiple-input problem, it appears that explicit formulas
for K, and K, are not available, although K, and K, can be defined implicitly.

In an effort to obtain explicit results, we shall therefore restrict ourselves

somewhat. One obvious restriction to impose is to constrain @(., .) to be a
diagonal matrix, or, equivalently, to decouple any nonlinearities in the
input transducers. This assumption is reasonable, but unfortunately still leads
to some difficulty in any attempt to calculate explicit expressions for the bounds
[K,, ~,]. If, however, we now make the further restriction that @(K’x, t) has

the form K(t)K’x for some scalar gain ~(~), whose time-variation is perhaps due

to nonlinearities, then the bounds [K,, ~z]—now bounds on K(t)—may be

found explicitly. This restriction is admittedly unrelated to any usual practical
situation, except, of course, for single-input systems,t when it is no
restriction at all. However, it does enable a quick computation to be made

for [xl, 7cz].
With the assumption that r#J(K’x, t) is of the form ~(t)K’x, some scalar

K(.), we now show that the bounds [K,, X2] are given explicitly by

K, = 1 + (Amin[E])-’ (13.3-3)

K2 = 1 + (lmax[E])-l (13.3-4)

where

E = [~G K] ’(KRK’ + Q)-’[K ~G]. (13.3-5)

Although the expressions for the bounds K, and K, appear to be complicated,

they are, in fact, not really difficult to calculate once P has been determined
as part of the nonstandard optimal design. In fact, for the case when we have
a single-input system (G replaced by g, K replaced by k, etc.), the eigenvalues
l~,n[E] and l~.XIE] may be computed to be

&[.E], l~in[E] = k’(kk’ + Q)-’~g

+ [g’~(kk’ + Q)-’Pgk’(kk’ + Q)-’k]”2 (13.3-6)

Problem 13.3-1 asks for verification of this result, given Eq. (13.3-5).

To investigate the stability properties of the closed-loop system (13.3-1),

fFor single-input systems, sector bounds [K1, KZ]can also be determined by using a
~yquist plot together with the Circle Criterion.
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we adopt as a tentative Lyapunov function

v= X’PX.

Since ~ispositive definite, itremains forus to examine ~.
Differentiating yields

= x’[p(F + K(~)GK’) + (F + K(t) GK’)’p]x

– x’(KRK’ + Q)x + (~(t) 1)x’[~GK’ + KG’~]x.

The function ~ is negative definite for all time, provided that the inequality

(KRK’ + Q) – (~ – l)[~GK’ + KG’~] > cl >0 (13.3-7)

holds for all time and some positive constant e. (The notation z [>] is
shorthand for nonnegative [positive] definite.) The inequality (13.3-7) thus

guarantees asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system (1 3.3-1).

We now introduce the identifications

A --= (KRK’ + Q)- “~G B = (KRK’ + Q)-’”K.

These imply that

where E is as defined earlier. The preceding identifications enable us to write
the inequality (13.3-7) as

1– (~ – l)[AB’ + BA’] ~ ~1 >0

which is equivalent to requiring that the nonzero eigenvalues of [AB’ + BA’],

written li[AB’ + BA’], satisfy

(K – l)I,[AB’ + BA’] g (1 – c)l

for all i. But it may readily be shown that the nonzero eigenvalues of

[AB’ + BA’] are identical to the nonzero eigenvalues of E. (See Problem
13.3-2.) The preceding inequality is thus equivalent to

(K – 1)1,[’] < (1 – c)l (13.3-8)

for all i. For the usual case, when 2~in[E] and &~X[E] are opposite in sign, it
is immediate that this inequality is equivalent to

(1 – ●)(l~i.[’])-’ s ~ – 1 s (1 – @(&[E])-l ,

The bounds on w(~) given by (13.3-3) and (13.3-4) are now immediate. In
case l~in[E] is not negative (&X[E] is not positive), then the bound ~, Kz]

ceases to exist. !3

Problem 13.3-3 requests the reader to show that when K = – ~G,

corresponding to the standard optimal regulator case, sector bounds of ~

and ~ result from these calculations.
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To conclude this section, we give some indication of the results possible

in the general multiple-input case. Suppose K’x is an m vector. We consider

a class of +(., .) defined through an m x m matrix cD(c):

@(K’x, t) = @(t)K’x. (13.3-9)

[The time variation in cD(1)may be due to nonlinearities rather than to varia-

tion of some parameter. However, the argument K’x is suppressed in Q(t).]
As before, a tentative Lyapunov function P’= X’PX is adopted, and ~

is evaluated to be

—x’[KRK’ + Q + pG(@ — l)K’ + K(@ — l) G’~]x.

Asymptotic stability follows if ~ is negative definite, which follows if

z – [A(O – Z)B’ + B(@’ – I)A’] > Ez >0

in terms of the earlier definitions for A and B. In turn, this inequality holds if

-m–z o

1
Amax[ o

1
E]<l–c.

0’–1
(13.3-IO)

Rewriting of this inequality in terms of specific bounds on @ seems very

difficult. However, the inequality may be of some benefit practically.
Examples have shown for the scalar-input case that the bounds of (13.3-3)

and (13.3-4) are highly conservative; less conservative bounds are derivable
by use of a Nyquist plot in conjunction with the Circle Criterion. For the
multiple-input case however, the above theory, though incomplete, appears to
represent the only feasible approach. Presentation of the theory appears
justified on these grounds alone.

Problem 13.3-1. For the single-input case, verify that the result (13.3-6)

follows from (13.3-5). Show also that ~mi.[E] and ~~,X[E] can never have the same
sign.

Problem 13.2-2. Show that the nonzero eigenvalues of AB’ + BA’ are the

same as those of

r: :1”

Problem 13.3-3. Using the notation of the section, show that when

K = –~G

(the standard optimal regulator case) and Q >0, the sector bounds [K,, K,] satisfy

K, < ~, K~ == cu. [Hint: First show that the inequality K’[Q -1-KK’]-l K < I must
be satisfied. Show also that K’(aI -t-KK’)- ~K = K’K(uI -tK’K)-l, and use the
fact that (Q + KK’) > (al + KK’) for some ct.]

Problem 13.3-4. Suppose i = Fx -1 gu is a prescribed single-input, time-

invariant system, and u == k’x is a control chosen to stabilize the system; note
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that 1{= k’.x is not assumed to result from an optimal design procedure. Show how
sector bounds for nonlinearity tolerance can be calculated in terms of an arbitrary,
positive definite Q, and a matrix P satisfying

P(F + gk’) + (F+ gk’)’P + kk’ + Q = O.

The sector bounds depend on the choice of Q. Can you suggest how Q might be
chosen ?

13.4 DYNAMIC CONTROLLERS

In this section we consider, somewhat briefly, the optimal design of

dynamic controllers for linear regulators where constraints are imposed on

the order of the controller. As may be inferred from the theory of earlier

chapters, two possible approaches may be used. In the first approach, some

of the system states are estimated with a dynamic estimator; these state esti-
mates are then used in a nondynamic state feedback control law. The state

estimator and nondynamic control law together constitute the optimal
dynamic controller for the original system, and both must be optimally
designed. In the second approach, a performance index is taken, which
includes derivatives of the control variable; the plant is turned into an
augmented system by the insertion of integrators at the input, and the

optimal feedback law for the augmented system is derived. Constraints
requiring output feedback will carry over from the original system to the

augmented system, but the augmented system feedback law can also include
feedback of the original system input (which becomes an augmented system

state). The theory of earlier sections of this chapter, of course, applies to the
selection of the augmented system feedback law, which can then be translated
into a dynamic law for the original system.

Design using estimators: the estimation problem. We shall consider the

case of an n-dimensional, time-invariant, single-input, single-output plant

~= Fx+gu y=h’x. (13.4-1)

We also consider a state estimator having state equations

ti = F,w + glgu + gz,y (13.4-2)

where the dimension of F, is less than or equal to the dimension of F. If
the dimension of F. is the same as that of F, estimators that are optimal in
the presence of noise may be designed; if F. has dimension one less than that
of F, certainly a full estimate of x is achievable. Here, we are more interested
in the case when the dimension of F= is less than that of F by two or more

(perhaps because of a design constraint on the complexity of the controller).
In any case, the vector w is required to approach asymptotically a vector
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of the form H~x, for a certain H,. That is, we require the response of the
system (1 3.4-1) and estimator (13.4-2) to approximate the response of the

system

i= Fx+gu y. = [h Hl]’x (13.4-3)

for some matrix HI.

For w to be an estimate of H’lx, it is clear, from rewriting (13.4-1) and
(1 3.4-2) as

(ti – H’li) = Fe(w – H’,x) + (g,e – H’, g)u

+ (g,,h’ – H’, F + FgH’l)x,

that F, must be chosen such that the system 2 -– Fez is asymptotically stable,
and gl., gz~, F., and H, must satisfy

(g,, – H’,g) = O (g,,/?’ -- H;F + F@H’,) = O. (13.4-4)

If F, /?, F,, and ,gZ, are specified, the second of Eqs. (1 3.4-4) becomes a

linear matrix equation for the unknown H,. It is always solvable, as described
in Appendix A, if Fand F, have no eigenvalues in common. Once H, is deter-

mined, g,, follows immediately from the first of Eqs. (13.4-4).
The question remains as to how F. and gz, should be chosen. Some

immediate restrictions on these matrices are that F. should have eigenvalues
sufficiently far in the left half-plane to ensure fast estimation, but not so far
in the left half-plane that noise becomes a problem; furthermore, a choice of
F, and g,, should be rejected if it leads to scalar outputs present in H’, x not

being linearly independent of the output )?’x. (Otherwise, the estimator is
needlessly complex—unless, of course, there is some advantage associated
with filtering of contaminating noise. ) But in the final analysis, the selection

of F, and g2c is determined by the resulting HI, which, in turn, is linked to the
control problem that we consider now.

Design using estimators: the control problem. Let us suppose that the

estimator dimension is fixed and, for the moment, that the estimator itself
is fixed. We consider temporarily the system (13.4-3); with the aid of the theory

of previous sections, an optimal control law of the following variety can be
formed:

U* = [k’, kj]ya.

Now, the control law u = k’,y + kjw’ is certainly a good candidate to

consider for controlling the original system (13.4-1) augmented with the
estimator (13.4-2). The dynamic controller for this case has the state equa-
tions

ti - (F, + g,,k’z)w + (gz, + gl,k’I)Y (13.4-5)

u — k’, y + kjw. (13.4-6)
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We expect that this controller can achieve a response that becomes closer to

that of a controller consisting of a standard Luenberger observer together
with standard state-variable feedback as the rank of [h H,] approaches n.
For the particular case when rank [h Ifl] is n, the preceding dynamic con-

troller has the form of the Luenberger estimator, which estimates H\x, fol-

lowed by a constant control law, which is readily derived from the standard

optimal state feedback law as follows. If U* = k’x is the standard optimal
law, then the gains [kj kj] are given from

[1

h’ -1
[k’, k’,] = k’ ~, .

1

The derivation of the estimator parameters such that rank [h H,] = n is,
of course, the difficult part of standard estimator design, as we have seen in

Chapter 8 where the problem is approached from an alternative viewpoint.
We now suppose that rank [h H,] is not necessarily n, and that the

estimator is no longer fixed. Our theory so far has avoided the important

question as to what are the best values that can be chosen for g,, and Fe.
Since different values of these matrices lead to different values of H,, and,
in turn, to different optimal control laws and performance indices, the real

problem becomes one of choosing g2, and F. so that the performance index
is minimized [Note: The performance index measures the performance of

(13.4-3), mt (13.4-I), or (13.4-1) and (13.4-2) together. We obtain a control

law that exactly minimizes this index, and then construct from it a dynamic

control law for (13.4-l), which is not actually optimal for (13.4-1) but obvi-
ously has the right sort of properties.] II turns ou~ that lt’e can extend the

ulgorithm used for calculating the opt imurn k, and k ~, kno ~iing HI, to incor-

porate the determination of k,, k ~, gz,, and F. within the required constraints.
Problem 13.4-1 asks that the case of a single-input, single-output plant with

first-order compensator (i.e., WIis a scalar) be studied in detail.

Since the writing of this section, an approach has been developed to the
design of controllers which uses a performance index involving both the con-
troller parameters and states [7]. The advantage of the approach to the

design of dynamic controllers just given when compared with the approach
of [7], and for that matter the approach next described, is that the quadratic
form (u’Ru + x’Qx) occurring in the performance index remains unchanged
as different controllers, including controllers of different dimension, are
considered.

Design using control derivatives in a performance index. In the latter

part of this section on dynamic controllers, we consider the approach that
combines some of the ideas of Chapter 10 with the results of earlier sections
of this chapter. This particular approach consists in optimally controlling

the original system when augmented with dynamics at the inputs, using a
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nondynamic control law. The optimal augmented system with a nondynamic

controller is then interpreted as the original system with an optimal dynamic
controller. The index minimized for the augmented system, when interpreted
in terms of an index for the original system, includes cost terms involving
derivatives of the original system inputs.

One minor difficulty with this approach is that as the order of the com-

pensator or controller changes, the form of the performance index associated
with the original system must change, and thus there is no way of comparing

two controllers of different order. This is not the case for the estimator
approach discussed in the earlier part of this section.

We now illustrate the linkage of the ideas of Chapter 10 and the results
of earlier sections of this chapter with an example taken from [8]. (Inciden-
tally, the problem considered in the example cannot be solved using the esti-
mator approach. The system considered has a fixed dynamic structure that
cannot be viewed as an estimator in series with a nondynamic control law.)

EXAMPLE.System design using afixedstructure controller. Suppose we are given
a single-input, single-output plant

~=FX+gu y=h’x. (13.4-7)

Let us suppose also that we wish to control the system using a fixed structure
controller having equations

u=kl
Jr

ydt + kzy + k,j (13.4-8)
0

where the constants k,, kz, and k3 are adjustable parameters. This controller
structure is often referred to as a three-term controller for obvious reasons, and
has found wide application for stabilizing industrial control systems; in practice,
the derivative in (13.4-8) is obtained approximately.

We desire to select the parameters k = [k,, kz, kj] so that the closed-loop
system stability properties are as close as possible to those of a standard regu-
lator. As a first step in formulating the problem in optimal control terms, we

express the control law (13.4-8) as a state feedback law using (13.4-7). We
have from (13.4-7) that

~ = h’~ j = h’~X + h’gu j = h’Fzx + h’Fgu + Iz’gti

which means that (13.4-8), when differentiated, may be written

(I – k,h’g)ti – (L-,h’F2 + k#F + k,h’)x – (k#Fg i kzh’g)~f =0.

Using the notation k as a normalization of k as follows,

+b-k’h’g)-’lil(13.4-9)

we may write the preceding control law as

L = #[h F’h (F’)z }z]’.x+ ~’[0 g’h g’F’h]’u. (13.4-10)
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We now recall, using the ideas of Chapter 10, that this is nothing other
than a state feedback law for the system(13 .4-7), augmented with an integrator
at its input. That is, (13.4-10) may be written as

u.

where

[1xU.=u Xo=
u

The augmented system equations

= k~xn (13.4-11)

k. =
[

h F’h (F’)’h1i.O g ‘h g’F’h
(13.4-12)

are given from (13.4-7) and (13.4-12) as

where

(13.4-13)

So far, all we have done is show how the three-term controller can be

viewed as a state-variable feedback law for the original system augmented with
an integrator at its input. If the gain elements k,, kz, k~ of a three-term con-
troller are specified, then ~ may be calculated by using (13.4-9); also, the state
feedback gain k. for the augmented system (13.4-13) maybe calculated by using
(13.4-12).

Now we are in a position to apply the results of this chapter to the aug-

mented system. A performance index for the augmented system may be defined
and then k,, k2, and k3 adjusted until this index is minimized.

We now give further details for the case when the index is

V = tr [F]

where

F=
J

- exp [(FO+ g.ki)’f](Q + k.kj) exp [(F. + g.kj)tl dt
o

for some positive definite symmetric Q. For this case, certainly dV/dk. can be
calculated using results of earlier sections. In fact, it is not hard to calculate
d V/dk rather than d 7/dko, using minor extensions of the earlier results.

Setting this to zero gives necessary conditions for optimality. (See Problem
13.4-2.)

For the case when

‘=E: :l’=W=[l00]‘=’
the optimal feedback law has been calculated to be

k, = 0.2 k2 = 2.21 k3 = 1.38.

The minimum index is ~’ = 7.64. This maybe compared to that for the stand-

ard optimum (augmented) regulator, where ~* = 6.31. Using the results of
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the previous section, we calculate the sector in which nonlinearities may be
tolerated in the plant input transducers as [K], KZ], where

7c~= 0.7 7c~= 1.3.

(Note that the theory of Chapter 10 has been assumed, which notes that non-
linearities that can be accommodated at the augmented plant input can also
be accommodated at the original plant input.) These bounds are actually very
conservative, as may be checked.

We comment that it is somewhat surprising that so much theory is neces-
sary to select “optimally” the parameters of a three-term controller—particu-
Iarly since in practice three-term controller parameters are selected for quite
complex systems with often very little effort and quite good results [9].

In conclusion, we emphasize that many of the results discussed through-
out the chapter are recent, and, as we have seen, there is still considerable

scope for further developments. [n fact since the writing of this section, a
simpler result has been developed (in collaboration ‘with D. Williamson and

T. Fortmann) which is of considerable assistance in determining minimal
dimension controllers—see Problem 13.4-3.

Problem 13.4-1. Consider the case of a single-input, single-output system

i= F,K+gu y=h’x

with a first-order estimator at its output, having state equations

~ =Jgw + gler-l +gze~

where

gle = ~’lg gz.h’ – h\F +f.hj = O

and 2 -- ~,z is asymptotically stable. Associated with this system is the following
system

i E Fx + gu Y. = [h h,(gze, fe)l’x

where, according to the theory of this section, the estimator states w approach
h’,x asymptotically. Define a suitable performance index of the form ~ = tr [~]
for this system, and evaluate dP/dfe.Indicate how this result can be used in deter-
mining an optimal dynamic controller.

Problem 13.4-2. For the three-term controller problem, derive the neces-

sary conditions for optimality. That is, find an expression for dV/dk. and set this
equal to zero.

Problem 13.4-3. Consider the rrth order system (13.4-1) and pth order con-

troller (13.4-5 and 13.4-6) where, using the notation of Chapter 8, det (s1 – F’,) =
so + ctzs p– l+,.. + czI and T, FT, -1 is in transpose companion matrix form for
T1 given in (8.3-10). With [F,, kz] completely observable and 2 = F.z asymptotically
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stable show that a necessary and sufficient condition for u to be an estimate of k’x

for some’ fixed k is that S(;l -‘ )’k = O with

[

fXIfXZCt3-. .rXpl 0.. .ooo-
oulct2. ..l%p_, ctp1 . ..000
oor%l. ..l%_2a,ctptp . ..000

s= . . . . . . .,.
. . . . . . . .
. . . . . . . . .

0 0 0 . . . . . . . . . a,lo

[Hint: First show that a sufficient condition is that k = hk, + H, k2 for some H]
which satisfies (I 3.4-4). Next show that S[tY, h] = O, by using the Cayley-Hamilton

theorem and the fact that (13.4-4) constrains HI to have the form H1 = [hl FJ,

. . . F.n- lh, ]. Assuming that h, is chosen so that [Fa, hi ] is completely controllable,
conclude the result. The multiple output case results in similar conditions].
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CHAPTER 74

TWO FURTHER TOPICS

14.1 DISCRETE TIME SYSTEMS

This section is devoted to a brief exposition of linear regulator design for
discrete time systems. Our starting point is the state-space equation

x(t + 1) = F(t)x(~) + G(~)u(t) x(tO) given (14.1-1)

and the performance index

~(x(fo), U(-)> t,) =,=$+,[x’(f) Q(t)x(I) + U’(1– l)~(t)u(t – l)].

(14.1-2)

In these equations, x(t) is the state at time t and u(t) the control at time t.

Generally, but not always, t is assumed to take on integer values. The plant
(14.1-1) is initially—i.e., at time t,—in state x(t,), and the aim is to return the
plant state to the origin, or a state close to the origin. To do this, we set up
a performance index (14. 1-2), in which Q(t) and R(t)are nonnegative definite
symmetric matrices. [Note: We do not assume R(t)to be positive definite.]
The performance index has the property that “large” values of the state will
tend to make the performance index large. Hence, by choosing the control
sequence u(tO), u(t, + 1), . . . . which minimizes the performance index,
we can expect to achieve the desired regulator effect.

It might be thought curious that l?(~) is not positive definite, since in the
corresponding continuous time performance index, the corresponding

matrix is positive definite. In the latter case, the presence of the matrix rules
out the possibility of using an infinitely large control to take the state to zero
in an infinitely short time. In the discrete time case, it is not possible to take

328
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the state to zero in an infinitely short time, and the possibility of an infinitely
large control occurring does not even arise. Hence, there is no need to prevent
such a possibility by using a positive definite R(t).

We shall first solve the optimization problem for the case of finite T.
Then, with additional assumptions, we shall cover the infinite T case, with
special reference to time-invariant plants. Finally, we shall remark on such

matters as stability, tracking, etc.

For finite T, we shall show that the optimal control is a state feedback

law, and that the optimal performance index is quadratic in the initial state

x(tO)—results that are, of course, analogous with the corresponding con-
tinuous time results.

The route to a derivation of the optimal control is via the Principle of
C)ptimality. Thus, if until time t optimal controls U(tO), U(fO + 1), . . . .

u(t — 1) have been applied, leading to a state x(t), then the remaining terms
in the optimal control sequence, u(t), u(t + 1), . . . . u(T – 1] must also be
optimal in the sense of minimizing V[x(t), u(. ), t].

Now let V*[x(t), z] denote the optimal performance index associated
with an initial state x(t) at time t.Then, by the Principle of Optimality,

V*[x(t), t] = min {[llt)x(t) + G(t)u(t)]’Q(t + l)[F(t)x(t) + G(c)u(f)l
u(t)

+ U’(f)l?(t + l)u(r)

+ V*(F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t), t + 1)]

= 9(; {u’(t)[G’(t)Q(t + I)G(t) + R(t + l)]u(t)

+ 2x’(r)F’(t)Q(t + l) G(t)u(t) + x’(t)F’(t)Q(t + I)I’(t)x(t)

+ V*(F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t), t + 1)1. (14.1-3)

Bearing in mind the corresponding continuous time results, it would

be reasonable to guess that V*[x(t), t] would be of the form x’(t) P(t)x(t). Since
it proves convenient to make use of this result almost immediately, we build
into the following argument an inductive proof of the result.

We require first the following assumption.

ASSUMPTION14.1-1. For all t, G’(t – l) Q(t)G(t – 1) + R(t) is positive definite.

This assumption may, in fact, be relaxed. However, when it does not

hQld, the optimal control law becomes nonunique (although still linear),
and we wish to avoid this complication. Notice that the assumption will
very frequently hold, e.g., if R(t) is positive definite for all t, or if Q(t) is posi-
tive definite for all t and the columns of G(t) are linearly independent, etc.

With Assumption 14.1-1, it is easy to evaluate the “starting point” for
the induction hypothesis—viz., V*[X(T — 1), T — 1]. V/e have

V(X(T – 1), U(.), T – 1) = x’(T) Q(T)x(T) + u’(T – l) R(T)u(T – 1)
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and, in view of the system equation (14.1-1), this becomes

V(.Y(T - 1), u(.), T – 1) = x’(T – l)F”(T – l) Q(T)F(T – 1)x(T – 1)

+ 2x’(T – l)F’(T – l) Q(T)G(T – l)u(T – 1)

+ u’(T – I)[G’(T – I) Q(T)G(T – 1)

+ R(T)]u(T – 1).

Evidently, the control u(T — 1) that minimizes this performance index is

a linear function of x(T — I) —i.e.,

u*(T– 1) = K’(I’– 1)x(T– 1) (14.1-4)

for a certain matrix K(T – 1). Moreover, the resulting optimal index
V*(.Y(T -- 1), T -- 1) becomes quadratic in x(T – 1)—i.e.,

V*(x(T– 1), T– 1) = x’(T– l)P(T– 1)x(T– 1) (14.1-5)

for a certain nonnegative definite symmetric P(T – 1). The actual expressions
for K(T -- 1) and P(T – 1) are

K’(T– 1) = --[ G’(T– l) Q(T)G(T – 1)

+ R(T)] -lG’(T – I) Q(T)F(T – 1) (14.1-6)

P(T 1)= F’(T l){Q(T) – Q(T)G(T– l)[G’(T– l) Q(T)G(T– 1)

+ R(T)] -’G’(T – l) Q(T)]F’(T – 1). (14.1-7)

We now turn to the calculation of the matrices K(f), determining the opti-

mal control law, and P((), determining the optimal performance index, for
arbitrary values of t.As part of the inductive hypothesis, we assume that
V*[x(t + 1), t + 1] = x’(f + l)F’(r + 1)x( I + 1) for a certain matrixf’(t + 1).
By proving that V*[x(t), f] is of the form x’(f) P(t)x(t) for a certain P(t), we
will have established the quadratic nature of the performance index. [Of
course, the expression for V*(X(T — 1), T— 1) derived in Eq. (14.1-5) serves
as the first step in the induction.]

Applying the inductive hypothesis to (14.1-3), we have

V*[Y((), t] = rnj,y{u’(t) [G’(t)Q(f + l)G(t) + R(t + l)]u(t)

+ 2x’(t)F’(t)Q(t + l) G(t)u(t) + x’(t) F’(t)Q(t + l) F(t)x(t)

+ x’(t)F’’(r)P(t + l) F(t)x(t) + 2x’(t) F’(t)P(t + l) G(t)u(t)

+ u’(t) G’(r)P(t + l) G(t)u(t)].

Again, the minimizing u(r), which is the optimal control at time t, is a linear
function of x(t),

U*(1) = K’(t)x(r) (14.1-8)

and the optimal performance index V*(x(t), t), resulting from use of u*(c),
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is quadratic in x(t)—i.e.,

The expression for K’(t)

K’(r) = –[G’(t)Q(t +

+ G’(t)P(t +

I
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(14.1-9)v*(x(t), t) = x’(t) P(r)x(t).

is

I)G(t) + R(t + 1)

l) G(t)]-’ [G(t)Q(t + I)F(t) + G’(t)P(t + l)F(t)]

= –[G’(t)~(t + I)G(r) + R(t + l)]-’ G’(f)&t + l)F’(0 (14.1-10)

where & + 1) = Q(t + 1) +P(t + l). (14.1-11)

The expression for P(t) is

P(t) = F’(t){&r + 1) – ~(t + l) G(t)[G’(t) ~(~ + l)G(t)

+ R(t)]- ‘G’(t)o(t + l)] F(r). (14.1-12)

Observe that (14. 1-1 1) and (14. 1-12) together allow recursive determina-
tion of P(r)—i.e., determination in sequence and starting with P(T – 1)
as given in (14.1-7) of P(T – 2), P(T – 3), . . . . Equation (14.1-10) expresses

the optimal feedback law in terms of known quantities, and the members of

the sequence P(T – 1), P(T – 2), . . . .

Thus, to solve a discrete time optimization problem of the sort posed,
we must compute the matrices P(t) by starting at the endpoint and working

backward in time; from these, the optimal gains must be found.

We shall now consider the infinite-time problem, obtained by letting the

final time Tin the performance index (14. 1-2) go to infinity. The performance
index then becomes

v(x(to),U(.),to’)= lim ~ [x’(t) Q(z)x(r)
T-w= r=to+l

+ U’(t –- 1)R(f)u(t – l)]. (14.1-13) ,

To guarantee that the optimal performance index is finite, we shall require
this assumption.

ASSUMPTION14.1-2. For each t, the pair [F’(t), G(t)] is completely controllable—
i.e., for any state x(t) there exists a time f, > tand a control defined on [t, t,]
with the property that application of the control leads to x(tl) = O.

This assumption is not necessary to guarantee finiteness of the optimal per-
formance index, but it may be shown to be sufficient (see Problem 14.1-1).

In the same way as was done for continuous time systems, we define

x’(t)P(I, T)x(t) to be the optimal performance index associated with (14.1-1)
and (14. 1-2); it is then possible to show that P(t, T) is monotonically increas-

ing with T, and bounded above for all T. We conclude the existence of

Iim F’(t, T) = P(t). (14.1-14)
T-C.
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Moreover, it is easily shown that

v*[x(t), t] = x’(c) ~(t)x(t) (14.1-15)

when (14. l-l 3) is the performance index. Furthermore, ~(. ) satisfies the recur-

sion relation (14.1 -12)—i.e., knowing ~(t,) for any t,, we can use (14.1-12)
to compute successively ~(t, – l), ~(tl – 2), . . . . and the optimal control
law is given by (14.1-10).

For the case of constant F, G, Q, and R, ~(t) becomes independent of
t.We may then compute P via the formula

lim P(t,T) - P (14.1-16)
r-.–cm

using relation (14. l-l 2) recursively. [Equation (14.1-16) actually provides a
more convenient approach to the evaluation of ~ than does Eq. (14. 1-14).]
The matrix ~ is also a solution of the “steady state” version of (14.1 -12)—i.e.,

F – F’{(Q + P) (Q + P) G[G’(Q + F)G + R]- IG’(Q + F))F.

(14.1-17)

However, this equation does not lend itself to the evaluation of ~ in the same

way as the corresponding continuous time equation.
The control law in this case also becomes constant, and we see from

(14.1-10) that it is given by

K’ = –[G’(Q + ~)G + R]-l G’(Q + p)F (14.1-18)

with the associated closed-loop system being

x(t + 1) = (F + GK’)x(t). (14.1-19)

As for the continuous time case, an assumption guaranteeing asymptotic
stability of the closed-loop system is as follows:

ASSUMPTION 14.1-3.With D any matrix such that DD’ = Q, the pair [F, D]
is completely observable, or, equivalently, the equation D’F~xO — O for all k
implies XO = O.

Many of the remarks and extensions applicable to continuous time
problems carry over to the discrete time case. For example, one may pose

a tracking problem [aimed at finding a control to make the system state .x(. )
track a desired trajectory .2(. )]. This is done by using a performance index of
the form

V(x(tO), u(-), t,) = ~ {[x(r) – .?(t)l’Q(t)[x(f) – -~(f)l
1=1,,+1

+ U’(t– l)R(f)L/(t– l)]. (14.1-20)

The optimal control turns out, as in the continuous time case, to consist
of a linear feedback term and an externally applied term. (See Problem
14.1-5.)
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Two primary references to the quadratic minimization problem for
discrete time systems are [l]and [2]. More recently, lengthy discussionson
this and related matters have appeared in [3] and [4]. For convenience, we

shall summarize the principal results.

Finite time regulator. Consider the system

x(t+ 1)=1’(t)x(t) +G(t)u(t) X(lO) given. (14.1-1)

Let Q(t) and R(t) be nonnegative definite matrices for all t,with

G’(t – l) Q(t)G(t – 1) + R(t) nonsingular for all t. Define the perfor-
mance index

W(t,),u(”),t o)= i [x’(t) Q(f)x(t)+u’(t– l) R(t)u(t– l)].
t..ro+l

(14.1-2)

Then the minimum value of the performance index is

v*(x(to), to) = x’(to)F’(fo, T)x(t,)

where P(t, T) is defined recursively via

P(t, T) = F’(t){&r + 1) – &r + l) G(t)[G’(t)~(t + l)G(t)

+ R(1 + l)]-’G’(t)~(t + l)]F(r) P(T, T) ==O (14.1-12)

and

@(t+ 1)= Q(t + 1) +P(t+ I, T). (14.1-1 1)

The associated optimal control law is given by

u*(r) = – [G’(t) &t + l)G(c)

+ R(t + 1)]-1 G’(t)~(t + l)F(t). (14.1-10)

Znjinite-time regulator. Assuming now that T –~ CO, and that the pair
[F(t), G(t)] is completely controllable for all t,then

F(t) = Iim P(t, T) (14.1-14)
T–.-

exists, and the optimum value of the performance index (14.1-2), with
T replaced by infinity, is x’(tO)~(tO)x(tO). The matrix ~ satisfies the recur-
sion relations (14.1-12) with

&t+l)=Q(t +l)+~(t+l) (14.1-21)

and the optimal control law is given by (14.1-10).

Time-invariant regulator. When F, G, Q, and R are constant, ~ is con-
stant and may be obtained via

F== lim F’(2,T). (14.1-16)
t-,–-
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Theoptimal control lawis also constant, being given by

u* = —[G’(Q + ~)G + R]- LG’(Q + ~)F. (14.1-18)

With D any matrix such that DD’ = Q, complete observability of the

pair [F, D] is sufficient to guarantee asymptotic stability of the closed-
loop system.

Problem 14.1-1. For the case of constant F, G, Q, and R with Q positive
definite, show that a necessary and sufficient condition for the optimal perform-
ance index associated with (14. 1-13) to be finite, assuming the optimal index exists,
is that no uncontrollable state fails to be asymptotically stable.

Problem 14.1-2. Find the optimal control law and optimal performance

indices for the system

X(t + 1) = x(f) + u(t) .x(0) given

[where x(- ) and U(.) are scalar quantities] with the two performance indices

,$ [2x’(t) + U’(t – 1)]

and

,:, [Zx’(t) + U’(t – l)].

Problem 14.1-3. When Assumption 14,1-1 fails—i.e., G’(t – ~)Q(t)G(t – 1)

+ R(t) is singular for some f—in the case of single-input systems this quantity is
zero. Now the inverse of this quantity occurs in the formulas for K’(T – 1) and

P(l” – 1) in (14.1-6) and (14.1-7). Show, by examining the derivation of the optimal

control u*(T – 1), that if G’(T – l) Q(T)G(T – 1) +- R(T) is zero, u*(T – 1) = O
will be a value, but not the unique value, of the optimal control, and that the inverse
may be replaced by zero. Show that for f < T – 1, if G’(t – l) Q(t)G(t – 1) +
G’(t – l) P(t)G(t – 1) + R(l) is zero, the inverse of this quantity in the expressions
for K(t) and P(t) may be replaced by zero.

Problem ‘14.1 -4. Given an n-dimensional system, show that the optimal

control minimizing the performance index

V(x(fo), u(. ), t,) = x’(t, +-n) Qx(tO + n),”

where Q is positive definite, will result in a deadbeat (x(tO + n) ==O) response.

Problem 14.1-5. Given the system

x(t + 1) = F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t) x(tO) given

and the performance index

~(x(to),u(.), t,) = ,=$+ , {[X(f) – i?(t)]’ Q(t)[x(t) – X(1)]

+ Zf’(t – I)ll(l)u(t – 1)}
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where 2(, ) is a sequence of states (the desired system trajectory), find the optimal
control.

14.2 THE INFINITE-TIME REGULATOR PROBLEM FOR

TIME-VARYING SYSTEMS

The purpose of this section is to present some advanced results concern-
ing the infinite-time regulator problem associated with continuous time

systems of the form

i = F(z)x + G(t)u. (14.2-1)

In earlier chapters, we generally restricted discussion of infinite-time problems

to time-invariant systems, and merely alluded to the existence of correspond-
ing results for time-varying systems. The results presented here serve to fill

in some more details for time-varying systems, but do not appear to have
the same practical significance as the corresponding time-invariant results.

The primary reference is [5].
The performance index associated with (14.2- 1) we take to be

where, as usual, R(t) is positive definite symmetric and Q(t) is nonnegative

definite symmetric. We introduce the following assumption:

ASSUMPTION14.2-1. The pair [F(t), G(t)] is completely controllable for each t.

As we know, it is then possible to write down the optimal control law and
optimal performance index in the following fashion. We define P(t, T) to be
the solution of

–P=pF+F’P–pGR-l G’P + Q P(7’, T) = o (14.2-3)

and we set

P(l) = lim P(t, T). (14.2-4)
T4-

(The existence of the limit may be established.) The optimal control law is

u*(t) = K’(t)x(t) = –R- ‘(t) G’(l) ~(t)x(t), (14.2-5)

which yields the closed-loop system

k = (F + GK’)x = (f’ — GR-l G’@x. (14.2-6)

The optimal performance index is

(14.2-7)v*[x(to), to] = x’(ro)~(to)x(to).

Questions such as the following then arise:
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1. When do K(t) and P(t) have bounded entries for all r?
2. When is the closed-loop system of Eq. (14.2-6) asymptotically stable?

We shall now list sufficient conditions (without proof, but with side remarks)
for the boundedness of K(t), ~(t), and for a special form of asymptotic stabil-

ity of the closed-loop system. This special form of asymptotic stability is
exponential asymptotic stability: i = F(t)x is termed exponentially asymp-

totically stable if for all t,/.,and x(tO), there exist positive constants ctl and

az such that

x’(l)x(t) < al exp [—2az(t — 10)]x’(tO)x(tO). (14.2-8)

As is evident from this definition, the size of x(t) is bounded above by an

exponentially decaying quantity, the initial value of which depends on X(rO).
There are a number of conditions that, when taken together, will guar-

antee the results we want. These occur here as Assumptions 14.2-2, 14.2-3,
and 14.2-4, the set of conditions having a natural subdivision. We start with
the simplest conditions.

ASSUMPTION14.2-2. The following matrices have entries that are bounded for
all t: F(t), G(t), Q(t), R(t), and R-l(/).

In common with Assumptions 14.2-3 and 14.2-4, Assumption 14.2-2
may not be necessary to guarantee the desired results in some situations.

However, it is perhaps interesting to see how the conditions inherent in
it may be relevant. For example, suppose F(t)and G(t) are constant, and Q(t)

= ~e-za’, R(l) = ~e-2”’, where @ is constant and nonnegative definite,
f is constant and positive definite, and a is a positive constant. We have an
optimization problem which is readily convertible to a time-invariant prob-

lem. Indeed, the minimization of (14.2-2), given (14.2-1), is equivalent under
the identifications

~ = e–.tx

fj = Q-afu

to the minimization of

J(“ G’All + i’&) dl
10

subject to

~ == (F — (xI)i + Gti.

With [F, G] completely controllable and @ positive definite, an optimal con-
trol law ti = K’i exists with K constant, and with F — aI + GK’ possessing

eigenvalues all in Re[s] <0. For the original problem, the optimal control

law is u = K’x, but now the closed-loop system, i = (F + GK’)x, may not

be asymptotically stable!

Thus, in this example are satisfied all the right sort of conditions that we
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would expect would guarantee asymptotic stability of the closed-loop system,

except for the boundedness of the entries of R-’(t).Yet asymptotic stability

may well not be present.
The second condition introduces a new term, defined momentarily.

ASSUNIPTION14.2-3. The pair [F(t), G(t)] k un~ormly completely controllable [5].

Uniform complete controllability is an extension of the concept of complete

controllability. Before we give a quantitative statement of the definition, the
following qualitative remarks may help. We recall that a system is completely

controllable at time t if, given an arbitrary state x(t) at time t,there exists a
control and a time t,> tsuch that application of the control to the system,
assumed in state x(t) at time t, will lead to x(t, ) = O. Uniform complete

controllability requires, first, that there be complete controllability at
every time t,and second, that no matter what t is, the time t, — t taken to
get to the zero state should be bounded above. Third, the control energy
required to transfer the state from x(t) to X(tl) -0, as measured by

~’u’(T)u(T)dz,
r

should be bounded above and below by positive constants independent of
t, and depending only on x’(t) x(t), or the size of x(~). That is, for all tand x(t),

there should exist a control u(. ) achieving the required state transfer, and

such that

for some positive constants ctq and aq.
However, this is not all. A system is complefe)y reachable at time t if,

given an arbitrary state x(t),there exists t, < tand a control u(.) such that
with x(t2) = O, the control u(. ) will take the system state to x(t) at time t.

Three more qualifications of uniformly completely controllable systems are
that they are completely reachable at every time t; that no matter what
t is, the time t— t2is bounded above; and that the control energy effecting
the transfer from x(t2) = O to x(t) should be bounded above and below by
positive constants independent of I, and depending only on x’(t) x(~).

A moment’s reflection will show that with F and G constant, complete
controllability of [F, G] implies uniform complete controllability. {For exam-

ples of completely controllable but not uniformly completely controllable
pairs [F(z), G(t)], see, e.g., [6].}

The precise quantitative definition of uniform complete controllability
is as follows. Let @(., .) be the transition matrix associated with -i -= F(t)x,

and define

W’(to,t,)= f“ @(to,t) G(t)G’(t)@’(tO, t) dt. (14.2-9)
r.
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Then the pair [F(l), G(t)] is uniformly completely controllable if two of the

following three conditions hold (if any two hold, the third automatically
holds) :

0< IX3((7)I< kv(f, f + a)< O@)z < c=, (14.2-10)

0< Ct,(cr)l< @(f +0, t)w’(f, t + C7)(z’(t+ CT,f)

< a6(r7)/< ~, (14.2-11)

and

max I(@(t, T))fj I .< ~7(1t – ~ 1) for all t, -r. (14.2-12)
i,j

In these equations, c.?,(.), . . . . a,(. ) are continuous functions of their argu-
ments.

One property of uniformly completely controllable pairs that proves
useful is the following (see [6]).

LEMMA. If F(t) and G(t) have bounded entries, and if the pair [F’(t), G(t)] is
uniformly completely controllable, then for any K’(t) such that G(t) K’(t) has the

same dimension as F(t) and such that the entries of K(t) are bounded, the pair

[F(t) + G(t)K’(t), G(t)] is uniformly completely controllable.

It follows from this result, for example, that the commonly occurring pair

F(t)=~:(*,;,(t, j3(,,:(jG(1)[/

(14.2-13)

is uniformly completely controllable so long as the ai(t) are all bounded.
The third assumption required for the desired stability results is the fol-

lowing.

ASSUMPTION 14.2-4. With D(t) any matrix such that D(t) D’([) = Q(r), the
pair [F(t), D(t)] is uniform[y complete/y observable.

As might be imagined, the term uniform complete observability can
most readily be defined as the dual of uniform complete controllability:

[F’(t), D(t)] is uniformly completely observable if and only if [F’(t),D(t)]is

uniformly completely controllable.

Assumptions 14.2-2 through 14.2-4 guarantee the following results for

the infinite-time regulator problem [5]:
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1. The optimal control law gain K(t) has bounded entries for all t.

2. The matrix >(t)satisfies

Ix$z < P(t) < C@ (14.2-14)

for all t and for some positive constants a8 and a9.
3. The optimal closed-loop system [see Eq. (14.2-6)] is exponentially

asymptotically stable, and x’(t) ?(t)x(t) is a Lyapunov function estab-
lishing this stability property.

This completes our discussion of the optimal regulator. We now turn
to a related topic, the infinite-time Kalman-Bucy filter. We recall that we
consider a plant

i(t) = F(t)x(t) + G(t)u(t) + v(t) (14.2-15)

y(t) = H’(t)x(t) + w(t) (14.2-16)

where E[w(t)v’(~)] = Q(t)d(t — ~), E[w(t)w’(z)] = J?(t)c5(t — ~), with V(. ) and

W(. ) independent zero mean gaussian processes. Furthermore, E[x(tO)x’(tO)]

– PO, E[x(tO)] = m, and x(tO) is independent of v(t) and w([) for all t.Finally,—

.x(tO) is a gaussian random variable.
The state vector x(t) may be estimated, via an estimate x.(t), available

at time t.The equation describing the calculation of x=(t) is

-$ x,(t) = [F(t) + K.(t) H’(t)] x.(t) – K@(t)y(t)

+ G(t)u(t) x.(tO) = m (14.2-17)

and the matrix K.(t) is found as follows. Let P(t) be the solution of

P = PF’ +FP – PHR-’H’P i- Q P(to) = P.. (14.2-18)

Then

Kc(t) = –P(t)H(t)R- ‘(t). (14.2-19)

Equation (14.2-1 7) describes the optimal filter, concerning which we
ask the following question: Under what conditions is the optimal filter asymp-
totically stable ? In effect, we can present only sufficient conditions for expo-
nential asymptotic stability. Although it is possible to derive them by studying
an equivalent regulator problem, as we did in Chapter 8, we shall content
ourselves here with merely stating the following result. Sufficient conditions

for the optimal filter to be exponentially asymptotically stable are [7] as fol-
lows :

1.

2.
3.

The entries of F(t), H(t), Q(t), R(t), and R-’(~) are bounded for
t> to(or for all t if to= —co).

The pair [F(t), H(t)] is uniformly completely observable.
With D(t) any matrix such that D(t)D’(t)= Q(t), the pair [F(t),

D(t)] is uniformly completely controllable.
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Problem 14.2-1. Prove thatif[F(t), G(t)] isuniformly completely controllable,

so is [F(t) + aI, G(t)] where ct is a positive constant. Suppose that F(t), G(t), Q(t),
and R(t) satisfy Assumptions (14.2-2) through (14.2-4) with, as usual, Q(t) nonnega-
tive definite and R(t) positive definite. Show that the performance index

J
‘-ez.r[u’(t)~(t)~(t) +x’(t) Q(z)x(f)]~t
1,

may be minimized by a control law of the form u(f) = K’(t)x(~) with the entries of
K(t) bounded, and that the closed-loop system has degree of stability U.
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CHAPTER 75

SOLUTION OF THE R/CCAT/

EQUAT/ON

15.1 PRELIMINARY REMARKS

The selection of an optimal control law and the design of optimal filters
require the solving of a Riccati equation. The natural question arises as to
how this soIution procedure might be carried out. In this chapter, we present
a number of different approaches to the solution computation, some of which

are only applicable in restricted situations.
It proves convenient to make several subdivisions of the problem of

finding Riccati equation solutions, the basis for subdividing being the nature

of the coefficient matrices of the Riccati ecjuation and the time interval
considered. Throughout this chapter, we restrict attention to the Riccati

equation occurring in the control problem, and thus to a situation when a
boundary condition will be given at tl with the solution desired fort < t,.

The subdivisions are, then:

1. Time-varying coefficients; t~< co.

2. Time-varying coefficients; t, = co.

3. Constant coefficients; tl < co.
4. Constant coefficients; t~= co.

In all cases, it is possible to solve the Riccati differential equation directly
by appropriately programming a digital (or, for that matter, analog) computer.

This would appear to be a common procedure, despite the availability of

343
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other procedures to be discussed in later sections. Solution via the digital

computer this way naturally requires discretization of time.
Whentl = co anddirect solution of the Riccati differential equation is

employed, cases 2 and 4 will be treated differently. For case 2, where the
coefficients are time varying, we would use the fact that the solution ~(t)

of the Riccati equation for t, = co is the limit of the solutions P(~, t,) as t,

approaches m. Therefore, ~(t)will be obtained approximately by choosing a

large t,,and the approximation will become better as tlis increased. In case

4, where ~(~) is a constant, the fact that the equation coefficients are constant

guarantees that

P(t)= lim P(t, t,)= lim f’(t,t,). (15.1-1)
Cjdm f-–w

Therefore, an arbitrary t,can be chosen, and the Riccati differential equation
solution can be computed backward in time until a constant value is reached.

Whenever computation of the solution is required over a large interval,

the question must be considered as to how computational errors introduced
at one point in the calculation will propagate. Reference [1] shows that if the

closed-loop system resulting from application of an optimal control law is
asymptotically stable, then the Riccati differential equation whose solution is
used to define the optimal control law is computationally stable. That is,

as an error propagates, it is attenuated, and there is no possibility of buildup
of the error. We have earlier given conditions for asymptotic stability of the
closed-loop system in the time-invariant case; more complex conditions apply
in the time-varying case, as discussed in [1] and summarized in Chapter 14.

Tied up with the question of the propagation of computational errors

are the infinite-time problem questions of how large t,should be taken so that
P(t, t,)will be a good approximation to ~(t),and how small tshould be taken
in the constant coefficient matrix case so that P(t,t~)will be a good approxi-

mation to P. A rough rule of thumb may be applied if the closed-loop system
is asymptotically stable: In the constant coefficient case, t,— t should be
several times the dominant time constant of the closed-loop system, and an

appropriate modification of this statement holds in the time-varying coeffi-
cient case. Since this time constant will not be known a priori, this rule of
thumb is perhaps not particularly helpful, but it is perhaps helpful to know
a priori that the sort of interval lengths tl— tinvolved are not long compared
with other times that may naturally be of interest.

Other ways of solving the Riccati equation will be discussed in the next
two sections. In all four cases 1 through 4, it is possible to replace the problem
of solving the nonlinear Riccati differential equation by the problem of

solving a linear differential equation, and then computing a matrix inverse.

This is discussed in the next section. The third section discusses a particular

approach applying only to case 4. In this case, it is known that the Riccati

equation solution is constant and satisfies an algebraic rather than a differ-
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ential equation; direct solution procedures for the algebraic equation can

then be used.
The basic reference discussing the use of linear differential equations

for solving Riccati equations is [2]. The theory behind this computational

technique is given in [2], and earlier in, for example, [3] and [4], with simpli-
fications in the constant coefficient matrix case appearing in [5] ‘and [6].

Techniques aimed at solving the steady state algebraic equation have been

given in [7] through [1 1]. A recent survey comparing various techniques (and
favoring a technique based on a result in [9]) may be found in [12].

In the fourth section of this chapter, we consider approximate solution

techniques for high-order Riccati equations, which rely on the solving of a
low-order Riccati equation and linear equations.

15.2 RICCATI EQUATION SOLUTION WITH THE AID OF

A LINEAR DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION

For the moment, we restrict attention to the finite-interval problem,

Thus, we suppose we are given the Riccati equation

‘p(r) P(t)F(t) + F’(t)P(t) – I’(t) G(t) R- ‘(t) G’(t)P(t) + Q(t)—
dt =

P(tl) = /4. (15.2-1)

We shall establish the following result (see, e.g., [2] through [4]).

Constructive procedure for obtaining P(t). Consider the equations

where the explicit dependence of the matrices on t is suppressed. Then,
provided that the solution of (15.2-1) exists on the interval [t, r,], the
solution of (15.2-2) has the property that ~-1(f) exists and that

P(t) == Y(t)x- 1(t). (15.2-3)

Conversely, the solution of (15.2-1) exists on [t, t,]if the solution of
(15.2-2) has the property that .Y(cr) is nonsingular for all o in t< a < t,.

The solution of (15.2-1) is given by (15.2-3).

In the usual application of the Riccati equation to designing optimal
regulators, the existence of P(t) for all t < t, is assured. [Recall that sufficient

conditions for this are as follows: Q(t) is nonnegative definite symmetric for

all t,R(t) is positive definite symmetric for all t,and A is nonnegative definite

symmetric.] Accordingly, we can normally forget about the existence remarks
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in the preceding constructive procedure and concentrate on the actual con-
struction. As is evident from the statement of the procedure, basically two

operations are required.

1. Solution of a linear differential equation, of matrix dimension twice

that of the dimension of the matrix F(t).

2. Matrix inversion and multiplication.

We shall now verify the procedure. We do this by showing that the matrix
Y(t)X -1(t) satisfies the Riccati differential equation (15.2-1). It then follows,

by the uniqueness property of solutions of differential equations with con-

tinuous coefficients, that P(r) is given by (15,2-3). Formally,

-$[YX-’] D y,y-1 – y~-lj@-1

== _Q~~-I – ~’y~-l _ yx-1~xx-1

+ YX-l GR-IGIYX-I

on using (15.2-2). Therefore,

– $[YX-’] = [YX-]]F+ F’[YX-’] – [YX-’]GR--’G’[ ]X-’] + Q.

This is the differential equation (15.2-1). Note, also, that the boundary
condition in (15.2-2) yields immediately that Y(tl)X - ‘(t, ) = A, which is the
required boundary condition. Consequently, (1 5.2-3) is established.

The preceding manipulations also show that if X-’(0) exists for all

cr in [t, tl], a solution of (15.2-1) exists over the same interval. Thus, the second
of the two existence claims in the constructive procedure statement is verified.

Let us now check that existence of a solution P(t) to (1 5.2-1) guarantees

that X-1 (t) exists. This will complete the proof of all claims made in the con-
structive procedure statement.

Let 0(., .) be the transition matrix associated with

$==[F(t) – G(t)R-l(t)G’(t) P(t)]x. (15.2-4)

Because P(t) exists for ~< t,, @(., .) is defined for all values of its arguments
less than or equal to t,. We claim that

x(f) = Q(f, t,) Y(t) = P(t)@(t, r,) (15.2-5)

satisfy (15.2-2) including its boundary condition. This is sutlicient to prove that

X-’(t) exists, since @-’(t, t,)= @(tl,t)is known to exist.
To verify the claim (15.2-5), we have

$W, ~Jl == [F(f) – G(c) R-’ (z)G’(t) N~)]@(i, 1,)
—– F(~)[@(t, t ,)] – G(t) R- 1(r)G’(t)[flI)@(t, t,)].
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mqf, t,) + F’(t)x (L 21)$[P(OW,~1)1= -&- ‘0

= –1’(l)F’(t)@(t,t,) – F’(f) P(t)@(t,t,)

+ P(~) G(t)R-l(t)G’(r) P(t)@(t, r,) – Q(t)@(t, t,)

+ P(t)F(t)@(t,t,) – I’(t)G(t)R- l(t)G’(t)P(t)@(t, t,)

= – Q(t)[@(t, t,)] – F’(z) [P(f)@(t, t,)].

Therefore, we have verified that, with the identification (15.2-5), the differ-

ential equation part of ( 15.2-2) holds. Also, with the identification (15.2-5)

and the boundary condition P(t ~) ==A, we recover the boundary condition

part of (15.2-2). The identifications (15.2-5) are therefore validated.

An alternative expression for P(t) is available in terms of the transi-
tion matrix associated with the equations (15.2-2). With Fan n x n matrix,
let the 2n x 2n matrix 0(., .) be the transition matrix of (15.2-2)–i.e.,

.$@(t,z) =
[

F –GR-~G’

1–Q -F’ ‘(t’ ‘)
(15.2-6)

C)(Z,T) = l,” for all 7, (15.2-7)

Partition @(t, z) into four n x n submatrices, as

‘=E::21”
Then (15.2-2) implies

(15.2-8)

X(t)= O,l(t, t,) + @,,(t, tJ4

y(t)===ql(t, t,) + @J~>tJ4

and so

P(t) = [@,, (t, t,) + @,,(l, fJ41[@,,(f, f,)

+ @12(t,tl)A]-l. (15.2-9)

For computing P(t) when F, G, Q, and R are constant, the advantage of using
this procedure may be substantial, since an analytical formula is available for
the transition matrix 0(., .). Certainly this formula involves matrix expo-
nentiation, which itself may be hard. But in many instances this may be

straightforward, and in many other instances it may be tackled by one of the

many numerical techniques now being developed for matrix exponentiation.
To illustrate the foregoing procedure, we shall solve

-’-r -M+c -2-’[:1[’ “]P+F :1
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with P(0) = O. We first

RICCA TI EQUATION

construct the equation

“o o –1

I–J-TO—.
o 00 –1 I

for @:

o

0
\ e.

Ch. 15

To carry out the matrix exDonentiation required to represent @ ana-

lytically, we- shall conduct a similarity transformation on the preceding
coefficient matrix to obtain the associated Jordan form. The similarity trans-
formation is constructed by first evaluating the eigenvalues of the coefficient

matrix—which turn out to be + 1 twice and — 1 twice—and then finding the
associated eigenvectors. There are actually only two proper eigenvectors,
and the Jordan form turns out to have two nonzero elements on the super-

diagonal. Once this is established, it is easy to compute the complete similarity
transformation. We have

[

o o–lo

Ii

i –1 1 1-

1–+,’’700 Jr-1 J’T-2 JT+l –J-..2

[

o

0

—

~. 1 1 1 –1 JLOO O -lJ

Writing this equation symbolically as

AT= TJ,

then

[1

et ter OO’

eJ1= O e’ O 0

0 0 e-t te-,

00 0 e-(

and
~At ~ T@ T- 1.

Now, T-’ may be computed to be

‘-’’+lii-i:i::l
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ByEq. (15.2-9), it then follows that

11

—@ -{- te’ t~ — fe--f -

+e-t 1- te-f

P(t) =

— ter t te” —et -– tet

+e-r _. ~e-f

2e’ -- te’

I

et .– let

1“

–1

+Ze-t .+.~e-r –e-f .~ te-t

x

et — (&2 -- l)te’ (2 – ti)e’ – (.vQ – I)te’

–e-f -t(W + l)le-’ +(2 + J’Z2)e-* – (./2+ I)te-’.

We can also evaluate lim P(t), which should be a steady state solution of the
r ---

Riccati equation satisfied by P. To do this, we can delete terms involving
e’ or te’ in the preceding expression for P(t) as these become negligibly small,
so long as the inverse in the formula for P(t) exists afttx this deletion. Thus,

lim P(t) = Iim
[

e-t +- ~e-l –fe-r

t--== t--a fe-z e-t _ te-t
1

[

Ze-$ .+ te-f
x

—e-t -– te-’t

1

-1

—e-f+(fi + l)te-’ (2+@) e-’ —@.@ + j)te-j “

(15.2-10)

Indeed, the necessary inverse exists, and proceeding further with the calcula-

tion, we have

Iim P(t) = lim
[

e-~ + te-t —te-t

1

1

r-—’== (--m te-f e’-’ — te-f (3 +- 2fi)e-2’

[

(2 + w“’Te-’ – (-v”T + l)te-’e-’ + re-f
x

e“-’ — (#’Z_ + l)te-’ 2e-’ + te” 1

1

[

(2 + fi)e-z’ e-”

‘,4H (3 -+ 2~)e-2’ e-z~ 2e-2t
1

[

2–- 3–2fl
.

13–2~ 6–4fl”

It is readily verified that this constant matrix both satisfies the Riccati equa-
tion and is a positive definite matrix.

To provide an analytically solvable example, we restricted attention to

a Riccati equation with constant coefficient matrices. Note, however, that the

computation of the Riccati equation solution using a linear differential equa-

tion certainly does not require constant coefficient matrices.

References [5] and [6] offer certain comments applicable when the matrix
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coefficients are constant. Reference [5] is concerned with setting up formulas
for P(t) and the limiting ~ by the same diagonalization procedure as used

previously, and with comparing the limiting 7 formulas with those obtainable
by other techniques, Reference [6] extends these ideas and removes a com-

putational problem which may arise.

To understand the nature of this problem, consider the preceding exam-

ple, and, in particular, Eq. (15.2-10). The 1-1 entry of the first matrix on the

right side of this equation is e-[ + te-t, and as t+ — m, both summands

become infinite. But they do so at different rates, and one might be tempted
to neglect the e-r summand, or to overlook it in a numerical calculation. Yet

to do so would prove fatal, as a major error would be introduced into the

final answer. This difficulty is not peculiar to the present example either; in
general, terms such as ti,e-~” + aze-’$’ will be involved in an expression like

(15.2-10), with t approaching minus CO. Although the term with the greatest
value of ~i will dominate, no other terms may normally be neglected. Acci-

dental neglecting of the other terms–a strong possibility in numerical com-

putation—will lead to a major error in the result,

The difficulty is eliminated in the following way. To solve the equation

–P =PF+F’P– PGR-’G’P + Q P(O) = A (15.2-11)

with F, G, Q, and R constant and the other usual constraints, we start with

the matrix

[

F –(j’R-l(j7’
M=

1–Q –F’ “
(15.2-12)

It is possible to show that this matrix has no purely imaginary eigenvalues,
and that if A is an eigenvalue, so is —1 (see [5] and Problem 15.2-4). Let

T=
[1

T,, T,,

Tzl T,,

be a matrix with the property that

[1T-l~T= ‘A 0
OA

(15.2-13)

(15.2-14)

where A is a matrix that is the direct sum of 1 x I blocks [A,J with ~i >0,

or 2 x 2 blocks

1, pi

[1–pi A{

with ~i >0, Ii and Pi always being real, and Jordan blocks of greater size

again. Note that T is also real. Let the n x n matrices X(t) and Y(t) satisfy

[1[

x F –GR-lG’ X

1[ 1Y=–Q–F’Y
(15.2.2)
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or

with X(0)= 1, Y(0)

It follows that

and, therefore,

[w%]

A. Then define new n x n matrices ~(t) and p(t) by

(15.2-15)

[?i!=Ke:lKJ”(15.2-16)

The boundary condition X(O) = 1, Y(0) = A implies by (15.2-15) that
1 = T,, f(0) + T,,(0) Y(O) and A = Tz, 1(O) + T,, Y(O), or

Y(o) = H(o) (15.2-17)

where

R = –[Tz, – AT,,] -’[T, I – AT,,]. (15.2-18)

Now we shall find a new expression for P(t) = Y(t) X- ](t), which we

recall is the solution of (15.2-1). Using (15.2-16) and (15.2-17), we obtain
immediately the following relation between ~(t) and i?(t):

~(t)= eA’ReA’~(t).

Now, using (15.2-15), we obtain

P(t) = (T,, + T,zeA’ReA’)(Tl, + T, ,eA’ReA’)-’ (15.2-19)

This is the desired new formula for P(t). A number of points should be
noted. First, there are no growing exponential as tapproaches minus infinity
appearing in the formula for P(t); in fact, all exponential decay. Second, when
t approaches minus infinity, the limiting P(t) is given simply as

~ = Iim P(t) = T, IT;/. (15.2-20)
t–.–-

(It is possible to show that T,, is always nonsingular.) Third, the limiting

value of I’(t) is independent of R and thus of the initial condition A of the
Riccati equation. Fourth, from the point of view of simply computing P(t)
rather than studying the theory behind the computation, the steps leading
up to (15.2-19) are almost all dispensable. One starts with the matrix M of

(15.2-12) and generates the matrix Tof (1 5.2-1 3), which “almost” diagonalizes

M [see (15.2-14)]. With the definition of R in Eq. (15.2-18), the formula

(15.2-19) then gives P(t) and, inherently, lim P(t). Fifth, the formula (15.2-19)
c---
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does not suffer from the computational disadvantage of the formula (1 5.2-9),
upon which we earlier remarked.

In the next section, we discuss more thoroughly the calculation of ~.

We shall also indicate an expression for P(t) in terms of ~.

Problem 15.2-1. Consider the Riccati equation

–p=2fp_2+q
r

with initial condition p(t, ) = O. Solve this equation by the technique given in this
section and compare your result with that obtained from

J

P(t,) dp
P(f) 2fp — (pZ/r) + q = ‘1 — ‘“

Problem 15.2-2. Solve the Riccati equation

-P=PE:I+E:Ip-w ‘1 “’p

using the first method outlined in the text.

Problem 15.2-3. Solve the following Riccati equation forward in time,
obtaining the limiting solution:

with boundary condition P(0) = O.

Problem 15.2-4. Consider the matrix &l of (15.2-12) with Q = Q’ non-

negative definite. Show that if ~ is an eigenvalue of M, so is —~. Can you show that
there are no purely imaginary eigenvalues of&f ? (lZirrf forjirst part: From an eigen-
vector u satisfying Mu == h, construct a row vector W’such that v’ikf = —20’.)

Problem 15.2-5. Using the method outlined after Eq. (15.2-11), solve the fol-
lowing Riccati equation, which appeared earlier in the worked example:

-P=P~ .q+~ _&’-p[:]u oJp+~i’]
with P(0) = O.

15.3 STEADY STATE SOLUTION OF THE RICCATI EQUATION

In this section, we further restrict the Riccati equation problem consid-
ered. The coefficient matrices of the equation are constant, and we seek only
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the steady state (and constant) solution P of the Riccati equation which is

positive definite. (It is implicitly assumed throughout the following material
that the controllability condition guaranteeing existence of ~ is satisfied, and

that the observability condition guaranteeing positive definiteness rather
than nonnegative definiteness of the limiting solution is also satisfied.) The

actual equation satisfied by F is

PF+F’F– FGR-’G’P+ Q = o (15.3-1)

which is an algebraic quadratic matrix equation.
We shall present several different approaches to the solutionof(15.3-l).

One has already been more or less covered in the previous section, but we
shall review it again here. This procedure is best discussed by Potter in [7],

although it appears to have been essentially given in [8].

From the coefficient matrices in (15.3-l), we construct the matrix

[

F –GR-IG’
M=

–Q –F 1

(15.3-2)

which can be shown to have the property that there are no pure imaginary
eigenvalues, and the property that if L is an eigenvalue, so is —A We then
construct a matrix

T=
[1

Tl, T,,

T,l T,,

that takes M almost to diagonal form, in accordance

[1

T-l~T= ‘A 0

OA

(15.3-3)

with the formula

(15.3-4)

where A is the direct sum of matrices [Ii] with Ii >0, matrices

[1a, –pi

Pi ‘i

again with 2, greater than zero, and Jordan blocks of greater size again.

Then the desired matrix ~ is given by

~= T,l T~/. (15.3-5)

It is perhaps instructive to show directly that the quadratic equation (15.3-1)
is satisfied by (15.3-5). (The direct proof that ~ is positive definite is a little

more difficult; since we are primarily interested here in presenting computa-
tional procedures, we refer the interested reader to [7]. In any case, the mate-
rial of the last section provides an indirect proof.) To verify that (15.3-5)
is a solution, we have from (15.3-4) that

MT=T
[1

–A O

OA

and therefore
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FT, I – GR-’G’T,l = –TIIA

–QT,l – F’T,, = –T,lA.

The first of these yields

T, ,T;;F – Tz, T~; GR-l G’Tzl T;; = –Tzl T~{T1 ,AT~;

and the second yiekis

–Q – F’T,, T;~ = T,, T;;F– T,l T~:GR-l G’T21T~/

and the desired result follows.

To illustrate the procedure, we consider the steady state equation

(The associated differential equation was solved as a worked example in
the last section.) The matrix M becomes

[1
o 0 –1 o

I–aoo
M==

00 o–1”

o –1 on

The eigenvalues and eigenvectors of M were calculated in the last section.
This calculation yields the equation

[1

–1 100

T-l J/fT=
o–loo

o 011

0 001

with

[

1 1 1 –1

T= fi+l –m–2 m–l #’T-2

1 0 –1

/

o“

1 –1 1 1

Thus,

[ 1[10 1 1

1

-1

F=

1 –1 a+l –fi-2

[

2–fi 3–2A——
3–2fi 6–4fl 1

which agrees with the result of the previous section.
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A second procedure for solving (15.3-1), which is closely related to

the preceding procedure, is given in [9]. Whereas the previous method requires

computation of the eigenvalues of the matrix M and essentially its eigenvectors
(which are more or less the columns of the matrix T). the procedure of [9]

requires computation of the eigenvalues only. This may represent a saving
in computation time, although there are aspects of the calculation which in
places make it more unwieldly than the aforementioned procedure.

We state the new procedure first, and then justify it. Starting with the
matrix M of (1 5.3-2), we compute the eigenvalues of M and form that poly-
nomial p(s) whose zeros consist of the left half-plane (negative real part)

eigenvalues of M. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that

p(s)=s” +ans””] + . . . +al (15.3-6)

which has degree equal to the size of the square matrix F. We next construct
the 212 x 2n matrix

p(l’f) = M“ + anl’f”-’ + . . . + a,I. (15.3-7)

Then ~ is uniquely defined by

[1
p(A4) ; = o. (15.3-8)

To justify the procedure, let T be the matrix of (1 5.3-3), which achieves
the pseudodiagonalization of (15.3-4). Then

T-lp(M)T = p(T-l MT) =
[

p(–A) O

0 p(A) 1

‘[o 0
0 1p(A) “

The last equality follows because the zeros of p(s) are the negative real
part eigenvalues of M, which are also the eigenvalues of –A. The Cayley-
Hamilton theorem then guarantees that p(–A) will equal zero. Now

whence

M‘T, ,
p(fkf) T =0

21

or

[ 1“I
p(A4) o.

TZLT;: ‘–

The method first discussed in this section shows that T2 ,T;/ is precisely ~,
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the desired matrix, and hence (15.3-8) is established. The fact that there can
only be one matrix ~ satisfying

[1

p(fkf) ; = o

(i.e., that P is uniquely determined) can also be shown, but we shall omit the

proof here because it is not particularly illuminating.

Notice that (15.3-8) is essentially a set of simultaneous linear equations

for the elements of ~. Consequently, it is easy to solve. To illustrate the pro-
cedure, we take the same example as before—viz.,

‘r -A ‘F’-A’-’[:I[l ‘]’+F 3=0

with

[1
o 0 –1 o

I–JTOO
M=

00 o–1”

o –1 on

The eigenvalues of M are – 1 twice and +1 twice. Accordingly,

p($)=,s’+2s+l

and

p(M)= M’+2M+z

-[

1 0 –2 1

_ –fi-l-2 –2fl-+-3 –1 O

0 1

1

1 –a–2”

–1 –2 O 2fl-k3

Equation (1 5.3-8) becomes

[

1 0

fi+2 –2fl+3 ~: :

1[ 1

10

01

0 1 1 –n–2 p,, p,,
= o.

–1 –2 o 2JZ +- 3 Flz i722

This implies eight linear relations among the #,j, only three of which are
independent. Writing down only independent relations, we obtain

l–-2p,1+pL2==o

–w’’7+2-p,, =o

–2p,2 +p2z = o
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whence

as earlier established.
One characteristic of the two previous methods is that the eigenvalues of

a certain matrix must be calculated. This is also a requirement in the method
of the last section for computing the differential as distinct from the algebraic
equation solution by diagonalizing a matrix to find its exponential.

For large-order systems, eigenvalue computation may pose some prob-
lems. Therefore, the next method to be discussed, presented in [10], may
provide an acceptable alternative because no eigenvalue computation or
polynomial factoring is required. The penalty is that the method recursively
computes a sequence of estimates for the positive definite solutionof(13.3-l),
and, of course, in any given problem many iterations might be required.

As usual, we consider the equation

and seek its positive definite solution. The first step in the procedure is to
select a matrix KO such that F + GK~ has all its eigenvalues with negative
real parts. This is always possible if [F, G] is completely controllable (see
[13] through [20]). Then a sequence PO, PI, P,,..., of n x n matrices is
defined in the following fashion. With

the matrix Pi satisfies

Pi~. + F’P, + K,RK; + Q = O. (15.3-10)

Furthermore,

K,+l = –PiGR-l (15.3-11)

which permits the carrying through of the next step of the iteration.

It turns out that

lim Pi = F’. (15.3-12)
i--

Evidently, the computation procedure falls into two distinct phases. In the

first phase, a matrix K, must be determined, such that F + GK~ has all its
eigenvalues with negative real parts. If the eigenvalues of F all have negative
real parts,& = o isan immediate acceptable selection. If not, more computa-

tion is required.
In the case when G is a vector rather than a matrix, though, the com-

putation is straightforward. By first making a basis change if necessary, we
can assume that F is in companion matrix form. That is,
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I
010 ..0

001 ..0
I

F= ““””” (15.3-13)
. .

000 ..1

1- 1—al —az —aj . . —an

and

H
o

0

g=”.

1“1
(15.3-14)

Then, if k’=[kl k, . . . /cn], it is immediate that F+gk’ is also a

companion matrix, and the associated characteristic polynomial is s“ +

(am– kn)s”-’ + . . . +(al –k, ). Choice of thek, toensure that this poly-
nomial has all its zeros with negative real parts is straightforward. In the
case when G is not a vector but a matrix, selection of an appropriate KO
can be more involved (see [13] through [20]).

In the second phase of the calculations leading to ~, equations such as

(15.3-10) are solved. Solution procedures for such equations are well known

(see, e.g., [21]); the equation really is a rearranged version of a set of linear
equations for the entries of the matrix Pi. Therefore, aside from difficulties

with high-order problems, calculation is straightforward.
Notice that the end result is not unreasonable; if the sequence PO, PI,

. . . . approaches any limit at all, call it ~, then KO, K,, . . . . approaches
XGR-l, and taking limits in (15.3-10) results in

X(F– GR-l G’X) + (F’ – XGR-’G’)X + XGR-’G’X + Q ===O

or

XF+F’X– XGR-’G’X+ Q= O.

To be sure, it is not clear that the sequence PO, P,, . . . . should approach a
limit, or, indeed, that this limit should be positive definite (and therefore equal

to ~). But, in fact, it can be shown [1O] that

from which it follows that the sequence does possess a positive definite limit.
Reference [10] also shows that convergence of the sequence PO, PI, . . . .
toward ~ is quadratic—i.e.,
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for some constant c and for all i. This guarantees rapidity of convergence
when Pi is close to ~. A figure of 10 iterations is claimed as being typically

required.
A second iterative procedure under development [11] starts by replacing

the continuous time minimization problem with a discrete time minimization
problem. The replacement is such that solution of the discrete time minimiza-

tion problem leads to a solution, including knowledge of ~, of the continuous
time problem. We now outline the procedure.

Applying the transformations

@ = ~(1 – F’)F(I – F)

A = (I– F)-’(I+F)

B = 2(Z – F)-2G

C= R +G’(l– F’’)-l Q(I-F)-l G

D = Q(1– F)-l G

the quadratic matrix equation (1 5.3-1) may be written as

A’@A – @ – [,4’@B + D][C + B’@B]-’[A’@B + f)’]’ + Q = O.

It has been shown that the existence of a unique nonnegative definite solu-
tion ~ of (15.3-1) implies the existence of a unique nonnegative definite solu-
tion @ of the preceding equation. This solution may be determined by solving
a discrete Riccati equation as follows:

@ = lim Q,
i--,

where

Q,+, ~ /4’@iA – [A’@,B + D][C + fY@iB]-’[A’@,B + D]’ -} Q

m, = o. (15.3-15)

It has been shown that the existence of a nonnegative definite solution of
(1 5.3-1) implies convergence of this difference equation. Once@ is calculated
(convergence typically requires 10 iterations), then ~ may be determined

from @ by the transformation

P= 2(1– F’)-’@(I– F)-’.

We observe that at each iteration of the Riccati equation (1 5.3-1 5),

the inverse of a matrix of dimension equal to the number of system inputs is
required rather than the solution of a linear matrix equation of order equal

to the state vector dimension, as in the previous method. Notice, also, that
it is not required that an initial gain K be determined such that F -+ GK’

has negative eigenvalues. Detailed comparison with other methods is being
investigated at the time of this manuscript’s writing.

Finally, in this section we wish to show how a transient Riccati differ-
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ential equation solution may be found from a steady state solution. In other
words, we wish to find an expression for the solution P(t) of

–P =PF+FP– PGR-’G’P+ Q P(0) = A (15.3-16)

given a positive definite ~ satisfying the limiting version of (1 5.3-16):

o = PF+FP– PGR-’G’P+ Q. (15.3-1)

The existence of an expression for P(t) in terms of ~ means that the
techniques of this section for the calculation of F now have extended capabil-

ity; they may be added to those of the previous section for the calculation of
P(t).

With F the positive definite solution of (15.3-1) and

and with the assumption that (A — P)-l exists (which will certainly be the
case if ,4 = O), we shall establish the following formula, valid for t s O:

P(t)= F + e-F’[e-F’Xe-F* + (A – P)-] – Y]-le-F’ (15.3-18)

where ~ is the unique negative definite solution of

F~+X~– GR-l G’=O. (15.3-19)

The significance of F may be recalled from our earlier discussion of the
optimal regulator. The control law for the optimal regulator is u =
– R-’ G’Px, and therefore the closed-loop regulator is described by i = Px.
As we know, the closed-loop regulator is asymptotically stable; therefore,
in (15.3-18), as t becomes more and more negative, the exponential terms

decay.

To establish (15.3-18), we start with the two equations (15.3-16) and
(1 5.3-l). By subtraction, it follows that

d P– P) =(P– P) F+ F’(P– P)–(P– P) GR-’G’(P– P)–~(

_ pGR-lGtp _ ~GR-~G’p + 2~GR-lG’~

= (P – F)F + F’(P – P) – (P – P) GR-lG’(P – P).

Now assume that (P – ~)- 1 exists for all t.Setting X(t)= [P(t) – ~]- 1, it
follows that ~ = –(P – ~)- I [(d/dt)(P – P)](P – ~)- 1, and, therefore,

J?= FX+XP-GR-l G’ (15.3-20)

with

x(o) = (,4 – P)-’. (15.3-21)

{Note: Equation (15.3-20) always has a solution provided X(0) exists.
Consequently, the condition that [P(t) – ~]-’ exists is that (A – P)-l

exists.]
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Now ~ satisfies the algebraic equation

O = F~ + X—F’– GR”l G’.
.

(15.3-19)

It so happens that with ~ possessing all its eigenvalues with negative real

parts, this equation—really a set of linear equations for the entries of ~—
always has a unique solution [21]. See also Appendix A.

Now subtract (15.3-19) from (15.3-20) to get

-$x– 1)==F(x– x) + (x– X)F’

with X — ~ having initial value (A — ~)- i — ~. It follows immediately
from this equation that

X(r) – X = eF’[(A – F)-’ – ~]e~”.

Recalling now that X(t) is [P(t) — F]”], we deduce

P(t) == F + [1 + eF’(A — F)-’ e~” — eF’Xe7”]- 1

= ~ + e-~’t[@-Fc~e-~’( + (A — ~)-1 __ ~]-le-Ff

as required.

Problem 15.3-1. Using both methods discussed in this section, find the posi-
tive definite solution of

Problem 15.3-2. Consider the equation

Let

[

/7 –GR-l Gf

M==
–Q –F’ 1

and let

‘:[;: 21
be such that

TMT-1

r’ 21”

Show that ~ =- TZ, Ti; is a solution of the quadratic matrix equation.

Problem 15.3-3. Using both methods of this section, find the positive definite
solution of

Assume flzf~, # O. Discuss also the cases A z = 0 and fzI = 0.
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Problem 15.3-4. Given the steady state solution

of the equation

find an explicit expression for P(t) using the formula (15.3-18).

Problem 15.3-5. Find an expression for the solution of

–p = 2pf – plgz + hz

in terms of the positive solution of

2pJ – ~zgz + hz = ().

15.4 APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS OF HIGH-ORDER

RICCATI EQUATIONS VIA SINGULAR PERTURBATION

The computing time required to obtain a solution to high-order Riccati
equations may be too long for some applications, and since the computing
time increases at least according to the square of the system order, there is
the temptation to neglect second-order effects, which increase the dimension

of the state vector. This temptation is particularly strong when many solu-

tions of a Riccati equation are required. However, experience shows that to
carry out a design neglecting second-order effects altogether often leads to
completely erroneous results.

Recent studies [22] and [23] have shown that the Riccati equation

solutions obtained by neglecting the second-order effects, at least in two major
areas of application, are not irrelevant to a problem solution. The addition
of further relatively straightforward calculations enables an approximate
solution to the high-order Riccati equation to be determined from the exact
solution to the low-order equation or equations. For many design problems
that occur in practice, this approach to obtaining a Riccati equation solution
is quite adequate and considerable computing time can be saved.

We shali consider two cases that arise in control applications, where
an nth order system (not necessarily time invariant)

.i=Fx+Gu (15.4-1)

is to be controlled to minimize an index

~(x(ro), U(”),~) = r (L/u + x’Qx) dt (15.4-2)
1,

where Q is nonnegative definite symmetric. (Without loss of generality, we
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have assumed for simplicity that the usual U’RU term is simply u’u.) The Ric-

cati equation of interest is

–P = PF+FP– PGG’P + Q P(T, T) = O. (15.4-3)

The case of nominally “decoupled” systems. The first case considered
is the case where the second-order effect consists of coupling between two
nominally decoupled systems. That is, the equations for system (1 5.4-1)
may be partitioned as follows:

where ~ is a scalar parameter, assumed small. If ~ is set to zero, then (15.4-4)
is the equation of two decoupled systems. The matrix Q in the performance
index may be partitioned as

‘=[e:: ‘:;21

and the associated Riccati equation solution P

P= [1PI P,,

P’, , P, “

—

(15.4-5)

as

(15.4-6)

We now adopt the notation ~ = P I(6 = O), and ~c = I(dP/de) (c = O).
Differential equation theory yields that P is analytic in 6, and therefore P

may be expanded as a Maclaurin series expansion as follows

Straightforward
Problem 15.4-1)

where

P = } + f~, + Higher-order terms. (15.4-7)

manipulations (the derivation of which is called for in
yield that

(15.4-8)

–Pl ~ FIF, +F’,F, – PIG, G’,P1 + Q 8,(T, T) = O (15.4-9)

–~, = ~2F, + F;~, – ~,G,G;~, + Q, P,(T,7-)= o (15.4-10)

–~,,, = ~l,C(F, – G,G@,) + (F, – GIG’,~1)’~,2C + Y

P,,,(T, T) = o (15.4-11)

and

Y= PIF1, + Fj,F, – F,(GIGj, + G,, Gj)F, + Q,,. (15.4-12)

When the nominally decoupled systems are assumed totally decoupled,
the parameter e is taken to be zero and P is approximated by ~. The matrix
} is determined from two Riccati equations, (1 5.4-9) and (15.4-10), each of
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lower order than (15.4-3). There are many situations where this approach
results in unsatisfactory system performance—such as, e.g., where tempera-

ture, pressure, and flow control systems are designed independently despite

the coupling that occurs between them in a chemical process [22].

For the case when coupling is small, the parameter 6 is small, and an
improved approximation for P is given from P = ~ + f~,. To calculate ~,

simply requires the solution of a linear equation (1 5.4-11) and (1 5.4-12).
Higher-order terms in the Maclaurin series expansion may be taken into

account without much further effort, as indicated in reference [22].
The corresponding time-invariant infinite-time problem is easy to solve.

The limiting solutions of (15.4-9) and (15.4-10) exist if [F,, G,] and [F,, G,]

are completely controllable, respectively. The limiting solution of (15.4-11)
will exist if the eigenvalues of F, — G, G; ~1 and Fz — GzG~~z all have nega-

tive real parts. As we know, sufficient conditions guaranteeing that such will

be the case are that [F’l, D,] and [Fl, D,] are completely observable for any
D, and Dz with D, D\ = Q, and DIDj = Qz. These various conditions all

have obvious physical significance.
In summary, then, an approximate method for solving Riccati equations

associated with nominally decoupled systems has been given, which requires
the solution of low-order Riccati equations and linear equations rather than
the solution of a single high-order Riccati equation. For large-order systems,
this represents a considerable saving in computer time. Examples and per-
formance analysis details are given in [22].

The case of a nominally low-order system. The second solution we

examine arises when the system under consideration is exactly described by
high-order equations, but approximately described by low-order equations.
The approximation is possible because some time constants are extremely
fast, and their effect on the system’s dynamics is almost negligible. In pole-
zero terms for time-invariant systems, some of the poles of the system transfer
function may be well in the left half-plane, with their residues in a partial
fraction expansion being very small; the approximation would involve
neglecting these poles.

We assume that the system equations (15.4-1) are the nominal or approx-
imating low-order equations and that the performance index (1 5.4-2) is an
index associated with this nominal low-order system. The Riccati equation

(15.4-3) enables an optimal control to be obtained for the low-order system.
Now experience shows that when this control computed by neglecting

the small time constants is applied to the actual physical system, unsatisfac-
tory (perhaps unstable) performance often results [23]. To avoid this situation,
the small time constants must be taken into account in some way. One way
to do so is to avoid any approximations at all by using an exact high-order
system description and by solving a high-order Riccati equation. However,
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we shall steer a path intermediate between the exact analysis and an analysis
involving total neglect of the fast time constants. This results in some com-
putational saving while normally retaining satisfactory closed-loop perfor-

mance.
The approach adopted for this problem is essentially the same as that

adopted for the case of nominally coupled systems. Namely, we introduce
a small parameter, now denoted by 1, to expand the solution of the Riccati
equation associated with the high-order system as a Maclaurin series in 2,
and we approximate this solution by taking into account the first few terms
of the series expansion. The calculations involved in this approach require
less computer time than if the high-order Riccati equation is solved directly.

As a first step, we express all the small time constants in terms of a para-
meter 1, where it is understood that 1 has a known small value for the given
system. For example, if a time constant ~ has a value z = 0.04, it is written
as ~ = 0.41 (say), where it is understood that 1 has the value 1 = 0.1 for the
given system.

When the states associated with the small time constants are denoted by

z, the high-order system description turns out to have the form

El%Xl-’lx” (15.4-13)

In this equation, we stress again that 1 is small compared to unity. Further-
more, the entries of the Fi and Gi, although possibly dependent on 1, have
comparable magnitudes. [n our derivation here, we shall assume that the F,

and Gi are independent of 1, as is often the case. Problem 15.4-4 asks for this
restriction to be removed.

Taking J equal to zero amounts to neglecting the fast time constants.
Therefore, by setting A :--0 in (15.4-13), we should be able to recover the
low-order system equation (15.4-1). The mechanics of this operation proceed

formally as follows. Assuming invertibility of F,,

o = F,x + F,z + G,U

or

(15.4-14)z = —F~1(F3x + C2U)

and from (15.4-13), again,

i = (F, — F2F;1Fj)x + (Gl — F&lGJu. (15.4-15)

The qualification that (15.4-13) and the pair (15.4-14) and (15.4-15) are only

formally equivalent comes about in the following way. What is desired is
that the solutions [x(t, 2), z(t, J)] of (1 5.4-1 3) should approach the solutions

[x(l), z(t)] of (15.4-14) and (15.4-15) as 1 approaches zero. Reference [24]
shows that this occurs for t> toif and only if the eigenvalues of Fq have nega-
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tive real parts for all t.Itmay be thought that this is an unreasonable restric-

tion to make, but, in actual fact, it is not, since it amounts to insisting (in
the constant F. case) that all poles that we wish to neglect lie in the half-
plane Re[s] <0.

Equation (15.4-1 5) agrees with Eq. (1 5.4-1) if we put

F=F, – FZF;’F3 G= G, – F, F4’G,. (15.4-16)

Equation (15.4-16) may be regarded as a set of relations guaranteeing that
(15.4-1) and (15.4-13) be compatible representations of the same system.

They also provide a formal procedure for passing from the exact, high-order
representation of the system to the nominal, approximate, low-order repre-

sentation.

The performance index associated with the high-order system equations
wiil be denoted by

V(x(to),z(t,), u(.), T) =- jr (U’U + x’Qx) dt (15.4-17)
co

where Q is nonnegative definite. Subsequently, we shall consider the time-
invariant infinite-time problem. It is possible to take as a performance index
for the high-order system an index where the loss function is of the form

[1xU’U+ [x’ z’]Q
z

as shown in [25]. However, there is in general no need to include z(. ) in the

performance index, since the exponential rate of decay ofz(t) is assumed high
a priori without any feedback control.

The solution of the Riccati equation associated with the high-order sys-

tem (15.4-13) and the preceding index (15.4-17) will be denoted by Il. The
matrix II may be regarded as a function of 1 as well as of t—i.e., each J gives
a different value of II. In terms of a partition of H as

(15.4-18)

and the use of the superscript tilde to denote evaluation at 1 = O and the
subscript 1 to denote differentiation with respect to J, our aims will be as
follows :

1. To observe that the matrices II, are continuous at A -= O, and that the

fii satisfy an equation derived from that satisfied by II by formally
setting 1 = O in this latter equation.

2. To show by using the equations derived for the H, that these matrices
may be computed in terms of the solution F’ of the equation (1 5.4-3),

associated with the low-order approximation to the control problem.
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3. To observe that the matrices IIi are continuously differentiable at

2 = O, and that the matrices ~il satisfy an equation derived from that
satisfied by 111 by formally setting 1 = O in this latter equation.

4. To observe that the matrices ~jl may be derived by the solving of a
linear matrix differential equation, and the carrying out of simple

algebraic manipulations.

The conclusion is that II may be approximated by

[

n, + afi,l a(ri, + m,,)n=+ 1 (15.4-19)
A(m, -1- anjl) A(R3 +- an,,)

provided 1 is small, with the approximate value of II far easier to compute

than the exact value. The optimal feedback gain K for the high-order systems
(15.4-13), normally given by

G,

[1

K=–11 q (1 5.4-20)

A

is instead approximated to first order in 1 by

We now deal with each of the preceding aims 1 through 4, in turn.
Using the high-order system equation (15.4-13), the loss function in (15.4-17),

and the partitioning of II in (15.4-18), we have

~QO

[100
(15.4.22)

Standard differential equation theory guarantees that the solution
of this equation depends analytically on A away from I = O. But because
setting 1 = O amounts to lowering the order of the differential equation—as
is seen from examination of the left side of (15.4-22)—special techniques must

be used to conclude even continuity at A = O. A theorem of [24], however,
turns out to be applicable. Precisely because of the earlier condition imposed
on Fl, itis possible to conclude that (1) the matrices IIi are continuous at

1 = O for all t< T, and that (2) the matrices ~i(t) satisfy the equations
obtained by formally setting 1 = O in (15.4-22):
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(15.4-23)

together with ~l(T) = O. This achieves aim 1.

We now set out to achieve aim 2—i.e., to use the equations (1 5.4-23)
to derive formulas for the matrices n, in terms of P, the solutionof(15.4-3).
First, we consider the 2-2 block of (15.4-23), which yields

~,F. + F’& = fI,G,Gkfi,.

Now this equation can have a multiplicity of solutions, including, obviously,
the zero solution. However, it is not difficult to show, using the eigenvalue
constraint on Ft, that all solutions are nonpositive definite. Now for I non-

zero, the matrix II is nonnegative definite for all f, and therefore so is the

submatrix Illj. Hence, l_13 is nonnegative for all 1 # O, and since fij is

the continuous limit as 1 approaches zero of fi3, fi3 must be nonnegative
definite. Consequently, H3 must be simultaneously nonpositive and nonnega-
tive definite. The only possibility is

H, = o. (15.4-24)

Examination of the block in the 1-2 position of (15.4-23) yields that

fi, ~ –fi, F,F~’. (15.4-25)

When this expression for II, is inserted into the block in the 1-1 position of
(15.4-23), there results the following differential equation for fil :

‘fi, =fi, (F, -F2 ‘ j
dt

F-lF ) + (Fl – F, F~’F3)’fil

– HI(G, – F, F~’G,)(Gl – F, F~’G,)’fi, + Q.

On using the definitions (15.4-16) for Fand G, we observe that this equa-
tion becomes identical with the differential equation (15.4-3) for P. The
boundary conditions also match. Hence,

n, = P. (15.4-26)

Equations (15.4-24) through (15.4-26) fulfill the requirements set out in
aim 2.

We pass on now to aim 3, requiring observation of the differentiability
at d = O of the matrices IIi, and the derivation of equations satisfied by the
matrices ~,,. As remarked earlier, solutions of the Riccati equation (15.4-22)
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are analytic away from 1 O. In particular, we can differentiate (1 5.4-22) to

x [G’, I_I,2 I Gjllj, G’,112 I WiII,, -1 G~3J (15.4-27)

with II,,(T) Ofori=l ,2,3.

Once again, the results of [24] combine with the properties of F. to yield
the conclusion that the matrices II,, are continuous at 1 == O, and that equa-
tions satisfied by the matrices ~[, may be obtained by formally setting 1 0
in (15.4-27). These equations are [with the matrix X’ defined in (15.4-31)]

$n,, = fl, JF1 G, (G’,P + Gjfi’J]

; [Fl G,(G’, P { Gj~\)]’fi,, I l’ (15.4-28)

H,,
[

$~, fi,,F, – F’, ~,

1
I (PC, ; II, G,)(G’, H, .+ G; Ii,,) F.’ ( 15.4-29)

and

O fi,,F’. + F’~~31 + (Fjfi, + fijFJ (15.4-30)

with the initial condition l~,l(T) = O. In equation (15.4-28), the quantity X

is given by

x . fizlFJ + F’j~zl — (PC, + I~zG~)Gifi’z~

– n,.G,(Gf, P + c’,~j) (15.4-31)

The derivation of these equations means that aim 3 is achieved. Achieve-
ment of aim 4 is immediate: Eq. (15.4-30) is a readily solvable linear matrix

equation yielding fi,,. This then allows elimination of fi21 from (15.4-28)
by using (1 5.4-29); then equation (1 5.4-28) becomes a linear matrix differential

equation in ~111, and is readily solved.
The time-invariant problem is also straightforward to solve. The matrices

Fi, G,, and Q are, of course, constant, and T = +m. One then seeks limiting
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solutions of the Riccati equation for P and a limiting solution of the linear
differential equation (15.4-28) for fil ~. Since this equation in its limiting form
is a linear matrix equation, it is probably easier to determine its solution by
solving the algebraic equation obtained by setting (d/dt )~1 ~ equal to zero,
than by obtaining the limiting differential equation solution. Let us now sum-
marize the calculations required.

1. We start with a high-order system as in (15.4-13), with the ~. inde-

pendent of A {If the ~. depend continuously on 1 at 1 = O, we must

use more complex formulas the development of which is called for

in Problem 15.4-4, or which may be obtained from [23].} We aim

to minimize the performance index (15.4-17).
2. We compute the equations of the nominal low-order system (15.4-1)

using (15.4-16) and the matrix P of Eq. (15.4-3).
3. We compute the matrices ~, via (15.4-24) through (15.4-26).
4. We compute the matrices fiil via (15.4-28) through (15.4-31).

5. The matrix II is approximated using the approximate values for the
matrices Hi(l) in (15.4-19); the approximate value of II is used to

determine an approximate control law in (15.4-21).

Reference [23] includes some numerical examples, which compare exact

designs with approximate designs obtained by taking 1 = O, and by using the
matrices Hi and ~il as discussed herein. Better approximation to the exact
design could no doubt be obtained in these examples, and indeed in all situa-
tions, by computing ~fll and higher derivatives. The computational task, how-
ever, will probably approach that associated with an exact design and negate
the utility of such an approach.

We now present a simple example illustrating use of the preceding ideas.
Although the example does not demonstrate large savings in computation
(because in this case the “high-order” system is not really high order), it does

indicate the sequence of calculations required.
The system we consider, shown in Fig. 15.4-1, is

[:]=[: -1:1[:1+[:1”
which we choose to write as

[:,]=[: -:1[2+[;1”

Fig. 15.4-1 The high-order system.

.
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where 1 = 0.1. The performance index we shall take to be

J(v= “ X2 + U2)dt.
to

The first requirement is to obtain the associated nominally low-order system.
Straightforward application of (15.4-16) yields this to be

i=x++u.

+3- 2L’s%.Theapproxim‘Ow-
Next, we solve the optimization problem associated with this low-order
system. The optimal performance index is PX2, where P is the positive definite
root of

2P–+P’ +1=0

i.e.,

P=4+2fi.

Applying (15.4-24) through (15.4-26), we obtain

Equations (1 5.4-28) through (15.4-31) are now used to obtain the matrices

~i~. First, from Eq. (15.4-30), we have

n,, = (4 + 2fi).

Equation (15.4-29) yields

R,, = n,, + (5 + 2JT).

Substituting into the steady state version of (1 5.4-28), we obtain

n,, = –9 –4&’-Y.

Thus,

n,, = –4 – 2n.

From Eq. (15.4-21), the approximate feedback gain vector

[ 1~=_(2+JT–w+-J3.
A(2 + J-T)

is

The difference is clear between taking 1 = O (corresponding to total neglect
of the dynamics associated with z) and 1 = 0.1, (corresponding to an
approximation consideration of the dynamics associated with z). Problem
15.4-5 asks for a comparison with the exact feedback gain.
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Problem 15.4-1. Using Eqs. (15.4-3) through (15.4-6) of the text, derive
Eqs. (1 5.4-9) through (15.4-12) for ~ and ~c.

Problem 15.4-2. Derive recursive formulas for

and

$+%=0)

given Eqs. (15.4-3) through (15.4-6).

Problem 15.4-3. Given a plant with a transfer function

32 25
w(~) =&”o.04:.t 1 “0.07:+ 1 2s+ 1 5s+ 1

.— .—

express the state-space equation for the system in the form of (1 5.4-1 3).

Problem 15,4-4. Assume that the matrices ~ in Eq. (15.4-13) depend continu-
ously on I in the vicinity of I = O. Indicate the variations necessary in the subse-

quent derivation of the formulas for fiil.

Problem 15.4-5. Compare the approximate feedback gain and performance

index obtained in the worked example with the exact feedback gain and perform-

ance index.

Problem 15.4-6. Can you suggest how the results of this section can be applied
to optimal filtering problems?
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APPENDIX A

BR!EF REV/EW OF SOME

RESULTSOF MATRIX

THEORY

The purpose of this appendix is to provide a rapid statement of those

particular results of matrix theory used in this book. For more extensive
treatments standard text books—e.g., [1] and [2]—should be consulted. The

latter is a particularly useful source of computational techniques.

1. Matrices and vectors. An m x n matrix A consists of a collection of
mn quantities’ aij (i = 1, 2, . . ., m; j = 1, 2, . . ., n) written in an array of
m rows and n columns:

Sometimes, one simply writes

A = (a,j).

The quantity aij is an entry (the (i-j)th entry, in fact) of A.

~The ajj will be assumed real in most of our discussions.

376
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An m vectorj or, more fully, a co~umn m vector, is a matrix with 1 column

and m rows; thus,

11
x,

X2
~–= .

Xm

defines x as column m vector, whose ith entry is the quantity xi. A row n

vector is a matrix with I row and n columns.

2. Addition, subtraction, and multiplication by a scalar. Two matrices
A and B with the same number of ro)vs and also the same number of columns
may be added, subtracted, or individually multiplied by a scalar. With k,,
kz, scalar, the matrix

C=kl A +k,B

is defined by

Cfj -= k, aij + kzbij.

Thus, to add two matrices, one simply adds corresponding entries; to sub-

tract two matrices, one simply subtracts corresponding entries; etc, Of course,

addition is commutative—i.e.,

A+ B= B+ ’4.

3. Multiplication of matrices. Consider two matrices A and B, with A
an m x p matrix and B a p x n matrix. Thus, the number of columns of A

equals the number of rows of B. The product Al? is an m x n matrix defined
by

C=AB

with

Notice that C has the same number of rows as A, and the same number of
columns as B.

The product of three (or more) matrices can be defined by

D = ABC= (AB)C = A(BC).

in other words, multiplication is associative. However, multiplication is not

commutative—i.e. it is not in general true that

AB = BA.
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In fact, although AB can be formed, the product BA may not be capable of

being formed.
For any integer p, the p x p matrix

[

1 0 ‘.. o-

01 0

1’
I=”””

. .
. .

0 0 . . . 1

possessing p rows and columns is termed the identity matrix of order p. It
has the property that with A any m x p matrix,

AI= A.

Likewise, the identity matrix of order m has the property that

1A = A.

Any matrix consisting entirely of entries that are zero is termed the zero

matrix. Its product with any matrix produces the zero matrix, whereas if it
is added to any matrix, it leaves that matrix unaltered.

Suppose A and B are both n x n matrices (A and B are then termed
square matrices). Then AB is square. It can be proved then that

]AB]=IA]]BI

where ]A ) is the determinant of A.

[The definition of the determinant of a square matrix is standard. One
way of recursively defining IA I for A an n x n matrix is to expand A by its

first row, thus

Ifil= a,,

a22 ““” azn

—alz

az, azs a24 . . . azn

a31 a33 a34 . . . a~n

a .1 a and . . . a..“3

az 1 azz a24 . . . a2n

a31 a32 a~~ . . . a3n

+a13 “ —.. .

I an, an, an4 . . . a.. I

This expresses IA \ in terms of determinants of (n – 1) x (n – 1) matrices.
In turn, these determinants may be expressed using determinants of (n – 2)

x (n – 2) matrices, etc.]
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4. Direct sum of two matrices. Let A be an n x n matrix and B an

m x m matrix. The direct sum of A and B, written A ~ B, is the (n + m)

x (n + m) matrix

AO

[1OB”

5. Transposition. Suppose ,4 is an m x n matrix. The transpose of
,4, written A’, is an n x m matrix defined by

B:A’

where

b,j = aj,.

Thus, if

AT
[1

132

215’

[1

12

A’ =31.

25

It is easy to establish the important result

(AB)’ = B’A’,

which extends to

(ABC)’ -= C’B’A’

and so on. Also, trivially, one has

(A +B)’ - A’ + B’

6. Singularity and nonsingularity. Suppose A is an H x H matrix. Then

A is said to be singular if IA ] is zero. Otherwise, A is termed nonsingular.

7. Rank of a matrix. Let A be an m x H matrix. The rank of A is a posi-
tive integerq such that some q x q submatrix of A, formed by deleting (m – q)
rows and (n -- q) columns, is nonsingular, whereas no (q
submatrix is nonsingular. For example, consider

‘-=L :::1

The maximum size square submatrix that can be formed is 2

a priori, rank A <2. Now the possible 2 x 2 submatrices

+I)i(q+i)

x 2. Therefore,
are

07

,1o“
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These all have zero determinant. Therefore, rank A<2. Of the I x 1

submatrices, two have zero determinant but six do not. Therefore, rank
A=l.

The rank of A is also the maximum number of linearly independent
rows of A and the maximum number of linearly independent columns of
A. In the example, the second row equals the first row. Furthermore, the

second, third, and fourth columns are linear multiples of the first.
It can be shown that

rank (AB) < min [rank A, rank B]

If rank A is equal to the number of columns or the number of rows of

A, A is often said to have full rank. If A is n x n, the statement rank A = n
is equivalent to the statement A is nonsingular. If, for an arbitrary matrix
,4, rank A = O, then A is the zero matrix.

8. Range space and nnll space of a matrix. Let A be an w x n matrix.

The range space of ,4, written ,(%[,4], is the set of all vectors Ax, where x
ranges over the set of all n vectors. The range space has dimension equal to
the rank of A—i.e., the maximal number of linearly independent vectors in

.9??[,4]is rank A. The nuilspace of A, written #[A], is the set of vectors y for
which Ay = O.

An easily proved property is that @?[A’]and AZ[A] are orthogonal–-i.e.j
if yl = A’x for some x, and if yz is such that Ayz = O, then y( yz = O.

9. Inverse of a square nonsingular matrix. Let A be a square matrix.

If, but only if, ,4 is nonsingular, there exists a unique matrix, call it B, termed

the inverse of A, with the properties

BA=AB=I.

The inverse of A is generally written A-’. There are many computational
procedures for passing from a prescribed A to its inverse A-1. A formula

is, in fact, available for the entries of B = A-1, obtainable as follows.
Define the cofactor of the i —j entry of A as (— l)i+j times the deter-

minant of the matrix obtained by deleting from A the ith row andjth column,
i.e., the row and column containing aij. Then,

b“=& x cofactor of aji.

It easily follows that

(A-’)’ = (A’)-’.

If A, and A, are two n x n nonsingular matrices, it can be shown that

(A, A,)-’ = A~lA;l.
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10. Powers of a square matrix. For positive m, Arn for a square matrix
A is defined as AA . . . A, there being m terms in the product. For negative

m, let m = —n, where n is positive; then Am = (A- ‘)”. It follows that APAQ

= A’+g for any integers p and q, positive or negative, and likewise that
(A1)4 = Am.

A polynomial in A is a matrix p(~) = 5 ai~i where the a, are scalars.
F=(’

Any two polynomials in the same matrix commute—i.e., p(~)q(xt) ==
q(~)~(~), where p and q are polynomials. It follows that p(~)q - I(~) =
q-’ (~)p(~), and that such rational jiinctkms of A also commute.

11. Exponential of a square matrix. Let A be a square matrix. Then
it can be shown that the series

I+ A+~A2 +&3+...

converges, in the sense that the i~” entry of the partial sums of the series con-
verges for all i and j. The sum is defined as e~. It follows that

Other properties are :p(zi)e” = e’~(~) for any polynomial A, and e-”’ = [e”’]-’.

12. Differentiation and integration. Suppose A is a function of a scalar

variable t,in the sense that each entry of A is a function of t. Then

dA ~.

-()dt= dt”

It follows that

-$( AB)=$& + ,4$.

Also, from the definition of e“’, one has

$(e”’)= AeA’ = eA’A.

The integral of a matrix is defined in a straightforward way as

JAdt= (jaijdt).

Suppose @ is a scalar function of a vector x. Then

d$ a vector whose ith entry is ~
z= dxi “

Suppose @ is a scalar function of a matrix A. Then,

drj a matrix whose ij entry is ~
~=

daij”
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Suppose z is a vector function of a vector x. Then,

Aw. A

dz = A matrix whose i-j entry is ~.
& dxj

13. Eigenvalues and eigenvectors of a square matrix. Let A be an n x n

matrix. Construct the polynomial ISZ — A/. This is termed the characteristic
polynomial of A; the zeros of this polynomial are the eigenvalues of A. If

2, is an eigenvalue of A, there always exists at least one vector x satisfying
the equation

Ax = 1,X.

The vector x is termed an eigenvector of the matrix A. If 1, is not a repeated
eigenvalue—i.e., if it is a simple zero of the characteristic polynomial, to

within a scalar multiple x is unique. If not, there may be more than one

eigenvector associated with Ii. If Ii is real, the entries of x are real, whereas
if 2i is complex, the entries of x are complex.

If A has zero entries everywhere off the main diagonal—i.e., if aij = O

for all i, j, with i #j, then A is termed diagonal. (Note: Zero entries are still
permitted on the main diagonal.) It follows trivially from the definition of an
eigenvalue that the diagonal entries of the diagonal A are precisely the eigen-

values of A.
It is also true that for a general A,

If A is singular, A possesses at least one zero eigenvalue.
The eigenvalues of a rational function r(A) of A are the numbers r(li),

where Ji are the eigenvalues of A. The eigenvalues of e~f are e~fc.

14. Trace of a square matrix A. Let A be n x n. Then the trace of A,

written tr[A], is defined as

tr[A] = ~ a,,.
,=1

An important property is that

tr[zf] =,$ Ii

where the Ii are eigenvalues of A. Other properties are

tr[A + 1?] = tr[ll + A] = tr[A] + tr[ll]

and, assuming the
matrices,

multiplications can be performed to yield square product

tr[AB] = tr[B’A’] = tr[BA] = tr[A’B’]

tr[A’A] = $ ~ a;.
iz~ j=,
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15. Orthogonal, symmetric, and skew-symmetric matrices, and their

eigenvalue properties. If a square A is such that ,4A’ = Z, and thus A’A = 1,

A is termed orthogonal. The eigenvalues of A then have a magnitude of unity.

If A = A’, A is termed symmetric, and the eigenvalues of A are all real. More-
over, if XI is an eigenvector associated with II, Xz with AZ, and if Al # Iz,

then X’lxz = O. The vectors xl and XZ are termed orthogonal. (Note: Distin-

guish between an orthogonal matrix and an orthogonal pair of vectors.)
If A ==–A’, A is termed skew, or skew symmetric, and the eigenvalues of

A are pure imaginary.

16. The Cayley-Hamilton theorem. Let A be a square matrix, and let

lsI– Al== s”+alsn-l + . . . +cq;th en,

A“+a, A”-’ +.. .+a,flZ=O.

The Cayley-Hamilton theorem is often stated, rather ambiguously, as
“the matrix A satisfies its characteristic polynomial.”

From the Cayley-Hamilton theorem, it follows that Am for any m > n
and eA are expressible as a linear combination of Z, A, . . . . Am-’.

17. Similar matrices and diagonalizability. Let A and B be n x n matrices.

If there exists a nonsingular n x n matrix Tsuch that B = T- IAT, the matrices

A and B are termed similar. Similarity is an equivalence relation. Thus:

1. A is similar to A

2. If A is similar to B, then B is similar to A.
3. If A is similar to B and B is similar to C, then A is similar to C.

Similar matrices have the same eigenvalues. This may be verified by

observing that

sI— B= T“~sIT— T-l AT= T-l(sZ— A)T.

Therefore,

IsI– BI=IT-l IIsI– AI ITI=IsZ –AIIT-’ IIT].

But T-’T = I so that IT-’ IIT I = 1. The result is then immediate.
If, for a given A, a matrix T can be formed such that

A = T-~AT

is diagonal, then A is termed diagonalizable, the diagonal entries of A are

eigenvalues of A, and the columns of T turn out to be eigenvalues of A.
Not all square matrices are diagonalizable, but matrices that have no

repeated eigenvalues are diagonalizable, as are orthogonal, symmetric, and

skew-symmetric matrices.

18. Jordan form. Not all square matrices are diagonalizable. But it is

always possible to get very close to diagonal matrix via a similarity trans-
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formation. In fact, there always exists a matrix T such that

II

a, 1

A,

1,

12 1

a,
T-~AT =

A, 1

A, 1

L “J
or something similar. Here, all blank entries are zero, the eigenvalues of A

occur on the main diagonal, and there may or may not be entries of 1 above

and to the right of repeated eigenvalues—i.e., on the superdiagonal. For any

A, the distribution of 1’s and O’s on the superdiagonal is fixed, but different

A yield different distributions. The preceding almost-diagonal matrix is
called the Jordan canonical form of A. The Jordan blocks of A are the matrices

19. Positive and nomegative definite matrices. Suppose A is n x n and

symmetric. Then A is termed positive definite, if for all nonzero vectors x

the scalar quantity X’AX is positive. Also, A is termed nonnegative definite
if X’AX is simply nonnegative for all nonzero x. Negative definite and non-
positive definite are defined similarly. The quantity X’AX is termed a quadratic

form, because when written as

X’AX = S aijxix,
i,j=l

it is quadratic in the entries xi of x.
There are simple tests for positive and nonnegative definiteness. For A

to be positive definite, all leading minors must be positive—i.e.,

al 1 alz a13
all alz

all>O >0 a12 azz
alz azz

az~ >0 etc.

a13 a23 a33

For A to be nonnegative definite, all minors whose diagonal entries are dia-

gonal entries of A must be nonnegative. That is, for a 3 x 3 matrix A, .
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all alz all a13 a22
a119a22, a3320 > 7 a’3 >0

alz a22 a13 a33 a23 a33

all alz a13

a12 a22 a2~ >0.

a13 a23 a33

A symmetric A is positive definite if and only if its eigenvalues are posi-
tive, and nonnegative definite if and only if its eigenvalues are nonnegative.

If D is an n x m matrix, then A = DD’ is nonnegative definite, and posi-
tive definite if and only if D has rank n. An easy way to see this is to define

a vector y by y = D’x. Then X’AX = xDD’x = y’y = ~ Y? >0. The
inequality becomes an equality if and only if y = O or D’x ==O, which is
impossible for nonzero x if D has rank n.

If A is nonnegative definite, there exists a matrix B that is a symmetric
square root of A; it is also nonnegative definite. It has the property that

B2=A

and is often denoted by A ’12. If A is positive definite, so is A 1’2, and A 1/2 is

then unique.
If A and B are nonnegative definite, so is A + B, and if one is positive

definite, so is A + B. If A is nonnegative definite and n x n, and B is m x n,

then BAB’ is nonnegative definite.
If A is a symmetric matrix and l~,X is the maximum eigenvalue of A,

then &I – A is nonnegative definite.

20. Norms of vectors and matrices. The norm of a vector x, written

IIx [1,is a measure of the size or length of x. There is no unique definition,
but the following postulates must be satisfied.

1. IIxII 20 for all x with equality if and only if x = O.

2. Ilaxll = Ial 11x11for any scalar and for all x.

3. llx+Y]lSll~ll +Ilyllforallxandy.

Ifx=(x,, xz, ..., .x.), three common norms are

11X11= [~x:]’1’, 11x11= m~xlxil and IIXII =i$IXij.i=~

The Schwartz inequality states that Ix’y ] s IIx II ]Iy II for arbitrary
x and y, with equality if and only if x = Iy for some scalar 1.

The norm of an m x n matrix A is defined in terms of an associated

vector norm by

I]AII = max llAxl\.
11X11=1

The particular vector norm used must be settled to fix the matrix norm.
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Corresponding to the three vector norms listed, the matrix norms become,
n

respectively, [l~ax(A’A)]l~2, max (~ Iaij 1)and max (~ Iaij l). Important prop-
< j= I j i=l

erties of matrix norms are

21. Linear matrix equations. If A, B, and C are known matrices, of

dimension n x n, m x m, and n x m, respectively, we can form the follow-

ing equation for an unknown n x m matrix X:

AX+ XB+C=O.

This equation is merely a condensed way of writing a set of mn simultaneous
equations for the entries of X. It is solvable to yield a unique X if and only
if ii(A) + Jj(l?) # O for any i and j—i.e., the sum of any eigenvalue of A

and any eigenvalue of B is nonzero.
If C is positive definite and A = B’, the lemma of Lyapunov states that

X is positive definite symmetric if and only if all eigenvalues of B have nega-
tive real parts. If C = DD’ for some D, and A = B’, the lemma of Lyapunov
states that X is nonnegative definite symmetric, and nonsingular if and only

if [A, D] is completely controllable.

22. Common differential equations involving matrices. The equation

:x(l) = ft(t)x(t) X(lo) = X.

commonly occurs in system theory. Here, A is n x n, and x is an n vector.
If A is constant, the solution is

x(t) = exp [A(t — tO)]xO.

If A is not constant, the solution is expressible in terms of the the solution of

where now X is an n x n matrix. The solution of this equation cannot nor-
mally be computed analytically, but is denoted by the transition matrix

@(t, tO), which has the properties

@(to,to)= I @(f,, t,)aw,,to) = w2, to)

and

@(t,to)qto,f)= 1.

The vector differential equation has solution

x(t)==@(t, to)xo.
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The solution of

dx(t)
dt

— = A(2)x(t) + B(t)u(t) X(to) = x,

where u(t) is a forcing term is

x(t) = @(t,to)xo + f @(f,z)B(T)u(T)dT.
to

The matrix differential equation

d; = Ax+ XII + c(t) X(to) = l-.

also occurs commonly. With A and B constant, the solution of this equation
may be, written as

X(t) = exp [A(t – tO)]XOexp [B(t – tO)]

+ ~:, exp [A(1– T)]C(T) exp [B([ – ~)] d~.

A similar result holds when A and B are not constant.

23. Several manipulative devices. Let ~(A) be a function of,4 such that

f(fl) = ~oufA’ (a, is constant).

[In other words, ~(z), where z is a scalar, is analytic.] Then,

T-’ f(A) T== f(T-’AT).

This identity suggests one technique for computing ~(A), if A is diagonaliz-
able. Choose T so that T- lAT is diagonal. Then f(T-l AT) is readily com-

puted, and~(A) is given by Tf(T- lAT)T-’. Italso follows from this identity

that the eigenvalues of f(A) are f(li) where Ii are eigenvalues of A; the
eigenvectors of A and ~(A) are the same.

For n vectors x and y, and ,4 any n x n matrix, the following trivial

identity is often useful:

x’Ay = y’A’x.

If A is n x m, B is m x n, Z~ denotes the ‘m x m unit matrix, and In
the n x n unit matrix, then

\~~+AB\=lI~+BA\.

If A is a column vector a and B a row vector b’, then this implies

II+ab’l=l+b’a.

Next, if A is nonsingular and a matrix function of time, then

d A-’(t)]= –A-* ~A-’.~[

(This follows by differentiating AA-1 = Z.)
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If F is n x n, G and K are n x r, the following identity holds:

[1+ K’(sZ– F)-’G]-’ = I – K’(sZ – F + GK’)-’G.

Finally, if P is an n x n symmetric matrix, we note the value of
grad(x’Px), often written just (d/dx)(x’Px), where the use of the partial deriva-

tive occurs since P may depend on another variable, such as time. As may be

easily checked by writing each side in full,

g(x’Px) = 2PX,
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APPENDIX B

BRIEF REVIEW OF SEVERAL

MAJOR RESULTSOF

LINEAR SYSrEM THEORY

This appendix provides a summary of several facts of linear system

theory. A basic familiarity is, however, assumed. Source material may be
found in, e.g., [1] through [3], whereas [4] deals with a special topic—the

determination of state-space equations, given a transfer function matrix.

1. Passage from state-space equations to transfer function matrix. In

system theory, the equations

k= Fx+Gu

y=wx

frequently occur. The Laplace transform may be applied in the same manner

as to scalar equations to yield

sX(S) = F’X(S) + X(O) + GU(S)

whence

with X(O) = O. The

lf’(sZ – F)-lG.

Y(s) = H’X(s)

Y(s) = H’(sZ – F’)- ‘GU(S)

transfer function matrix relating U(s) to Y(s) is

389
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2. Conditions for complete controllability and observability. A pair of

constant matrices [F, G] with Fn x n and G n x r is termed completely
controllable if the following equivalent conditions hold:

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

Rank [GFG . . . Fn-’G]== n.

w’e=fG = O for all t implies w = O.
,& #G@eFr dt is positive definite for all T >0.

There exists an n x r matrix K such that the eigenvalues of F + GK’

can take on arbitrary prescribed values.

Given the system i = Fx + Gu, arbitrary states x,, x,, and arbitrary

times to,t,,with tO < t,, there exists a control taking the system from

state XOat tO to state xl at t~.[In contrast to (1) through (4), this is
also valid for time-varying F and G if 10 = tO(tl, XO, xl).]

A pair of matrices [F, H] with F n x n and H n x r is termed completely

observable if [F’, H] is completely controllable.

3. Passage from transfer function matrix to state space equations—the
Ho algorithm. The determination of state-space equations corresponding

to a transfer function, as distinct from transfer function matrix, is straight-

forward. Given a transfer function

W(s) = y ‘++a:;;!;“;2+ ““ “ + b’
““”+--al

state-space equations .t = Fx + gu, y = h’x yield the same transfer function
relating U(s) to Y(s) if

1

0 1 0 . . 0-

001 ..0

F=”””””

1

—al —az —aq . . —an_

or

1/

00...–a,

10...–a,

01...–a,
F== g=

. . .

. .

. . . . 1 –an

g=

“o

o

-1

-b,

b,

1

h=

b. .

h=

“o

o

1i

b,”

b,

bn_

These formulas are valid irrespective of whether the numerator and
denominator of W(s) have common factors. The first pair of F and g is com-
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pletely controllable, and there exists a coordinate basis transformation taking

any other set of F, g and h which are completely controllable to the prescribed
form. The second pair of F and h is completely observable, and there exists
a coordinate basis transformation taking any other completely observable
set to the prescribed form.

If the numerator and denominator of W(s) have no common factor, both

sets are simultaneously completely controllable and observable.

When W(s) is a matrix—say, p x m—the algorithm due to Ho [4] pro-
vides a convenient route to determining matrices F, G, and H. First, W(s)

is assumed to be zero at s = CO. It is then expanded as

W(S)=++*+++...

where the Ai are termed Markov matrices. Then the Ai are arranged to form
Hankel matrices HN as follows:

[

A,A2...A~

A, A, . . . A~+l 1

1“
1“AN AN+, . . . A2N_,“1

The next step requires the checking of the ranks of lf~ for different N,

to determine the first integer r such that rank H, = rank H,,, = rank H,+ ~
.. . . . . If W(s) is rational, there always exists such an r. Then nonsingular
matrices P and Q are found so that

[1PH,Q = 1“ 0
00

where n = rank Hr. The following matrices “realize” W(s), in the sense that
W(s) = H’(sI – F)-l G:

where

G = n x m top left corner of PHr
H’ = p x n top left corner of H,Q

F= n x n top left corner of P(oH,)Q

[

~, A, .

A, A, .

oH, = -

LA,+, A,+, .

Moreover, [F, G] is completely controllable
able.

- A,+l

. A,+,

‘:1
“1

. .
A2r ]

and [F, H] is completely observ-
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4. Mlnimality. If a transfer function matrix W(s) is related to a matrix

triple F, G, H by

W(s) = H’(sI = F)- ‘C,

then F has minimal dimension if and only if [F’, G] is completely controllable
and [F, H] is completely observable. The triple F, G, H is termed a minimal

realization of W(s). Given two minimal realizations of W(.s)-call them F,,

G,, H, and Fz, Gz, Hz—there always exists a nonsingular T such that

TFIT-’ = F, TG, = G, (T-’)’Hl = H,.
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